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nanslators, Introduction 

' 
IN 1 9 s 3 , in the preface to the seventh edition of his masterWOrk, 
Being tmd Time, Martin Heidegger suggested that for an ducida
tion of the question of Being raised by this tat, "the reader may 
refer to my EinjUhrung in die Maaphysilt, which is appearing si

multaneously with this reprinting."1 Heidegger had originally pre
sented this Introduction t() Maaphysia as a lecture course at the Uni
versity ofFreiburg in the summer semester of 1935. lt attests to the 

1. Being tUUI Tmu:, trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York: 
Harper and Row, I96:z.), 17. The I9S3editiono£Einfohrunguulie~ 
was published by Max Niemeyer Verlag (Ttibingen). Niemeyer has continued 
to publish the book, and it has also been published in the series ofHeidegger's 
collected works as Gestm~t~~Usgllbe, vol. 40, ed. Petta Jaeger (Frankfurt: Vit
torio Klostermann, 1983). The Gestm~t~~Usgllbe edition notes the Niemeyer 
edition's pagination, and in our translation, we have also noted this pagina
tion for the reader's convenience. In citing the Inh'rHiuaitm to Mmlphysies, we 
will use the abbreviation 1M, followed by a page reference according to the 
Niemeyer edition, which will allow the reader to find the passage in both our 
translation and the two German editions. 

vii 
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importance he attached to this work that Heidegger chose this 

course, from among the dozens of manuscripts of lcxture courses 
held over the decades of his teaching career, as the first to present 
for general publication, and that he saw fit to present this Intro
duailm as a companion- indeed, as a rightful heir- to Being ~nd 
Time, the book that established him as one of the preeminent phi
losophers of the twentieth century. Although this text consists of a 
series of classroom lectures, it is composed with great care. Heideg
ger writes in an intricate, nuanced style. Nearly every paragraph 
contains a series of plays on words that exploit the sounds and 
senses of German, and often of Greek, in order to bring us closer to 

a genuine c:xperience of primordial phenomena-Being, truth, and 
Da.sein (human beings insofar as they relate to Being). 

In the English-speaking world, the importance of Introduction to 

Metaphysics was in pan established by the fact that in 1959 it became 
the first book-length work by Heidegger to be translated into En

glish, three years before a translation of Being and Time itself ap
peared.2 In effect, the Introduaion to Metaphysics introduced Hei
degger to the English-speaking world. Ralph Manheim undertook 
the daunting task of translating He.idegger's highly idiosyncratic 
prose, and if we judge the results in view of the fact that he had few 
models to work with, Manheim's effort stands as a landmark. He 

succeeded in presenting Heidegger's often turgid style in a readable 
and idiomatic English. 

Nevertheless, all important philosophical works are standing in
vitations to new translation, for translation is one of the means by 

which such works are continually reappropriated by their inter
preters. Furthennore, after forty years, Manheim's translation is 

showing its age. To begin with, in these intervening years, a broad 

z. An lntrrJt/uaiQn to Metaphysia, trans. Ralph Manheim (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1959 ) . 
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consensus has developed for rendering key concepts in Heidegger's 
philosophical k::xicon. Although no serious translation should al
low such consensus to dictate its labors, a contemporary rendering 
should take this consensus into account so that, as far as possible, 
the reader may endeavor to place the arguments of this book in the 
contc:xt of Heidegger's wider body of work now available in En
glish. Secondly, Manheim's felicitous translation of Heidegger at 
times obscures, by its very fluidity, iniportant philosophical issues; 
this is because an idiomatic translation may sacrifice terminological 

consistency or precision in a rum of phrase for the sake of a more 
natural-sounding English expression. We have tried to maintain a 

high degree of consistency in conveying key concepts, retreating 

from this standard only when sense absolutely dictates otherwise. 

The point of this procedure is to let readers fonn their own inter· 
pretations of Heidegger's words, based on their knowledge of all 
the contexts in which they appear. To some readers this fidelity will 
result in what sounds at times like an unnatural English, but it is 

important to recognize that Heidegger's language can be just as 

alien to a native German speaker. 
A common objection against so-called literal translations is that 

a single word can have many meanings, depending on the contc:xt. 
This is true, and it is especially true of Heidegger. But the best way 

to suggest the shifting pattern of the meanings of a German word is 
to use one word in English that is amenable to undergoing a similar 
series of uses. For example, when we consistendy use "fittingness" 
to translate Fug, we do not mean to imply that the word should 

always be understood according to some single fonnula, such as 
a dictionary definition. The various meanings of "fittingness" in 
this tc:xt must be gathered from its successive contc:xts, just as one 
would understand the senses of Fug if one were reading the Ger
man text. H we used several different renderings, it would become 

impossible to see the connections among the various uses of Fug-
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for there are many such connections, even if no single, formulaic 
definition of the word is possible. Having said this, we must also 
acknowledge that it bas not always been possible to employ a single 
English word to render some of Hcidegger's terms. 

Because Heidcgger places such a great emphasis on the impor
tance of language and the use of language for the question of Being 
and its history, the attentive reader should learn enough about Hei
degger's philosophical terminology to form a judgment concerning 
the best way to render Heidegger's key words in English. Because 
we have endeavored to maintain a high degree of terminological 
consistency in our translation, we hope this version of the Introduv 
don t6 MetRphysia will aid this process of reflection. To assist the 
reader further, especially the reader who comes to Heidegger for 
the first time with this book, we offer here a brief discussion of 
important words in Heidegger's philosophical vocabulary, restrict
ing ourselves to the most difficult and characteristic terms used by 
Hcidegger in this work. We also recommend a study of the more 
comprehensive glossary accompanying this translation. The reader 
must understand that what follow here are sketches, not defini
tions, and that only closer study through an engaged process of fa
miliarization can develop the fuller meaning of these words. There 
are no solutions to genuine problems of translation, only tempo
rarily satisfactory placeholders for what thoughtful readers should 
themselves take up as a question about language. 

Das Seimde: beings; what is; that which is. Heidegger's expres
sion d4S Seiende is broad enough to refer to any entity, physical or 
otherwise, with which we may have dealings, whether real, illusory, 
or imagined. One helpful passage in this text (IM s8) suggests the 
range of things that may count as beings, including vehicles, moun
tains, insects, the Japanese, and Bach's fugues. Das Seimde (or the 
equivalent Seiendes) also often refers to beings in general and as a 
whole, as in the opening question of the book, "Why are there 
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beings ( Seimda] at all instead of nothing?" It should be noted that 
the German expression, unlike the English "beings;' is not plural, 
and is translated most literally as "what is" or «that which is?' Oc
casionally, Heidegger refers to something as seiend, and we have 
translated this word as "in being?' This is meant to function as aver
bal adjective and does not mean located inside a being or thing. Fi
nally, Seiendheit means "beingness;' that which characterizes beings 
as beings, in general. For Heidegger, tnuch of the history of philos
ophy has focused on this beingness rather than inquiring into the 

happening of Being itself. 
Das Sein: Being. For Heidcgger, Being is not any thing. It is not 

" being at alL Introduaion tQ Maaphysia often gives the impression 
that Being is the same as beingness. However, Heidegger's ultimate 
question is how It is that beings in their beingness become available 
to us in the first place, or how we come to understand what it means 
tQ be. The question of Being, in this sense, inquires into the happen
ing, the event, in which all beings become accessible and under
standable to us as beings. Being is thus essentially verbal and tem
poral. literally translated, d4S Sein would be "the tQ be," but this 
would be far too clumsy a rendering. Among Hcideggcr scholars 
there is considerable controversy on how best to translate d4S Sein 
into English. Many prefer the lowercase "being" in order to fend off 
the impression that Heidcggcr means some Supreme Being stand
ing above or holding up all other beings; d4S Sein must not be 
mistaken for a subject deserving the substantiation that capitaliza
tion can imply in English. (In German, all nouns arc capitalized, 
so there is no such implication.) Still, in our judgment, to render 
d4S Sein as "being" risks confusion, especially with "beings" as the 
translation for d4S Seimde, and so we resort to the capitalized term. 

Dasein: A word left untranslated in almost all renderings ofHei
degger's work, Dasein denotes that being for whom Being itself is at 
issue, for whom Being is in question. For the most part, in Heideg-
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ger, this being is us, the human being, although Dasein is not 

elfUivalmt to human beings; Heidegger insists that Dasein is not an 

anthropological, psychological, or biological concept. We can think 

of Dasein as a condition into which human beings enter, either 

individually or collectively, at a historical juncture when Being be
comes an issue for them; in this sense, Heidegger often speaks in 

this tat of "historical Dasein:' "our Dasein;' "human Dasein;' or 

"the Dasein of a people." In everyday German, the word Damn is 

used just as we use the word "existence"; readers may always sub

stitute "existence" for "Dasein" in order to get a sense of how Hei

degger's statements would have sounded to his original audience. 

But Heidegger consistently sees the Latin term existmtia as mis

leading and superficial (see IM 49, 138), so it is preferable to inter

pret Dasein in terms of its root meaning. This root meaning is 

usually rendered in English as "Being there," but when Heidegger 

hyphenates Dtvsein, we have employed the equally valid translation 

"Being-here." Dasein is the being who inhabits a Here, a sphere of 

meaning within which beings can reveal themselves as meaningful. 
as significant. 

Das Ni&hts: Nothing. As the first sentence of Introductilm to 

Metaphysics indicates, the question of "nothing, will be a recurrent 

theme of this work. For Heidegger, there is a deep connection 

between lias Ni&hts and das Sein, and once ~ the reader must 

beware of taking the capitalized Nothing as a substantive thing. 

Neither Being nor Nothing is a being for Heidegger. We have re

sorted to capitalization again to avoid confusion between Heideg

ger's use of lias Ni&hts, wruch as Nothing is the counterpart to lias 

Sein, Being, and his use of Ni&hts or nichts, without the article, 

which generally means "nothing" as employed in more ordinary 
language. 

Gewait: violence. Gewait belongs to a family of words used in this 

work that present considerable difficulties for translation. In ordi-
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nary German, Gewalt can mean violence in the sense of arbitrary 

and willful force, but it can also mean the legitimate force employed 

by the institutions of the state. We have dedded to tranSlate this 
word uniformly as "violence;' in part for the sake of consistency, 

but also because Heidegger seems to want to underline the radically 

rransformative work of the GewRk-tat and the Gewalt--ti:itiger- the 

act of violence and the doer of violence-without minimizing the 

danger and even the terror of such work. Still, the reader should 

keep in mind the ambiguous meaning of Gewalt in German. 

Walten; lias Walten: bold sway; the sway. Related to Gewalt are 

the words walten (a verb) and lias Walten (a verbal noun) . In 
ordinary German, walten means to prevail, to reign, to govern, to 

dominate. Heidegger interprets the Greek word phusis, which is 

usually tranSlated as "nature;' as a Greek name for Being itself

that is, the "emergent-abiding Walten" of beings as such. We be

lieve the expression "the sway" suggests this powerful upsurge of 

the presence of beings. That Heidegger seeks to interpret phusis as 

this "sway" is an undertaking to which the reader must lend spedal 

attention. 

Grund: ground; reason; foundation. Like its English cognate, 

"ground:' the German Grund can mean both the earth beneath our 

feet and the reason upon which we establish a position. As such, ein 
Grund can be a foundation, and it is opposed to ein Abgrund, an 

abyss. For Heidegger, every serious "Why?"-such as the question, 

"Why are there beings at all instead of nothing?»- strives to reach 

such a Grund, although a genuine question may well run up against 

an Abgrund. We tranSlate Grund and related words in a variety of 

ways, as indicated here, because no single English word can ade

quately capru.re its range of meaning. 

Der Mensch: humanity; human beings; humans; the human 

being; the human. In German, Mensch means human being, irre~ 

spective of gender, and so, with a very few exceptions, we have 
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sought to preserve this gender neutrality, especially because Hei
degger discusses all human beings as Dasein. 

Volk: a people; the people. The German word Volk has a troubled 
history. In offidal Nazi ideology, the Volk is the race, the bearer of a 
specific historical destiny, both biological and spiritual. But in ordi
nary German, Volk has no necessary connection with race. It can ' 
mean a people or a nation, or "the people" as the basis for sov
ereignty (as in the American "We the people"), although Volk usu
ally does not mean "people" in the informal sense of "folks around 
here." Heidegger uses the word Volk in Betng and Time) and there it 
is best translated as "community.'' But in the 1930S, especially dur
ing his involvement with the Nazi regime, Heidegger discusses the 

Volk in a manner that clearly endeavors to come to grips, for better 
or worse, with the politics of his time. 

Beyond the question of terminology, as our discussion of dRs Volk 
suggests, it is crucial to take into account the historical context of 
Introduction to Metaphysics. Manheim's translation at times blunts 
the edge of the political references and implications of Heidegger's 

work. When Heidegger delivered the original lecture course in 
1935, Adolf Hitler had been in power for two years. Heidegger had 
himself joined the National Sodalist party in May 1933 and served 
the regime as the rector of the University of Freiburg from April 
1933 until his resignation in April 19 3+. when he determined that he 
had lost an internal power struggle concerning the direction of edu
cational policy. a Readers must judge for themselves how Heidegger 

3· The question ofHcidegger's political involvement has generated great con
troversy in several cycles of discussion since the end of the Second World War. 
For reliable biographies, readers may consult Hugo Ott, Heide!J!Jer: A Polltiull 
Ufe, trans. Allen BJunden (New York: Basic, 1993), and Riidiger Safranski, 
MJJrttn Heilllgger: Bmnen Good tmd E'Pil, rrans. Ewald 0sers (Cambridge: 
Harvard Universjty Press, I998). For further discussion, see Richard Wolin, 
ed., The Heilllgger Contrwersy: A CritUIU Reader (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1993); Tom Rockmore and Joseph Margolis, eds., The Htilk!J!Jer CRse: OIJ 
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had come to view the historical meaning of the regime by 1935, but 
to render Fiihnr as "chancellor:' as Manheim does (IM 27), to 
take one example, makes this reckoning more difficult, because 
the reader is not fully confronted with the political connections of 
this book. The implications of Heidegger's references, as when he 

makes approving use ofKnut Hamsun for an example of tallc about 
Nothing (IM 20) or when be criticizes Theodor Haecker's What Is 

Humanity? (IM 109), may well escape the contemporary reader: 
Hamsun, a Nobel Prize-winning writer, was a Nazi sympathizer; 
Haecker's book advanced a clearly anti-Nazi argument. 

Some in Heidegger's German audience of 1953 recognized the 
significance of this Introducti<m to Mmlphysics) although perhaps not 
in the way Heidegger had expected or hoped. The young Jiirgen 
Haberm'as, himself recently a student ofHeidegger's, wrote a letter 

to the editors of the Fmnltfurter A/Jgemeine Zeitung, declaring his 
outrage that Heidegger could publish in 1953, without comment 
or retraction, his words of 1935 hailing the "inner trUth and great
ness" (IM 152) of the National Sod.alist movement.4 1bis passage, 
appearing toward the end of the book, has remained one of the 
most controversial and oft-quoted sayings in Heidcgger's corpus 
since it was first published. The sentence reads in full as follows: "In 
particular, what is peddled about nowadays as the philosophy of 

National Soctalism, but which has not the least to do with the inner 
truth and greatness of this movement [namely, the encounter be
tween global technology and modem humanity], is fishing in these 

Phi/Qsophy Rnd Politics (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992.); and 
Gregory Fried, Heide!JBer'S Polemos: From Being to Polma (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2.000). 
• · Jtirgen Habcrrnas, letter .ro Fmnlifuner AJ{Bemeine Zeitung, July 2.5, 1953, 
trans. in Wolin, The H eillegger ContTOVm.Y, 19o-197. See also Wolin's introduc
tion to the Habcrmas letter for an overview of the history of the passage in 
question. 
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troubled waters of 'values' and 'totalities!" Particularly problematic 

has been the status of the phrase within the brackets. In the 1953 

edition, this phrase stood in parentheses, indicating by Heidegger's 
own convention that he had added the phrase in 1935. During the 
controversy that arose around Habermas's 1953 demand for an 
explanation, Christian Lewalter published a letter in Die zeit argu· 
ing that the passage in question means that "the Nazi movement is 

a symptom for the tragic collision of man and technology, and as 
such a symptom it has its 'greatness; because it affects the entirety of 
the West and threatens to pull it into destruction." Heidegger him
self then wrote to Die Zeit to confirm that Lewalter's "interpreta
tion of the sentence taken from my lecture is accurate in every 
respect." In brief, a concerted attempt was made to characterize this 
passage as a condemnation of the hubristic aspirations of move
ments such as National Socialism that sought a monstrous "great
ness" on the basis of a total control of humanity and nature through 
conquest and technology; the "inner truth" of the movement could 

then be taken as the historical truth of a phenomenon whose pro
found, if unsettling, significance defines the nihilism of the times. s 

The trouble with this explanation is that Heidegger did not add 
the parenthetical remark in 1935 or soon thereafter, whether as a 
silent criticism or anything else. In his prefatory note to Introduction 
to Ma:Rphysics) Heidegger claims that material in parentheses was 
added at the time of the lectures and that material in brackets was 
added during later reworking of the text; in his 1966 interview with 

s-On the letters by Lewalter and Hcidegger, sec: Wolin, The HeideiJ!Jer Omtro
J>my, 187- 188. For further discussion of the teXtual history, sec: Otto POggeler, 
Mm1in Heideggm Pl#h ofThinlting, aans. Daniel Magurshak and Sigmund 
Barber (Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities Press International, 1987), 
2.76-2.78; Petra Jaeger's afterword to Gesamtau.sgRbe, vol. 40, 2.32-2.34; and 
Dominique Janicaud, "The Purloined Letter," in Rockmore and Margolis, The 
HeideggerCase, 348-363. 
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Der Spugel) Heidegger explicitly asserted that the parenthetical re
mark "was present in my manuscript from the beginning" but that 
he did not read it aloud for fear of party informers.6 Nevertheless, 
subsequent scholarship has shown that many of the passages in 
parentheses should have been in brackets, and the insertion about 

"the encounter between global technology and modem humanity" 
is one of these. 7 The reader must ju~e the meaning of this passage 
in consideration·of the fact that Heidegger did not, at least in 1935 

when the lectures were originally delivered, explain the significance 
of National Socialism in terms of the parenthetical remark. 

In our t:rar1slation, we have indicated wherever parentheses in 

the 1953 edition have now been revised to brackets to show that the 
material was added not in 1935 but thereafter.8 We have not taken 
ligfuly this decision to impose on Heidegger's text, but we believe 
that for the sake of a full understanding of the context of the book, 
such interVentions are necessary. We have also provided biblio

graphical references for literary and philosophical works that Hei-

6. Martin Hcidegger, "'Only a God Can Save Us': Der Spiegel's Interview with 
Martin Hcidegger:' in Wolin, The Heidegger Controversy, 10+. 
7. Otto Poggeler attests that the parenthetical remark was very deliberately 
added in 1953 as the lecruces were being prepared for publication: Pi:iggeler, 
Mm-tinHeilkgger'sPI#hofThi,Jiting, 2.78; sec: also Wolin, TheHeilkggerOmtro
vmy, 188. The three student assistants who worked on the page proofs of 
Introdu#Wn toAUmphysics upon its publication have all asserted that this inser
tion was not part of the original text, and furthermore that Heidegger changed 
the phrase "greatness ofN.S." [National Socialism] to "greatness of this move
ment": see Hartmut Buchner, "Fragmentarisches:' in Giimher Neske, ed., 
Erinnerung an Mm-tin Heidegger (Pfullingen: Neske, 1977), 47-51, esp. 49-
For further discussion of this textual question and its larger context, see The
odore Kisiel, "Hcidegger's Philosophical Geopolitics in the Third Reich:' inA. 
O!mpaniQn w HeideiJ!Jer'S Introduction to Metaphysics> ed. Richard Polt and 
Gregory Fri.ed (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2.001). 

8. More recent German editions ofHeidegger's text, including the Gesamt4us
gRbe edition, have revised such passages, changing parentheses to brackets, and 
we have relied on such corrections in preparing our aanslation. 
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deggcr mentions, and we have occasionally commented on the con
tents of these works when we believe that such commentary would 
enhance the understanding of his lectures. Furthermore, in addi
tion to scholarly and contextual references, where Hcidegger's lan
guage becomes especially difficult or where the sense depends in 
part on the German itself, we have provided either interpolations of 
the German words or, where the language is ambiguous or espe
cially complex, a footnote for entire phrases or sentences. We have 
also provided the pagination from the Niemeyer edition in the 
margins of this translation so that readers may easily find the Ger
man whenever they have questions about the translation. 

Our practice has been to transliterate individual Greek words, 
such as phusis, logos, on, eim~t, polemos, and te~ so that readers 
unfamiliar with the language may track the use of these terms. We 
have used the Greek alphabet in longer citations, on the asswnp
tion that any readers who study the details of these longer pas

sages will know Greek and will not need a transliteration. In foot
notes, we have also frequently provided conventional translations 
of Greek passages, because Hcidegger's own interpretative transla
tions often depart from what scholars would generally recognize as 
a conventional rendering, and the reader should have the oppor
tunity to judge the extent ofHeidegger's departure. 

Aside from all issues of vocabulary, political context, and textual 
history, Introduction to Metaphysics remains, first and foremost, a 
powerful and provocative work of philosophy. Hcidcggcr's impas
sioned lectures resonate with each other and with us, leaving us 
with a wealth of questions. What is the meaning of Being? Docs it 

have a particular meaning for Westerners, and if so, bow did it 
come to have that meaning? Docs our ordinary disregard for such 
issues blind us to our history and condemn us to a superficial rela
tion to the world? Do our ordinary science and logic separate us 
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from the truth? What is truth in the first place? What is language? 
What is thinking? What is it to be human at all? 

We prefer not to try to answer such questions here, or to venture 
farther into the difficulties ofinterprctinglntroduaion to Metaphysics 
as a whole. Instead, we hope that our translation will make it pos
sible for thoughtful readers to enter the book on their own and 
form their own judgments. Our outline, glossary, and index may 
provide some assistance. Readers who arc interested in further ex

plorations of the many dimensions of this text may also consult the 
anthology A Cmnpanion to Heideggers lt~troduction to Metaphysics, 
which is being published by Yale University Press as a sequel to 
this volume. 9 

9. For a general introduction to Hcideggers thought, see Richard Polt, Hei· 
lk!JBtr: An mtroduaion (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999). Those who 
read German may also consult Hcidegger's own notes on the lecture course, as 
well as an alternate draft of one seaion, included as an appendix tO the GeslmJ. 
tRusgRbe edition, :t17-:130. In his nores, Hcidegger criticizes the lecture course 
for failing to develop the question of Being in its fu!Jest breadth; the draft 
treats the topic of the etymology of Being, with some significant differences 
from the pubUshed leaures. 



Outline of Introduction to Metaphysics 

TI1is is one possible outline of the text that the reader may find 
useful in following Heidegger's arguments. Page numbers refer to 

the German pagination. 

Chapter One: The Fundamental Question of Metaphysics 
A. The why-question as the first of all questions (I -6) 
B. Philosophy as the asking of the why-question ( 6- Io) 

I. The untimeliness of philosophy 
2 . Two misinterpretations of philosophy 

a. Philosophy as a foundation for culture 

b. Philosophy as providing a picture of the world 

3· Philosophy as extra-ordinary questioning about the extra
ordinary 

C. Phusis: the fundamental Greek word for beings as such (I o- I 3) 

I. Phusis as the emerging, abiding sway 
2. The later narrowing of the meaning of phusis 

XX 
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D. The meaning of"introduction to metaphysics" ( 13-17) 

I . Meta-physics as questioning beyond beings as such 
2. The difference between the question of beings as such and 

thequestionofBeing (addition, I953) 

3· futroduction to metaphysics as leading into the asking of the 
fundamental question 

E. Unfolding the Why-question by means of the question of Noth
ing (17-23) 

I. The seeming superfluity of the phrase "instead of nothing" 
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Prefatory Note (1953) 

TH IS PUBLICATION contains the tcxt:oftbefullyelaborated1lec
ture course that was held under the same tide in the summer semes
ter of 1935 at the University ofFrclburg in Brdsgau. 

What was spoken no longer speaks in what is printed 
As an aid to the reader, 1l1ithout tmy chtmge in ~ longer 

sentences have been broken up, the continuous text has been more 
fully artirulated into sections, repetitions have been deleted, over
sights eliminated, and imprecisions clarified. 

Whatever stands between parentheses was written during the 
elaboration of the lectures. Whatever is set within brackets consists 
of remarks inserted in subsequent years.l 

I. By JJOIJstiituJig IIUf!J~, Heidcgger probably means that he finished 
writing the tat in 1935, with the exception ofthechangeshenotesbelow. (All 
foomotes arc by the translators, with the exception of twO notes by Heideggcr 
that will be identified as such.) 
2. The 1953 edition often did not follow the conventions Heidcgger describes 
here: later insertions of a sentence or longer were usually printtd in brackets, 
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In order properly to consider in what sense and on what grounds 
the term "metaphysics" is inclu~ed in the title, the reader must first 

have taken part in completing the course of the lectures. 

but later insc:rti.ons consisting of a word or phrase were usually printed in 
parentheses. The ~Rbe and the more recent Niemeyer editions use 
brackets for all the later insc:rti.ons. We will observe the usage of these recent 
editions, whilenotingalloccasionswhcre parentheses in the I953 edition have 
been revised to brackets. 'fra.nslators' interpolations and references to the orig
inal German are printed in angle brackets: ( ). 

CHAPTER ONE 

The Fundamental Question of Metaphysics 

.. 

WHY AR.E THERE beings at all instead of nothing? That is the 
question. Presumably it is no arbitrary question. "Why are there 
beings at all instead of nothing?"- this is obviously the first of all 
questions. Of course, it is not the first question in the chronological 
sense. Individuals as well as peoples ask many questions in the 
course of their historical passage through time. They explore, inves
tigate, and test many sorts of things before they run into the ques
tion "Why are there beings at all instead of nothing?" Many never 
run into this question at all, if running into the question means not 
only hearing and reading the interrogative senten.ce as uttered, but 
asking the question, that is, taking a stand on it, posing it, compel
ling oneself into the state of this questioning. 

And yet, we are each touched once, maybe even now and then, 
by the concealed power of this question, without properly grasping 
what is happening to us. In great despair, for example, when all 
weight tends to dwindle away from things and the sense of things 
grows dark, the question looms. Perhaps it strikes only once, like 

I 

[I) 
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the muffled tolling of a bell that resounds into Dascinl and gradu
ally fades away. The question is there in heartfelt joy, for then all 
things are transformed and surround us as if for the first time, as if it 
were easier to grasp that they were not, rather than that they arc, 

and are as they arc. The question is there in a spell of boredom, 
when we are equally distant from despair and joy, but when the 
stubborn ordinariness of beings lays open a wasteland in which it 
makes no difference to us whether beings are or are not-and then, 
in a distinctive form, the question resonates once again: Why are 
there beings at all instead of nothing? 

But whether this question is asked explicitly, or whether it 
mcrcly passes through our Dascin Ukc a fleeting gust of wind, un
recognized as a question, whether it becomes more oppressive or is 

[z] thrust away by us again and suppressed under some pretext, it 
certainly is never the first question that we ask. 

But it is the first question in another sense-namely, in rank. 
This can be clarified in three ways. The question "Why are there 

beings at all instead of nothing~" is first in rank for us as the broad
est, as the deepest, and finally as the most originary question. 

The question is the broadest in scope. It comes to a halt at no 
being of any kind whatsoever. The question embraces all that is, 

and that means not only what is now present at hand in the broad
est sense, but also what has previously been and what will be in the 
future. The domain of this question is limited only by what simply 
is not and never is: by Nothing. All that is not Nothing comes into 

the question, and in the end even Nothing itself-not, as it were, 
because it is something, a being, for after all we arc talking about it, 
but because it "is" Nothing. The scope of our question is so broad 
that we can never exceed it. We are not interrogating this being or 
that being, nor all beings, each in turn; instead, we are asking from 

1. Sec the discussion of DRS#n in our lotrodua:ion. 
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the start about the whole of what is, or as we say for reasons to be 
ctiscussed later: beings as a whole and as such. 

Just as it is the broadest question, the question is also the deep
est: Why are there beings at all ... ? Why-that is, what is the 
ground? From what ground do beings come? On what ground do 
beings stand? To what ground do beings go?1 The question docs 
not ask this or that about beings - what they are in each case, here 
and there, how they are put together, how they can be changed, 
what they can be used for, and so on. The questioning seeks the 
ground for what is, insofar as it is in being.3 To seek the ground: 
this means to get to the bottom (ergriindm). What is put into ques
tion comes into relation with a ground. But because we arc ques
tioning, it remains an open question whether the ground is a truly 
grounding, foundation-effecting, orlginary ground; whether the 
ground refuses to provide a foundation, and so is an abyss; or 
whether the ground is neither one nor the other, but merely offers 
the perhaps necessary illusion of a foundation and is thus an un
ground.* However this may be, the question seeks a decision with 
respect to the ground that grounds the fact that what is, is in being 
as the being that it is.5 This why-question docs not seek causes for 
beings, causes of the same kind and on the same level as beings 
themselves. This why-question docs not just skim the surface, but 
presses into the domains that lie "at the ground," even pressing into 
the ultimate, to the limit; the question is turned away from all [3] 

2.. Zu Grunlie gehen (literally, "go to the ground") is an idiom meaning "to be 
ruined." 
3. Sccseimd in German-English Glossary. 
+. "Allein, well gefragt wird, blcibt offen, ob der Grund ein wahrhaft griin
dender, Grundung erwirkender, Ur-grund ist; ob dec Grund cine Grllndung 
versagt, Ab·grund ist; ob dec Grund weder das Eine noch das Andere ist, 
sondern nur einen vielleicht notwendigen Schein von Grundung vorgibt und 
so eio Uo-grund 1st." 
s. " .. . daB das Sdeodeseiend ist Rls ein solches, das es ist." 
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surface and shallowness, striving for depth; as the broadest, it is at 

the same time the deepest of the deep questions. 
Finally, as the broadest and deepest question, it is also the most 

originary. What do we mean by that? If we consider our question in 
the whole breadth of what it puts into question, beings as such and 
as a whole, then it strikes us right away that in the question, we 
keep ourselves completely removed from every particular, individ
ual being as precisely this or that being. We do mean beings as a 
whole, but without any particular preference. Still, it is remarkable 
that one being always keeps coming to the fore in this questioning: 
the human beings who pose this question. And yet the question 
should not be about some particular, individual being. Given the 
unrestricted range of the question, every being counts as much as 
any other. Some elephant in some jungle in India is in being just as 
much as some chemical oxidation process on the planet Mars, and 
whatever else you please. 

Thus if we properly pursue the question "Why are there beings 
at all instead of nothing?., in its sense as a question, we must avoid 
emphasizing any particular, individual being, not even focusing on 
the human being. For what is this being, after all! Let us consider 
the Earth within the dark immensity of space in the universe. We 
can compare it to a tiny grain of sand; more than a kilometer of 
emptiness extends between it and the next grain of its size; on the 
surface of this tiny grain of sand Uves a stupefied swarm of sup
posedly clever animals, crawling all over each other, who for a brief 
moment have invented knowledge [ cf. Nietzsche, "On Truth and 
Lie in the Extramoral Sense," 1873, published posthumously] .' 

6. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. Nietzsche's essay begins: "'In some 
remote comer of the universe, glJ.mmuing diffusely into countless sohr sys
tems, then: was once a planet upon which clever animals invented knowledge. 
It was the proudest and most mendacious m.inute in "world h.istoty"; but it 
was only a minute. After narure had taken a few breaths, the planet grew cold, 
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And what is a human lifespan amid millions of years? Barely a move 
of the second hand, a breath. Wrthin beings as a whole there is no 
justification to be found for emphasizing precisely this being that is 

called the human being and among which we ourselves happen to 

belong. 
But if beings as a whole are ever brought into our question, then 

the questioning does come into a distinctive relation with them
distinctive because it is unique-and beings do come into a distinc-
tive relation with this questioning. For through this questioning, 

beings as a whole are first opened up RS such and with regards to 

their possible ground, and they are kept open in the questioning. 

The asking of this question is not, in relation to beings as such 
and as a whole, some arbitrary occurrence amid beings, such as 
the falling of raindrops. The why-question challenges beings as a 
whole, so to speak, outstrips them, though never completely. But [-+) 

this is precisely how the questioning gains its distinction. What 

is asked in this question rebounds upon the questioning itself, for 
the questioning challenges beings as a whole but does not after all 

wrest itself free from them. Why the Why? What is the ground of 

this why-question itself, a question that presumes to establish the 
ground of beings as a whole? Is this Why, too, just asking about the 
ground as a foreground, so that it is still always a being that is 

sought as what does the grounding? Is this "first" question not the 
first in rank after all, as measured by the intrinsic rank of the ques-
tion of Being and its transformations? 

To be sure-whether the question "Why are there beings at all 

instead of nothing?., is posed or not makes no difference what-

and the clever animals had to die: Someone could invent a &ble lib: that, and 
he: still would not have adequately illustrated how wreu:bed, how shadow like 
and fleeting, how pointless and arbitrary the human l.ntelloct appears within 
nature~ Cf. The Port4ble Nietzuhe, ed. Walter Kaufmann (New York: VIking, 
l9H), ~. 
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soever to beings themselves. The planets move in their orbits with
out this question. The vigor of life Bows through plant and animal 
without this question. 

But if this question is posed, and provided that it is actually car
ried out, then this questioning necessarily recoils back from what is 

asked and what is interrogated, back upon itself. Therefore this 
questioning in itself is not some arbitrary process but rather a dis
tinctive OCCUII'alce that we call a h~ing. 

This question and all the questions immediately rooted in it, 
in which this one question unfolds- this why-question cannot be 
compared to any other. It runs up against the search for its own 
Why. The question "Why the Why?" looks externally and at first 
like a frivolous repetition of the same interrogative, which can go 
on forever; it looks like an eccentric and empty rumination about 
insubstantial meanings of words. Certainly, that is how it looks. 
The only question is whether we are willing to fall victim to this 

cheap look of things and thus take the whole matter as settled, or 
whether we are capable of aperiencing a provocative happening in 
this recoil of the why-question back upon itself. 

But if we do not let ourselves be deceived by the look of things, 
it will become clear that this why-question, as a question about 
beings as such and as a whole, immediately leads us away from mere 
toying with words, provided that we still possess enough force of 
spirit to make the question truly recoil into its own Why; for the 
recoil does not, after all, produce itself on its own. Then we dis
cover that this distinctive why-question bas its ground in a leap by 
which human beings leap away from all the previous safety of their 
Dasein, be it genuine or presumed. The asking of this question 
happens only in the leap and as the leap, and otherwise not at all. 
Later, we will clarify what we mean here by "leap." Our questioning 
is not yet the leap; for that, it must first be transformed; it still 
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stands, unlcnowing, in the face of beings. For now, let this comment 
suffice: the leap (Sprung) of this questioning attains its own ground 
by leaping, performs it in leaping (er-sprlngt, springend erwirlct). Ac
cording to the genuine meaning of the word, we call such a leap that 
attainS itself as ground by leaping an originary leap (Ur-sprung): an 
attaining-the-ground-by-leaping. Because the question "Why are 

there beings at all instead of nothing?" attains the ground for all 
genuine questioning by leaping and is thus an originary leap, we 
must recognize it as the most originary (.mprNnglich) of questions. 

As the broadest and deepest question, it is the most originary, 
and conversely. 

In this threefold sense the question is the first in rank, first in 

rank in the order of questioning within that domain which this first 
question definitively opens up and grounds, giving it its measure. 
Our question is the~ of all true questions -that is, of those 
that pose themselves to themselves-and it is nccessa.rily ~ 
knowingly or nOt, along with every question. No questioning, and 
consequently no single scientific "problem" either, understands it
self if it does not grasp the question of all questions, that is, if it does 
not ask it. We want to be clear about this from the start: it can never 
be determined objectively whether anyone is asking-whether we 
are actually asking this question, that is, whether we are leaping, or 
whether we are just mouthing the words. The question loses its 
rank at once in the sphere of a human-historical Dasein to whom 
t}uestioning as an originary power remains foreign. 

For example, anyone for whom the Bible is divine revelation and 
truth already has the answer to the question "Why are there beings 
at all instead of nothing?" before it is even asked: beings, with the 
exception of God Himself, are created by Him. God Himsclf"is" as 
the uncreated Creator. One who holds on to such faith as a basis 
can, perhaps, emulate and participate in the asking of our question 
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in a certain way, but he cannot authentically question without giv
ing himsdf up as a believer, with all the consequences of this step. 

He can aa only "as if"-. On the other hand, if such faith does not 
continually expose itself to the possibility of unfaith, it is not faith 
but a convenience. It becomes an agreement with oneself to adhere 
in the future to a doctrine as something that has somehow been 
handed down. 1his is neither having faith nor questioning, but 
indifference-which can then, perhaps even with keen interest, 
busy itself with everything, with faith as well as with questioning. 

[6] Now by referring to safety in faith as a special way of standing 
in the truth, we are not saying that citing the words of the Bible, "In 
the beginning God created heaven and earth, etc.," represents an 
answer to our question. Quite aside from whether this senten.ce of 
the Bible is true or untrue for faith, it can represent no answer at all 
to our question, because it has no relation to this question. It has oo 
relation to it, because it simply cannot come into such a relation. 
What is really asked in our question is, for faith, foolishness. 

Philosophy consists in such foolishness. A "Christian philoso
phy" is a round square and a misunderstanding. To be sure, one can 
thoughtfully question and work through the world of Clu:istian 
experience- that is, the world of faith. That is then theology. Only 
ages that really no longer believe in the true greatness of the task 
of theology arrive at the pernicious opinion that, through a sup
posed refurbishment with the help of philosophy, a theology can be 
gained or even replaced, and can be made more palatable to the 
need of the age. Philosophy, for originally Christian faith, is fool
ishness. Philosophizing means asking: "Why are there beings at all 
instead of nothing?" Aaually asking this means venturing to ex
haust, to question thoroughly, the inexhaustible wealth of this 
question, by unveiling what it demands that we question. When
ever such a venture occurs, there is philosophy. 
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If we now wanted to talk about philosophy, giving a report, in 
order to say what it is in more detail, this beginning would be 
fruidess. But whoever engages in philosophy must know a few 

things. They can be stated briefly. 
All essential questioning in philosophy neccssari.ly remains un

timely, and this is because philosophy either projects far beyond its 
own time or else binds its time back to this time's earlier and incep
tive past. Philosophizing always rcmaiDs a kind of knowing that not 
only does not allow itself to be made timely but, on the contrary, 
imposes its measure on the times.7 

Philosophy is essentially untimely because it is one of those few 
things whose fate it remains never to be able to find a direct reso
nance in their own time, and never to be permitted to find such a 
resonance. Whenever this seemingly does take place, whenever a 
philosophy becomes fashion, either there is no aaual philosophy or 
else philosophy is misinterpreted and, according to some intentions 
alien to it, misused for the needs of the day. 

Philosophy, then, is not a kind of knowledge which one could [ 1] 

acquire directly, like vocational and technical expert:ise, and which, 
like economic and professional knowledge in general, one could 
apply directly and evaluate according to its usefulness in each case. 

But what is useless can nevertheless be a power-a power in the 
rightful sense. That which has no direct resonance (Widerlt./4ng) in 
everydayness can stand in innermost harmony f.ljinltlang) with the 
authentic happening in the history of a people. It can even be its 
prelude (Vori/ang). What is untimely will have its own times. 1his 
holds for philosophy. Therefore we cannot determine what the task 
of philosophy in itself and in genecal is, and what must accordingly 

7. Heidegger pwu on uitgem4jl ("timely"), meaning Uterally "in measure 
With the times." 
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be demanded of philosophy. Every stage and every inception of its 
unfolding carries within it its own law. One can only say what 
philosophy cannot be and what it cannot achieve. 

A question has been posed: "Why are there beings at all instead 

of nothing?" We have claimed that this question is the first. We have 
explained in what sense it is meant as the first. 

Thus we have not yet asked this question; right away we turned 
aside into a discussion of it. This procedure is necessary, for the 
asking of this question cannot be compared with customary con
cerns. There is no gradual transition from the customary by which 
the question could slowly become more familiar. This is why it 
must be posed in advance, pro-posed (7XW-geste/Jt), as it were. On 
the other hand, in this pro-posal of and talk about the question, we 
must not defer, or even forget, the questioning. 

We therefore conclude the preliminary remarks with this ses· 
sian's discussions. 

Every essential form of spirit is open to ambiguity. The more this 
form resists comparison with others, the more it is misinterpreted. 

Philosophy is one of the few autonomous creative possibilities, 
and occasional necessities, of human-historical Daseio. The cur
rent misinterpretations of philosophy, which all have something to 
them despite their misunderstandings, are innumerable. Here we 
will mention only two, which are important for clarifying the situa
tion of philosophy today and in the future. 

One misinterpretation consists in demanding too much of the 
essence of philosophy. The other involves a distortion of the sense 
of what philosophy can achieve. 

[8] Roughly speaking, philosophy always aims at the first and last 
grounds of beings, and it does so in such a way that human beings 
themselves, with respect to their way of Being, are emphatically 
interpreted and given an aim. This readily gives the impression that 
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philosophy can and must provide a foundation for the current and 
furore historical Dasein of a people in every age, a foundation for 
building culture. But such expectations and requirements demand 
too much of the capability and essence of philosophy. Usually, this 
excessive demand takes the form of finding fault with philosophy. 
One says, for example, that because metaphysics did not contribute 
to preparing the revolution, it must be rejected. That is just as 
clever as saying that because one cannot By with a carpenter's bench, 
it should be thrown away. Philosophy can never dimtly supply 
the forces and create the mechanisms and opportunities that bring 
about a historical state of affairs, if only because philosophy is al
ways the direct concern of the few. Which few? The ones who trans

form creatively, who unsettle things. It spreads only indirectly, on 
back roads that can never be charted in advance, and then finally
sometime, when it has long since been forgotten as originary phi· 
losophy- it sinks away in the form of one ofDasein's truisms. 

Against this first misinterpretation, what philosophy can and 
must be according to its essence, is this: a thoughtful opening of the 
avenues and vistas of a knowing that establishes measure and rank, 
a knowing in which and from which a people conceives its Dasein 
in the historical-spiritual world and brings it to ful6.llment-that 
knowing which ignites and threatens and compels all questioning 
and appraising. 

The second misinterpretation that we mention is a distortion of 
the sense of what philosophy can achieve. Granted that philosophy 
is unable to lay the foundation of a culture, one says, philosophy 
nevertheless makes it easier to build up culture. According to this 
distortion, philosophy orders the whole of beings into overviews 
and systems, and readies a world piaure for our use - a map of the 
world, as it were-a piaure of the vartous possible things and 
domains of things, thereby granting us a universal and uniform 
Orientation. Or, more specifically, philosophy relieves the sciences 
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of their labor by meditating on the presuppositions of the sciences, 

their basic concepts and propositions. One c:xpects philosophy to 

promote, and even to accelerate, the practical and technical busi

ness of culture by alleviating it, making it easier. 

[9] But-according to its essence, philosophy never makes things 
easier, but only more difficult. And it does so not just incidentally, 

not just because its manner of communication seems strange or 

even deranged to everyday understanding. The burdening of his
torical Dasein, and thereby at bottom of Being itself, is rather the 
genuine sense of what philosophy can achieve. Burdening gives 

back to things, to beings, their weight (Being). And why? Because 

burdening is one of the essential and fundamental conditions for 

the arising of everything great, among which we include above all 

else the fate of a historical people and its works. But fate is there 

only where a true knowing about things rules over Dasein. And the 

avenues and views of such a knowing are opened up by philosophy. 

The misinterpretations by which philosophy remains constantly 

besieged are mainly promoted by what people like us do, that is, by 
professors of philosophy. Their customary, and also legitimate and 

even useful business is ro transmit a certain educationally appropri

ate acquaintance with philosophy as it has presented itself so far. 

1his then looks as though it itself were philosophy, whereas at most 

it is scholarship about philosophy. 

When we mention and correct both of these misinterpretations, 

we cannot intend that you should now come at one stroke into a 

clear relation with philosophy. But you should become mindful and 

be on your guard, precisely when the most familiar judgments, and 
even supposedly genuine experiences, unexpectedly assail you. This 

often happens in a way that seems entirely innocuous and is quickly 

convincing. One believes that one has had the experience oneself, 

and readily hears it confirmed: "nothing comes" of philosophy; 

"you can't do anything with it." These two turns of phrase, which 
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are especially current among teachers and researchers in the sci

ences, express observations that have their indisputable correctness. 

When one attempts to prove that, to the contrary, something does 

after all "come" of philosophy, one merely intensifies and secures 

the prevailing misinterpretation, which consists in the prejudice 

that one can evaluate philosophy according to eve.ryday standards 

that one would otherwise employ to judge the utility of bicycles or 

the effectiveness of mineral baths. 

It is entirely correct and completely in order to say, "You can't do 

anything with philosophy." The only mistake is to believe that with 

this, the judgment concerning philosophy is at an end. For a little 

epilogue arises in the form of a counterquestion: even if we can't do 

anything with it, may not philosophy in the end do something with (to] 

us, provided that we engage ourselves with it? Let that suffice for us 

as an explication of what philosophy is not. 

At the outset we spoke of a question: "Why are there beings at 

all instead of nothing?" We asserted that to ask this question is to 

philosophize. Whenever we set out in the direction of this ques

tion, thinking and gazing ahead, then right away we forgo any 

sojourn in any of the usual regions of beings. We pass over and 

surpass what belongs to the order of the day. We ask beyond the 

usual, beyond the ordinary that is ordered in the everyday. Nietz

sche once said (VII, 269): "A philosopher: that is a human being 

who constantly experiences, sees, hears, suspects, hopes, dreams 

extraordinary things ... "' 

Philosophizing is questioning about the extra-ordinary. Yet as 

we merely intimated at first, this questioning recoils upon itself, 

and thus not only what is asked about is extraordinary, but also the 

questioning itself. This means that this questioning does not lie 

8· Beyond Good Rnd Evil, §:19:1. Hcideggcr's references to Nietzsche cite the 
edition of his works published in l.cipzig by C. G. Naumann, I 899-1905. 
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along our way, so that one day we stumble into it blindly or even by 
mistake. Nor does it stand in the familiar order of the everyday, so 
that we could be compelled to it on the ground of some require
ments or even regulations. Nor does this questioning lie in the 
sphere of urgent concern and the satisfaction of dominant needs. 
The questioning itself is out-of-order. It is completely voluntary, 
fully and especially based on the mysterious ground of freedo~ on 
what we have called the leap. The same Nietzsche says: "Philoso
phy ... means living voluntarily amid ice and mountain ranges" 
(XV, 2).9 Philosophizing, we can now say, is extra-ordinary ques
tioning about the extra-ordinary. 

In the age of the first: and definitive unfolding of Western philos
ophy among the Greeks, when questioning about beings as such 
and as a whole received its true inception, beings were called phusi.s. 
This fundamental Greek word for beings is usually translated as 
"nature." We use the Latin translation natum, which really means 
"to be born," "birth." But with this Latin translation, the originary 
content of the Greek word phusi.s is already thrust aside, the authen
tic philosophical naming force of the Greek word is destroyed. This 
is true not only of the Latin translation of this word but of all other 
translations of Greek philosophical language into Roman. 'Ibis 
translation of Greek into Roman was not an arbitrary and ionocu-

[ I I 1 ous process but was the first stage in the isolation and alienation of 
the originary essence of Greek philosophy. The Roman translation 
then became definitive for Christianity and the Christian Middle 
Ages. The Middle Ages trans-lated themselves into modem philos
ophy, which moves within the conceptual world of the Middle 
Ages and then creates those familiar representations and conceptual 
terms that are used even today to understand the inception of West-

9· §3 of the preface to &a Homo. 
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em philosophy. This inception is taken as something that we have 
left behind long ago and supposedly overcome. 

But now we leap over this whole process of deformation and 
decline, and we seek to win back intact the naming force of lan
guage and words; for words and language arc not just shells into 
which things are packed for spoken and written intercourse. In the 
word, in language, things first come to be and are. For this reason, 
toO, the misuse of language in mere idle talk, in slogans and phrases, 
destroys our genuine relation to things. Now what does the word 
phusis say? It says what emerges from itself (for example, the emer
gence, the blossoming, of a rose), the unfolding that opens itself 
up, the coming-into-appearance in such unfolding, and holding 
itself and persisting in appearance- in short, the emerging-abiding 
sway.10 According to the dictionary,phuein means to grow, to make 
grow.11 But what does growing mean? Does it just mean to increase 
by acquiring bulk, to become more numerous and bigger? 

Phusis as emergence can be experienced everywhere: for exam
ple, in celestial processes (the rising of the sun}, in the surging of 
the sea, in the growth of plants, in the coming forth of animals and 
human beings from the womb. But phusis, the emerging sway, is 
not synonymous with these processes, which we still today count as 
part of "nature." This emerging and standing-out-in-itself-from
itself may not be taken as just one process among others that we 
observe in beings. Phusis is Being itself, by virtue of which beings 
first become and remain observable. 

It was not in natural processes that the Greeks first experienced 
what phusis is, but the other way around: on the basis of a funda
mental experience of Being in poetry and thought, what they had to 

to. See the discussion ofWRitm in our introduction. 
I I. The noun phusis corresponds to the verb phuein. 
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call phusis disclosed itself to them. Only on the basis of this dis

closure could they then take a look at nature in the narrower sense. 

Thus phusis originally means both heaven and earth, both the stone 

and the plant, both the animal and the human, and human history 

as the work of humans and gods; and finally and first of all, it means 

the gods who themselves stand under destiny. Phusis means the 
[ u.] emerging sway, and the enduring over which it thoroughly holds 

sway. This emerging, abiding sway includes both "becoming" as 

well as "Being" in the narrower sense of fixed continuity. Phusis is 

the event of standing forth, arising from the concealed and thus 

enabling the concealed to take its stand for the first time. u 

But if one understands phusis, as one usually does, not in the 
originary sense of the emerging and abiding sway but in its later 

and present meaning, as nature, and if one also posits the motions 

of material things, of atoms and electrons - what modem physics 

investigates as phusis-as the fundamental manifestation of nature, 

then the inceptive philosophy of the Greeks turns into a philosophy 

of nature, a representation of all things according to which they are 

really of a material nature. Then the inception of Greek philosophy, 

in accordance with our everyday understanding of an inception, 

gives the impression of being, as we say once again in Latin, primi

tive. Thus the Greeks become in principle a better kind ofHotten· 

tot, in comparison to whom modern science has progressed infi
nitely far. Disregarding all the particular absurdities involved in 

conceiving of the inception of Western philosophy as primitive, it 

must be said that this interpretation forgets that what is at issue is 

philosophy-one of the few great things of humanity. But what

ever is great can only begin great. In faa, its inception is always 

r 2.. "Phusis ist das En&-rtehm1 a us dem Verborgcnen sich beraus· und dlescs so 
erst in den Stand bringen?' Heidegger Is playing on the etymological connec· 
don between Entstehen (genesis, growth) and Smnd (a stand, state, siruatioo, 
condition). The phrase in den StRnd bring en ordinarily means to enable. 
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what is greatest. Only the small begins small- the small, whose 

dubious greatness consists in diminishing everything; what is small 

is the inception of decline, which can then also become great in the 

sense of the enormity of total annihilation. 

The great begins great, sustains itself only through the free re

currence of greatness, and if it is great, also comes to an end in 

greatness. So it is with the philosophy of the Greeks. It came to an 

end in greatness with Aristotle. Only the everyday understanding 

and the small man imagine that the great must endure forever, a 

duration which he then goes on to equate with the eternal. 

What is, as such and as a whole, the Greeks call phusis. Let it be 

mentioned just in passing that already within Greek philosophy, a 

narrowing of the word set in right away, although its originary 

meaning did not disappear from the experience, the knowledge, 

and the attitude of Greek philosophy. An echo of knowledge about 

the originary meaning still survives in Aristotle, when he speaks of 

thegroundsofbeiogsassuch (cf.M.aaphysksf, r, I003az7).13 

But this narrowing of phusis in the direction of the "physical" [ r 31 

did not happen in the way that we picture it today. We oppose to 

the physical the ''psychical," the mind or soul, what is ensouled, 

what is alive. But all this, for the Greeks, continues even later to 

belong to phusis. As a counterphenomenon there arose what the 

Greeks call thesis, positing, ordinance, or nomos, law, rule in the 

sense of mores. But this is not what is moral but instead what 

concerns mores, that which rests on the commitment of freedom 

and the assignment of tradition; it is that which concerns a free 

13. "Now since we are seeking the prindples and the blghest causes [or 
grounds], ir is dear that these mUSt belong to some phusis in virtue of itself. If, 
thc:n, those who were seeking the clements of beings [ t4n onten] were also 
S(elting these prindplcs, these clements too must be elements of being [ tou 
OntO$), not acddent:ally, but as being. Accordingly, It is of being as being that 
We:, too, must find the fim causes!' - MttRphysics f, I , 1003a2.6-31. 
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comportment and attirude, the shaping of the historical Being of 
humanity, ethos, which under the influence of morality was then 
degraded to the ethical. 

Phusis gets narrowed down by contraSt with tuhni- which 
means neither art nor technology but a kind of /tnQw/edg~ the know
ing disposal over the free planning and arranging and controlling of 
arrangements ( cf. Plato's Phtudrus) .14 Tedme is generating, build
ing, as a knowing pro-ducing. (It would require a special study to 

clarify what is essentially the same in phusis and tuhni.) 15 But for aU 
that, the counterconcept to the physical is the historical, a domain 
of beings that is aJso understood by the Greeks in the originally 
broader sense of phusis. 'Ihis, however, does not have the least to do 
with a naruralistic interpretation of history. Beings, as such and as a 
whole, are phusis- that is, they have as their essence and character 
the emerging-abiding sway. This is then experienced, above all, in 
what tends to impose itself on us most immediately in a certain way, 
and which is later denoted by phusis in the narrower sense: ta phusd 
onta, ta phusiJul, what narurally is. When one asks about phusis in 

general, that is, what beings as such are, then it is above all t4 phusll 
onta that provide the foothold, although in such a way that from 
the start, the questioning is not allowed to dwell on this or that 

domain of nature-inanimate bodies, plants, animals-but must 
go on beyond ta phusilta. 

In Greek, "away over something;' "over beyond," is meta. Philo
sophical questioning about beings as such is meta t4 phusilul; it 

questions on beyond beings, it is metaphysics. At this point we do 

14. Phaedrus ~-z7,.b is devoted to determining how dletoric can become a 
proper tedmi and what is required in general of a proper tedmi. 
rs. Cf. Heidegger's 1939 essay "On the Essence and Concept of ~c; In 
Aristotle's Physia B, 1:' trans. Thomas Sheehan, in Pmhmllrlts, ed. Will.l.am 
McNeill (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998}. 
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not need to trace the history of the genesis and meaning of this term 

in detail. 
The question we have identified as first in rank- "Why are there 

beings at all instead of nothing?"- is thus the fundamental ques
tion of metaphysics. Metaphysics stands as the name for the center 
and core that determines all philosophy. 

[For this intrOduction, we have intentionally presented all this [r+] 

in a cursory and thus basically ambiguous way. According to our 
explanation of phusis, this word means the Being of beings. If one is 

asking peri pbuseOs, about the Being of beings. then the discussion of 
phusis, "physics" in the ancient sense, is in itself already beyond ta 

phusiluJ, on beyond beings, and is concerned with Being. "Physics" 
detennines the essence and the history of metaphysics from the 
inception onward. Even in the doctrine of Being as tUtus purus 
(Thomas Aquinas), as absolute concept (Hegel), as eternal recur-
rence of the same will to power (Nietzsche), metaphysics stead-
fastly remains "physics~ 

The question about Being as such, however, has a different es
sence and a different provenance. 

To be sure, within the purview of metaphysics, and if one con
tinues to think in its manner, one can regard the question about 
Being as such merely as a mechanical repetition of the question 
about beings as such. The question about Being as such is then just 

another traosceodental question, albeit one of a higher order. This 

tnisconstrual of the question about Being as such blocks the way to 
unfolding it in a manner befitting the matter. 

However, this misconstrual is all too easy, especially because 
Being and 1ime spoke of a "tra.nscendental horizon~16 But the 

16. Being tm4 T.me, 39 (according to the pagination of the later German 
editions). 
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"transcendental" meant there does not pertain to subjective con
sciousness; instead, it is determined by the existential-ecstatic tem
porality of Being-here. Nevertheless, the question about Being as 
such is misconstrued as coinciding with the question about beings 
as such; this misconstrual thrusts itself upon us above all because 
the essential provenance of the question about beings as such, and 
with it the essence of metaphysics, lies in obscurity. This drags into 
indeterminacy all questioning that concerns Being in any way. 

The "introduction to metaphysics" attempted here keeps in view 
this confused condition of the "question of Being." 

According to the usual interpretation, the "question of Being" 
means asking about beings as such (metaphysics). But if we think 
along the lines of Being and Time, the "question of Being" means 
asking about Being as such. This meaning of the expression is also 
appropriate both in terms of the matter at stake and in terms of 
language; for the "question of Being" in the sense of the metaphys
ical question about beings as such precisely does tWt aslt themat
ically about Being. Being remains forgotten. 

But this talk of the "oblivion of Being" is just as ambiguous as 
the expression "question of Being." One protests quite rightfully 
that metaphysics does indeed ask about the Being of beings, and 
that therefore it is manifest foolishness to charge metaphysics with 
an oblivion of Being. \ 

But if we think the question of Being in the sense of the question 
about Being as such, then it becomes clear to everyone who accom
panies us in thinking that it is precisely Being as such that remains 
concealed, remains in oblivion-and so decisively that the oblivion 
of Being, an oblivion that itself falls into oblivion, is the unrecog
nized yet enduring impulse for metaphysical questioning. 

If one chooses the designation "metaphysics" for the treatment 
of the "question of Being" in an indefinite sense, then the title 
of this lecture course remains ambiguous. For at first it seems as 
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though the questioning held itself within the purview of beings as 
such, whereas already with the first sentence it strives to depart this 
zone in order to bring another domain into view with its questions. 
The title of the course is thus deliberately ambiguous. 

The fundamental question of the lecture course is of a different 
kind than the guiding question of metaphysics. Taking Being and 
Time as its point of departure, the lecture course asks about the 
"disc/Qsedness of Being" (Being and Time, pp. 1.1 f. and 37 f.). Dis
closedness means: the openedness of what the oblivion of Being 
closes off and c.onceals.17 Through this questioning, too, light first 
falls on the essence of metaphysics, which was also concealed up to 
now.] 

"Introduction to metaphysics" accordingly means: leading into 
the asking of the fundamental question.18 But questions, and above 
all fundamental questions, do not simply occur li..ke stones and wa
ter. Questions are not given like shoes, clothes, or books. Questions 
an as they are actually asked, and this is the only way in which they 
are. Thus the leading into the asking of the fundamental question is 

not a passage over to something that lies or stands around some
where; instead, this leading-to must first awaken and create the 
questioning. Leading is a questioning going-ahead, a questioning
ahead. This is a leadership that essentially has no following. When
ever one finds pretensions to a following, in a school of philosophy, 
for example, questioning is misunderstood. There can be such 
schools only in the sphere of scientific or professional labor. In such 
a sphere, everything has its distinct hierarchical order. Such labor 

17 · "Erschlossenheit besagt: Aufgeschlosscnhdt dc:ssen, was die Vcrgcssenhcit 
des Seins verschlleBt und verbirgt." This could also mean: " ... of what closes 
otr and conceals the oblivion of Being?' 
t8. Throughout this passage, Heidegger plays on the connection between 
Einfiihrung, "introduction," and .fohrm, "to lead?' Etymologically, Elnfiihrung 
means "leading into:' as do the Latin roots of the English "introduction?' 
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also belongs, and even necessarily belongs, to philosophy and has 
today been lost. But the best professional ability will never replace 
the authentic strength of seeing and questioning and saying. 

"Why are there beings at all instead of nothing?" That is the 
question. To pronounce the interrogative sentence, even in a ques
tioning tone, is not yet to question. We can already see this in the 

[16) fact that even if we repeat the interrogative sentence several times 
over and over, this does not necessarily make the questioning atti

tude any livelier; on the contrary, reciting the sentence repeatedly 
may well blunt the questioning. 

Although the interrogative sentence thus is not the question and 
is not questioning, neither should it be taken as a mere linguistic 
form of communication, as if the sentence were only a statement 

"about" a question. If I say to you, "Why are there beings at aU 
instead of nothing?" then the intent of my asking and saying is not 
to communicate to you that a process of questioning is now going 
on inside me. Certainly the spoken interrogative sentence can also 
be taken this way, but then one is precisely not hearing the ques
tioning. The questioning does not result in any shared questioning 
and self-questioning. It awakens nothing in the way of a question
ing attitude, or even a questioning disposition. For this consists in a 
wi/Jtrw-to-know. Willing- this is not just wishing and trying. Who
ever wishes to know also seems to question; but he does not get 

beyond saying the question, he stops short precisely where the 
question begins. Questioning is willing-to-know. Whoever ~ 
whoever lays his whole Dasein into a will, is resolute. Resoluteness 
delays nothing, does not shirk, but acts from the moment and 
without fail. Open resoluteness is no mere resolution to act; it is the 
decisive inception of action that reaches ahead of and through all 
action. To will is to be resolute. [The essence of willing is traced 
back here to open resoluteness. But the essence of open resolute
ness (Ent-schlossenheit) lies in the de-concealment (Ent-borgenheit) of 
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human Dasein for the clearing of Being and by no means in an 
accumulation of energy for "activity.' Cf. Being and Time §44 and 
§6o. But the relation to Being is letting. That all willing should be 
grounded in letting strikes the understanding as strange. See the 
lecture "On the Essence ofTruth," 1930.19] 

But to know means tp be able to stand in the truth. Truth is the 
openness of beings. To know is accordingly to be able to stand in 
the openness of beings, to stand up to it. Merely to have infor
mation, however wide-ranging it may be, is not to know. Even if 
this information is focused on what is practically most important 
through courses of study and examination requirements, it is not 
knowledge. Even if this information, cut back to the most compel
ling needs, is "dose to life," its possession is not knowledge. One 
who carries such information around with him and has added a few 
practical tricks to it will still be at a loss and will necessarily bungle 
in the face of real reality, which is always different from what the [ 17] 

philistine understands by closeness to life and closeness to reality. 
Why? Because he has no knowledge, since to know means to be able 
tokarn. 

Of course, everyday understanding believes that one has knowl
edge when one needs to learn nothing more, because one has fin
ished learning. No. The only one who knows is the one who un
derstands that he must always learn again, and who above all, on 
the basis of this understanding, has brought himself to the point 
where he continually eR-n learn. This is far harder than possessing 
information. 

Being able to learn presupposes being able to question. Ques
tioning is the willing-to-know that we discussed earlier: the open 
resoluteness to be able to stand in the openness of beings. Because 
we are concerned with asking the question that is first in rank, 

19. 11tis essay is available in P4tlmuris. 
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clearly the willing as well as the knowing are of a very special kintl. 

All the less will the tnterrogllti"Pe smtma exhaustively reproduce tbc 
question, even if it is genuinely said in a questioning way and heard 
in a partnership of questioning. The question that does indeed 
resonate in the interrogative sentence, but nevertheless remains 

closed off and enveloped there, must first be developed. In this 
way the questioning attitude must clarify and secure itself, establish 
itself through exercise. 

Our next task consists in unfolding the question "Why are there 
beings at all instead of nothing?" In what direction can we unfold 
it? To begin with, the question is accessible in the interrogative 
sentence. The sentence takes a stab, as it were, at the question. 
Hence its linguistic fonnulation must be correspondingly broad 
and loose. Let us consider our interrogative sentence in this respect. 
"Why are there beings at all instead of nothing?" The sentence 
contains a break. "Why are there beings at all?" With this, the 
question really has been posed. The posing of the question in· 
cludes: I) the definite indication of what is put into question, what 
is interrogllttd; z) the indication of that with regards to which what 
is interrogated is interrogated-what is asked about. For what is 

interrogated is indicated unequivocally: namely, beings. What is 

asked about, what is R.S/ud, is the Why-that is, the ground. What 

follows in the interrogative sentence-"instead of nothing?"-is an 
embellishing flourish; it is just an appendix that inserts itself, as if 
on its own, for the sake of an initially loose and introductory way of 
speaking, as an additional turn of phrase that says nothing more 
about what is interrogated and what is asked about. In fact, the 
question is far more unequivocal and decisive without the appended 
rum of phrase, which just comes from the superfluity of imprecise 
talk. "Why are there beings at all?" But the addition "instead of 

[x8) nothing?" is invalidated not just because we are striving for a pre
cise fonnulation of the question, but even more because it says 
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nothing at all. For what more are we supposed to ask about Noth
ing? Nothing is simply nothing. Questioning has nothing more to 
seek here. Above all, by bringing up Nothing we do not gain the 
stightest thing for the knowledge ofbeings.20 

Whoever talks about Nothing does not know what he is doing. 
In speaking about Nothing, he makes it into a something. By speak
ing this way, he speaks against what he means. He contra-dicts 
himself. But self-contradictory speech is an offense against the fun
damental rule of speech (logos), against "logic." Talking about Noth
Ing is illogical. Whoever talks and thinks illogically is an unscientific 
person. Now whoever goes so far as to talk about Nothing within 
philosophy, which after all is the home of logic, deserves all the 
more to be accused of offending against the fundamental rule of all 
thinking. Such talk about Nothing consists in utterly senseless 
propositions. Moreover, whoever takes Nothing seriously takes the 
side of nullity. He obviously promotes the spirit of negation and 
serves disintegration. Talking about Nothing is not only completely 
contrary to thought, but it undermines all culture and all faith. 

20. Compare Heinrich Rickert, Die loiJilt tits PriltiJiu#s 11rfll tiAs Problem IUr 
Onrowgie (Heidelberg: Carl WmteiS Unlversititsbuchhandlung), 1930, p.20s. 
<Hcidcgger's note; present only in the G~gllbe edition. Ridtcrt writeS: 
"With the help of the relative Nothing, we at best reach a distinctive altema· 
tivc to the world, whose epistemic meanlng docs not seem to be essential for 
the Being of the world. On the one side of this alternative we have, then, the 
world tha.t is, in its totality; on the other side, in contrast, we have only 
Nothing as the nor-Being of the world. What does this alternative rell us as 
regards lmowledge of tbe world? One will want to answer simply: nothing, and 
nothing (!dJer than just nothing! The world remains c:xaaly what it was, and 
what It is, if we oppose Nothing to it as not-the-world." Rickert goes on ro 
~guc that there are, however, important logical points to be explored regard
tog the concept of Nothing. He concludes his book ( 2.2.6-2.36) with an anal
}'sJS ofH cidegger's "What is Metaphysics?" in which he identifies Hcidegger's 
"Nothing" with ""the Other of the lrMTNble world" ( 2.2.9) .In Rickert's reading of 
lieidcgger, "the Nothing is the something for whidJ we htm no predielltts"' 
<~31 ).} 
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WhateVer both disregards the fundamental law of thinking and also 
destroys faith and the will to construct is pure nihilism. 

Given such considerations, we will do well to strike from our 
interrogative sentence the superfluous turn of phrase "instead or 
nothing?" and restrict the sentence to the simple and precise form: 

"Why are there beings at all?" 
Nothing would stand in the way of this, if ... if in the formula

tion of our question, if in the asking of this question altogether, we 
had as much Ucense as it may have seemed up to now. But in asking 
the question we stand within a tradition. For philosophy has con
standy and always asked about the ground of beings. With th1a 
question it had its inception, in this question it will find its end, 
provided that it comes to an end in greatness and not in a powerlcsa 
decline. The question about what is not and about Nothing has 
gone side by side with the question of what is, since its inception. 
But it does not do so superficially, as an accompanying phenome
non; instead, the question about Nothing takes shape in accor
dance with the breadth, depth, and originality with which the ques
tion about beings is asked on each occasion, and conversely. the 
manner of asking about Nothing can se.rve as a gauge and a crite

rion for the manner of asking about beings. 
[ 19] If we think about this, then the interrogative sentence pro-

nounced at the start, "Why are there beings at all inrtead of noth· 
ing?" appears far more suitable to express the question about beingS 
than the abbreviated version after all. Our introduction of talk 
about Nothing here is not a careless and overly enthusiastic manner 
of speaking, nor our own invention, bur merely strict respect for the 

originary tradition regarding the sense of the fundamental q~n. 
Still, this talk of Nothing remains contrary to thought in gen· 

eral, and leads to disintegration in particular. But what if both the 

concern for the proper respect for the fundamental rules of thinking 
as well as the fear of nihilism, which would both like to adviSe 
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againSt talk of Nothing, rested on a misunderstanding? 1bis is in 
fact the case. Of course, the misunderstanding that is being played 
out here is not accidental. Its ground is a lack of understanding that 
has long ruled the question about beings. Bur this lack of under
standing stems from an oblrPWn of Being that is getting increasingly 

rigid. 
For it cannot be decided so readily whether logic and its funda

mental rules can provide any measure (or the question about beings 
as such. It could be the other way around, that the whole logic that 

we know and that we treat like a gift from heaven is grounded in a 
very definite answer to the question about beings, and that conse
quendy any thinking that simply follows the laws of thought of 
established logic is intrinsically incapable of even beginning to un
derstand the question about beings, much less of actually unfolding 
it and leading it toward an answer. In truth, it is only an illusion of 
rigor and scientificity when one appeals to the principle of contra
diction, and to logic in general, in order to prove that all thinking 
and talk about Nothing is contradictory and therefore senseless. 
"Logic" is then taken as a tribunal, secure for all eternity, and it 
goes without saying that no rational human being will call into 
doubt its authority as the first and last court of appeal. Whoever 
speaks against logic is suspected, implicidy or explicidy, of arbitrari
ness. 1bis mere suspicion already counts as an argument and an 
objection, and one takes oneself to be exempted from further, au

thentic reflection. 
One cannot, in fact, talk about and deal with Nothing as if it 

were a thing, such as the rain out there, or a mountain, or any object 
at all; Nothing remains in principle inaccessible to all science. Who-
ever truly wants to talk of Nothing must necessarily become unsci- [ zo] 
entific. Bur this is a great misfortune only if one believes that scien-
tific thinking alone is the authentic, rigorous thinking, that it alone 
can and must be made the measure even of philosophical thinking. 
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But the reverse is the case. All scientific thinking is just a derivati~ 
and rigidified form of philosophical thinking. Philosophy never 
arises from or through science. Philosophy can never belong to the 
same order as the sciences. It belongs to a higher order, and not just 

"logically:' as it were, or in a table of the system of sciences. Philoso

phy stands in a completely different domain and rank of spiritual 
Dasein. Only poetry is of the same order as philosophical think· 
ing, although thinking and poetry are not identical. Talking 
Nothing remains forever an abomination and an absurdity for sci

ence. But aside from the philosopher, the poet can also talk 
Nothing-and not because the procedure of poetry, in the vv•UIUI~ 
of everyday understanding, is less rigorous, but because, in com
parison to all mere science, an essential superiority of the 
holds sway in poetry (only genuine and great poetry is meant) 
Because of this superiority, the poet always speaks as if beings 
expressed and addressed for the first time. In the poetry of the 
and in the thinking of the thinker, there is always so much 

space to spare that each and every thing- a tree, a mountain, 
house, the call of a bird- completely loses its indifference 
familiarity. 

'Ihle talk of Nothing always remains unfamiliar. It does 
allow itself to be made common. It dissolves, to be sure, if 
places it in the cheap add of a merely logical cleverness. lbis is why 

we cannot begin to speak about Nothing immediately, as we can iD 

describing a picture, for example. But the possibility of such speech 
about Nothing can be indicated. Consider a passage from one ci 
the latest works of the poet Knut Hamsun, The&adLetuis On, 193+ 

translation, p. ~.The work belongs together with The Wayfotll' 

andAMgusr.11 The Road LeRds On depicts the last years and the cod 

:u. Heldegger refers to these novels by the tides of their German transladOIJI. 
Hamsun's "August'" trilogy begins with lAndmyw (19z7), tranSlated 
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of this man August, who embodies the uprooted, universal know
how of today's hwnanity, but in the form of a Dasein that cannot 
lose its ties to the unfamiliar, because in its despairing powerless
ness it remains genuine and superior. In his last days, this August is 
alone in the high mountains. The poet says: "He sits here between 

his ears and hears true emptiness. Quite amusing, a fancy. On the [ z1) 

ocean (earlier, August often went to sea )22 something stirred (at 

least), and there, there was a sound, something audible, a water 
chorus. Here- nothing meets nothing and is not there, there is not 
even a hole. One can only shake one's head in resignation." 

So there is, after all, something peculiar about Nothing. Thus 
we want to take up our interrogative sentence again and question 
through it, and see whether this "instead of nothing?" simply repre
sents a t\l1ll of phrase that says nothing and is arbitrarily appended, 
or whether even in the preliminary expression of the question it has 
an essential sense. 

To this end, let us stick at first to the abbreviated, apparendy 
simpler and supposedly more rigorous question: "Why are there 
beings at all?" If we ask in this way, we start out from beings. They 
are. They are given to us, they are in front of us and can thus be 

German as Liuulstrekher by]. Sandmeier and S. Ungamann (Munich: Alben 
Langen, 192.8); Heidcgger inco!TCCtly calls the novd Der Llmdstrei&heJJ in the 
singular. The most recent Engfjsh translation is W•yform, by J, W. McFarlane 
(New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1969). The second novd is August 
( 1930), translated as .A~ Weltumsegler by J. Sandmeier and S. Ungermann 
(Munich: Albert Langen, 1930) and as .August by Eugene Gay-Tifft (New 
York: Coward-McCa.nn, 1931). The condusionofthettiJogy,MmLivetLner 
(1933), was translated as NR&b ]Rhr urul T119 by J. Sandmeier and S. Unger
rnann (Munich: Albert Langen/ Georg Milller, 193~) and as Tb: Rotui Leiuls 
On by Eugene Gay-TUft (New York: Coward-McCann, 19H); the passage in 
question appears on p. sos of the Gay-TUft translation. We have translated it 
here from the German. 
22. Tills and the following parenthetical interpolation are by Heideggcr. He 
also insertS the dash after "here" at the beginning of the next sentence. 
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found before us at any time, and are also known to us within certain 
domains. Now the beings given to us in this way are immediately 

interrogated as to their ground. The questioning advances directly 
toward a ground. Such a method just broadens and enlarges, as it 
were, a procedure that is practiced every day. Somewhere in the 
vineyard, for example, an infestation turns up, something indis
putably present at band. One asks: where does this come from, 
where and what is its ground? Similarly, as a whole, beings are 
present at hand. One asks: where and what is the ground? 'This kind 
of questioning is represented in the simple formula: Why are then: 
beings? Where and what is their ground? Tacitly one is asking after 
another, higher being. But here the question does not pertain at all 
to beings as a whole and as such. 

But now if we ask the question in the form of our initial inter
rogative sentence-"Why are there beings at all instead of noth

ing?"- then the addition prevents us, in our questioning, from 
beginning directly with beings as unquestionably given, and having 
hardly begun, already moving on to the ground we are seeking, 
which is also in being. Instead, these beings are held out in a ques
tioning manner into the possibility of not-Being. In this way, the 
Why gains a completely different power and urgency of question
ing. Why are beings tom from the possibility of not-Being? Why do 

they not fall back into it constantly with no further ado? Beings are 
now no longer what just happens to be present at hand; they begin 
to waver, regardless of whether we know beings with all certainty, 

[ :u] regardless of whether we grasp them in their full scope or not. 
From now on, beings as such waver, insofar as we put them into 
question. The oscillation of this wavering reaches out into the most 

extreme and sharpest counterpossibility of beings, into not-Being 
and Nothing. The search for the Why now transforms itself accord
ingly. It does not just try to provide a present-at-hand ground for 
explaining what is present at hand- instead, we are now searching 
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for a ground that is supposed to ground the dominance of beings as 
an overcoming of Nothing. The ground in question is now ques
tioned as the ground of the decision for beings over against Noth
ing-more precisely, as the ground for the wavering of the beings 
that sustain us and unbind us, half in being, half not in being, which 

is also why we cannot wholly belong to any thing, not even to 

ourselves; yet Dasein is in each case mine. 
[The qualification "in each case rn.iJle" signifies: Dasein is thrown 

to me so that my self may be Dasein. But Dasein means: care of the 
Being of beings as such that is ecstatically disclosed in care, not only 
of human Being. Dasein is "in each case mine"; this means neither 
that it is posited by me nor that it is confined to an isolated ego. 
Dasein is itself by virtue of its essential rekmon to Being in general. 
Th.is is what the oft-repeated sentence in Being 11nd Time means: the 

understanding of Being belongs to Dasein.] 
Thus it is already becoming clearer that this "instead of noth

ing?" is no superfluous addition to the real question. Instead, this 
turn of phrase is an essential component of the whole interrogative 

sentence, which as a whole expresses a completely different ques
tion from what is meant by the question: Why are there beings? 
With our question we establish ourselves among beings in such a 
way that they forfeit their self-evidence RS beings. Insofar as beings 
COme to waver within the broadest and harshest possibility of oscil
lation- the "either beings - or nothing"- the questioning itself 
loses every secure foothold. Our Dasein, too, as it questions, comes 
into suspense, and nevertheless maintains itself, by itself, in this 

suspense. 

But beings are not changed by our questioning. They remain 

What they are and as they are. After all, our questioning is just a 
Psychospiritual process in us that, however it may play itself out, 
cannot concern beings themselves. Certainly, beings remain as they 
are revealed to us. And yet beings are not able to shrug off what is 
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worthy of questioning: they, as what they are and how they an:, 
could also nllt be. By no means do we experience this possibility aa 
something that is just added on by our own thought, but 
themselves declare this possibility, they declare themselves as 

[2.3] in this possibility. Our questioning just opens up the domain 
that beings can break open in such questionworthiness. 

What we know about how such questioning happens is all 
Uttle and all too crude. In this questioning, we seem to 
completely to ourselves. Yet it is this questioning that pushes us 
the open, provided that it itself, as a questioning, transfonns 
(as does every genuine questioning), and casts a new space 
and through everything. 

It is simply a matter of not being seduced by overhasty thoorica, 
but instead experiencing things as they are in whatever may 
nearest. This piece of chalk here is an extended, relatively stable, 
definitdy formed, grayish-white thing, and, furthermore, a 
for writing. & certainly as it belongs precisely to this thing to 

here, the capacity not to be here and not to be so big also bdOJliLI 
to it. The possibility of being drawn along the blackboard and 
up is not something that we merely add onto the thing with 
thought. The chalk itself, as this being, is in this possibility; 
wise it would not be chalk as a writing implement. Every being, iD 
turn, has this Possible in it, in a different way in each case. 1bis Pos
sible belongs to the chalk. It itself has in itself a definite appropriate
ness for a definite use. Of course, when we look for this Possible ill 
the chalk, we are accustomed and incllned to say that we do not sec 
it and do not grasp it. But that is a prejudice. The ellmination of this 
prejudice is part of the unfolding of our question. For now) this 
question should just open up beings, in their wavering betweco 
not-Being and Being. Insofar as beings stand up against the e:xtreDlC 

possibility of not-Being, they themselves stand in Being, and~ 
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they have never thereby overtaken and overcome the possibility of 

not-Being. 
Suddenlywearespeakinghereabouttbenot-BeingandBeingof 

beings, without saying how what we call Being is related to beings 
themselves. Are they the same? The being and its Being? The dis
tinction! What, for example, is the being (das Seimde) in this piece 
of chalk? Already this question is ambiguous, because the word 
"being" can be understood in two ways, as can the Grc:ck to tm. On 
the one hand, being means whl# at any time is in being, in particular 
this grayish-white, Ught, breakable mass, formed in such and such a 
way. On the other hand, "being" means that which, as it were, 
"makes" this be a being instead of nonbeing (nkhtseimlf>, that which 
makes up the Being in the being, if it is a being. In accordance with 
this twofold meaning of the word "being:' the Greek to tmoften des
ignates the second meaning, that is, not the being itself, whl# is in 
being, but rather "the in-being:' beingness, to be in being, Being.:u [ 2.4] 

In contrast, the first meaning of "being" names the things them-
selves that are in being, either individually or as a whole, but always 
with reference to these things and not to their beingness, ousta. 24 

The first meaning of to tm designates ta ontiJ (mtiiJ), the second 
means to einm (esse). We have catalogued what the being is in the 
piece of chalk. We were able to find this out relatively easily. We 
could also easUy see that the chalk can also not be, that this chalk 
ultimately need not be here and need not be at all. But then, as 

23 . .... . also nicht das Seiende sclbst, JNS scicod ist, sondem 'das Scicnd; die 
Selendheit, das Seiendsein, das Sein." 
2.4. The Greek noun OfiSiiJ is formed from the present participle of the veri> 
ti114t (to be). Normally meaning "goods, possessions," it is developed by 
Plato and Aristotle into a ccnttal philosophical concept, and is usually trans
lated as "essence" or "substance?' Heidegger's Seienllheit (beingness) corre
sponds ctirectly to the grammatical strueture of OI/.Si4. 
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distinguished from that which can stand in Being or fall back into 

not-Being, as distinguished from the being-what is Being? Is It 
the same as the being? We ask this once again. But we did not 

include Being in our earlier catalogue of attributes- we listed only 
material mass, grayish-white, light, formed in such and such a man
ner, breakable. Now where is Being siruated? It must after all !» 
long to the chalk, for this chalk itself is. 

We encounter beings everywhere; they surround us, carry and 
control us, enchant and fulfill us, elevate and disappoint us, but 
where in all this is the Being of beings, and what does it consist in~ 
One could answer: this distinction between beings and their Being 
may at times have some linguistic importance, perhaps even some 
meaning; one can make this distinction in mere thought, that is, in 
re-presentation and opinion, without this distinction's correspond
ing to anything that is. But even this distinction made only in 
thought is questionable; for it remains unclear what we are sup
posed to think under the name "Being." Meanwhile, it is enough to 

be familiar with beings and to secure mastery over them. Distin· 
guishiog Being on top of this is artifidal and leads to nothing. 

We have already made some remarks about this popular ques· 
tion of what comes of such distinctions. Let us now simply rdlcct 

on our enterprise. We ask, "Why are there beings at all instead of 
nothing?" And in this question we apparently restrict ourselves 
only to beings and avoid empty brooding about Being. But what 
are we really asking? Why beings as such are. We are asking about 
the ground for the fact that beings an, and are what they ar; and 
that there is not nothing instead. We are asking at bottom about 
Being. But how? We are asking about the Being of beings. We are 
interrogating beings in regards to their Being. 

But if we persevere in the questioning, we are really already 
asking ahead, about Being in regard to its ground, even if thiS 
question does not develop and it remains undecided whether Being 
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itself is not already in itself a ground and ground enough. If we pose [ zs] 
thiS question about Being as the first question in rank, then should 
we do so without knowing how it stands with Being and how 
Being stands in its distinction from beings? How are we even sup-
posed to inquire into the ground for the Being of beings, let alone 
be able to find it out, if we have not adequately conceived, under-
stood and grasped Being itself? This enterprise would be just as 
hopeless as if someone wanted to explain the cause and ground of a 
fire and declared that he need not bother with the course of the fire 
or the investigation of its scene. 

So it turns out that the question "Why are there beings at all 
instead of nothing?" forces us to the prior question: "How does it 
rtand with Being?>12S 

We are now asking about something that we hardly grasp, some
thing that is now no more than the sound of a word for us and that 
puts us in danger of falling victim to the mere idolization of words 
in our further questioning. So it is all the more necessary for us to 
get clear from the outset about how it stands for us at present with 
Being and with our understanding of Being. Here it is important 
above all to impress on our experience again and again the fact that 

we: are not able to lay hold of the Being of beings directly and 
expressly, neither by way of beings, nor in beings- nor anywhere 
else at all. 

A few c::x.amples should help. Over there, on the other side of the 
street, stands the high school building. A being. We can scour every 
side: of the building from the outside, roam through the inside from 
basement to attic, and note everything that can be found there: 
hallways, stairs, classrooms, and their furnishings. Everywhere we 

zs: "W~e stdrt es um diu Sein?" This expression could be tranSlated more collo
~U•all Y as "What is the starus of Being?" or even "What about Being?" We have 
• Cpt the German idiom in order to preserve Heidegger's various plays on 
standing." 
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find beings, and in a very definite order. Where now is the Being 
this high school? It is~ after all. The building is. The Being of 
being belongs to it if anything does, and nevertheless we do 
find this Being within the being. 

Moreover, Being does not consist in our observing beings. 
building stands there even if we do not observe it. We can 
across it only because it already is. In addition, the Being of 
building does not at all seem to be identical for everybody. For 
as observers or passers-by, it is not what it is for the students 
inside, not just because they see it only from the inside but boc:awiCJ 

for them this building really is what it is and how it is. One can, as 
were, smell the Being of such buildings, and often after decades 

[ 26] still has the scent in one's nose. The scent provides the Being 
being much more directly and truly than it could be cotnmunicab:ICI 
by any description or inspection. On the other hand, the 
tence of the building does not depend on this scent that is hmreru:ll 

around somewhere. 
How does it stand with Being? Can we see Being? We 

beings-the chalk here. But do we see Being as we see color 
light and dark? Or do we hear, smell, taste, or touch Being? 
the motorcycle roaring along the street. We hear the grouse 
off through the mountain forest in its gliding flight. Yet really 
are only hearing the noise of the motor's rattling, the noise that 
grouse causes. Furthermore, it is hard and unusual for us to 
scribe the pure noise, because it is precisely not what we gerler.IWJ , 

hear. We always hear mqre [than the mere noise]. We hear the 
bird, although strictly speaking we have to say: a grouse is notbinil:l 
we can hear, it is not a tone that could be registered on a scale. And 
so it is with the other senses. We touch velvet, silk; we se'6.. t:hC!!1 
without further ado as such and such a being, and the one is 
being distinctly from the other. Where does Being lie and in what 
does it consist? 
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Yet we must look around us still more thoroughly and contem
plate the narrower and wider sphere within which we dwell, daily 
and hourly, knowing and unknowing, a sphere that constantly 
shifts its boundaries and suddenly is broken through. 

A heavy thunderstOrm gathering in the mountains "is:' or-it 
makes no difference here-"was" in the night. What does its Being 
consist in? 

A distant mountain range under a vast sky-such a thing "is." 
What does its Being consist in? When and to whom does it reveal 
itself? To the hiker who enjoys the landscape, or to the peasant who 
makes his daily living from it and in it, or to the meteorologist who 
has to give a weather report? Who among them lays hold of Being? 
All and none. Or do these people only lay hold of particular aspects 
of the mountain range under the vast sky, not the mountain range 
itself as it "is," not what its real Being consists in? Who can lay hold 
of this? Or is it nonsensical, against the sense of Being in the first 
place, to ask about what is in itself, behind those aspects? Does 
Being lie in the aspects? 

The portal of an early Romanesque church is a being. How and 
to whom does Being reveal itself? To the art historian who visits 
and photographs it on an excursion, or to the abbot who passes [2.7] 

through the portal with his monks for a religious celebration, or to 
the children who play in its shadow on a summer's day? How does 
it stand with the Being of this being? 

A state- it is. What does its Being consist in? In the fact that the 
State police arrest a suspect, or that in a ministry of the Reich so and 
so many typewriters clatter away and record the dietation of state 
secretaries and ministers? Or "is" the state in the discussion be

tween the Fiihrer and the English foreign minister? The state is. But 
Where is Being situated? Is it located anywhere at all? 

A painting by Van Gogh: a pair of sturdy peasant shoes, nothing 
else. The picture really represents nothing. Yet you are alone at once 
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with what is there, as if you yowsclf were heading homeward from 
the field on a late autumn evening, tired, with your hoe, as the last 
potato fires smolder out. What is in being here? The canvas? The 
brushstrokes? The patches of color? 

In everything we have mentioned, what is the Being of beings~ 
Really, how is it that we can run around in the world and stand 
around with our stupid pretensions and our so-called cleverness? 

Everything we have mentioned is~ after all, and nevertheless -If 
we want to lay hold of Being it is always as if we were reaching into 

a void. The Being that we are asking about is almost like Nothing. 
and yet we are always trying to arm and guard ourselves against tbc 
presumption of saying that all beings are Mt. 

But Being remains undiscoverable, almost like Nothing, or in 
the end entirely so. The word "Being" is then finally just an empty 
word. It means nothing actual, tangible, real. Its meaning is an 
unreal vapor. So in the end NietzsChe is entirely right when he calls 
the "highest concepts" such as Being "the final wisp of evaporating 
reality" ('IWilight of the Idols VITI, 78). 26 Who would want to chase 
after such a vapor, the term for which is just the name for a huge 
error! "In fact, nothing up to now has been more naively persuasive 
than the error of Being .. ?' (VITI, So) .l7 

"Being"-a vapor and an error? What Nietzsche says here about 
Being is no casual remark, jotted down during the frenzy of labor in 
preparation for his authentic and never completed work. Instead, it 
is his guiding conception of Being since the earliest days of his 
philosophical labor. It supports and determines his philosophy 
from the ground up. But this philosophy remains, even now, well 

[28] guarded against all the clumsy and trifling importunities of the 

horde of scribblers that is becoming ever more numerous around 

:US. §4 of" 'Reason' in Philosophy:' in TwiJight of the Idols. 
2.7.Ibid., §s. 
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biiD today. It seems that his work hardly has the worst of this 
l]lisuse behind it. In speaking of Nietzsche here, we want nothing 
to do with all this-nor with a blind hero worship. The task is 

rnuch too decisive and, at the same time, too sober for such wor
ship. It consists first and foremost in fully unfolding that which was 
realized through Nietuche by means of a truly engaged attack on 
him. Being-a vapor, an error! If this is so, then the only possible 
conclusion is that we should also give up the question, "Why are 
there beings as such and as a whole instead of nothing?" For what is 

the point of the question anymore, if what it puts into question is 

jUSt a vapor and an error? 
Does NietzsChe speak the truth? Or is he himself only the final 

victim of a long-standing errancy and neglect, but as this victim the 
unrecogni7id witness to a new necessity? 

Is it Being's fault that Being is so confused, and is it the fault of 
the word that it remains so empty, or is it our fault, because in all 
our bustling and chasing after beings, we have nevertheless fallen 
out of Being? What if the fault is not our own, we of today, nor that 
of our immediate or most distant forebears, but rather is based in a 
happening that runs through Western history from the inception 
onward, a happening that the eyes of all historians will never reach, 
but which nevertheless happens-formerly, today, and in the fu

ture? What if it were possible that human beings, that peoples in 
their greatest machinations and exploits, have a relation to beings 
but have long since fallen out of Being, without knowing it, and 
what if this were the innermost and most powerful ground of their 
decline? [Cf.Being and Time) §38, especially pp. 179£. ]28 

These are not questions that we pose here casually, nor do we 
P<>se them on account of some predisposition or worldview. In
st~d, they are questions to which we are forced by that prior ques-

l8. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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tion, which springs necessarily from the main question: "How 
it stand with Being?"-a sober question perhaps, but cto.n":tinlht 

a very useless question, too. And yet a question, the IJuestUm: 
'Being' a mere word and itS meaning a vapor, or is it the spiJdtull 
fate of the West?" 

This Europe, in itS unholy blindness always on the point 
cutting itS own throat, lies today in the great pincers between 
sia on the one side and America on the other. Russia and .n.LL ........... 

seen metaphysically, are both the same: the same hopeless frenzy 
unchained technology and of the rootless organization of the 

[ z9 ] age man. When the farthest comer of the globe has been cor1qwerea 
technologically and can be exploited economically; when any 
dent you like, in any place you like, at any time you like, t>ee:omiCII 

accessible as fast as you like; when you can simultaneously 
ence" an assassination attempt against a king in France and a 
phony concert in Tokyo; when time is nothing but speed, lll')liiiUI~ 
neity, and simultaneity, and time as history has vanished from 
Dasein of all peoples; when a boxer counts as the great man 
people; when the tallies of millions at mass meetings are a tritllllJIIIi 

then, yes then, there still looms like a specter over all this uproar 
question: what for?-where to? - and what then? 

The spiritual decline of the earth has progressed so far that 
pies are in danger of losing their last spiritual strength, the stre::niil:ll 
that makes it possible even to see the decline [which is meant 
relation to the fate of "Being"]l9 and to appraise it as such. 
simple observation has nothing to do with cultural pessimism
with any optimism either, of course; for the darkening of the 
the flight of the gods, the destrUction of the earth, the reduction 
human beings to a mass, the hatred and mistrust of l'Vt>rvthtldll 

creative and free has already reached such proportions throUji~IJI 

z9. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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the whole earth that such childish categories as pessimism and opti

miSm have long become laughable. 
We lie in the pincers. Our people, as standing in the center, 

suffers the most intense pressure- our people, the people richest in 
neighbors and hence the most endangered people, and for all that, 
the metaphysical people. We are sure of this vocation; but this 
people will gain a fate from itS vocation only when it creates in itself 
a resonance, a possibility of resonance for this vocation, and grasps 
its tradition creatively. All this implies that this people, as a histor
ical people, must transpose itself-and with it the history of the 
West - from the center of their future happening into the origlnary 
realm of the powers of Being. Precisely if the great decision regard
ing Europe is not to go down the path of annihilation-precisely 
then can this decision come about only through the development of 
new, historically spirituRl forces from the center. 

To ask: how does it stand with Beiog~-this means nothing 
less than to rept~~t and mriePe (wilder-holm) the inception of our 
historical-spiritual Dasein, in order to tranSform it into the other 
inception. Such a thing is possible. It is in fact the definitive form of 
history, because it has itS onset in a happening that grounds history. 
But an inception is not repeated when one shrinks back to it as 
something that once was, something that by now is familiar and is 

simply to be imitated, but rather when the inception is begun again [30] 

~ originaJlyJ and with all the strangeness, darkness, insecurity 
that a genuine inception brings with it. Repetition as we under-
Stand it is anything but the ameliorating continuation of what has 
been, by means of what has been. 

The question "How does it stand with Being?" is included as a 
Prior question in our guiding question: "Why are there beings at all 
instead of nothing?" H we now set out to pursue what stands in 
question in the prior question, namely Being, then Nietzsche's say
ing at once proves to be completely true after all. For if we look 
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closely, what more is "Being" to us than a mere locution, an 
minate meaning, intangible as a vapor? Nietzsche's judgment, 
course, is meant in a purely dismissive sense. For him, "Being" ja 

deception that never should have happened. "Being"- indetcrlldi 

nate, evanescent as a vapor? It is in faa so. But we don't want 

evade this faa. To the contrary, we must try to get clear about 
factuality in order to survey its full scope. 

Through our questioning, we are entering a landscape; to be 
this landscape is the fundamental prerequisite for restoring 
ness to historical Dasein. We will have to ask why this faa, the 
that "Being" remains a vaporous word for us, stands out 
today; we will have to ask whether and why it has persisted for 
long time. We should learn to know that this faa is not as 
nocuous as it seems at first sight. For ultimately what matters is 

that the word "Being" remains just a noise for us and its 

just a vapor, but that we have fallen out of what this word is 
and for now cannot find our way back; it is on these grounds and 
no others that the word ''Being" no longer applies to anything, 

everything, if we merely want to take hold of it, dissolves lib 
shred of cloud in the sun. Because this is so, we ask about 
And we aslt because we know that truths have never yet fallen 
a peopl~s lap. The faa that even now one still cannot un<lers>talll 
this question, and does not want to understand it, even if it is 
in a still nwn originary way, takes from this question none of 
inevitability. 

Of course, one can show oneself to be very clever and :>UL"-' .. ..., 

and once again trot out the well-known reflection: "Being" is 

ply the most universal concept. Its range extends to any and 
thing, even to Nothing, which, as something thought and said, 

also something. So there is, in the strict sense of the word, 
[ 31] above and beyond the range of this most universal concept 

in terms of which it could be funher defined. One must be 
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with this highest generality. The concept of Being is an ultimate. 
And it also corresponds to a law of logic that says: the more com
prehensive a concept is in its scope-and what could be more com
prehensive than the concept "Being"?- the more indeterminate 
and empty is its content. 

For every normally thinking human being-and we all want to 
be normal- such trains of thought are immediately and entirely 
convincing. But now the question i5 whether the assessment of 
Being as the most universal concept reaches the essence of Being, or 
whether it so misinterprets Being from the start that questioning 

becomes hopeless. The question is whether Being can count only as 
the most universal concept that unavoidably presents itself in all 
particular concepts or whether Being has a completely different 
essence, and thus is anything but the objea of an "ontology," if one 
takes this word in its established meaning. 

The term "ontology" was first coined in the seventeenth century. 
It designates the development of the traditional doctrine of beings 
into a philosophical discipline and a branch of the philosophical 
system. But the traditional doctrine is the academic analysis and 
ordering of what for Plato and Aristotle, and again for Kant, was a 
fJuestUm, though to be sure a question that was no longer originary. 
The word "ontology" is still used this way even today. Under this 

title, philosophy busies itself with the composition and exposition 
of a branch within its system. But one can also take the word «on

tology" " in the broadest sense;' "without reference to ontological 
directions and tendencies" ( cf. Being and Titm, 192 7, p. 1 I, top). In 
this case "ontology" means the effort to put Being into words, and 
to do so by passing through the question of how it stands with 
Being (not just with beings as such]. 3o But because until now this 

question has found neither an accord nor even a resonance, but 

3o. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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instead it is explicitly rejeaed by the various circles of academic 
philosophical scholarship, which pursues an "ontology" in the tQ. 

ditional sense, it may be good in the future to forgo the use of tbe 
terms "ontology" and "ontological." Two modes of q"'"c't'lnnin,~· 

which, as is only now becoming clearer, are worlds apart should 
bear the same name. 

[3~] We R.rk the question- How does it stand with Being? What 
the meaning of Being? -1Wt in order to compose an ontology in 
traditional style, much less to reckon up critically the mistakes 
earlier attempts at ontology. We are concerned with sornetruna 
completely different. The point is to restore the historical Dasein 
human beings-and this also always means our ownmost 
Dascin, in the whole of the history that is allotted to us-back tO 

the power of Being that is to be opened up originally; all this, to 
sure, only within the limits of philosophy's capability. 

From the fundamental question of metaphysics, "Why are there 
beings at all instead of nothing?" we have extracted the priqr ~ 
tilm (Vor-Jmge): How does it stand with Being? The relation be
tween these questions needs to be elucidated, for it is in a class of itl 
own. Usually, a preliminary question (Vorfmge) is settled in advance 
and outside the main question, although with a view to it. But 
philosophical questions are in principle never settled as if some day 
one could set them aside. Here the preliminary question does not 
stand outside the fundamental question at all but is, as it were, the 
hearth-fire that glows in the asking of the fundamental question, 
the hearth at the heart of all questioning. That is to say: when we 
first ask the fundamental question, everything depends on our tak· 
ing up the decisive fundamental position in asking its priqr questitm, 
and winning and securing the bearing that is essential here. Th.is is 

why we brought the question about Being into connection with the 
fate of Europe, where the fate of the earth is being decided, wbilc 
for Europe itself our historical Dasein proves to beth center. 
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The question ran: 
Is Being a mere word and its meaning a vapor, or does what is 

named with the word "Being" hold within it the spiritual fate of the 

West? 
To many ears the question may sound forced and exaggerated. 

For if pressed, one could indeed imagine that discussing the ques
tion of Being might ultimately, at a very great remove and in a very 
indirect manner, have some relation to the decisive historical ques
tion of the earth, but by no means in such a way that from out of the 
history of the earth's spirit, the fundamental position and bearing of 
our questioning could directly be determined. And yet there is such 
a connection. Because our aim is to get the asking of the prior 
question going, we now must show how, and to what extent, the 
asking of this prior question moves directly, and from the ground 
up, along with the dedsive historical question. To demonstrate this, 

it is necessary at first to antidpate an essential insight in the form of 
an assertion. 

We assen thar the asking of this prior question, and thereby the [33) 

asking of the fundamental question of metaphysics, is a historical 
questioning through and through. But does not metaphysics, and 
philosophy in general, thereby become a hiStorical science? After 
all, historical science investigates the temporal, while philosophy, in 
contrast, investigates the supratemporal. Philosophy is historical 
only insofar as it, like every work of the spirit, realizes itself in the 
course of time. But in this sense, the designation of metaphysical 
questioning as historical cannot characterize metaphysics but can 
0 nly propose something obvious. Thus either the assertion says 
nothing and is superfluous, or it is impossible, because it mixes up 
fundamentally different kinds of science: philosophy and the sci-
ence of history. 

ln reply to this it must be said: 
I. Metaphysics and philosophy are not science at all, and further-
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more, the fact that their questioning is at bottom historical 
make them so. 

2. For its part, the science of history does not at all determine, 
science, the originary relation to history; instead, it always 
presupposes such a relation. This is why the science of history 
either deform the relation to history-a relation that is itself 
historical- misinterpret it and reduce it to mere antiquarian 
pertise, or else prepare essential domains of vision for the 
grounded relation to history and let history be experienced in 
bindingness. A historical relation of our historical Dasein to 
can become an object of knowledge and a developed state 
edge; but it need not. Besides, not all relations to history can be 
entifically objectified and become scientific, and in fact it is 

the essential relations that cannot. The science of history can 
institute the historical relation to history. It can only illuminate a 
lation once it is instituted, ground it informatively, which to be 
is an essential necessity for the historical Dasein of a knowing 

31. With the teons "antiquarian,"' "advantage,"' and "disadvantage,"' Hcidcii!P 
alludes to NietzsChe's "On the Advantage and Disadvantage of 
Life."' a. Being lfnd Time, §76. In th.e winter semester of 1938-1939 
gcr gave a lecture course on this essay by Nietzsche. 
32.. Throughout this passage and elsewhere, Hcidegger plays on GesdJidl# 

geuhehm ("history"' and "happen"). '"'-
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which also never happens, but always just "passes:' makes its en
rrance and goes by. History as happening is determined from the 
furure, takes over what has been, and acts and endures its way 
through the present. It is precisely the present that vanishes in the 

happening. 
Our asking of the fundamental metaphysical question is histor

ical because it opens up the happening of human Dasein in its 
essential relations- that is, its relations to beings as such and as a 
whole-opens it up to possibilities not yet asked about, futures to 
come (Zu--kUnftm), and thereby also binds it back to its inception 
that has been, and thus sharpens and burdens it in its present. In 
this questioning, our Dasein is summoned to its history in the full 
sense of the word and is called to make a decision in it-and this is 

'\ 

not a derivative, useful application of this questioning in terms of 
morality and worldviews. Instead, the fundamental position and 
bearing of the questioning is in itself historical, stands and holds 
itself in the happening, and questions on the ground of this hap
pening and for this happening. 

But we still lack the essential insight into how far this asking of 
the question of Being, an asking which is in itself historical, intrin

sically belongs to the world history of the earth. We said: on the 
earth, all over it, a darkening of the world is happening. The essen
tial happenings in this darkening are: the flight of the gods, the 
destruction of the earth, the reduction of human beings to a mass, 
the preeminence of the mediocre. 

What does "world" mean, when we speak of the darkening of 
the world? World is always spiritual world. The animal has no world 
(Welt), nor any environment (Umwelt). The darkening of the world 
contains within itself a disempowering of the spirit, its dissolution, 
diminution, suppression, and misinterpretation. We will try to elu
cidate this disempowering of the spirit in one respect, namdy, the 
ll'tisinterpretation of the spirit. We said: Europe lies in the pincers 
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between Russia and America, which are metaphysically the same, 
namely in regard to their world-character and their relation to the 
spirit. The situation of Europe is all the more dire because the 
empowering of the spirit comes from Europe itself and
prepared by earlier factors- is determined at last by its own 

itual situation in the first half of the nineteenth century. Among 
at that time something happened that is all too readily and 

characterized as the "collapse of German idealism." This formula 
like a shield behind which the already dawning spiridessness, 
dissolution of spiritual powers, the deflection of all originary 
tioning about grounds and the bonding to such grounds, are 

[ 35) den and obscured. For it was not German idealism that "v'""'~IQ.Io 
but it was the age that was no longer strong enough to stand up 

the greatness, breadth, and originality of that spiritual world
is, truly to realize it, which always means something other 
merely applying propositions and insights. Dasein began to 
into a world that lacked that depth from which the essential 
comes and returns to human beings, thereby forcing them to 
riority and allowing them to act on the basis of rank. All things 
to the same level, to a surface resembling a blind mirror that 
longer mirrors, that casts nothing back. The prevailing d.ir:nertsiolll 

became that of extension and number. To be able- this no 
means to spend and to lavish, thanks to lofty overabundance 
the mastery of energies; instead, it means only practicing a routine 
in which anyone can be trained, always combined with a certain 
amount of sweat and display. In America and Russia, then, this all 
intensified until it turned into the measureless so-on-and-so-forth 
of the ever-identical and the indifferent, until finally this quanti~ 

tive temper became a quality of its own. By now in those countries 
the predominance of a cross-section of the indifferent is no longer 
something inconsequential and merely barren but is the onslaught 
of that which aggressively destroys all rank and all that is world· 

\ 
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spirirual, and portrays these as a lie. 1his is the onslaught of what 
we call the demonic [in the sense of the destructively evil] . aa There 

are many omens of the arising of this demonism, in unison with the 
growing perplexity and uncertainty of Europe against it and within 
itself. One such omen is the disempowering of the spirit in the sense 
of its misinterpretation-a happening in the middle of which we 
still stand today. Let us briefly describe four aspects of this mis
interpretation of the spirit. 

r. One decisive aspect is the reinterpretation of the spirit as 

inte/JigenaJ and this as mere astuteness in the c:xamination, calcula
tion and observation of given things, their possible modification, 
and their additional elaboration. This astuteness is a matter of mere 
talent and practice and mass distribution. This astuteness is itself 
subject to the possibility of organization, none of which ever ap
plies to the spirit. The whole phenomenon of literati and aesthetes 
is just a late consequence and mutation of the spirit falsified as 
intelligence. Mm ingenuity is the semblance of spirit and veils its 
absence. 

2. Spirit, thus falsified as intelligence, is thereby reduced to the 
role of a tool in the service of something else, a tool whose handling 

can be taught and learned. Whether this service of intelligence now [ 36) 

relates to the regulation and mastery of the material relations of 

production (as in Marxism) or in general to the clever ordering and 
clarification of everything that lies before us and is already posited 
(as in positivism), or whether it fulfills itself in organizing and 
directing the vital resources and race of a people-be this as it may, 
the spirit as intelligence becomes the powerless superstructure to 

SOmething else, which, because it is spirit-less or even hostile to 
Spirit, counts as authentic reality. If one understands spirit as intel
ligence, as Marxism in its most a:treme form has done, then it is 

33·ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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completely correct to say in response that the spirit-that is, 
ligence, in the ordering of the effective energies of human Dasetn 
must always be subordinated to healthy bodily fimess and to 

acter. But this ordering becomes untrue as soon as one grasps 
essence of spirit in its truth. For all true energy and beauty of 
body, all sureness and boldness of the sword, but also all geJ:llliJ:IIIi 
ness and ingenuity of the understanding, are grounded in the 
and they rise or fall only according to the current power or 
lessness of the spirit. Spirit is what sustains and rules, the first 
the last, not a merely indispensable third elemenL 

3· As soon as this instnunental misinterpretation of the 
~in, the powers of spiritual happening-poetry and fine 
statescraft and religion - shift to a sphere where they can be 
scWu$ly cultivated and planned. At the same time, they get 

up into regions. The spiritual world becomes culture, and in 
creation and conservation of culture the individual seeks to 

himself. These regions become fields of a free endeavor that sets 

own standards for itself, according to the meaning of , ............... _ 

that it can still attain. These standards of validity for production 

use are called values. Cultural values secure meaning f0r uJt:UL)I~" 
in the whole of a culture only by restricting themselves to their 
validity: poetry for poeeys sake, art for arrs sake, science for 
ence's sake. 

In respect to science, which concerns us especially here in 

university, the situation of the last few decades, a situation 
remains unchanged today despite some cleansing, is easy to 
Although two seemingly different conceptions of science are 
seemingly struggling against each other- science as technical 
practical professional knowledge and science as a rultural value 
itself- nevertheless both are moving along the same decadent 

of a misinterpretation and disempowering of the spirit. They 
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distinct only in that the technical and practical conception of sci- [37] 

ence as specialized science may still lay claim to the merit of open 
and dear consistency within today's situation, whereas the reaction-
ary interpretation of science as a cultural value, which is now again 
appearing, tries to hide the powerlessness of the spirit through an 
unconscious mendacity. The confusion of spiridessness can even go 
so far that the practical, technical explanation of science confesses 
itself at the same time to be science 'as cultural value, so that both 
understand each other very well in the same dearth of spiriL One 
may wish to call the arrangement of the amalgam of the specialized 
sciences for purposes of teaching and research a university, but this 
is now just a name and no longer an originally unifying spiritual 
power that imposes duties. What I said here in my inaugural ad-

dress in 192.9 about the German university still applies today: "The 
regions of science lie far asunder. Their ways of handling their 
subject matters are fundamentally different. This disintegrated mul
tiplicity of disciplines is still meaningfully maintained34 today only 
through the technical organization of universities and faculties and 
through the practical aims of the disciplines. Yet the rootedness of 
the sciences in their essential ground has atrophied" (What isM~ 

physics? 192.9, p. 8) .35 In all its areas, science today is a technical, 
practical matter of gaining information and communicating it. No 
awakening of the spirit at all can proceed from It as science. Science 
itself needs such an awakening. 

4. The last misinterpretation of the spirit restS on the formerly 
mentioned falsifications that represent the spirit as intelligence, this 
intelligence as a tool serviceable for goals, and this tool, together 

3•. lieidegger misquon:s himself sllghdy. The ociginalgehRhm appears here as 
trl11men, with litrle change in meaning. 
3S. "Was ist Metaphysik?" in WpRrim (Frankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann, 
'll78), 104. Cf. "What is Metaphysics?" inPIIthmmis, 82- 83. 
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with what can be produced, as the realm of culture. The spirit as in· 
telligence in the service of goals and the spirit as culture finally be
come showpieces and spectacles that one takes into account along 
with many others, that one publicly trots out and exhibits as proof 
that one does not want to deny culture in favor of barbarism. Rut
sian Communism, after an initially purely negative attitude, weut 

directly over to such propagandistic tactics. 
Against these multiple misinterpretations of the spirit, we deter

mine the essence of the spirit briefly in this way (I choose the 
formulation from my Rcctoral Address, because there everythina 
is succinctly brought together in accordance with the occasion): 
"Spirit is neither empty acuity, nor the noncommittal play of wit, 

nor the understanding's boundless pursuit of analysis, nor evea. 
world reason, but rather spirit is originally attuned, knowing reso-

[38) lution to the essence of Being" (RectoriUAddms) p. 13).36 Spirit Ia 
the empowering of the powers of beings as such and as a whole. 
Where spirit rules, beings as such always and in each case come 
more into being (wird . .. seimder). Asking about beings as such and 
as a whole, asking the question of Being, is then one of the essential 
fundamental conditions for awakening the spirit, and thus for an 
originary world of historical Dasein, and thus for subduing the dan

ger of the darkening of the world, and thus for taking over the his
torical mission of our people, the people of the center of the West. 
Only in these broad strokes can we make plain here to what ex· 

36. a. Die Sellnthehtu~ptung tier dnltuhm Unh>miti#; DRS ~ I9JJ/14-
(Fran.kfurt: VittOrio KlostcanaJlll, 1983), 1-4; io the original Rectoral AJi. 
dress, the first occum:nce of the word Geist at the beginning of this passage II 
printed in quotation marks. For another English ttanslatiop, see "The Sc:JE. 
Assertion of the German University," tranS. Lisa Harries, io.MMtinHeidlaa" 
IUUI NIUioM/. Soeildism: Qpemqns IUUI.Anrwm> ed. Gtinther Neske and Emil 
Kettering (New York: Paragon, 1990), 9. 
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cent asking the question of Being is in itself historical through and 
thrOUgh, and that accordingly our question, whether Being is to 
remain a mere vapor for us or whether it is to become the fate of the 
West, is anything but an exaggeration and a figure of speech. 

But if our question about Being has this essential character of 
decision, then we must above all proceed in full seriousness with 
the faa that gives the question its i.auhediate necessity: the faa that 
Being is in faa almost nothing more than a word now, and its 

meaning is an evanescent vapor. We do not just stand before this 
fact as something alien and other, which we may simply ascertain as 
an occurrence in its Being-present-at-hand. The faa is such that we 
stand within it. It is a state of our Dasein, though certainly not in 
the sense of a property that we could simply exhibit psychologically. 
"State" here means our whole constitution, the way in which we 
ourselves are constituted in relation to Being. This is not a matter of 
psychology; instead, it concerns our history in an essential respea. 
If we call it a "faa" that Being for us is a mere word and a vapor, this 
is a very provisional formulation. With it, we are for once simply 
establishing and coming to grips with something that has still not 
been thought through at all, something that we still have no place 
for, even if it seems as if it were an occurrence among us, we human 
beings, "in" us, as one likes to say. 

One would like to treat the particular faa that Being for us is 

now just an empty word and an evanescent vapor as a case of the 
more general faa that many words - indeed, the essential words 
arc in the same situation, that language in general is used up and 
abused, that language is an indispensable but masterless, arbitrarily 
applicable means of communication, as indifferent as a means of 
PUblic transportation, such as a streetcar, which everyone gets on 
<lnd off. Thus everyone talks and writes unhindered and above all [39) 
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unend4ngered in language. That is certainly correct. Moreover, 
a very few are still in a position to think through in its full scope 
misrclation and unrclation of today's Dasein to language. 

But the emptiness of the word "Being:' the complete With..,.,l .. 

of its naming force, is not just a particular case of the general 
of language- instead, the destroyed relation to Being as such ia 
real ground for our whole misrelation to language. 

The organizations for the purification of language and for 

fense against its progressive mutilation deserve respect. Ne11rmhi 

less, through such institutions one finally demonstrates only 
clearly that one no longer knows what language is all about. 
cause the fate of language is grounded in the particular n!RtUm 
people to Being, the question about Being will be most intlma1ta 

intertwined with the question about langtmge for us. It is mn,... ttY~ 

a superficial accident that now, as we make a start in laying out 
above mentioned fact of the vaporization of Being in all its 
we find ourselves forced to proceed from linguistic COlllSid1eratiOII 

CHAPTER TWO (40) 

On the Grammar and Etymology 
of the Word "Being" 

IF Po R us Being is just an empty word and an evanescent mean
ing, then we must at least try to grasp fully this last remnant of a 
connection. So we ask, to begin with: 

I. What son of word is this anyway-"Being"- as regards its 
formal character as a word? 

2.. What does linguistics tell us about the origi.nary meaning of 
this word? 

To put this in scholarly terms, we are asking I ) about the gram
mar and 2 ) about the etymology of the word "Being."1 

The grammatical analysis of words is neither exclusively nor 
Primarily concerned with their written or spoken form. It takes 
these formal elements as clues to definite directions and differences 
in dtrection in the possible meanings of words; these directiolllS 

~ ln regard tO this section, see now Ernst Fraenkcl, "Das Sc:in und seine 
8"i odallraten," in Lexis (Stfldim zur SpnuhphiiDsophie, Sprruhgeschidne •md Be
no~chung), ed.. Johannes Lohmann, vol. II (1949), r49tL (Heidegger's 

tc: Ill the 1953 edition.) 

ss 
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dictate how the words can be used within a sentence or within a 
larger discursive structure. The words: he goes, we went, they have 
gone, go!, going, to go- these are inflections of the same word 
according to definite directions of meaning. We are familiar with 
these from the terminology of linguistics: present indicative, im

perfect, perfea, imperative, participle, infinitive. But for a long 
time these terms have just been technical instruments that we uae 
mechanically to dissect language and establish rules. Wherever a 
more originary relation to language still stirs, one feels how dead 
these grammatical forms are as mere mechanisms. Language and 
the studyoflanguagehave gotten stuck in these rigid forms as if ina 
net of steeL Beginning with the spiritless and barren language in-

[ 41] struction in the schoolroom, these formal concepts and gra.tnmal" 

book labels become empty shells for us, understood and under
standable by no one. 

It is certainly correa that instead of this, students should lcam 
something from their teachers about the prehistory and early fUt. 
tory of the Germans. But all of this will just as quickly deteriorate 

into the same barren wasteland if we do not succeed in reconstl'UCt
ing the spiritual world of the school from within and from 
ground up, which means furnishing the school with a spiritual, not 

a scientific, atmosphere. And for this, the first thing we need is a real 
revolution in our relation to language. But for this we have to 

revolutionize the teachers, and for this the university first has to 

transform itself and come to grips with its task, instead of puffinS 
itself up with irrelevancies. It simply no longer occurs to us that 
everything that we have all known for so long, and all too well, 
could be othexwise- that these grammatical forms have not dis
sected and regulated language as such since eternity like an abso
lute, that instead, they grew out of a very definite interpretation cl 
the Greek and Latin languages. This was all based on the assump
tion that language, too, is something in being, something that, like 
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other beings, can be made accessible and circumscribed in a definite 
manner. How such an undertaking gets carried out and to what 
extent it is valid clearly depends on the fundamental conception of 
Being that guides it. 

The determination of the essence of language, and even the act 
of asking about it, regulates itself in each case according to what has 
become the prevailing preconception about the essence of beings 
and about how we comprehend essence. But essence and Being 
speak in language. The reference to this connection is important 
here, because we are asking about the word "Being." If we make use 
of the traditional grammar and its forms in this grammatical desig
nation of the word, as is at first unavoidable, then in this particular 

case, we must do so with the fundamental reservation that these 
grammatical forms are insufficient for what we are striving toward. 
In the course of our study we will show that this is so in regard to 
one essential grammatical form. 

But this demonstration will soon dispel the impression that 
what is at issue is just an improvement in grammar. What is really at 
issue is an essential clarification of the essence of Being as regards its 
essential involvement with the essence of language. We should keep 
this in mind in what follows, so that we do not mistake the linguis
tic and grammatical investigations for a barren and irrelevant game. 
We will ask x) about the grammar and 2) about the etymology of 
the word "Being." 

I . The Grammar of the Word "Being" ( 42.) 

What sort of word is this, "Being," as regards its form as a word? 
"Being" (1/Rs Seln) corresponds to "going;' "fall.ing," "dreaming" 
(das GehmJ 11M FaJ/en, das 1Tiiumm), etc. These linguistic forms 
behave like the words "bread," "house," "grass," "thing." But we 
immediately notice the difference from the first set of words: we 
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can easily trace the first set back to the temporal words (verbs) "to 
go," "to fall"' 'HehmJallm), etc., which does not seem possible with 
the second set. It is true that for "house" there is the form "to 
house": "he is housed in the forest." But the grammatical relation, 
in terms of meaning, between "the going" (tl4s Gehm) and "to gc;
'Behm) is different from the relation between "the house" (Iiiii 
HRUS) and "the housing" (diM Ihusen). On the other hand, there an:: 
word forms that correspond exactly to the first group ("the going," 
"'the flying") but resemble "the bread" and "the house" in their 
character and meaning. For aample, "''he ambassador gave a din· 
ner (Essen: verbal substantive of essen) to eat)"; "he died of an incur
able illness (Uidm: verbal substantive of leiden) to su.ffer).»l Hen: 
we no longer notice the relation to a verb. From this verb has come 
a substantive, a name, and this by way of a definite form of the verb 
(the temporal word) that in Latin is called the modus infinitiPUS. 

We also find the same relations in our word "Being" (diM Sem). 
This substantive derives from the infinitive "to be" (rein), which 
belongs with the forms "you are," "he is," "we were: "you ha~ 
been." "Being" as a substantive came from the verb. We thus call the 
word "Being" a "verbal substantive." Once we have cited this gram· 
matical form, the linguistic characterization of the word "Being" is 

complete. We are talking here at length about well-known and self· 
evident things. But let us speak better and more carefully: these 
linguistic, grammatical distinctions are worn out and common· 
place; they are by no means "self-evident .. " So we must turn an eye 
to the grammatical forms in question (verb, substantive, substan· 
tivization of the verb, infinitive, participle). 

We can easily see that in the formation of the word "Being," the 

:1. Heldegger's examples are impossible tO translate into idiomatic Engllsh 
here. An English sentence of the type he is discussing would be: "There wa1 
quite a to·tlo at the embassy last night." 
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decisive precursor is the infinitive "to be." This form of the verb is 

r:ranformed into a substantive. The character of our word "Being;' 
as a word, is detennined, accordingly, by three grammatical forms: 
verb, infinitive, and substantive. Thus our first task is to understand 
the meaning of these grammatical forms. Of the three we have [H) 

named, verb and substantive are among those that were first recog-
nized at the start of Western grammar and that even today are taken 
as the fundamental forms of words and of language in general. And 
so, with the question about the essence of the substantive and of the 
verb, we find ourselves in the midst of the question about the es-
sence of language. For the question of whether the primordial form 
of the word is the noun (substantive) or the verb coinddes with the 
question of the originary charaaer of speech and speaking. In turn, 

this question entails the question of the origin of language. We 
cannot start by immediately going into this question. We are forced 
onto a detour. We will restria ourselves in what follows to that 
grammatical form which provides the transitional phase in the de
velopment of the verbal substantive: the infinitive (to go, to come, 
to fall, to sing, to hope, to be, ete.) . 

What does "infinitive" mean? This term is an abbreviation of the 
complete one: modus in.finitir'us, the mode of unboundedness, of 
indeterminateness, regarding the manner in which a verb exercises 
and indicates the function and direction of its meaning. 

'This Latin term, like all other grammatical terms, sterns from the 
work of the Greek grammarians. Here again we run up against the 
process of translation that we mentioned in the course of our dis
CUssion of the word phusis. We need not go into the details of how 
gt"amma,r was inaugurated with the Greeks, was taken over by the 
Romans, and was passed on to the Middle Ages and modernity. We 
are acquainted with many details of this process. So far, there has 
been no really thoroughgoing investi.gation of this happening that 
has been so fundamental for the establishment and formation of the 
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whole Western spirit. We even lack an adequate way of posing the 
questions in such a meditation, which one day we will no longer be 
able to avoid, as irrelevant as this whole process may seem to 
preoccupations of today. 

The faa that the development of Western grammar began 
Greek meditation on th.e Greek language gives this process its 
meaning. For along with the German language, Greek (in 
the possibilities of thinking) is at once the most powerful and 
most spiritual of languages. 

Above all we must consider the fact that the definitive UJllo;,n;:~ll'!, 

dation of the fundamental forms of words (noun and verb) in 
Greek form of onoma and rhima was worked out and first 
lished in the most immediate and intimate connection wi.th 

[ 44] conception and interpretation of Being that has been definitive 

the entire West. This inner bond between these two happenings 
accessible to us unimpaired and is carried out in full clarity in 
Sophist. The terms onoma and rhema were already known 
Plato, of course. But at that time, and still in Plato, they 
understood as terms denoting the use of words as a whole. 
means the linguistic name as distinguished from the named 
or thing, and it also means the speaking of a word, which was 
conceived grammatically as rhima. And rhima in tum means 

spoken word, speech; the rhaor is the speaker, the orator, who 
not only verbs but also on<Jtni#R. in the narrower meaning of 
substantive. 

The faa that both terms originally governed an equally wick 
domain is important for our later point that the much-d.i.scusscd 

question in linguistics of whether the noun or the verb representS 
the primordial form of the word is not a genuine question. 1bll 
pseudoquestion first arose in the context of a developed granunat 
rather than from a vision of the essence of language, an essence not 
yet dissected by grammar. 
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Thus the two terms onoma and rhema, which at first indicated all 
speaking, narrowed their meaning and became terms for the two 
main classes of words. In the dialogue cited ( 261 e ff.), Plato pro
vides the first interpretation and foundation of this distinction. 
Plato here proceeds from a general characterization of the function 
of words. Onoma in the wider sense is diloma tit phonii peri tin 

ousian: a revelation by means of sound in relation to and in the 

sphere of the Being of beings. 
In the sphere of beings we may distinguish between JlrflB'mll- and 

praxis. The former are the things we have something to do with, the 
things with which we are always concerned. The latter is doing and 
acting in the broadest sense, which also includes poiisis. Words are 

of two kinds. They are 1ii1iimR. pmgmatos (onoma), a manifestation 
of things, and di/Oma pmxeos (rhima), a manifestation of a doing. 
Wherever a plegma, a sumplolte (a construction that weaves both 

together), happens, there is the logos elachirtos te JuU. protos, the shon
est and (at the same time) the first (real) discourse. But Aristode is 

the first to give the clearer metaphysical interpretation of the logos in 
the sense of the propositional statement. He distinguishes onoma as 
semantilwn RneU chrotwu (signifying without reference to time} and 
rhema as prossemmainon chronon (indicating time} (De Interprettv 
ticne, chapters 2-4-) . This elucidation of the essence of the logos 
became the model and measure for the later development of logic 

and grammar. And even though this development deteriorated into [ 45] 

an academic matter right away, the topic itself always managed to 
remain crucially significant. The textbooks of the Greek and Latin 
gt'ammarians were schoolbooks in the West for over a thousand 
Years. We know that these were anything but weak and petty times. 

We are asking about the word form that the Latins call the mfin;,. 
tivus. The negative expression, modus infinitivus 'Perin, already points 
to a modus finttus, a mode of limitedness and definiteness in verbal 
meanmg. Now what is the Greek prototype for this distinction? 
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What the Roman grammarians designate with the bland expression 
nwdus the Greeks call enklisis, an inclining to the side. This word 
moves in the same direction of meaning as another Greek word 
indicating grammatical form. We .know this word, ptosis, better in 
its Latin translation: casus, case, in the sense of the inflection of the 

noun. But to begin with, ptOsis designates any kind of inflection of 
the fundamental form (deviation, declension), not only in substan

tives but also in verbs. Only after the difference between these word 
forms had been more clearly worked out were the inflections that 

belong to them also designated with separate terms. The inflection 
of the noun is called ptOsis (casus); that of the verb is called enldisis 
(dedinatto). 

Now how do these two terms ptOsis and enkltsts come into use in 

the ex.ami.nation of language and its inflections? Language is ob
viously taken as another thing that is, as a being among others. The 

way in which the Greeks generally understood beings in their Being 
must have made itself felt in the conception and definition of lan
guage. Only on this basis can we grasp these terms, which, as nwdus 
and casus, have long since become hackneyed labels that tell us 

nothing. 
In these lectures, we constantly return to the Greek conception 

of Being because this conception, though entirely flattened out and 

rendered unrecognizable, is the conception that still rules even to

day in the West- not only in the doctrines of philosophy but in the 
most everyday routines. Because of this, we want to characterize the 
Greek conception of Being in its first fundamental traits as we fol· 
low the Greek treatment of language. 

This approach has been chosen intentionally in order to show, 
through an example from grammar, how the experience, concep

tion, and interpretation of language that set the standard for the 
West grew out of a very definite understanding of Being. 

[ 46] Th.e terms ptOsis and enkltsts mean a falling, tipping, or inclining. 
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This implies a dropping-off from an upright, straight stance. But 
this standing-there, this taking and maintaining a stand that stands 
erected high in itself, is what the Greeks understood as Being. 
Whatever takes such a stand becomes constant in itself and thereby 
freely and on its own runs up against the necessity of its limit,pemr. 
This pemr is not something that first accrues to a being from out
side. Much less is it some deficiency in the sense of a detrimental re
striction. Instead, the self-restraining hold that comes from a limit, 
the having-of-itself wherein the constant holds itself, is the Being of 

beings; it is what first makes a being be a being as opposed to a 
nonbeing. For something to take such a stand therefore means for it 
to attain its limit, to de-limit itself. Thus a basic characteristic of a 
being is its telos, which does not mean goal or purpose, but end. 
Here "end" does not have any negative sense, as if"end" meant that 
something can go no further, that it breaks down and gives out. In
stead, "end" means completion in the sense of coming to fulfillment 
(Vollendung). Limit and end are that whereby beings first begin to 
be. This is the key to understanding the highest term that Aristotle 

used for Being: entekcheia, something's holding-(or maintaining)
itself-in-its-completion-(or limit) . What was done with the term 
"entelechy" by later philosophy ( cf. Lcibniz), not to mention biol
ogy, demonstrates the full extent of the decline from what is Greek. 
Whatever places itself into and thereby enacts its limit, 3 and thus 
stands, has form, nwrphi. The essence of form, as understood by 

the Greeks, comes from the emergent placing-itself-forth-into-the
limit. 

But from an observer's point of view, what stands-there-in-itself 
becomes what puts itself forth, what offers itself in how it looks. 
l"he Greeks call the look of a thing its eidos or idea. Initially, eidos 

3· licre we translate the ergrenund of the later German editions; the earlier 
~tions have naiW:mll (completes its limit) . 
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resonates with what we mean when we say that a thing has a face, a 
visage, that it has the right look, that it stands. The thing "fits?' It 
rests in its appearing, that is, in the coming-forth of its essence. 
What grounds and holds together all the determinations of 
we have listed is what the Greeks experienced without question 
the meaning of Being, which they called ou.siR.~ or more fully 
ou.siJJ. The usual thoughtlessness translates ou.siJJ as "substance" 
thereby misses its sense entirely. In German, we have an aoc•rotlrl-~ 
ate expression for parousi4 in our wordAn-we:ren \CO,Dlllag-to-Jprcl-. 
ence). We useAnw~en as a name for a self-contained farm or 
stead. In Aristotle's times, too, ousia was still used in this sense 
we/J. as in its meaning as a basic philosophical word . .:SOJnet:.lllJ]C 
comes to presence. It stands in itself and thus puts itself forth. It Ia. 
For the Greeks, "Being" fundamentally means presence. 

[47) But Greek philosophy never returned to this ground of 
to what it contains. It remained in the foreground of that 
comes to presence and tried to examine it through the uct~cnJwu.

tions discussed above. 
What we have said helps us to understand the Greek inr.-m,~ .. 

tion of Being that we mentioned at the beginning, in our ext>UC.., 

tion of the term "metaphysics"- that is, the apprehension of 
as phusis. The later concepts of "nature," we said, must be held at 

distance from this: phusis means the emergent self-upraising, 
self-unfolding that abides in itself. In this sway, rest and mc,ve~nCIK 
are closed and opened up from an originary unity. This sway it 
the overwhelming coming-to-presence that has not yet been 
mounted in thinking, and within which that which comes to pret
ence essentially unfolds as beings. But this sway first steps forth 
from concealment- that is, in Greek, alitheia (unconcealment) 
happens - insofar as the sway struggles itself forth as a world. 
Through world, beings first come into being. 

Heraclitus says (fragment 53): 1t6A£~oc; 7t1Xvtrov ~ev natf)p tan. 
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1CcXVt(I)V 5£ jktatA.cic;, lCCXl tO~~ 6eo\>c; f5E:l~E: tOUc; 5£ dv6p4nouc;, 
touc; ~ So<>A.ouc; enoillCJE: toUc; 5£ ti..£u8£pouc;. 

Confrontation is indeed for all (that comes to presence) the sire 
(who lets emerge), but (also) for all the preserver that holds sway. 
For it lets some appear as gods, others as human beings, some it 
produces (sets forth) as slaves, but others as the free.4 

The polemos named here is a strife that holds sway before every
thing divine and human, not war in the human sense. As Heraclitus 
thinks it, struggle first and foremost allows what essentially unfolds 
ro step apart in opposition, first allows position and status and rank 
to establish themselves in coming to presence. In such a stepping 
apart, clefts, intervals, distances, and joints open theJnSelves up. In 
con-frontation, world comes to be. [Confrontation does not divide 
unity, much less destroy it. It builds unity; it is the gathering (Wgos). 
Polemos and logos are the same.] 5 

The struggle meant here is originary struggle, for it allows those 
that struggle to originate as such in the first plac~; it is not a mere as
sault on the present-at-hand. Struggle first projects and develops the 
un-heard, the hitherto un-said and un-thought. This struggle is then 
sustained by the creators, by the poets, thinkers, and statesmen. 
Against the overwhelming sway, they throw the counterweight 
of their work and capture in this work the world that is thereby 
opened up. With these works, the sway,phusis~ first comes to a stand 
in what comes to presence. Beings as such now first come into 

being. This becoming-a-world is authentic history. Struggle as such [ 48) 

not only allows for arising and standing-forth; it alone also pre-
sc:rves beings in their constancy. Where struggle ceases, beings in-
deed do not disappear, but world turns away. Beings are no longer 

+· A more conventional uanslation of the fragment might be: "War is the 
father of all and the Icing of all, and it has shown some as gods and others as 
human beings, made some slaves and others free." 
s. ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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asserted [that is, preserved as such] . 6 Beings now become just 
something one comes across; they are findings. What is completed 
is no longer that which is pressed into limits [that is, set into ita 
form] 7 but is now merely what is finished and as such is at the dis
posal of just anybody, the present-at-hand, within which no world 
is worlding any more- instead, human beings now steer and hold 
sway with whatever is at their disposal. Beings become objccta, 
whether for observing (view, picture) or for making, as the fabri
cated, the object of calculation. That which originarily holds sway, • 
phusis> now degenerates into a prototype for reproduction and 
copying. Nature now becomes a special domain, as distinguished 
from art and from everything that can be produced and regulated 
according to a plan. The originarily emergent self-upraising of the: 
violent forces of what holds sway, the phtJinesthiU as appearing in the 
broad sense of the epiphany of a world, now becomes reduced to 

the demonstrable visibility of present-at-hand things. The eye, the 
seeing, which first viewed the project into the sway in an origi.nary 
viewing, and pro-duced the work while seeing into the sway, baa 
now been reduced to mere observing and inspecting and staring. 
The view is now only the optical. ( Schopenhauer's "world eyrJO
pure cognition .... ) 9 

To be sure, beings are still given. The motley mass of beings is 

more noisily and more widely given than ever before; but Being baa 
deserted them. Because of this, beings are maintained in a seeming 

6.1n parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
7. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
8. Here we translate diU Nnpriinglkh Waltnule of the later German editioDS; 
the earlier editions have diU Jlf"SjlrU"'Jiich Weltmde (that which originarily 
worlds). 
9. See, e.g.,ArthurSchopenhauer, The WorldR.t WiJJIII'Ul&presentatitm, traDJ. 

E. F. J. Payne (New York: Dover, 1966), vol. I, 186,198,281. 
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constancy (Standigkeit) only when they are made into the "object" 
(«GegensttJnd~ of endless and ever-changing busy-ness. 

When the creators have disappeared from the people, when they 
are barely tolerated as irrelevant curiosities, as ornaments, as eccen
trics alien to life, when authentic struggle ceases and shifts into the 
merely polemical, into the intrigues and machinations of human 
beings within the present-at-hand, then the decline has already be
gun. For even when an age still makes an effort just to uphold the 
inherited level and dignity of its Dasein, the level already sinks. It 
can be upheld only insofar as at all times it is creatively transcended. 

For the Greeks ccBeing" says conrtiUUJ in a twofold sense: 
1. standing-in-itself as arising and standing forth (phusis)> 
2. but, as such, "constantly;' that is, enduringly, abiding (ousia). 

Not-to· be accordingly means to step out of such constancy that [ 49) 

has stood-forth in itself: existtl.sth/U-"aistence," ~ c:xist" means, 
for the Greeks, precisely not-to-be. The thoughtlessness and vapid
ity with which one uses the words "existence" and "to c:xist" as 
designations for Being offer fresh evidence of our alienation from 
Being and from an originally powerful and definite interpretation 
of it. 

Ptosis and mklisis mean to fall, to incline, that is, nothing other 
than to depart from the constancy of the stand and thus to deviate 
from it. We are posing the question of why these two particular 
terms came into use in the study of language. The meaning of the 
Words ptOsis and enkJisis presupposes the notion of an upright stand. 

We said that language, roo, is conceived by the Greeks as something 
in being and thereby as something in keeping with the sense of their 
Understanding of Being. What is in being is what is constant and 
as such, something that exhibits itself, something that appears. 
lhis shows itself primarily to seeing. The Greeks examine language 
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optically in a certain broad sense - namely, from the point of view 

of the written word. In writing, what is spoken comes to a stand. 
Language is- that is, it stands in the written image of the word, 
in the written signs, in the letters, gmmmllt4. This is why it 

grammar that represents language as something in being, whtTII!l .. 

through the Bow of talk, language drains away into the im1:>en» 

nent . And so the theory of language has been interpreted 

matically up to our time. The Greeks, however, also knew about 

oral character of language, the phiini. They founded rhetoric 

poetics. [Yet all of this did not in itself lead to an adequate 

tion of the ~ce of language.] to 

The standard way of examining language is still the grammtatie::all 

way. Among words and their forms, it finds some that are 

tions, inflections of the basic forms. The basic position of the 

(the substantive) is the nominative singular: for example, ho 
the circle. The basic position of the verb is the first person smgw• 

present indicative: for example, /egO, I say. The infinitWe, in CODltral~ 

is a particular modus -mbi, an enltJisis. Of what sort? This is 

must now determine. It is best to do so with an example. One 

of /ego is kxainto, "they (the men, in this case) could be called 

addressed"- as traitors, for example. This inflection consists 

precisely in the form's making manifest another person (the 

another number (not the singular, but the plural), another 

(passive instead of active), another tense (aorist instead of prcl" 

ent), another mood (not indicative but optative). What is 

[so] in the word lexainto is not addressed as actually present at hand 

rather represented as only possibly in being. 

The inflected form of the wo rd makes all of this manifest in addi
tion and lets it be understood immediately. To make something die 
manifest in addition, to allow it to arise and be seen in addition-

xo.ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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chiS is the function of the enltlisis, in which the word that stands 

straight inclines to the side. This is why it is called enltJisis P"~ 
p!Jatikos. The descriptive word paremphain5 is used genuinely ac

cording to the fundamental relation of the Greeks to beings as what 

is constant. 
This word is found, for example, in Plato (Tinuuus soe), in an 

important context. The question here is the essence of the becom

ing of what becomes. Becoming means: coming to Being. Plato dis
tinguishes three things: I) togignomencn, that which becomes; 2) to 
en hOi gignetlli, that within which it becomes, the medium in which 

something builds itself up while it is becoming and from which it 

then stands forth once it has become; 3) to hothen RJ!honwioumenqn, 
the source from which what becomes takes the standard of re

semblance; for everything that becomes, everything that becomes 

something, takes what it becomes in advance as prototype. 

To elucidate the meaning of pRrtmphainD, we pay attention to 

what we mentioned under ( 2) above. That within which some

thing becomes is what we call "space." The Greeks have no word for 

"space."' This is no accident, for they do not experience the spatial 

according to extensio but instead according to place (tqpos) as chOra, 
which means neither place nor space but what is taken up and 

OCcupied by what stands there. The place belongs to the thing itself. 

The various things each have their place. That which becomes is set 

into this placelike "space" and is set forth from it.11 But in order for 

this to be possible, "space" must be bare of all the modes of ap

pearance, u any modes that it may receive from anywhere. For if it 
Were like any one of the modes of appearance that enter into it, 

II. In the next two sentences Hcidegger paraphrases Tm~~UUS sod-e, which he 
~en proceeds to quote. His main departure from conventional renderings is 
his translation of ide4 as "mode of appearance" rather than "form?' 
12· In general, we have reserved "appearance" as the ttanslation for Bruhei-
1114110, but in this passage, it seems to be the best rendering for .Ausuhen. 
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then in receiving forms, some opposed in essence to it, some of 
entirely other essence, it would allow a bad actualization of 
prototype to come to stand, for it would make manifest its own 
pearance in addition. ciJ.LOpcpoV 6v tlceivrov a1taoci>v trov lSerov 

~t S£xro6ai 1to6ev.lSJ.LOtov yap 6v tci>v btetOt6vtrov twl ta 
tvavtl~ 'tel 't£ tij~ 1t(lpcl1tUV ci.ll.T'l~ cpOOW>c; MOt' o.&t Ut.~;UJ.Umlil 
K<XK~ {J;v WpoJ.lOto'ltf)v a'lhoii 7tap£J.lcpa'lvov iS'IftV. That wherein 
things that are becoming are set must precisely not proffer its 
look and its own appearance. [The reference to the Timaeus 
not only intends to clarify the correlation of pamnphiUnon and 

of appearing-with and of Being as constancy, but also tries to 

[s x] mate that Platonic philosophy- that is, the interpretation of 

as i1iea- prepared the transfiguration of place (ti)J!Os) and of 
the essence of which we have barely grasped, into "space" as 
by atension. Might not ch{im mean: that which separates 
from every particular, that which withdraws, and in this way 
and "makes room" precisely for something else?] 13 Let us return 
the word form lexainto that we mentioned above. What it does 
make manifest a poiltilia (diversity: TimReUS sod) of directions 

meaning. This is why it is called an enklisis pamnphatikos> a 
tion that is capable of making manifest in additWn person, 
ber, tense, voice, and mood. This is because a word as such is a 
to the extent that it lets shine forth (diloun). If we place the 
kgein, the infinitive, next to lexaintc> then we also find here 
ioBectioo, enklists, in respect to the fundamental form /egO, but 
in which person, number, and mood do not manifest thefllSjelVC::Io 

Here the enklisis and its significant making-manifest show a 
cieocy, and so this word form is called enltJisis a-pamnphati/tos. 
Latin, the term modus in -ftnittvus corresponds to this negative 
The meaning of the infinitive form is limited and cut to shape in 

13. In parentheses in the 1953 ecUtion. 
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respects mentioned above, according to person, number, etc. The 
Latin translation of a-pamnphatikos by infinitivus deserves atten· 
tion. The original Greek, which refers to the look of a thing and the 
self-manifestation of what stands in itself or inclines itself, has van
ished. Now the determining factor is the merely formal notion of 

limitation. 
Now of course, and particularly in Greek, there is also the infini. 

tive in the passive and middle voice, and one in the present, perfect, 
and future, so that the infinitive at least makes manifest voice and 
tense. 'This has led to various disputed questions concerning the 
infinitive, which we will not pursue here. We will clarify only one 
point in what follows. The infinitive form /egein, to say, can be 
understood in such a way that one no longer even thinks about 
voice and tense but only about what the verb in general means and 
makes manifest. In this respect the original Greek designation hits 
the mark especially well. In the sense of the Latin term, the infioi· 
tive is a word form that, as it were, cuts off what it means from all 
definite relations of meaning. The meaning is pulled away ( ab· 
Stracted) from all particular relations. In this abstraction, the infioi. 
tive offers only what one represents to oneself with the word in 
general. This is why today>s grammarians say that the infinitive is 

the "abstract verbal concept." It conceives and grasps what is meant 

only overall and in general. It names only this general meaning. In [s:z.] 

our language the infinitive is the form with which one names the 
verb. There is a deficiency, a lack, in the in1initive, in its word form 
and its manner of meaning. The infinitive no /Qnger makes manifest 
what the verb otherwise reveals. 

Furthermore, the in1initive is a later, if not the latest, result in the 

chronological development of the word forms oflanguage. This can 
be shown with the infinitive of that Greek word whose question
ableness is the occasion for our discussion. "To be, is einai in Greek. 

We know that a standardized language unfolds from the speech of 
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dialects that originally stand rooted in soil and history. Thus Ho
mer's language is a mixture of various dialects that preserve the 
earlier form of the language. It is in the formation of the infinitive 

that the Greek dialects diverge from each other the most, and so 
linguistic scholarship bas made the differences among infinitives 
into a principal criterion "for separating and grouping the dialects" 
(see Wackemagel, Vorlesungen Uber SyntRX, vol. I, pp. 257 ff.) .1• 

To be is einm in Attic, mat in Arcadian, emmmiU in Lesbian, 

emen in Doric. To be is esse in Latin, ezum in Oscan, erum in Um
brian. In both (the Greek and Latinate) languages the modi ji.nl# 
were already fixed and were common property, while the enltJisll 
aparemphattkos still retained its varying peculiarities of dialect. We 
consider this state of affairs an indication that the infinitive has a 
preeminent si.gnificance in language as a whole. The question re
mains whether this persistence of the infinitive forms stems from 
the fact that the infinitive represents an abstract and late verbal 

form, or whether it names something that lies at the foundation d 
all inflections of the verb. On the other hand, it is right to warn Ul 

to be on our guard against the infinitive word form, for precisely 
this form, seen grammatically, communicates the least of the verb's 

meaning. 
But we are still far from having fully clarified the word form that 

we are discussing, at least if we pay attention to the form in which 
we ordinarily go about saying "to be?' We say d4s Sein. Such a 
manner of speaking results when we transform the abstract infini
tive form into a substantive by placing the article in front of it: tll 

14. Jacob Wackemagel, VOT{Qu~m Uber Synt~U, mit besonderer BeriJdtsk:hli-
9"~ l'On Griuhisch> !Meintsch utul. Deutsch> voL x (Basel: Emil Bi.rkbauser. 
192.0). Wackemagd discusses the infinitive in general on 257- 265. See 157 foe 
his explarladon of ptmmphai~ 157- 258 for the various forms of the lnfinldVC 
of"'be'" in Greek and Latinate languages, and 258 for the phrase that Hddeg
gerquotes. 
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e;,mt. The article is originally a demonstrative pronoun. It means 
that what is indicated stands and is for itself, as it were. 1b.is naming 

that demonstrates and indicates always has a preeminent function 
in language. If we just say sein, then what we have named is already 
indefinite enough. But through the linguistic transformation of the [53 1 
infinitive into the verbal substantive, the emptiness that already lies 
in the infinitive is, as it were, further fixed; sein is posed like a fixed, 
standing object ifeststeherukr Ge.!Jen.staml}. The substantive d4s Sein 
implies that what is so named, itself"is." Being now itself becomes 
something that "is:' whereas obviously only beings are, and it is not 
the case that Being also is. If Being itself were something in being 
about beings, then it would have to be something that we find 

before us, all the more so because we encounter the Being-in-being 
(Setendsein) of beings, even if we do not definitely grasp its particu-

lar characteristics in detail. 
Can it still be any wonder to us now that "Being" is so empty a 

word when the word form itself is based on an emptying (of mean
ing) and the apparent fixation of this emptiness? 1b.is word "Being" 
serves as a warning to us. Let us not be lured away into the emptiest 
of fonns, the verbal substantive. And let us not entangle ourselves 

in the abstraction of the infinitive "to be." If we really want to arrive 
at the "to be" along the path of language, let us keep to forms like 
these: I am, you are, he, she, it is, we are, and so forth; I was, we 
were, they have been, and so forth. But then we gain no dearer 
understanding of what "to be" means here, or what its essence 
consists in. On the contrary! Let us simply make the attempt! 

We say: "I am?' One can speak of this sort of Being only in 
reference to oneself: my Being. What does it consist of, and where 

is it situated? It would seem that this should be what we can most 
easily bring to light, for there is no being to which we are closer 
than the one that we ourselves are. All other beings we ourselves are 
not. All other beings still "are" even when we ourselves are not. It 
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seems we cannot be as close to any other being as we are to tbe 
being that we ourselves are. Aaually, we cannot even say that we 
are close to the being that we ourselves in each case are, since after 
all we ourselves are this being. Here we must admit that everyone: 
the furthest from hlmsclf, as far as the I from the you in "you are.• 

But today the We is what counts. Now it is the "time of the 

instead of the I. We are. What Being do we name in this saJltcllied 

We also say: the windows are, the rocks are. We-are. Does 
statement ascertain the Being-present-at-band of a plurality of 
And how does it stand with the"' was" and "we were," with 
in the past? Is it something by-gone for us? Or an we procisely 
which we were? Are we not becoming procisely just what we tmP 

The c:xami.natlon of the definite verbal forms of "to be" yields 
opposite of an eluddation of Being. What is more, it leads to a 
difficulty. Let us compare the infinitive "to say" and the basic 

[H) "'say" with the infinitive "to be" and the basic form"' am!' 
this comparison, "be" and "am" ("sein" und "Inn") show that 
have different stems. Furthermore, "was" and "been" («wm-» 
~eRfm~ in the past form are d.ifferent from both of these. 
stand before the question of the different stems of the word "to be! 

B. The Etymology of the Word "Being" 

First, we should briefly report on what linguistics knows about 
word stems that are found in the inflections of the verb sein. 
rent information about this is hardly definitive-not so much be
cause new faets may tum up but because it is to be expected tblt 
what has been known up to this point will be reviewed with new 
eyes and more genuine questions. The full variety of the inflectioal 
of the verb "to be" is determined by three different stems. 

The first two stems we should mention are Indo-Germanic and 
are also found in the Greek and Latin words for "to be." 
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I. The oldest and authentic stem word is es) Sanskrit MUS) life, the 
living, that which from out of itself and in itself stands and goes and 
reposes: the self-standing. To this stem belong the Sanskrit verb 
forms esmi, est) em, IIJ'mi. To these correspond the Greek emu and 
einai and the Latin esum and esse. Sunt, sind and sein belong to

gether. It is worth noticing that theist (estin, est, (is) •• . ) persists 

throughout the Indo-Germanic languages from the very st2rt. 

z. The other Indo-Germanic root is bhU, bheu. To this belon&' 
the Greek philO, to emerge, to hold sway, to come to a stand from 
out of itself and to remain standing. Until now, bhU has been inter· 

preted according to the usual superfidal conception of plnms and 
phuein as nature and as "growing." According to the more originary 
interpretation, which stems from the confrontation with the incep

tion of Greek philosophy, this "growing" proves to be an emerging 
which in tum is determined by coming to presence and appearing. 
Recently, theradicalphu- has been connected withph11--Jph1Unesthlli 
(to show itself). Phusis would then be that which emerges into the 
light, phuein) to illuminate, to shine forth and therefore to appear. 
(SeeZeitrcbriftform:!Jiei&hmdeSprruhforsdnmgJ vol. 59.)15 

From this same stem comes the Latin perfectfui,fuo) as well as 
our German Inn, his; wir «fMn/J ihr «fm1» (forms that died out in 
the fourteenth century). The impe.rative his (his mein Weib (be my [ss] 
Wife)) has held out longer nc:xt to Inn and bisf) which have survived. 

3. The third stem appears only in the infiection of the German 
verb sein: wes; Sanskrit JI4SIImi; Germanic: westm, to dwell, to 

abide, to sojourn; to J1es belong: west~~~, JMStuJ v~ "PestiinJum. 
From this we have the German formgewesm and additionally: JMS, 

war, es west) wesen. The partidple wesend is still retained in IUVIPesend, 

1 s · F. Specht, "Bcltrage zur grlcchl.schcn Grammat:ik," In Zeltschrlft ftJr wr-
8kkhnllleS~"'f, vol. S9 (I93Z): 3I-I3I. Forthcconncctionsamong 
bhu, phf¥, andphu-, see 6o-6z. 
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4b-wamd (pre-sent, ab-sent). The substantive Wesen does not orig

inally mean what-ness (Was-sein), quidditar) but rather enduring • 
present (Gegmwa.rt), pre·sencing and ab-sencing. The sms in 
Latin prae--sens and 4b-sens has been lost. Does Dit co~sentes, ..., ........... ,. 
translated «the gods willing") mean the gods who together 
pre-sencing? 

From the three stems we derive three initial and vividly aenrute 
meanings: living, emerging, abiding. Linguistics estabUshes 
Linguistics also estabUshes that today these initial meanings 
died out, that only an "abstract" meaning, "to be," has survived. 

here a decisive question announces itself: how are the three 
above unified? What carries and leads the saga (SRge) of 

What is our speaking (Sagen) of Being based on- after all its 
guistic inflections? This speaking and the understanding of 
are they the same, or not? How does the distinction between 

and beings essentially unfold in the saga of Being? As valuable 
these conclusions of linguistics are, we cannot be satisfied 
them. For after these conclusions, the questioning must first begin. 

We have a chain of questions to pose: 
1. What kind of"abstraction" came into play in the formation 

the wordsein? 
2.. May we even speak of abstraction here? 
3· What is the abstract meaning that is left over, then? 
.f.. Can one explain the happening that opens itself up here- the 

fact that different meanings, which also imply experiences, grO'II 
together into the inflections of one verb, and not just any verb

simply by saying that something has been lost in the process? Noth
ing arises merely through loss, and least of all that which unifies and 
blends, in the unity of its meaning, what is originally different. 

s. What leading, fundamental meaning can have guided the 
blending that happened here? 
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6. What dominant meaning persists through all the blurring of 
thiS blending? 

7. Must not the inner history of precisely this word sein be ex- [s6] 

cepted from the usual equivalence with any other arbitrary word 
whose etymology can be studied, especially when we consider that 
even the root meanings (living, emerging, dwclling), in their ad
dressing and naming and saying, do not unveil arbitrary details in 

me sphere of the sayable? 
s. Can the meaning of Being, which presents itself to us as "ab

stract" and therefore derivative in the merely logical, grammatical 
interpretation, be whole and originary in itself? 

9· Can this be shown from the essence of language, if this essence 
has been grasped sufficiendy and originally? 

As the fundamental question of metaphysics, we ask: "Why are 
there beings at all instead of nothing?" In this fundamental ques
tion there already resonates the prior question: how does it stand 
with Being? 

What do we mean by the words "to be," "Being"? In our attempt 

to answer, we run into difficulties. We grasp at the un-graspable. Yet 
we are incessandy engaged by beings, relared to beings, and we 

know about ourselves "as beings:" 
"Being" now just counts as the sound of a word for us, a used-up 

term. If this is all we have left, then we must at least attempt to 
gt'asp this last remnant of a possession. This is why we asked: how 
does it stand with the word "Being"? 

We answered this question in two ways, which led into the 
~ and etymology of the word. Let us sum up the results of 
the twofold discussion of the word "Being." 

t. The grammatical examination of the form of the word had 
this result: in the infinitive, the word's definite modes of meaning 
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are no longer in effect; they are blurred. The substantivization COIIl

pletely fixes and objectifies this blurring. The word becomes a 
for something indefinite. 

2. The etymological examination of the meaning of the 
had this result: what we today, and for a long time previously, 

called by the name "Being" is, as regards its meaning, a blolldil• 

that levels off three different stem meanings. None of these is 

deiClt definitively and on its own within the meaning of the 
anymore. This blurring and bleiClding go hand in hand. The 
bination of these two processes provides a sufficient explanation 

the fact from which we set out: that the word «to be" is empty 
its meaning is evanescent. 

CHAPTE R TBJl.EB 

The Question of the Essence of Being 

WB BAVB UNDERTAKEN a study of the expression "to be" in 

order to penetrate the fact under discussion, and so to put it in the 
place where it belongs. We do not want to accept this faa blindly, as 
if it were the faa that there are dogs and cats. We want to establish a 
position regarding this fact itself. We want this, eveiCl at the risk that 
our "will" to do so may create the appearance of stubbornness and 
may seem to be an unworldly befuddlemQClt that mistakes what is 

peripheral and unreal for something real, and gets obsessed with 
dissecting mere words. We want to illuminate the fact thoroughly. 

Our investigation has determined that in the course of its devel
opment, language forms "infin.itives"-for instance, «to be,-and 

that with time, language has brought about a worn-down, indefi
nite meaning of this word. This simply is so. Instead of thoroughly 

illurni.nating the fact, we have just set another fact of linguistic 

history next to it or behind it. 
If we now begin again with these facts of linguistic history and 

ask why they are as they are, then perhaps what we can still offer as 

79 
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an explanation becomes not clearer but only more obscure. The fact 

that matters stand as they do with the word ''Being" really hardens 
now in its indisputable factuality. But we reached this state of affairs 
long ago. After all, this is what the usual procedure in philosophy 
appeals to, when it explains in advance that the meaning of tbc 

word "Being" is the emptiest and thus embraces everything. What 
is thought with this word, the concept, is thus the highest generic 

concept, the genus. It is true that one can still point to the ens • 
genm (the being as genus), as the old ontology says, but it is just as 

certain that there is nothing further to be sought there. To want to 

go so far as to attach the decisive question of metaphysics to this 
empty word "Being" means to bring everything into confusion. 

[ss) There is only one possibility left here: to acknowledge the afore
mentioned fact of the emptiness of the word and to leave this fact in 

peace. It appears that we may do so with a clear conscience, all the 
more so now that the fact has been explained historically by the 
history of language. 

So: away from the empty schema of this word "Being"! But 
where to? The answer cannot be difficult. Ar. most we can wonder 

why we have persisted in such a long and minute examination eX 
the word "Being." Away from the empty, universal word "Being," 
toward the special characteristics of the particular domains of be

ings themselves! For this project, we have all sorts of things i.aune

diately at our disposal: the things that we can grasp with our hands 
right away, all the equipment that is at hand for us all the time
tools, vehicles, etc. H these particular beings strike us as too ordi· 

nary, not refined and soulful enough for "metaphysics," then we can 
stick to the nature that surrounds us - land, sea, mountains, rivers, 
forests, and the individual things in them: trees, birds and i.nsc:dS, 

grasses and stones. H we are looking for a mighty being, then the 
earth is nearby. The moon that is rising back there is in being 

(,reimll) in the same way as the nearest mountaintop- and so is a 
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planet. In being is the surging swarm of people on an animated 

street. In being are we ourselves. In being are the Japanese. In being 

are Bach's fugues. In being is the cathedral of Strasbourg. In being 
are Holderlin's hymns. In being are criminals. In being are the 
madmen in a madhouse. 

Beings everywhere and anytime you like. Certainly. But how is 

it, then, that we know that each of these things that we so con
fidently list and count up is a being? The question sounds foolish; 

for after all, we can determine, in a way that any normal human 
being would find undeniable, that this being Is. Granted. [Further

more, there is no need here for us to use the words "beings" and 
'\vhat is," which are alien to ordinary language.] And we are not 
now contemplating casting any doubt on whether all these beings 
are in the first place- basing such a doubt on the supposedly scien
tific observation that what we are experiencing here is just our own 
sensations, and that we cannot get out of our own body, a body to 
which everything we have mentioned remains related. In fact, we 
would like to remark in advance that such considerations, which so 

easily and cheaply give themselves airs of being supremely critical 

and superior, are thoroughly uncritical. 
Meanwhile, we let beings be, just as they swarm around us and 

assail us, elate us and depress us, in everyday life as well as in hours 

and moments of greamess. We let all beings be as they are. But if we 
behave in this way in the course of our historical Being-here, spon- [59] 

taneously as it were and without ruminating over it, if we let each 
being be the being that it Is, then in all this we must know what that 

rneans: "is" and "to be." 
And how are we to determine that something that is presumed 

to be, at some place and time, is not-unless we can clearly dis
tinguish in advance: between Being and not-Being? How are we to 
lllake this decisive distinction unless we know just as decisively and 
definitely what is meant by that which is distinguished here: not-
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Being and Being? How can beings always and in each case be 
for us unless we already understand "Being" and "not-Being"? 

But we are constantly faced with beings. We distinguish 
tween their Being-thus and Being-otherwise, we judge about 
and not-&ing. We therefore know unambiguously what 
means. The claim that this word is empty and indefinite would 
just be a superficial way of speaking and an error. 

Such refiections put us in a supremely ambivalent position. 
first determined that the word "Being" tells us nothing definite. 
did not jUSt talk ourselves into this; instead, we found out, and 

still find now that "Being" has an evanescent, indefinite meanialll 
But on the other hand, our latest considerations convince us 
we clearly and surely distinguish "Being" from not-Being. 

In order to get our bearings here, we must pay attention to 
following. Surely it can come into doubt whether at some place 
time an individual being is or is not. We can deceive ourselves 
whether, for example, the window over there, which is of 
being, is closed or is not. However, merely in order for such a 
to come into doubt in the first place, we must presume the 
distinction between Being and not-Being. Whether Being is 

from not-Being is not something we doubt in this case. 
The word "Being" is thus indefinite in its meaning, and 

theless we understand it definitely. "Being" proves to be ext:J~el! 
definite and completely indefinite. According to the usual logic, 
have here an obvious contradiction. But something cocltra,QlOIDIJ 

cannot be. There is no square circle. And yet, there is this coDttralal&7' 
tion: Being as definite and completely indefinite. We see, if we 
not deceive ourselves, and if for a moment amid all the day's 
and bustle we have time to see, that we are standing in the rrudst 
this contradiction. This standing of ours is more acrual than 

[ 6o) about anything else that we call actual- more actual than dogs 
cats, automobiles and newspapers. 
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The fact that Being is an empty word for us suddenly takes on a 
completely different aspect. In the end, we become suspicious of 
the supposed emptiness of the word. If we meditate more closely 
on the word, then finally it becomes apparent that with all the 
blurred, blended universality of its meaning, we still mean some
thing definite by it. This definite meaning is so definite and so 
unique in its own way that we must even say: 

Being, that which pertains to every being whatsoever and thus 
disperses itself into what is most commonplace, is the most unique 

of all. 
Everything else besides Being, each and every being, even if it is 

unique, can still be compared with another being. These possibili
ties of comparison increase every being's determinability. Because 
of this, every being is multiply indeterminate. But Being, in con

trast, can be compared to nothing else. Its only other is Nothing. 
And here there is nothing to be compared. If Being is thus what is 
most unique and most determinate, then the expression "to be" 

cannot remain empty either. And in truth, it is never empty. We can 
easily convince ourselves of this by a comparison. When we per· 
ccive the expression "to be," either by hearing it as a sound or seeing 
it in its written form, then it does present itself differently from the 
sequence of sounds and letters "abracadabra." Of course, this too is 

a sequence of sounds, but, as we say at once, it is meaningless, even 
if it has some sense as a magical formula. In contrast, "to be" is not 
~c:less in this way. Likewise, "to be," when written and seen, is 
different at once from "kzomll." This written mark is also a se

quence of letters, of course, but one by which we are unable to 

thmk anything. There is no such thing as an empty word - only one 
that is worn out, yet remains full. The word "Being" retains its 
0arning force. The slogan, "Away from this empty word 'Being: 
towards the particular beings!" is not only an overhasty but a highly 
questionable slogan. Let us reflect on all this once again by means of 
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an example, which, however, like every example that we can 
in the field of our question, can never clarify the c:ntire state 

fairs in all its scope, and thus remains subject to some "'~<:L''""'"""'-
Instead of the universal concept "Being," we will consider, as 

example, the universal representation "tree." If we are now to 

and dc:fine what the essence of a tree is, we tum away from 
universal representation, to the various species of trees and 

[ 6r 1 ual examples of these species. 1his procedure is so self-evident 
we are almost embarrassed to make special mention of it. Ho,w~ll!l 

the matter is not quite that simple. How are we supposed to 

cover the much-invoked particular, the individual trees as~ 

trees- how are we supposed to be able even to look for such 
as trees, unless the representation of what a tree is in general 
already lighting our way in advance? H this universal represc:nta~ 
"tree" were so completely indc:finite and confused, if it gave us 
sure directive in our searching and finding, it could happen 
instead of trees, we took cars or rabbits as the determinate 
Iars, as examples of a tree. Even though it may be correct that 
order to determine more precisely the essential multiplicity of 
essence "tree," we must go through the particular, it remains at 
equally correct that the illumination of the essential multiplicity 
of the essence takes hold and progresses only when we conceive 
know more originally the universal essence "tree," and this 
means the essence "plant," and this means the essence "living 
and "life." We may seek out thousands and thousands of trees-
if the self-developing knowledge of the tree as such does not 
our way in advance in this enterprise, and does not clearly 
mine itself on the basis of itself and its essential ground, then all 

will remain an idle enterprise in which we cannot see the tree for 
trees. 

Now one could object, precisely in regards to the univetllll 
meaning "Bcing;' that our representing can no longer rise from it 
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anything higher, since it is, after all, the most universal meaning. 
When it comes to the concept that is most universal and highest of 
all, reference to what stands "under" it not only is advisable, but is 
the only way out if we want to overcome the emptiness of the 
concept. 

As convincing as this refiection may seem to be, it is nonetheless 
untrue. Let us mention two reasons: 

1. It is questionable, to begin With, whether the generality of 
Being is that of a genus. Aristotle already suspected this.1 Conse
quently, it remains questionable whether an individual being can 
ever count as an example of Being at all, as this oak does for "tree in 
general." It is questionable whether the ways of Being (Bcing as 
nature, Being as history) represent "species" of the genus "Being." 

2. The word "Being'' is a universal name, it is true, and seem
ingly one word among others. But this seeming is deceptive. The 
name and what it names are one of a kind. Therefore, we distort it 
fundamentally if we try to illustrate it by examples-precisely be
cause every example in this case manifests not too much, as one 
might say, but always too little. Earlier we stressed that we must [62.] 

already know in advance what "tree" means in order to be able to 
seek and find what is particular, the species of trees and individual 
trees as such. 1his is all the more decisively true of Being. The 
necessity for us already to understatld the word "Being" is the high-
est and is incomparable. So the "universality" of''Bcing" in regard 
to all beings does not imply that we should tum away from this 

universality as fast as possible and tum to the particular; instead, it 
implies the opposite, that we should remain there, and raise the 
uniqueness of this name and its naming to the level of knowledge. 

The fact that for us the meaning of the word "Being" remains 
an indeterminate vapor is counterbalanced by the fact that we 

I. Cf. Arisrotle,MetlljJhysia r, I, and I<, 3· 
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still understand Being, and distinguish it with certainty from nQt. 

Being-and this is not just another, second fact, but both bcloog 

together as one. In the meantime, this One has completely lost the 
character of a faa for us. By no means do we find it among many 
other present-at-hand things, as something that is Rlso present at 
hand. Instead, we suspect that in what we have taken up to now 

merely as a fact, there is something going on. It is happening in a 

way that does not fit into the series of other "incidents." 

But before we concern ourselves any further with grasping in itl 
truth what is going on in this fact, let us once again and for the last 
time attempt to take it as something familiar and indifferent. Let Ul 

assume that there is no such fact at all. Suppose that there were DO 

indeterminate meaning of Being, and that we did not understancl 

what this meaning signifies. Then what? Would there just be one 

noun and one verb less in our language? No. Then there would be 111 

language at aJl. Beings as such would no longer open thcmsclvea 

up in words at all; they could no longer be addressed and diJ. 
cussed. For saying beings as such involves understanding beings as 

beings- that is, their Being- in advance. Preswning that we cUd 
not understand Being at all, presuming that the word "Being" did 
not even have that evanescent meaning, then there would not be 
any single word at all. We ourselves could never be those who SIIJ· 
We would never be able to be those who we arc. For to be human 

means to be a sayer. Human beings are yes- and no-sayers only 

because they are, in the ground of their essence, sayers, the sayers. 

That is their distinction and also their predicament. It distinguishes 

[ 6 3) them from stone, plant, and animal, but also from the gods. Even If 
we had a thousand eyes and a thousand ears, a thousand hands and 
many other senses and organs, if our essence did not stand within 

the power of language, then all beings would remain closed off to 

us-the beings that we ourselves are, no less than the beings that 
weare not. 
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Thus, as we review our discussion up to this point, the following 

state of affairs becomes apparent. When we set out by proposing 

this as a fact- this [which shall for now remain nameless] , 1 that for 

us Being is only an empty word with an evanescent meaning- then 

we deposed it and thus demoted it from its authentic rank. In 
contrast, for our Dasein, this- that we understand Being, if only in 

an indefinite way- has the highest rank, insofar as in this, a power 

announces itself in which the very pbssibility of the essence of our 

Dasein is grounded. It is not one faa among others, but that which 

merits the highest worth according to its rank, provided that our 

Dasein, which is always a historical Dasein, does not remain a mat

ter of indifference to us. Yet even in order for Dasein to remain an 

indifferent being for us, we must understand Being. Without this 
understanding, we could not even say no to our Dasein. 

Only insofar as we deem this preeminence (VomJng) of the un

derstanding of Being worthy in its own rank (J{ang) do we preserve 

this preeminence as rank. In what way can we deem this rank wor

thy, preserve it in its worth? This we cannot decide arbitrarily. 

Because the understanding of Being fades away, at first and for 

the most part, in an indefinite meaning, and nonetheless remains 

certain and definite in this knowledge- because consequently the 

understanding of Being, despite all its rank, is dark, confused, cov

c:red over and concealed- it must be illuminated, disentangled, and 

ripped away from concealment. That can happen only insofar as we 

inqttire about this understanding of Being- which at first we simply 

treated as a fact- in order to put it into question. 

Questioning is the genuine and the right and the only way of 

deeming worthy that which, by its highest rank, holds our Dasein 

tn its power. This understanding of Being of ours, and Being itself 

altogether, is therefore what is most worthy of questioning in all 

2.. ln parentheses In the 1953 edition. 
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questioning. We question all the more genuinely the more iJnme. 
dlately and directly we hold on to what is most worthy of questioQ. 
ing, namely, that for us Being is what we understand in a 
pletely indefinite and yet supremely definite way. 

We understand the word "Being," and hence all its infl,cctilom,. 

even though it looks as if this understanding were indefinite. 
say of what we thus understand, of whatever opens itself up to 

[6.4] somehow in understanding, that it has meaning (Sinn). Being, 
sofar as it is understood at all, has a meaning. To c:xperience 
conceive of Being as what is most worthy of questioning, to 
especially about Being, then means nothing other than 

about the meaning of Being. 
In the treatise Being tmd Time the question of the meaning 

Being is first posed and developed especially as a question. The 
tise also contains an explicit statement and grounding of what 
meant by meaning [namely, the openness of Being, not only 
beings as such- seeBetng tmd Time, §§32, +4, 6s].3 

Why may we no longer call what we have just mentioned a 
Why was this designation misleading from the start? Because 
that we understand Being, does not just occur in our Dasein 
fact, say, that we possess earlobes of such and such a sort. J.DSl:J::ill,l. Ul 

earlobes, some other st:rueture could form part of our hearing 
gan. That we understand Being is not just actual; it is also nec:essaQ! 
Without such an opening up of Being, we could not be "h\lllWl" 
the first place. Of course, it is not unconditionally necessary 
should be. There is always the possibility that there could be 
human beings at all. After all, there was a time when there were 
human beings. But strictly speaking, we cannot say there was a 
when there were no human beings. At every time, there were 

3. lo parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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are and will be human beings, because time temporalizes itsel£4 

only as long as there are human beings. There is no time in which 
there were no human beings, not because there are human beings 
from all eternity and for all eternity, but because time is not eternity, 
and time always temporalizes itself only at one time, as human, 
historical Dasein. But if human beings stand in Dasein, then one 
necessary condition for our ability to be here (da-mn) is this: that 
we understand Being. Insofar as thiS is necessary, human beings are 
also historically actual. For this reason we understand Being- and 
not only, as it might seem at first, as an evanescent meaning of a 
word. Rather, the definiteness with which we understand the indef
inite meaning can be delimited unambiguously, and not as a subse
quent addition, but as a definiteness that, unbeknownst to us, rules 
us from the ground up. In order to show this, we will once again 

take the word "Being" as our point of departure. But here one must 
remember that we use the word, in accordance with the guiding 
metaphysical question that we posed at the start, so broadly that it 
finds its limit only at Nothing. Everything that is not simply noth
ing, is-and for us, even Nothing "belongs" to "Being." 

In our preceding discussion, we have taken a decisive step. In a 
lecture course, everything depends on such steps. Occasional ques- [ 65] 

tions that have been submitted to me regarding the lectures have 
betrayed over and over again that most of the listeners are listening 
in the wrong direction and getting stUck in the details. Of course, 
the overall context is important even in lectures on the special sci-

ences. But for the sciences the overall context is immediately de
termined by the object, which for the sciences is always given in 

~· Zeit silh ... ui~Jgt: r.etngm, which ordinarily means "bring to fruition:' Is 
lrltroduced as a technical term in Being tmd Time, §6I, where It refers to the 
manner in whlch time (Zeit) itself occurs. 
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advance in some way. In contrast, it is not just that the object of 
philosophy does not lie at hand, but philosophy has no object at 
Philosophy is a happening that must at all times work out Being 
itself anew [that is, Being in its openness that belongs to it]. s 

in this happening does philosophical truth open up. So it is 
decisive importance here that one follow the individual steps in 
happening, and share in taking these steps. 

What step have we taken~ What step must we take again 
again? 

At first, we examined this as a faa: the expression "to be" has 
evanescent meaning, it is almost like an empty word. The result 
the more precise explication of this faa was that the evanescence 
the meaning of the word is to be explained I) by the 
typical of the infinitive and z) by the blending to which all three 
the original root meanings have been subjected. 

Once we had explained the faa in this way, we characterized 
the unshaken point of departure for all the traditional""'"'""'nlfn~~· 

questioning about "Being." It begins with bei.ngs and is dirce1CICI 

toward them. It does 1Wt begin with Being in the quc:stic:>nvlfo1'1thl-. 
ness of tt:s openness. Because the meaning and concept 

have the highest universality, meta-physics, as "physics," cannot rile 

any higher to define them more precisely. Thus it has only one way 
left: away from the universal, to the particular beings. In this way, 
to be sure, the emptiness of the concept of Being is filled, namely by 
beings. But now the slogan "away from Being and toward the par
ticular beings" has shown that it is mocking itself in some way it 
does not understand. 

For the much-invoked particular beings can open themselves up Ill 
such to us only if and when we already understand Being in advance 
in its essence. 

s. In parenthcsc:s in the 195 3 edition. 
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This essence has already lit itself up. But it still remains in the 
realm of the unquestioned 

Now let us recall the question that was posed at the start. Is 
"Being" merely an empty word~ Or are Being and the asking of the 
question of Being the fate of the spiritual history of the West~ 

Is Being just a last wisp of evaporating reality, and is the only [ 66) 

attirude left for us to let it evaporate completely into a matter of 
indifference~ Or is Being what is moSt worthy of questioning? 

By questioning in this way, we complete the decisive step from 
an indifferent fact and the supposed emptiness of the meaning of 
the word "Being" to the happening that is most worthy of question
ing: that Being necessarily opens itself up in our understanding. 

The sheer faet, apparently so unshakable, to which metaphysics 
blindly appeals, has now been shaken. 

Up to now, in the question of Being, we have mainly tried to 
grasp the word according to its linguistic form and its meaning. It 

has now become clear that the question of Being is not a matter of 
srammar and etymology. If in spite of this we now begin once again 

With the word, then language must be at stake, here and in general, 
in a special way. 

Language, the word, is ordinarily taken as a derivative and ind
d~ntal expression of experiences. Insofar as things and processes are 
experienced in these experiences, language is also, indirectly, an 
expression and, as it were, a reproduction of the experienced being. 
lb~ word "clock," for example, lends itself to the well-known three
fold distinction: I) the audible and visible word form; 2) the mean

ing of what one generally represents to oneself with the word form; 
3) tb~ thing-a clock, this individual clock. Here ( 1 ) is the sign for 
~ ,_), and {z) indicates (3). So presumably we can also distinguish 
111 the word "Being" the word form, the meaning of the word, and 
th~ thing. And one can easily see that as long as we dwell solely on 
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the word form and its meaning, our question of Being has 
reached the thing, has not gotten to the point. 6 If we were to 

far as to intend to grasp the thing and the essence of the 
in this case Being, through mere explications of the word and 
meaning, then this would be an obvious error. We are hardly 
to fall prey to it-for our procedure would be like going 
deteaniniog and investigating the motions of the ether or of 
ter, or atomic processes, by giving grammatical explications 
words "atom" and "ether.," instead of carrying out the neo~ 
physical experiments. 

So regardless of whether the word "Being" has an ind.dl.lllile ·01 

definite meaning, or, as has become apparent, both at once, 
point is to get beyond the level of meanings and get at the 

[67] But is "Being" a thing like clocks, houses, or any being at am 
have run up against this already-we have run up against this 
enough: Being is not a being, nor any ingredient of beings 
itself in being. The Being of the building over there is not 
thing of the same sort as the roof and the cellar. Thus no 
corresponds to the word and the meaning "Being." 

But we cannot conclude from this that Being consists only 

word and its meaning. The meaning of the word docs not, 

meaning, constitute the essence of Being. This would mean 
Being of beings- for instance, the Being of the building we 
tioned -consisted in the meaning of a word. It would ob,rimJSIV'II! 

absurd to think so. Instead, in the word "Being;' in its w~;;ILUI.IJ!.• ... 
passing through this meaning, we mean Being itself- but it is 

ply not a thing, if by thing we understand any sort of being. 
From this it follows that ultimately, in the word "Being" and 

inflections, and in everything that lies in the domain of this 

6. Z-ur Stuhe lwmmm means "to get ro the point," but more literally "to 
to the thing." 
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the word and its meaning are bound more originally to what is 

rneant by them- but also vice versa. Being itself relies on the word 
in a totally different and more essential sense than any being docs. 

The word «Being/' tn every one of its injleaions) relates to the Being 

itself that is said) in R- WRfY that is essmtiRlly dtffmnt from the relRtWn of 
tdJ other nouns tUUt verbs in /imgURIJe to the brings that tm said in them. 

1his implies that our previous explanations of the word "Being" 
are of greater import than any ot:lier remarks about words and 
linguistic usage regarding just any item. But even though here in 
the word "Being" there is a quite distinctive connection between 
word, meaning, and Being itself, and the thing, so to speak, is 

lacking, we should not think that once we have charact.erizcd the 
meaning of the word, the essence of Being itself can just be picked 

out of it. 
After this excursus on the peculiarity that the question of Being 

remains intimately linked to the question of the word, let us resume 
the course of our questioning. We must show that, and to what 
extent, our understanding of Being is distinctively definite in a 
manner arranged and enjoined by Being itself. If we now begin by 
considering one way of saying Being- for we are always and essen
tially forced to such saying in some manner-then what we are 

trying to do is pay attention to Being itself, which is said in this 
saying. We choose a simple and common and almost careless kind 
of saying, in which Being is said in a word foan whose use is so 

frequent that we hardly even notice it. 
We say, "God is." "The earth is?' "The lecture is in the audito- (68] 

riurn?' "This man is from Swabia." "The cup is of silver.' "The 
peasant is in the fields." "The book is mine." "He is dead." "Red is 

the pon side." "'n Russia there is famine." "The enemy is in retreat!' 
"The vine disease is in the vineyards." "'The dog is in the garden?' 
"Over all the peaks 1 is peace?' (Ober iUJen Gfpftln I ist Rub.) 

In each case, the "is" is meant differendy. We can easily convince 
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ourselves of this, as long as we take this saying of the "is" as it 
actually happens, that is, as spoken each time from out of a particu

lar situation, task and mood, and not as mere sentences and stale 
examples in a grammar book. 

"God is": that is, ~present (gegenwartig). "'The earth is": 
that is, we experience and believe it to be amstlmtly present 11t ,_, 

(vorhanden). "'The lecture is in the auditorium": that is~ it 
plila. "'The man is from Swabia": that is, he comes .from there. 
cup is of silver": that is, it consists of ... "'The peasant is in the 
that is, he hRS 11WJ1ed to the fields~ he is ~ng there. "'The book 
mine": that is, it be/ongJ to me. "He is dead": that is, he has 
cumbed to death. "Red is the port side"': that is, it stlmds for. 
dog is in the garden": that is, it is running 4round there. "Over all 
peaks I is peace": that is-m Does the "is" in the verses mean 
peace comes about, that it is present at hand, that it takes place, 
it stays there? None of that will do here. And yet it is tlhe 
simple "is." Or does the verse mean: over all the peaks peR« jn'mll/l, 
as in a classroom peace prevails? No, not that either! Or maybe: 
over all the peaks lies peace, or peace holds sway? That's closer, 
this paraphrase is not right either. 

"Over all the peaks I is peace": the "is" simply cannot be para
phrased, and yet it is merely this "is;' as it was said in passing in thole 
few verses that Goethe wrote in pencil on the windowframe of a hut 
on the Kickelhahn near Ilmenau (see the letter to Zeiter of Sept. .t, 
1831).7 Strange how we waver here with our paraphrase, hesitate, 
and finally just let it go, not because this is too complicated and hard 
to understand, but because the verse is said so simply, even more 
simply and uniquely than any other, ordinary "is" that mixes itself 
inconspicuously and constantly into everyday saying and talking. 

7· Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Goethe: Leben un4 Welt in Briefm (Munich: 
Carl Hanser, 1978), 792. 
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However we may interpret the individual examples, this saying 
of the "is" shows us one thing clearly: in the "is;' Being opens up to 
us in a manifold way. The assertion, at first so facile, that Being is an 
empty word, proves once again, and still more strikingly, to be 
untrue. 

But- one could now object-the "is" is certainly meant in a (69] 
manifold way. But that has nothing at all to do with the "is" itself; it 
simply depends on the manifold contents of the assertions, whose 
contents refer in each case to a different being: God, earth, cup, 
peasant, book, famine, peace over the peaks. It is only because the 
"is" in itsclf remains indeterminate and empty in its meaning that it 
can lie ready for such a manifold use, and can fill and determine 
itself "according to the situation." The manifoldness of determinate 
meanings we have cited thus proves the opposite of what we were 
trying to show. It just proves as clearly as possible that Being must 
be indeterminate in order to be susceptible to determination. 

What are we to say in reply? Here we are entering the domain of a 
decisive question: does the "is" become manifold on the basis of the 
content of the sentence that is attached to it in each case-i.e., on 
the basis of the domain of that about which the sentences are mak
ing assertions - or does the "is"- i.e., Being- contain in itself the 
mani.foldness whose folding makes it possible for us to make mani

fold beings accessible to ourselves in the first place, each RS it is? For 
now, let this question simply be posed. We are not yet suffidently 
equipped to develop it further. What cannot be denied, and the only 
point we would like to make for now, is this: the "is" evinces, in its 
Saying, a rich manifoldness of meanings. We always say the "is" in 
one of these meanings, although neither before nor after this saying 
do we cany out a special interpretation of the "is;' much less medi
tate on Being. The "is;' meant now this way and now that, simply 
\Vells up in our saying. And yet the manifoldness of its meanings is 
not arbitrary. We now want to convince ourselves of this. 
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Let us count up one by one the various meanings that we 
interpreted by paraphrase. The "to be" said in the "is" signifi~ 
"actually present," "constantly present at hand," "take place," 
from;' "consist of:' "stay:' "belong," "succumb to:' "stand 
"come about," "prevail:' "have entered upon," "come forth?' It 
difficult, and perhaps even impossible, because it goes against 
essence of the matter, to extract a common meaning as a uniiW!I'IIIII 

generic concept under which these modes of the "is" could be 

fied as species. However, a definite, unitary trait runs through 
these meanings. It pointS our understanding of "to be" 

definite horizon by which the understanding is fulfilled. The 

ary drawn around the sense of "Being" stays within the sphcR 
presenmess and presence (Gegmwitrtigkeitund.Anwesenheit), 
tence and substance (Bestehm und Bestantl), staying and 

forth. 
[10] This all pointS in the direction of what we ran into when 

first characterized the Greek experience and interpretation of 
ing. If we follow the usual explication of the infinitive, then 

expression "to be" gets its sense from the unity and definiteness 
the horizon that guides our understanding. In short, we thus 
derstand the verbal noun "Being" on the basis of the infinidMI 
which in turn remains linked to the "is" and to the manifoldncss 
have pointed out in this "is?' The definite and particular verb 
"is," the third person singular of the present indicatWe, has a 
here. We do not understand "Being" with regard to the "thou 

"you are:' ''I am:' or "they would be:' although these all reo:rcsc:dl 
verbal inflections of "Being" that are just as good as "is?' We 
"to be" as the infinitive of "is." To put it the other way around, 
involuntarily explain the infinitive "to be" to ourselves on the 
of the "is:' almost as if nothing else were possible. 

Accordingly, ''Being" has the meaning we have indicated, 
recalls the Greek conception of the essence of Being- a A..t•n111D 
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0ess, then, which has not come to us from just anywhere, but which 
has long ruled our historical Dasein. At one blow, our search for the 
definiteness of the meaning of the word "Being" thus becomes 
explicitly what it is: a meditation on the provenance of our conaRied 
histOrY. The question, "How does it stand with Being?" must main

tain itself within the history of Being if it is, in tum, to unfold and 
preserve its own historical import. In pursuing it, we will once 
again focus on the saying of Being~ 
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The Restriction of Being 

JUST AS W E find a completely ordinary mode of saying 
the "is:' we also find entirely ddinite manners of speaking 

already become formulaic in the naming of the name "Being': 
ing and becoming; Being and seeming; Being and thinking; 
and the ought. 

When we say "Being:' we are driven, almost as if under 
sion, to say: Being tmd . .. The "and" does not simply mean 
incidentally attach and adjoin something additional but rather 
we speak of something from which "Being" is distinguished: 
tmil not • •• But at the same time we mean, in these formulaic 

something more that somehow properly belongs to Being as 
thing distinguished from tt, if only as its Other. 

The course of our questioning up to this point has not 
clarified its domain. To be sure, we have primarily taken up 
question itself, the fundamental question of meta-physics, 
as something passed on and proposed to us from some 
But the question has plainly unveiled itself to us in its ou.~tJII 
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worthiness. More and more, it now proves itself to be a concealed 
ground of our historical Dasein. It will remain this even and pre
ciSely when, self-satisfied and busy with all kinds of things, we 

wander around over this ground as over a thinly covered abyss 

(Abgrund'J. 
We will now pursue the distinctions between Being and its 

Other. In doing this, we will learn that, contrary to the widely 
accepted opinion, Being is anything but an empty word for us. 
Instead, it is determined in so multifaceted a fashion that we can 
hardly manage to preserve this determination sufficiently. But this 

is not enough. This experience must be developed into a grounding 
experience for our future historical Dasein. So that we can partici
pate in carrying out the distinctions in the right way from the start, 
we offer the following points of orientation: 

I. Being is delimited against an Other and thus already has a [ 72] 

determinateness in this setting of a limit. 

z. The delimitation happens in four interrelated respects. Ac
cordingly, the determinateness of Being must either be ramified 
and heightened or else diminish. 

3· These distinctions are by no means accidental. What is held 
apart by them belongs together originally and tends to come to
gether. Hence the divisions have their own necessity. 

4. Therefore, the oppositions that initially strike us as mere for
mulas did not come up on arbitrary occasions and enter language as 
figures of speech, as it were. They arose in close connection with the 
Stamping of Being whose openness became definitive for the his
tory of the West. They had their inception with the inception of 
Philosophical questioning. 

s. The distinctions have not remained dominant only within 
~estern philosophy. They pervade all knowing, acting, and speak
mg, even when they are not expressed explicitly or in these words. 

6. The sequence in which we listed the terms already gives an 
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indication of the order of their essential connection and of the 
historical sequence in which they were stamped. 

The two distinctions we named first (Being and bccomin& 
Being and seeming) get formed at the very inception of Greek 
philosophy. As the most ancient, they are also the most familiar. 

The third distinction (Being and thinking), which was foro. 
shadowed in the inception no less than the first two, unfolds 

tively in the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, but first takes on 
real form at the beginning of modernity. In fact, it plays an essc:nd:lll 
part in this beginning. In accordance with its history, this 
tion is the most complex and, with regard to its intent, the 

questionable. [This is why it remains for us the most worthy 

question.] 1 

The fourth distinction (Being and the ought) belongs 

ougbly to modernity; it is prefigured only distantly by the charaoo 
terization of on (being, what is) as agRthon (good). Since the end 
the eighteenth century, it has determined one of the predornin.alll! 

positions of the modem spirit toward beings in general. 

7. Asking the question of Being in an originary way, in a 

grasps the task of unfo lding the truth of the essence of Being, 

facing the decision (Entscheidung) regarding the concealed 

[73] in these distinctions (Untmcheidungen), and it means orlll~g&L~~IJ' 

them back to their own truth. 
All of these preliminary remarks should remain continually ill 

view during the following considerations. 

1. Being and Becoming 

This division and opposition stands at the inception of the ques

tioning of Being. Even today, it is still the most familiar restrictiOd 

of Being through an Other; for it is immediately obvious, due to 1 

1. In parentheses In the 1953 e<lition. 
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representation of Being that has hardened into the self-evident. 

What becomes, is not yet. What is, no longer needs to become. 

'fhat which "is" has left all becoming behind it, if indeed it ever 

beCaJTle or could become. What "is" in the authentic sense also 
stands up against every onslaught from becoming. 

Uving at the rum of the fifth century B.c., Parmenides, the po

etic thinker, set forth the Being of what is in contrast to becoming. 

His "didactic poem" has been handed down only in fragments, but 

these are great and essential. Here we will cite only a few verses 

(fragment 8, lines 1-6) : 

110voc; a ·~·n 11'il6oc; 6ooto 
Atlrte-tat ~ ~<J'ttv · taU'tTll a 'em aTtlla't' laat 

rcoiJJx j.l.clA ', ~ a:yEvtl'tOV rov Kat avc'oA.t6p6v e<J'tw. 

~att yap ouA.oll~ te Kal. atpe!J.h; rta • atiA.ro1:ov, 
oua£ rtO't' i\v oUa' ~a-rat, trt£1. v'ilv lanv 61J.OU1tClv, 

~V,('l'\)V£X~' 

But there remains solely the saga of the way 

(along which there opens up) how it stands with to· be van); 
for along this (way) many indications ofit are given; 

how Being without genesis and without decay, 

complete, standing fully there alone, 

without trembling in itself and not at all in need of :finishing; 
nor was it before, nor will it be someday, 

for as the present, it is all-at-once, unique unifying united 

gathering itself in itself from itself (holding itself together full 

of prescnmess) .1 

2· The more unconventional dements of Heidegger's tranSlation are: 1) he 
renders nun min as "as the present, it is,"' rather than as "it now is"; J.) hen, 
ll5uaUy translated simply as "one," becomes "unique unifying united"; 3) sun· 
tcJ1es, usua.Uy ll'allslared as "continuous,"' is glossed as "gathering itself In Itself 
from itself ( hol<ling itself together full of presenmess) ?' 
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These few words stand there like archaic Greek statues. What 
still possess of Pannenides' didactic poem fits into one slim 
one that discreditS the presumed necessity of entire libraries of 

[ u) sopbicaJ literature. Anyone today who is acquainted with the 
dards of such a tbinking discourse must lose all desire to write 

What is said here from within Being are ~ not signa 
Being, not predicates, but rather that wbich indicates Being 
view of Being and from within Being. In such a view of Being 
must look away from all genesis, passing away, and so 011; and 
beyond them in an active sense: in our seeing, we must hold 
away, expel them. What is held away through the tv and the 
("not" and "nor") is not commensurate with Being. It has 
measure. 

We conclude from all this that Being indicates itself to this 
ing as the proper self-collected perdurance of the constant, 
disturbed by restlessness and change. Even today, in accounts 
inception of Western philosophy, it is customary to oppose 
menides' teaching to that of Heraclitus. An. oft-cited saying is 

posed to derive from Heraclitus: p~mta rhe1J all is in flux. 
there is no Being. All "is" becoming. 

One finds nothing out of order in the occurrence of such 
tions- here Being, there becoming- because they confirm a 
that applies from the inception of philosophy onward, a rule 
supposedly spans its entire history, namely that when one 
pher says A, the other says B, but when the latter says A, then 
former says B. Of course, if someone asserts the opposite, that 
the history of philosophy all thinkers have at bottom said the 
thing, then this is taken as yet another outlandish imposition 
everyday understanding. What use, then, is the multifaceted 
complex history of Western philosophy, if they all say the 
thing anyway? Then one philosophy would be enough. P.w•rvtlllllll 

has always already been said. And yet this "same" possesses, as 
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inner truth, the inexhaustible wealth of that wbich on every day is as 
if that day were its first. 

Heraclitus, to whom one ascribes the doctrine of becoming, in 
stark contrast to Parmenides, in truth says the same as Pannenides. 
He would not be one of the greatest of the great Greeks if he said 
anything else. One simply must not interpret his doctrine of be
coming according to the notions of a nineteenth-century Darwin
ist. Certainly, subsequent presentations of the opposition between 
Being and becoming never attained the uniquely self-contained 
self-sufficiency of Parmenides' saying. In that great era, the saying 
of the Being of beings contained within itself the [ concealed)3 
essence of Being of which it spoke. The secret of greatness consists 
in such historical necessity. For reasons that will become clear later 
on, for now we will restrict our discussion of this first divisiOD; 
"Being and becoming," to the guidelines we have provided. 

2. Being and Seeming [ 75 J 

This division is just as ancient as the first. The fact that these two di-
visions (Being and becoming, Being and seeming) are equallyorigi-
nary points to a deeper relatioD; one that remains obscure to this 
very day. For until now, the second division (Being and seeming) 

could not be developed further in its genuine form. For this, it is nec-
essary to conceive this division originarily-that is, in a Greek way. 
For us, who are exposed to the modem epistemological misinterpre-
tation, this is not easy- for us, who can respond to the simplicity of 
the essential only with difficulty, and then for the most part emptily. 

At first the distinction appears clear. Being as opposed to sec:m
mg means what is actual as distinguished from and opposed to 

What is not actual- the genuine versus the ungenuine. 1his distinc
tion also implies an appraisal in which Being takes precedence. As 

3. lo parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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we say: the wonder and the wonderful (da& Wunder und d4s 
derbare), so, the seeming and what seems (tkr Schein und d4s 
bare). One often traces the distinction between Being and seemi.J111 

back to the one we first discussed, Being and becoming. In 
to Being as the constant, what seems is what at times surfaces, 
just as fleetingly and unsteadily disappears again. 

The distinction between Being and seeming is familiar to 
one of the many worn coins that we exchange unexamined 
hand to hand in an everyday gone Bat. If it comes up, we use 
distinction as a moral directive and rule of life, to avoid 
and instead to strive for Being: "to be rather than to seem?' 

But as self-evident and familiar as the distinction is, we do 
derstaod why precisely Being and seeming are originally I.IJl)JJuwa 

The fact that this happens indicates a belonging-together. 
does this consist in? Above all, we need to grasp the concealed 

of Being and seeming. We no longer understand this unity 
we have fallen away from the inceptive distinction, which has 
oped historically, and now we carry it around merely as sornet• 
that, at some time, in some place, was once put into circulation. 

In order to grasp the division, we must go back, here too, 

the inception. 

Yet if we distance ourselves from thoughtlessness and idle 
while we still have time, we can still find, even within ourselves, 
trace of the understanding of the distinction. We say "seeming" 

( 76) know the rain and the sunshine. The SUD shines Vcheinen: to 

to seem; to shine). We say: "The room was dimly lit by the 
(Schein) of a candle?' The Alemannic dialect uses the word 

holz- that is, wood (Ho/z) that glows in the dark. From dec,ict1~DW1 

of saints, we are familiar with the saint's halo (Heiligenschein), 
radiant ring around the head. But we also know about false 
(Scheinheilige), those who look like saints, but are not. We enc:owJ..
the mock battle (Scheh'IJeftcht), a maneuver that simulates 
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While it shines vcheint), the suo seems vcheint) to move around the 
earth· That the moon, which shines, is two feet wide - that just 
seems that way, it is just a seeming (Schein). Here we come across 

1wo kinds of Schein andscheinen. But they do not simply stand next 
tO each other; instead, one is derived from the other. The sun, for ex
ample, can seem to move around the earth only because it shines
that is, glows and in glowing appears (erscheint), that is, makes itself 
manifest (zum Vtmchein lwmmt). And in the shining of the suo as 

glowing and radiating, we also experience this radiation as warmth. 
The sun shines: it shows itself and we feel warmth. As the luster of 
the halo, the shining of the light makes the bearer manifest as a saint. 

Considered more precisely, we find three modes of Schein: 1) 

Schein as luster and glow; 2) Schein and Scheinen as appearing (er
scheinen), the manifestation (Vor-schein) of something; 3) Schein as 

mere seeming, the semblance {Anschein) presented by something. 
But at the same time it becomes dear that the second mode of 
Scheinen, appearing in the sense of self-showing, is also appropriate 
to Schei1J as luster, as well as to Schein as semblance, and not as an 
accidental characteristic, but as the ground of their possibility. The 
essence of seeming lies in appearing. It is self-showing, self-setting
forth, standing-by, and lying-at-band. The long-awaited book has 
now appeared - that is, it lies at band, it is present at hand and 

available. We say the moon shines; this does not just mean that it 
has a shine, it casts a certain brightness, but that it stands in the 
heavens, it is present, it is. The stars shine: in glowing they are 

COrning to presence. Seeming means exactly the same as Being here. 
[ Sappho's verse, artem men amphi kala» selannan . . . and the poem 

by Matthias Claudius "Ein Wiegenlied bei Mondschein zu singen" 
offer a suitable oppottu.nity to reflect on Being and seeming. ]• 

~ In parentheses in the 1953 edition. See Sappho, Lobel and Page no. 3+. in 
rtelt Lyric, trans. David A. Campbell (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
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If we pay attention to what has been said, then we will 
the inner connection between Being and seeming. But we can 
this connection fully only if we understand "Being" in a 
spondingly originary way, and here this means in a Greek 

[77] We know that Being opens itself up to the Greeks as phusis. 
emerging-abiding sway is in itself at the same time the api)Cillil 
that seems. The roots phu- and ph111- name the same thing. 
the emerging that reposes in itself, is phainesthai, lighting-up, 
showing, appearing. The definite traits of Being that we have 
if only as a list, and the results of our reference to Pannenides 
already given us a certain understanding of the fundamental 
word for Being. 

It would be instructive to clarify the naming force of this 
through the great poetry of the Greeks., as well. Here it may 
enough to indicate that for Pin dar, for example, phua. is the 
mental characteristic of Dasein: to de phua hAtiston hiiJHIII, 

which is from and throughphua. is wholly and fully the most 

fu1 (Olympian Ode IX, 100); phua. means what one originally 
authentically already is: that which essentially unfolds as 
been (das Ge-Wesende), in contrast to the subsequendy forced 
enforced contrivances and fabrications.5 Being is the fundaJlDCII 
characteristic of the noble and nobility (that is, what has and 
upon a high, essential provenance). In this connection, 
coins the phrase:gmoi hoios essi mathqn (Pythian Ode II, 71.) : 

you come forth as the one who you are by learning." But for 

1982), 83: "'The mrs bide away their shining form [eidas] around the 
moon when in all her fullness she shines ( ovex all ) the earth"'; MatthiaS 
dius ( 17-40-181 s), "Ein Wiegenlied bci Mondschcin zusingen" ("A 
Sing by Moonlight") , in Siimtliche Wme (Munich: Wuiller-Verlag [ 
75-77· 
s. The word phua is closely related to phusis and can be used as a 
equivalent tO it. 
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Greeks, standing-in-itself means nothing other than standing
there, standing-in-the-light. Being means appearing. Appearing 
does not mean something derivative, which from time to time 
meets up with Being. Being essentially unfolds RJ appearing. 

With this, there collapses as an empty construction the wide
spread notion of Greek philosophy according to which it was sup
posedly a "realistic" doctrine of an objective Being, in contrast to 
modem subjectivism. This common riotion is based on a superficial 
understanding. We must set aside tenns such as "subjective" and 

"objective," "realistic" and "idealistic." 
But now, given this more adequate grasp of how the Greeks un

derstood Being, we must take the decisive step that will open up for 
us the inner connection between Being and seeming. We must at-

tain insight into a connection that is originally and uniquely Greek 
but which had profound consequences for the spirit of the West. 
Being essentially unfolds as phusis. The emerging sway is an appear-
ing. As such, it makes manifest. This already implies that Being, 
appearing, is a letting-step-forth from concealment. Insofar as a 
being as such u, it places itself into and stands in unccncealment, 
alitheia. We thoughdessly translate, and this means at the same time 
misinterpret, this word as "truth." To be sure, one is now gradually 
beginning to translate the Greek word lllitheiR literally. But this [ 78] 

is not much use if immediately afterward one again understands 
"truth" in an entirely different, uo-Greek sense and reads this other 
sense into the Greek word. For the Greek essence of truth is possi-

ble only together with the Greek essence of Being as phusis. On the 
grounds of the unique essential relation between phusis and aJitheia, 

the Greeks could say: beings as beings are true. The true as such is 

in being. This says that what shows itself in its sway stands in the 
unconcealed. The unconcealed as such comes to a staod in showing 
itself. Truth, as un-concealment, is not an addendum to Being. 

Truth bekmgs to the essence of Being. To be a being- this implies to 
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be made manifest, to step forth in appearing, to set itself forth, to 
pro-duce something Vich hin--stellen, etwas her-stellen). Not-Being, in 
contraSt, means to step away from appearance, from presence. The 
essence of appearance involves this stepping-forth and stepping· 
away, this hither and hence in the genuinely demonstrative, indica
tive sense. Being is thus dispersed into the manifold beings. These 
display themselves here, there, and everywhere as what is close by 
each instance. As what appears, what is gives itself an aspect, 
Doxa means aspect- namely, the respect in which one stands. 
aspect, corresponding to what emerges in it, is an eminent one, 
di»:a means brilliance and glory. In Hel).enistic philosophy and in 
NewTestament,dcxath«JU,g/Qria.Dei, isthemajestyofGod. To 

rify, to bestow and demonstrate regard, is, in Greek, to place into 
light and thereby to provide constancy, Being. Glory, for Lm .. '-'1..~

isnotsomethingadditionalthatsomeonemayormaynot ...... '"'v'~• 
is the highest manner of Being. For us today, glory has long 

nothing but celebrity, and as such it is a highly dubious matter, 
acquisition thrown around and distributed by the newspaper 
the radio-nearly the opposite of Being. If for Pindar S!loritll'iDII 

constitutes the essence of poetry and is poetizing, and to poetize 
place into the light, then this by no means indicates that for him 
concept of light plays a special role but simply that he thinks and 
etizes as a Greek- that is, he stands in the allotted essence 

We needed to show that and how, for the Greeks, apJ:>eartDII" 
belongs to Being, or, more sharply stated: that and how BciDI 
has its essence together with appearing. This was clarified through 

the highest possibility of human Being, as the Greeks formed 
through glory and glorifying. Glory means dcxa. DoluO means: I 

6. Doltein is usually tranSlated "to sean:' and the related noun tkx4 is ofteA 
ttanSlated as "opinion?' 
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show myself, I appear, I step into the light. What is experienced [ 79] 

here mainly in terms of vision and the visage, the respect in which 
someone stands, is grasped more in terms of hearing and calling 
<JUifen) by the other word for glory: kleos. Glory is the repute ().U4ft 
in which one stands. Heraclitus says (fragment 29) : cxipci>v'tcxt yap 
~ av't\ attaV'tC.OV oi t'J.pt<J'tOl, ~ 0:£vCXOV Ovn'tcDV, Oi Oe 1tOAAo1. 
K£KOPTIV'tCXt BKc.oa1tep IC't'ftvecx: "for the noblest choose one thing 
above all others: glory, which constandy persists, in contraSt to 

what dies; but the many are sated like cattle?' 
But there is a restriction that pertains to all this, one that at the 

same time shows the state of affairs in its essential fullness. Doxa is 
the respect (.Ansehen) in which someone stands, and in a wider 

sense, the aspect (.Ansehen) that each being possesses and displays in 
its look {Aussehen) (etdos, idea). A city offers a grand vista. The view 

that a being has in itself, and so first can offer from itself, lets itself 
then be apprehended at this or that time, from this or that view· 
point. The vista that offers itself alters with each new viewpoint. 
Thus this view is also one that we take and make for ourselves. In 
experiencing and busying ourselves with beings, we constandy con· 

Struct views for ourselves from their look. Ibis often happens with· 
out our looking closely at the thing itself. Along some pathways or 
other, and on some grounds or other, we arrive at a view about the 
thing. We construct an opinion for ourselves about it. Thus it can 
happen that the view that we adopt has no support in the thing 
itself. It is then a mere view, an assumption. We assume a thing to 
be thus or thus. Then we are only opining. To assume or accept, in 

Greek, is dechesthai. [Accepting remains related to the offer of ap· 
!>Caring.] 7 Doxa, as what is assumed to be thus or thus, is opinion. 

~· In parentheses in the 1953 edition. Heidegger's ~mmhmm can mean either 
assume" or "accept," so we have ttanSlated it both ways. Dechesthai means to 

accept. 
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We have now reached our goal. Because Being,phusirJ consists 
appearing, in the offering of a look and of views, it stands 
tially, and thus necessarily and constantly, in the possibility of a 
that precisely covers over and conceals what beings are in 
that is, in unconcealment. This aspect in which beings now 
stand is seeming in the sense of semblance. Wherever there is 

cealment of beings, there is the possibility of seeming, and 

versely: wherever beings stand in seeming, and take a pro!.IOIJillll 

and secure stand there, seeming can break apart and fall away. 

The term doxR. names various things: 1) aspect, or respect, 
glory; 2.) aspea as the sheer view that something offers; 3) 

( 8o) merely looking-so, "seeming" as mere semblance; 4) a view 

a person constructs for himself, opinion. This multiple me:anl~ 

the word is not looseness of language but a play with deep 
tions in the mature wisdom of a great language, a multiplldty 
preserves the essential traits of Being in the word. In order to 

correctly from the very start here, we must guard ourselves 

cavalierly taking seeming as something just "imaginary;' 
tive," and thereby falsifying it. Instead, just as appearing beltOOJ!l:S' 

beings themselves, so does seeming. 
Let us think about the suo. It rises and sets for us daily. 

very few astronomers, physicists, and philosophers direaly 
ence this faa otherwise, as the movement of the Earth around 
sun- and even they do so only on the grounds of a parnUl• 

although rather widespread, conception. But the seeming in 
sun and Earth stand- for example, the early morning of a 
scape, the sea in the evening, the night- is an appearing. 
seeming is not nothing. Neither is it untrue. Neither is it a 
appearance of relations that in nature are really otherwise. 

seeming is historical and it is history, uncovered and grounded 
poetry and saga, and thus an essential domain of our world. 

Only all the effete latecomers, with their overly clever wit, 
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ucve they can be done with the historical power of seeming by 
explaining it as "subjeaive," where the essence of this "subjeaivity" 
is something extremely dubious. The Greeks experienced it other
wise. Again and again, they had first to tear Being away from seem

ing and preserve it against seeming. [Being essentially unfolds from 
un-concealment.] 8 

Only by undergoing the struggle between Being and seeming 
did they wrest Being forth from beirigs, did they bring beings into 
constancy and unconcealment: the gods and the state, the temples 
and the tragedies, athletic competition and philosophy- all this in 
the midst of seeming, besieged by it, but also taking it seriously, 
knowing its power. Only with the sophists and Plato was seeming 
explained as, and thus reduced to, mere seeming. At the same time, 
Being as idea was elevated to a supersensory realm. The chasm, 
khOrismQsJ was tom open between the merely apparent beings here 
below and the real Being somewhere up there. Christian doctrine 
then established itself in this chasm, while at the same time rein
terpreting the Below as the created and the Above as the Creator, 
and with weapons thus reforged, it set itself against antiquity [as 
paganism]9 and distorted it. And so Nietzsche is right to say that 
Christianity is Platonism for the people. 10 

In conrrast, the great age of Greek Dasein is a unique, creative [81) 

self-assertion amid the turmoil of the multiply intertwined coun-
terplay of the powers of Being and seeming. (For the originary, 
CSsential conneaion between human Dasein, Being as such, truth 

in the sense of unconcealment, and untruth as covering-over, see 
Bemg and Time) §44 and §68.) 

For the thinking of the early Greek thinkers, the unity and an tag-

8· ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
9· ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
10

' Btylmd Good tnul El'il, prmce. 
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onism of Being and seeming were powerful in an origina.ry way. 
However, this was all portrayed at its highest and purest in Greek 
tragic poetry. Let us consider Sophocles> Oedipus Rt.x. """'.UUIJIIL 

who at the beginning is the savior and lord of the state, in 

brilliance of glory and the grace of the gods, is hurled out of 
seeming. 'This seeming is not just Oedipus> subjective view of 
self, but that within which the appearing of his Dasein happens. 
the end, he is unconcealed in his Being as the mutderer of his 
and the defiler of his mother. The path from this beginning 
brilliance to this end in horror is a unique struggle between 
ing (concealment and distortion) a.pd unconcealment 
The city is besieged by what is concealed in the murder of 
former Icing, Laios. With the passion of one who stands in 

openness of brilliance and who is a Greek, Oedipus goes to 
what is concealed. In doing so, he must, step by step, place 
into an unconcealment that in the end he can endure only by 
ing out his own eyes- that is, by placing himself outside all 
letting the vcil of night fall around him-and then by crying 
a blind man, for all doors to be flung open so that such a mao 
become revealed to the people as the man who he is. 

But we should not sec Oedipus only as the human being 
meetS his downfall; in Oedipus we must grasp that form of 
Dasein in which this Dasein•s fundamental passion ventures 
what is wildest and most far-flung: the passion for the unveiling 
Being- that is, the struggle over Being itself. Holderlio, in 

poem "In lieblicher Bliiue blUha . . . :• speaks this seer>s word: 
Oedipus has perhaps one eye too many."11 This eye too many is 

fundamental condition for all great questioning and knowing 

I I. "'n l.ovdy Blueness . . . :' in Friedrich Holderlin, Poems tuUt F,.,_ .. 
trans. Michad Hamburger, 3d cd (London: Anvil, 199,.) , 717. 
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well as their sole metaphysical ground. The knowledge and science 
of the Greeks are this passion. 

When today one enjoins science to serve the people, this is in

deed a necessary and worthy demand, but it demands too little, and 
it does not demand what is authentic. The concealed will to trans-

form beings for the openness ofDasein calls for more. In order to [Sz] 

bring about a change in science- and this first means bringing 
about a change in origina.ry knowing - our Dasein needs an en-
tirely different metaphysical depth. It once again needs a funda
mental relation to the Being of beings as a whole, a relation that is 
well founded and built truly. 

The connection between us today and everything that Being, 
truth, and seeming mean bas been so confused and groundless and 
passionless for so long that even in our interpretation and appro
priation of Greek poetry, we have an inkling of only a small portion 
of the power of this poetic saying in Greek Dasein itself. We have 
Karl R.cinhardt to thank for the latest interpretation of Sopho
cles (1933), which comes essentially closer to Greek Dasein and 
Being than all previous attempts, because Rcinbardt sees and ques
tions tragic happenings according to the fundamental connections 
among Being, unconcealment and seeming. Even if modem subjec
tiVisms and psychologisms still often intecfere, Reinhardt's inter
pretation of Oedipus Rt.x as the "tragedy of seeming" is a magni6-
cem achievement. u 

I will conclude these remarks on the poetic formation of the 
Struggle between Being and seeming among the Greeks by quoting 
a passage from Sophocles, Oedipus Rt.x that gives us the opportu
nity to establish the relation between our previous characterization 

12. Karl &inlurdt, Sophocks, ttans. Haz.cl Harvey and David H arvey (Oxford: 
Blackwcll, 1979 }, chapter+ 
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of Greek ~eing as constancy and our new characterization of Being 
as appeanng. 

The few verses from the last choral passage of the tragedy (vases 

II89 ff.) run as follows: 

t~ yap tic; civTJp 1tAWV 

-rae; eUOatJJ.OViac; q>Ept~ 

i! -rooo\l'tov ooov &ncttv 

lC<ll oo9xvt' d1COlCAlV<Xt; 

Who then, which man, bears more 
controlled and fitting Dasein 
than what suffices to stand in seeming 

in order then-as one who seems-to decline? 
(namely, from standing-there-straight-in-himself) 1a 

In clarifying the essence of the infinitive, we spoke of 
words that display an enkJisis, a de-clining, falling over (C4SUS). 

we see that seeming, as a variant ofBeing itself, is the same as 
over. It is a variant of Being in the sense ofsta.nd.injt-the:re-:strail.a:blti 

(83) in-itself. Both deviations from Being are determined by Being 

the constancy of standing-in-the-light, that is, of appearing. 
It should now be clearer that seeming belongs to Being itself 

appearing. Being as seeming is no less powerful than Being as 
concealment. Seeming happens in and with beings themselves. 
seeming not only lets beings appear as what they really are nOt, It 
not only distorts the beings whose seeming it is; in all this it also 
cove:rs itself over as seeming, inasmuch as it shows itself as Be:U1g. 

Because seeming essentially distorts itself in covering-over and dJio 
tortion, we rightly say that appearances can be deceiving. I• 'Ibis 

13. A more conventional tr.UlSiation would. be: "Who then, which man 1 hal 
more happiness/. ~ -:vhat suffices to seem 1 and, in seeming, to decline~· 
14. The German uiiom IS tier Schein trU,gt, or "seeming <k.ceives?' 
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deception is part of seeming itself. Only because seeming itself de
ceives can it trick human beings and lead them into delusion. But 
self-deception is only one of many modes in which human beings 
move in the interlocking triple world of Being, unconcealment, and 
seeming. 

The space, so to speak, that opens itself up in the interlocking 
of Being, unconcealment, and seeming, I understand as emmcy. 
Seeming, deception, delusion, errancy stand in definite relations as 
regards their essences and their ways of happening, relations that 
have long been misinterpreted for us by psychology and episte
mology, relations that we therefore in our everyday Dasein barely 
still experience and barely recognize with adequate perspicacity as 
powers. 

It was necessary first to make clear how, on the grounds of the 
Greek interpretation of Being as phusis, Mill only on these grounds, 
both truth in the sense of unconcealment and suming as a definite 
mode of the arising self-showing belong necessarily to Being. 

Being and seeming belong together, and as belonging-together 
are constantly by one another, and in this by-one-another they also 

always proffer change from one to the other, and hence constant 
confusion, and hence, the possibility of aberration and mistakes. 
For this reason, the chief effort of thinking at the inception of phi· 
losophy- that is, in the first opening-up of the Being of beings
had to consist in controlling the urgency of Being in seeming, 

Ill distinguishing Being from seeming. This in tum demands that 

truth as unconcealment be brought forward against concealment, 
disclosing against closing-off as covering-over and disguising.. In

asmuch as Being has to be distinguished from an Other and rein
forced as phusis, Being is distinguished from not-Being, but not
Being is also distinguished from seeming. The two distinctions do 
not coincide. 

Because matters stand in this way with Being, seeming, and [a..] 
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not-Being, three paths are necessary for the humans who stand 
the midst of self-opening Being and who always relate to beings 
such and such a manner according to this stance. If they are to 

over their Dasein in the clarity of Being, humans must bring 
to a stand, they must endure it in seeming and against SCC:mll:• 

they must tear away both seeming and Being from the abyla 
not-Being. 

The human being must distinguish among these three 
and, accordingly, come to a decision for or against them. At 
inception of philosophy, to think is to open up and lay out the 

paths. This act of distinguishing puts the human being, as one 
knows, upon these paths and at their intersection, and thus 
constant de--cislon.15 With de-cision, history as such begina. 
de-cision, and only in de-cision, is anything decided, even "tv"'"''• 
gods. [Accordingly, de--cision here does not mean the judgm• 

and choice of human beings, but rather a division (Scheidung) 
aforementioned togetherness of Being, unconcealment, 
and not-Being.] 16 

The philosophy of Pannenides, as the most ancient attempt• 
lay out the three paths, has been passed down to us in the 
poem we have already mentioned. We will characterize the 

paths by quoting some fragments from this poem. A 
interpretation is not possible here. 

Fragment 4, in translation, runs: 

Come, then, I say to you: but take into keeping the word that 
you hear (about) 

which paths are to be held in view as the only ones for 
inquiring. 

IS. Bm-sehwumg: Heidegger stresses the root scheUJen, which, like the 
root of "decision:' means to cut. 

I6. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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The one: how it is (what it, Being, is) and also how not-Being 
(is) impossible. 

This is the pathway of grounded trust, for it follows 
unconcealment. 

But the other one: how it is not, and also how not-Being is 

necessary. 
So this one, I declare, is a footpath that cannot be 

recommended at all, 
for neither are you able to cultivate acquaintance with not-

Being, for it cannot be brought near, 
nor can you declare it with words.17 

Here, to begin, two paths are set out sharply against each other: 
r. The path to Being, which at the same time is the path into 

unconcealment. This path is unavoidable. 
2.. The path to not-Being; it cannot be uavcled, of course, but [Ss] 

precisely because of this, the path must be recognized as unviable, 
for it leads into not-Being. The fragment at the same time gives us 
the most ancient document in philosophy that shows that, together 
With the path of Being, the path of Nothing must expressly be 
~ that it is consequently a misunderstanding of the ques-
tion about Being if one rums one's back on Nothing with the as
surance that Nothing obviously is not. (That Nothing is not a 

being, however, by no means prevents it from belonging to Being 
in its own manner.) 

But meditation on the two paths mentioned entails a confronta
tion with a third, a path that runs counter to the first in its own 
rnanner. The third path looks like the first, but it does not lead to 

17 · A more conventional tranSlation would have "'truth" instead of "uncon· 
Ccalmem"; "is wholly unknowable" instead of "cannOt be recommended at 
~";and "is impracticable" insteadof"cannot be brought near.' This fragment 
IS today usually numbered 2.. 
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Being. Hence it provokes the semblance that it too is only a path to 

not-Being in the sense of Nothing. 
Fragment 6 at first holds the two paths indicated in fragment 4, 

the one to Being and the one into Nothing, in strict opposition to 

each other. But at the same time, in opposition to the second way, 
the one into Nothing that is inaccessible and thus hopeless, a third. 
way is indicated: 

Needful is the setting-down that gathers, as well as 
apprehending: the being in its Being (Seiend in dessen Sem); 

For the being has Being; not-Being has no "is"; to this I bid 
attend. 

Above all, keep away from this way of inquiring. 
But also from the way that human beings openly prepare for 

themselves, those who know nothing, 
the two-headed ones; for disorientation 
is the directive for their errant apprehending; but they are 

thrown this way and that, 
both dull and blind, bewildered; the tribe of those who do 

distinguish, 
whose ordinance it is that the present-at-hand and noc:-orese~ · 

at-hand are the same 
and also not the same-for them the path is altogether 

contrary. ta 

The way now mentioned is the way of dl»ca in the sense 
seeming. Along this way, that which is has now this look, now thl& 
look. Here only views prevail. Human beings slide back and 

18. A more conventional tranSlation would render the opening of this ~ 
mcnt as "'t is necessary both tO say and tO think that being is,"' and the cod • 
"who believe tha.t tO be and not tO be arc the same and also not the same, ao4 
the path of aJ1 rums backward.'" 
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froiD one view to the other. In this way, they mix together Being 

and seeming. 
'Ibis way is constantly traveled, so that human beings com- [86] 

pletely lose themselves upon it. 
It is all the more needful to know this way R.s such, so that Being 

may unveil itself in and against seeming. 
Accordingly, we find the indication of this third way and its 

relation to the first in fragment 1, verses 2.8-32: 

But it is also needful (for you, who are now setting out upon 
the way to Being) to experience all: 

the unt:rembling heart of well-rounded unconcealmcnt 
as well as the views of human beings, in which there dwells no 

reliance on the unconcealed. 
But in all this you shall also come to know bow that which 

seems persists 
in traversing all things (in its own way) as seeming, 

contributing to the completion of all tbings.19 

The third way is the way of seeming, such that on this way, 
SCCrning is experienced R.s belonging to Being. For the Greeks, these 
words had an originary and striking force. Being and truth create 
their essence out of phuris. The self-showing of the seeming belongs 
directly to Being and yet (at bottom) does not belong to it. So 
What seems must also be exposed as mere seeming, over and over 
again. 

The threefold path provides this indication, unitary in itself: 

The way to Being is unavoidable. 
The way to Nothing is inaccessible. 

19
· The translation and interpretation of this passage is controversial, but 

111
0St commentators see only two paths in Pannenidcs' ten. 
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The way to seeming is always accessible and traveled, but lt 
be avoided. 

So the man who truly knows is not the one who blindly 
after a truth but only the one who constantly knows all t:htte 
that of Being, that of not-Being, and that of seeming. 
knowing- and all knowing is superiority- is granted only to 

who has experienced the sweeping storm on the way of Bcia& 
whom the terror of the second way to the abyss of Nothing baa 
remained foreign, and who bas still taken over the third way, 
way of seeming, as a constant urgency. 

To this knowing belongs what the Greeks in their great 
called tolma: to dare everything with Being, not-Being, and 
log all at once- that is, to raise Dasein above itself into the 
cision about Being, not-Being, and seeming. On the basis !X 
fundamental orientation to Being, one of their greatest poets, 

[87) dar (Nemean Odell, 70},says: mdepeimtelosdiRphatnmu: 

daring test in the midst of beings, fulfillment makes itself 
the delimitation of what has been brought to stand and has 
stand, that is, Being. 20 

Here speaks the same fundamental orientation that shines 
from the saying of HeraclituS we have cited aboutpolenws 
53). Con-frontation- that is, not mere quarreling and feuding 
the strife of the striving-sets the essential and the unessential, 
high and the low, into their limits and makes them manifest. 

What is an inexhaustible source of wonder is not only the 
ture sureness of this fundamental orientation to Being but also 
richness of its formation in word and stone. 

We conclude our elucidation of the opposition-and this 
means the unity- of Being and seeming with a saying of u .. ftltl .... 

w. Conventional tranSlation: "In the test, the end shines through:" 
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tuS (fragment I 2 3): phusis Jtrupterthat phtlei: Being [emerging ap
pearance) 21 intrinsically inclines toward self-concealment. 22 Being 

01eans: to appear in emerging, to step forth out of concealment
and for this very reason, concealment and the provenance from 
concealment essentially belong to Being. Such provenance lies in 
the essence of Being, of what appears as such. Being remains in

clined toward concealment, whether in great veiling and silence, or 
in the most superficial distorting aild obscuring. The immediate 

proximity of phusis and lmlptesthai reveals the intimacy of Being and 
seeming as the strife between them. 

If we understand the formulaic title "Being and seeming" in the 
undiminished force of the division for which the Greeks inceptively 
struggled, then we can understand not only how Being differs from 
and is delimited against seeming but also how Being and seeming 
intrinsically belong to the division "Being and becoming." What 
maintains itself in becoming is, on the one hand, no longer Noth
ing, but on the other hand it is not yet what it is destined to be. In 
accordance with this "no longer and not yet," becoming remains 

shot through with not-Being. However, it is not a pure Nothing, 
but no longer this and not yet that, and as such, it is constantly 
something else. So now it looks like this, now it looks like that. It 
offers an intrinsically inconstant view. Seen in this way, becoming is 
a seeming of Being. 

In the inceptive disclosure of the Being of beings, then, becom
ing, as well as seeming, must be opposed to Being. Yet becoming as 
"arising" nevertheless belongs to phusis. If we understand both in 
a Greek manner, becoming as coming-into-presence and going

away out of presence, Being as emergent and appearing coming to 

~z.Io parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
~2• Conveotiooal translation: "Nature loves to hide?' 
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[88) presence, not-Being as absence, then the reciprocal relation be. 
tween emerging and decaying is appearance, Being itsclf. Just • 
becoming is the seeming of Being, seeming as appearing is 

becoming of Being. 
This already lets us see that it will not do simply to reduce 

division between Being and seeming to that between Being 
becoming, or vice versa. So the question of the relation betwa~ 
these two divisions must remain open for now. The answer 

depend on the originariness, breadth, and solidity of the 2I'Oundlal 
of that within which the Being of beings essentially unfolds. 

philosophy, in its inception, did not tic itself down to partiallltj 
propositions. It is true that the subsequent accounts of its 
give this impression, for these accounts are doxographical
they describe the opinions and views of the great thinkers. 
whoever eavesdrops on the great thinkers and ransacks them 
views and standpoints can be sure of making a false move 
taking a false step, even before he has derived any result-that 
the formula or the slogan for a philosophy. The thmltmg and 
Dasein of the Greeks struggles over a decision between the 

powers of Being and becoming, Being and seeming. This 
frontation had to develop the relation between thinking and 
into a definite form. This implies that the formation of the 
division is already being prepared among the Greeks. 

3. Being and Thinking 

The definitive dominance of the division between "Being 
thinking" in Western Dasein has already been pointed out 
than once. Its predominance must have its ground in the essence 
this division, in what sets it apart from the two divisions we 
mentioned and also from the fourth. And so, at the very beginnio(t 

we would like to indicate what is proper to it. First, let us cont1P31~~': 
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thiS division with the two we have already discussed. In these, what 

is distinguished from Being comes to us from beings themselves. 
We find it before us in the domain of beings. We encounter not only 
beCOming but also seeming in beings as such (consider the rising 
and setting sun, the oft-mentioned stick that appears broken when 
dipped in water, and much else of this sort) . Becoming and seem
ing lie on the same level, as it were, as the Being of beings. 

However, in the division betweenBeing t~nd thinking~ not only is 
what is now distinguished from Being-that is, thinking- differ- [89] 

ent in content from becoming and seeming, but the direction of the 
opposition is also essentially different. Thinking sets itself against 
Being in such a way that Being is re-presented to thinking, and con
sequently stands against thinking like an ob-ject (Gegm-~ that 
which stands against). This is not the case in the divisions men-
tioned earlier. And now we can also see why this division can attain 
predominance. It has the superior power, inasmuch as it does not 
set itself between and among the other three divisions but repre-
sents all of them to itself and thus, setting them before itself, trans-

poses them, so to speak. 23 Consequendy, thinking is no longer just 
the opposing member in some new distinction but becomes the 
basis on which one decides about what stands against it, so much so 

that Being in general gets interpreted on the basis of thinking. 
It is in this direction that we must assess the meaning of this 

{>articular division in the context of our task. For at bottom we 
are asking how it stands with Being, how and on what basis it is 

brought to stand in its essence, how it is understood and conceived 
atldset up as definitive. 

In the seemingly irrclevant division Being and thinking we have 
to recognize that fundamental orientation of the spirit of the West 

2 
3. TromeUen (to represent) etymologically means to set before. U~llm (to 

t:ansposc) is a related word. 
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that is the real target of our attack. It can be overcome only 
naJJ.y- that is, in such a way that its inceptive truth is shown ita 

limits and thereby founded anew. 
From the point at which we currently stand in the coune 

our questioning, we can see something further. Earlier we 
it clear that the word "Being:' contrary to popular opinioo, 
a thoroughly limited meaning. This implies that Being itself II 
derstood in a definite way, and as something so understood, 
open to us. But every understanding, as a basic kind of' Opj:niJ:IIH 

must move in a definite line of sight. 'This thing- for example, 
clock-is closed off to us in what it is, unless we already 
about something like time, reckoning with time, measuring 

Our viewpoint's line of sight must already be laid out in 
We call this prior line of sight ''perspective." Thus it will 
clear not only that Being is not understood in an ind.eteirmlal 
way but that the determinate understanding of Being itself 
within a prior line of sight that has already been determined. 

Going back and forth, slipping and sliding along this line, 
become so much a part of our own flesh and blood that we 
recognize it nor even understand and pay attention to the 

[90] about it. Our immersion [not to say lostness]24 in the prior 

and insight that sustains and guides all our understanding 
is all the more powerful, and at the same time all the more 
cealed, because the Greeks themselves no longer shed light oo 
prior line of sight as such. For essential reasons (not due to a 
ure), they could not shed light on it. But the unfolding eX 
division between Being and thinking plays an essential part in 
ing and consolidating this prior line of sight in which the 
understanding of Being already moves. 

Nevertheless, we have placed this division not in the first but 

24· In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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the third position. At first we will try to elucidate its content in the 

same way as we elucidated the first two. 
Once again, we begin with a general characterization of what 

00w stands opposed to Being. 
What does it mean to think? We say: tier Mmsch tle1W un4 Gott 

fmkt (man proposes, God disposes: literally, human beings think 
and God controls). Here, to think means to devise this and that, to 

plan; to t:hinlc about something means to set one's sights on it. "To 
think evil" means to intend evil; tmdmltm means not to forget 

something. Here, thinking means memory and remembrance VIM 
Andmken un4 dAs Gedenlten). We use the turn of phrase: just to 

think something up-that is, picture it, imagine it. Someone says: I 
think it's turning out all right- that is, that's the way it seems to 

me, I look at it that way and am of this opinion. To think in an 
emphatic sense means to think something over, to deliberate on 

something, a situation, a plan, an event. "Thio.king" also serves as 
the title for the labor and work of the one we call a "thinker." Of 
course, all human beings think, as opposed to animals, but not 

everyone is a thinker. 
What do we gather from this linguistic usage? Thinking relates 

to what is future as well as to what is past, but also to what is pres
ent. Thinking brings something before us, represents it. This re
Presenting always starts of our own accord, is freely at our disposal. 
This freedom is not arbitrary but is bound by the fact that in re
presenting, we think upon and think through what is represented 
by analyzing it, by laying it out and reassembling it. But in thinking, 
we: not only set something forth before ourselves of our own accord, 

and we do not just analyze it in order to cut it apart, but we think 
over what is represented and follow after it. We do not simply take it 

lUst as it strikes us, but we try to find the way to get behind the thing, 

~We say, to experience how it stands with the ~gin general. We 
0 rtn a concept of it for ourselves. We seek the uruversal. 
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We will at first give prominence to three of the characteristi.ca 
what is usually called "thinking" that we have listed: 

[91] x. Re-presenting "of our own accord" as a distinctively 
behavior. 

2. Re-presenting in the mode of analytical connection. 
3. The representational comprehension of the universal. 

In each case, according to the area in which this re·I>rescntllll 
moves, according to the degree of freedom, the sharpness and 

ness of the analysis, and the breadth of the comprehension, 
ing is either superficial or deep, empty or full of content, 
ing or compelling, playful or serious. 

But none of this yet shows us why it should be thinking 

attains the fundamental orientation in regard to Being that 
pointed out. Thinking, along with desiring, willing, and 
one of our faculties. In all our faculties and modes of behavior 
are related to beings, not just in thinking. Certainly. But the 
tion "Being and thinking" means something more essential 
the mere relation to beings. The distinction stems from the 

which what is distinguished and divided belongs inceptively 
trinsically to Being itscl£ The heading "Being and thinking" 
a distinction that is, so to speak, demanded by Being itscl£ 

But in any case, such an intrinsic belonging of thinking to 

cannot be glimpsed on the basis of what we have offered so far 
characterization of thinking. Why not? Because we have not 

gained an adequate concept of thinking. But where can we get 
a concept? 

When we ask this, we are acting as if there had not already 
"logic" for centuries. It is the science of thinking, the dOCtrine 
rules of thinking and the forms of what is thought. 

Furthermore, it is the one philosophical science and disc:iplliDC~ 
which the standpoints and tendencies of worldviews play Uttk: 
no part. Furthermore, logic counts as a secure, trustworthy 
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It has taught the same thing since antiquity. True, one logician 
rearranges the structure and sequence of the various traditional 
doarines; another leaves out this and that; still another makes addi

tions from epistemology, another supports everything with psy
chology. But on the whole, a gratifying agreement prevails. Logic 
relieves us of the trouble of asking elaborate questions about the 
essence of thin.king. 

However, we would still like to raise one question. What does 
"logic" mean? The term is an abbreviation for epistimi kJgilli, the 
science of kJgos. And kJgos here means assertion. But logic is sup- (92 J 
posed to be the dOCtrine of thinking. Why is logic the science of 
assertion? 

Why is thinking determined on the basis of assertion? This is by 
no means self-evident. Just above, we explicated "thinking" with
out reference to assertion and discourse. Meditation on the essence 
of thinlting is consequendy a truly unique sort of meditation when 
it is undertaken as a meditation on kJgos> thereby becoming logic. 
"Logic" and "the logical" are simply not the ways to define think
ing without further ado, as if nothing else were possible. On the 

other hand, it was no accident that the doctrine of thinking became 
4 logic." 

Be that as it may, to appeal to logic for purposes of delimiting 
the essence of thinking is already a questionable enterprise, because 
logic as such, and not just its individual doctrines and theories, is 
still something worthy of questioning. Thus "logic" must be put in 
quotation marks. We do so not because we want to abjure "the 
logical" ( in the sense of correct thinking). In the service of think

ing, we seek to attain precisely that which determines the essence of 
thinking, a/ithei4 and phusis, Being as unconcea.lment, and this is 

Precisely what was lost due to "logic?' 
When did this logic begin, the logic that still rules our thinking 

and saying today, the logic that from early on plays an essential part 
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in determ.inlng the grammatical conception of language and thus 
the fundamental Western orientation to language in general? What 
does the formation oflogic begin? When Greek philosophy 
to an end and becomes a matter of schools, organization, and tr:ch
nique. It begins when eqn, 15 the Bcing of beings, appears as 
and as ideR becomes the "ob-ject" of epistlmi (scientific knctwkrlw!'=~ 

Logic originated in the ambit of the administration of the ,.,,,..,......., 

Aristotelian schools. Logic is an invention of schoolteachers, oot 

philosophers. And wherever philosophers took it up, it was 
under more originary impulses, not ~ the interests of logic. It 
also no accident that the great, decisive efforts to overcome 
tiona! logic were made by three German thinkers, indeed by 
greatest: Leibniz, Kant, and Hegel. 

Logic, as the exhibition of the formal structure of thinking 
the exposition of its rules, was first able to develop after the 
between Being and thinking had already been carried out, and 

[93] ried out in a definite way and in a special respea. Hence 
logic itself nor its hisrory can ever sufficiently clarify the essence 

origin of this division between Being and thinking. For its 
logic is in need of clarification and grounding as regards its 
origin and the rightfulness of its claim to supply the definitive 
pretation of thinking. The historical provenance of logic as an 
dcmic discipline and the particulars of its development do not C08" 

cern us here. However, we must refiect on the following questions: 
I. Why could something like cclogic" come about in the PlatoniC 

school, and why did it have to come about? 
2.. Why was this doctrine of thinking a doctrine of wgos in tbc 

sense of assertion? 
3· What are the grounds for the position of power held by tbc 

2.5. Eon is the variant of on that is used In the dialect of Parmenides (fot 
instance, in Parmeoldes' fragment 8, quoted on p. 101). 
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logical, a position of power that progressively and constantly ex
pands until it finally expresses itself in the following proposition of 
f{egel? "The logical (is) the absolute form of truth and, what is 

1110re, it is also pure truth itself" (Encydopedi4 §19, WW vol. VI, 
2.9). 26 In keeping with this position of power held by the "logical," 
f{egel deliberately calls "logic" the doctrine otherwise generally 
called "metaphysics." His "science of logic" has nothing to do with 

a textbook oo logic in the usual style. 
Thinking is called inteUigm in Latin. It is the business of the 

intellutus. If we are struggling against intellectualism, then in or
der acrualJy to struggle, we must know our opponent: that is, we 

should know that intellectualism is just the impoverished cootem· 
porary offshoot and derivative of a preeminent position of thinking 
that was Long prepared and was built up by means of Western 
metaphysics. It is important to prune the outgrowths of contempo
rary intellectualism. But its position is not thereby shaken in the 

least, it is not even touched. The danger of falling back intO intellec
tualism persists precisely for those who want to struggle against it. 
A merely contemporary struggle against contemporary intellectual
ism makes those who defend the rightful use of the traditional 
intellect seem justified. No, they are not intellectualists, but they 
share the same roots. This reactive flight of the spirit into the past, 

Which stems in part from natural inertia and in part from a deliber
ate effon, is now becoming fertile soil for political reaction. The 
misinterpretation of thinking and the misuse of misinterpreted 

thinking can be overcome only by a genuine and originary think

ing, and by nothing else. In order to provide a new foundation for 
such thinking, we must above all else return to the question of the [9• 1 

CSSential relation of thinking to Being- but this means unfolding 

~6. H:cidc:gger cites Georg W'uhelm Friedrich Hegel's Wme (Berlin: Duncka 
lind H:umblot, t832.- IS.s) . 
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the question of Being as such. Overcoming traditional logic 
not mean the abolition of thinking and the rule of mere Ieelllllldl 
Instead, it means a more originary, rigorous thinking that DCIIOIJI .. 
to Being. 

After this general characterization of the division between 
and thinking, we now ask more definitely: 

x. How does the originary unity of Being and thinking 
tially unfold as the unity of phu.ris and logos? 

z. How does the originary disjunct;ion of logos andphu.ris 
pass? 

3· How does logos arise and gain preeminence? 
4· How does logos (the "logical") become the essence of 
s. How does this logos, as reason and understanding, 

rule over Being in the inception of Greek philosophy? 
In accordance with the six guiding principles proposed 

(see page 99 above), we will again follow this division in its 

cal origin, which aJso means its essential origin. Here we 
the disjunction between Being and thinking, if it is an inner 

necessary disjunction, must be founded on an originary l>dODii"' 

of what is divided. Thus our question about the origin of the 

sion is aJso and already the question about the essential beii:>DI~ 
of thinking to Being. 

Asked historically, the question runs: how does it stand with 
belonging in the decisive inception of Western philosophy? 
thinking understood at its beginning? That the Greek d~ 
thinking becomes a doctrine of logos, "logic," can provide us 
indication. In fact, we find an originary connection between 
phusis, and logos. We just have to free ourselves from the 
that logos and legein originally and authentically mean UUJ...--. 

understanding, and reason. As long as we hold to this opinion, 
even interpret logos using the later conception of logos as logic as 
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criterion, our new disclosure of the inception of Greek philosophy 
will lead only to absurdities. Furtha:more, this conception will 
never give us any insight into I ) why logos could be separated from 
the Being of beings at all, and 2) why this logos had to deta:mine the 
essence of thinking and bring thinking into opposition to Being. 

Let us go straight to the decisive point and ask: what do logos [95] 

and Jegein mean, if they do not mean thinking? Logos means the 
word, discourse, and legein means tO discourse, to talk. Dia-logue is 

reciprocal discourse, mono-logue is solitary discourse. But logos 
does not originally mean discourse, saying. What the word means 
has no immediate relation to language. LegO, legein, Latin Iegere, is 

the same word as out lesen (to collect): gleaning, collecting wood, 
harvesting grapes, making a selection; "reading (lesm) a book" is 

just a variant of "gathering" in the authentic sense. This means 
laying one thing next to another, bringing them together as one-
in short, gathering; but at the same time, the one is contrasted with 
the other. This is how Greek mathematidans used the word (logos). 
A coin collection that one has gathered is not just a heap that has 
somehow been thrown together. In the expression "analogy" (cor
respondence) we even find both meanings side by side: the original 
meaning of logos as "interrelation" or "relationship:' and its mean-
ing as "language" or "discourse"-although in the word "corre
spondence" {Entspmhung) we hardly think any more of"respond-
ing" (Sprechen, speaking), just as "correspondingly," and in contrast, 
the Greeks did not yet necessarily think of"discourse" and "saying" 
in connection with logos. 

A passage from Homer (Odyssey XXIV, 106) may serve as an ex
ample of the originary meaning of legein as "gathering?' Here the 
theme is the encounter between Agamemnon and the slain suitors in 
the underworld; he recognizes them and addresses them as follows: 

"Amphimedon, by what disaster have you all been plunged 
down into the darkness of the earth, all of you prominent and of the 
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same age; one could hardly bring together ( lex4ito (a form of 
gein}) , in a search throughout a polls, such noble men:" 

Aristotle says (Physics 6 , t, 2.52a13): taxis de pasa logos) 
every order has the character of bringing together:" 

We will not yet trace bow the word passes from the orutinaN 
meaning, which at first bas nothing to do with language and 
and discourse, to the meaning of saying and discourse. Here 
simply recall that the word logos retained its originary meaning, 
relation of one thing to another," long after it bad come to 
discourse and assertion. 

By considering the fundamental meaning of logos) gathering, 
have still made little progress in clarifying the question: to 

extent are Being and logos originally and unitarily the same for 
Greeks, so that later they can and even must be disjoined, for 
nite reasons? 

The indication of the fundamental meaning of logos can give 
[96] clue only if we already understand what "Being" means for 

Greeks: phusi.s. Not only have we concerned ourselves in 
with Being as the Greeks meant it, but through our previous 
tinctions of Being from becoming and from seeming, we have 
cumscribed the meaning of Being ever more distinctly. 

Keeping all this firmly in view, we say: Being as phusi.s is 

emerging sway. In opposition to becoming, it shows itself as 
stancy, constant presence. This presence announces itself in nnlnnlllr'' 

tion to seeming as appearing, as revealed presence. 
What does logos (gathering) have to do with Being as so 

preted? But first we must ask: is there any evidence for such 
connection between Bcing and logos in the inception of 
philosophy? By all means. Once again, we will rdy on the tWO 

definitive thinkers Parmenides and Heraclitus, and we will try once 
again to find entry into the Greek world, whose basic traits, thougb 
distorted and repressed, displaced and covered up, still sustain 
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0wn world. Again and again we must emphasize that precisdy 
beC2USe we dare to take up the great and lengthy task of tearing 
down a world that has grown old and of building it truly anew, that 
Is, hisrorically, we must know the tradition. We must know more
that is, we must know in a more rigorous and compelling way
than all earlier ages and upheavals before us. Only the most radical 
historical knowledge brings us face to face with the unfamiliarity of 
our tasks and preserves us from a new onset of mere restoration and 
uncreative imitation. 

We will begin to demonstrate the inner connection between logos 
and phusis in the inception of Western philosophy with an inter
pretation of Heraclitus. 

Among the most ancient Greek thinkers, it is Heraclitus who 
was subjected to the most fundamentally un-Greek misinterpreta
tion in the course of Western history, and who nevertheless in more 
recent times has provided the strongest impulses toward redisclos
ing what is authentically Greek. Each of the two friends Hegel and 
Holderlin stands under the great and fruitful spell of Heraclitus in 
his own way, with the difference that Hegel looks backward and 
closes off, while Holderlin gazes forward and opens up. NietzSChe 
has yet another Heraclitus. To be sure, Nietz.sebe fell prey to the 
commonplace and untrue opposition ofParmenides to Heraclitus. 
This is one of the essential reasons why his metaphysics never found [ 97] 

its way to the decisive question, although NietzSChe did reconceive 
the great age of the inception of Greek Dasein in its entirety in a 
Way that is surpassed only by Holderlin. 

But it was Christianity that first misinterpreted Heraclitus. 
me misinterpretation already began with the early church fathers. 
Hc:geJ still stands in this line. Heraclitus>s teaching on logos is taken 
as a predecessor of the logos mentioned in the New Testament, in 
the: prologue to the Gospd of John. The logos is Christ. Now 
~cause Heraclitus already speaks of the logos, the Greeks arrived 
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at the very doorstep of absolute truth - namely, the revealed 

of Christianity. In a book that came my way a few days ago, we 

read: "With the actual appearance of truth in the form of the 

man, the Greek thinkers' philosophical knowledge of the rule 
logos over all beings was validated. This confirmation and 

tion is the basis for the classical status of Greek philosophy." 

According to this widespread version of history, the Greeb 

the classics of philosophy because they were not yet IUli·IHl~ 

Christian theologians. But we will see whether Heraclitus is a 

cursor ofJohn the Evangelist after we have heard Heraclitus 

We begin with two fragments in which Heraclitus deals 

idy with logos. In our rendering we will deliberately leave the 

sive word logos untranslated, in order to discern its meaning 

the context. 

Fragment r: "But while logos constandy remains itself, 

beings behave as those who do not comprehend (RXUnetoi)J 

before they have beard and after they have first heard. For 

thing becomes a being kata. ton wgon tonde, in accordance 

and in consequence of this logos; yet they (human beings) 

ble those who have never dared anything through expedencc, 

though they attempt words and works such as I carry out, 

out each thing kRm phusinJ according to Being, and ...._.,, .. ._.lUJJ~ .. ..., 

it behaves. But as for the other human beings (the other 

beings as they all are, hoi po/lqi (the many}), what they really 

while awake is concealed from them, just as what they did in 
sleep conceals itself from them again afterward.»27 

27. Hcideggcr's version of this fragment, while unusually painstaking, 
not depan far from conventional interpretlltions. The lm.in uncom~eotiOIIW 
cle.mc:nrs are as follows: 1) Heidegger translatesginomenan as zu Se/miJnll 
(becomes a being); a more conventional version would simply have 
comes" or "is becoming." z) Apeiroisin, usually translared "inexoerlc:noli~ 
"unacquainted," or "ignorant," is rendered by Heideggcr as "[having] 
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Fragment :z.: "Hence one must follow the Together in beings 

that is, adhere to it; but whereas wgos essentially unfolds as this 

Together in beings, the mass lives as if each had his own under

standing (sense) .»2Jl 

What can we glean from these two fragments? [98] 

It is said of logos: 1) constancy, lasting, is proper to it; z) it 

essentially unfolds as the Together in beings, the Together of the 

being, that which gathers; 3) everything that happens, that is, that 

comes into Being, stands there in accordance with this constant 

Together; this is what holds sway. 

What is said of wgos here corresponds exacdy to the authentic 

meaning of the word "gathering." But just as this word denotes 

both r) to gather and 2) gatheredness, wgos here means the gather

ing gatheredoess, that which originally gathcrs.l.IJgos here does not 

mean sense, or word, or doctrine, and certainly not "the sense of a 

doctrine," but instead, the originally gathering gatheredness that 

constandy holds sway in itself. 
True, the context in fragment r seems to invite an interpretation 

of kJgos in the sense of word and discourse, and even to demand it as 

the only possible interpretation; for it speaks of the "hearing" of 

human beings. There is a fragment in which this connection be· 

tween logos and "hearing" is immediately expressed: "'f you have 

dared anything through experience." This uansl:ttion Is etymologic.a.Uy sound. 
3) Heidegger translates phusis as "Being:' as he himself points out. 4) The 
fragment contains forms of two verbs, ilulthRn6 and epiUmthRtUJmR~ that are 
COnventionally tranSlated in termS of forgetting or being unaware. Heidegger 
Lranslates these words in terms of concealment-no doubt in order to bring 
0Ut their dose etymOlogical connection to lithe, concealment, and RUtbeiR, 
truth or unconcealmcnt. The words in parentheses are glosses provided by 
Hcidegger. 
~8. A more conventional aanslation would run: "Hence one must foUow 
what is common; but while the fqgos is common, the many Uve as if each had 
his own underst20ding."' 
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heard not me, but logos, then it is wise to say accordingly: all is o.t~• 

(fragment so). 
Here logos is surely taken as something "'audible." So what else Ja 

this term supposed to mean but utterance, discourse, and word
especially since at the time of Heraclitus legein is already in use wida 
the meaning of saying and talking? 

Thus Heraclitus himself says (fragment 73): "one should not 
(J?oiein) and talk (legein) as if asleep:" 

Here legein in opposition to pqiein can obviously mean noc:bu.~r~ 
other than talking, speaking. Nevertheless, in those decisive 
sages (fragments I and 2.) logos does not 'mean discourse and 
not mean word. Fragment so, which seems to speak especially 
logos as discourse, gives us a clue, when it is properly interpreted, 
an entirely different understanding of logos. 

In order to see clearly and understand what is meant by logas 
the sense of "constant gathering;' we must more accurately 
the conteXt of the fragments we first cited. 

Human beings stand before logos as those who do not 
logos (RXUnetm). Heraclitus often uses this word (see espedaiiiJ 
fragment 34). It is the negation of suniimi, which means 
together"; RXUnetoi: human beings are such that they do not 
together ... what, then? Logos, tht~twhidl as C()nStant/.y togethtf; 
eredness. Human beings remain those who do not bring it 

[99) gether, do not grasp it, do not seize it as a unity, whether they hn'C 
not yet heard or have already heard. The next sentence (of f:ragmcllt 
x) explains what is meant. Human beings do not get through to 

logos, even if they try to do so with words, epea. Here word aod 
discourse are certainly named, but precisely as distinguished froiD. 
even in opposition to, logos. Heraclitus wants to say: human bein8' 
do hear, and they hear words, but in this hearing they cannot "heat' 
ken" to - that is, follow- what is not audible like words, what II 

not tRJk but logos. Properly understood, fragment so proves pre-
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osdy the opposite of what people read into it. It says: you should 
not cling to words but instead apprehend logos. Logos and legein 
already mean discourse and saying, but this is not the essence of 
/Qgos

1 
and therefore logos here is opposed to epetJ, discourse. Corre· 

spondingly, genuine hearkening as Being-obedient is opposed to 

mere hearing and keeping one's ears open.29 Mere hearing strews 
and scatters itself in what one comm~nly believes and says, in hear
say, in doxa, in seeming. But genuin~ hearkening has nothing to do 
with the ear and the glib tongue, but instead means obediently 
following what logos is: the gatheredness of beings themselves. We can 
truly hear only when we are already hearkening. But hearkening has 
nothing to do with earlobes. Whoever is not hearkening is already 
always distant from logos1 excluded from it, regardless of whether he 
has already heard with ears or has not yet heard. Those who merely 

"hear" by keeping their ears open everywhere and canying around 
what has been heard are and will be the RXUnetoi, those who do not 
grasp. Fragment 34 tells us what they are like: "those who do not 
bring together the constant Together are hearers who resemble the 
dea£."30 

They do hear words and discourse, yet they are closed off to 

what they should listen to. The proverb bears witness to what they 

are: those who are absently present.31 They are in the midst of 
things, and yet they are away. What are human beings usually amid, 
and what are they away from even while they are in the midst of 

19. "Entsprechend ist aucb dem bloBcn Horen und HerumhOren das echte 
liong-sein entgegengehalten." In this passage Heidegger plays with hOren (to 
hear) and hiirig (obedient, submissive, dependent). Compare alsogehifrm ( tO 
belong), as 1n "the essential belonging (pugehOrigltdt) of thi.nlting to Being" 
( p. 130) . In this passage, we translate hOrig as "heark.ening." 
3o. llu: whole phrase "those who do not bring together the coost:ant To
gether" is Heideggers rendition of the single word RXUnetQi. 
3l . llus last sentence is Heidegger's rranslation of the remainder of frag
ment 34. 
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things? Fragment 72 supplies the answer: "for they rum their 
on that with which they traffic the most, logos, and what they 
into every day appears allen to them." 

The logos is what human beings are continually amid and 
they are away from all the same, absently present; they are thus 
llXUnetoi, those who do not grasp. 

What does the human inability to grasp consist in, when 
(too) hear words but do not t:a.ke hold of logos? What are they 

and what are they away from? Human beings continually 
do with Being, and yet it is allen to them. They have to do 
Being inasmuch as they constantly rclate to beings, but it is 

them inasmuch as they tum away from Being, because they do 
grasp it at all; instead, they believe that beings are only beings 
nothing further. True, they are awake (in relation to beings), 
Being remains concealed to them. They sleep, and even what 

do in their sleep is lost to them as well. Thrashing around 
beings, they always take what is closest to hand as what needs 
grasped, so everyone keeps handy what lies within his grasp. 
person takes hold of this, the other takes hold of that, and 
person's sense follows what is his own-it is caprice.3l 
prevents them from properly grasping in advance what is 

in itself; it takes away from them the possibility of hearkening 
accordingly of hearing. 

liJgos is constant gathering, the gatheredness of beings 
stands in itself, that is, Being. So luzra ton logon in fragment I 
the same as lu.Jta phusin. Phusis and logos are the same.liJgos 
terizes Being in a new and yet old respect: that which is in 

32. E~m-sinn: E{ljmsinn, etymologically "own-sense,"' is caprice or 
nacy- the tendency to insist arbitrarily on one's own private preferences 
opinions. See Heidegger's translation of HeraclituS, fragment 2, on p. I3S· 
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which stands straight and prominently in itself, is gathered in itself 
and from itself, and holds itself in such gathering. The eon, the 
being, is according to its essencexunon, a gathered coming to pres
ence; xunrm does not mean the "universal" but rather what gathers 
everything together in itself and holds it together. For example, 
according to fragment 1 I+ such a xunon is the 1WmOS for the polis, 
ordinance [positing as placing together],33 the inner composition 
of the polis, not something universal; not the sort of thing that Boats 
above all and seizes none, but the originally unifying unity of what 
snives in confrontation. Caprice, illia phronisis, 34 for which logos 
remainS closed off, always takes hold only of this side or the other, 
and believes that it thereby has the truth. Fragment 103 says: "gath
ered in itself, the same is the beginning and the end in the circum

ference of the circle." It would be senseless to want to take xunon 
here as the "universal. "lS 

For the capridous, life is just life. For than, death is death and 
only that. But the Being of life is also death. Everything that comes 
to life thereby already begins to die as well, to go toward its death, 
and death is also life. Heraclitus says (fragment 8): "What stands in 

opposition carries itself over here and over there, the one to the 

33. "Satzung ( setzen als zusammensteUen ]": the bracketed phrase: Is in paren
theses in the 1953 edition. Hen: Hcidegger draws attention ro several related 
words and concepts. Nomos in Greek means a law or convention, a way of 
doing things instituted by humat1 beings. Slltr.I4'VJ in German means ordi
Dance or statute. Sazm and ste/Jm both m.ean ro set, put, posit, or place. The 
German word for a law is ein Gam;, a rule that has been sa down as binding. 
licraclirus's fragment 114 begins: "If we speak mindfully we must base our 
Strength oo what is common to aU, as rhe dty on law, and far more strongly"' 
(~uv v6cot At-yovtcu; taxupf~eaecu XPTJ -riOt ;uvcot xO:vrcov, ISKCD<ntep v61J.C0t 
ltO),u;, l(Qt xoA.u {CJXUpot~). 
3~. "One's own u.o.derscmding"': Heradims, fragment 2.. 

~s. A more conventional translation would render xunon simply as "the same" 
Ulstcad of "gathercd in ItSelf, the same?' 
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other, it gathers itself from itsel£"36 1hat which contends is 

ing gatheredness, logos. The Being of all beings is what is 
seemly (dRS Sche1nmdste)-that is, what is most beautiful, 
most constant in itself. What the Greeks meant by "beauty" is 

[ 101 1 pline. The gathering together of the highest contending is 
struggle in the sense of the confrontu:ion, the setltiru~·at>art:-tn:n 
each-other (Aus-e1nmuier-setzung) that we have discussed. In 
trast, for us today, the beautiful is the relaxing, what is restful 
thus intended for enjoyment. Art then belongs in the domain 

pastry chef. Essentially it makes oo difference whether the 
meat of art serves to satisfy the refined taste of conooisseun 
aesthetes or serves for the moral elevation of the mind. em 
/uUQn ("in bciog" and "beautiful") say the same thing for the 
[coming to presence is pure seeming]. 37 Aesthetics is of a 

opinion; it is as old as logic. For aesthetics, art is the display 
beautiful in the sense of the pleasant, the agreeable. And yet 
the opening up of the Being of beings. We must provide a 
content for the word "art" and for what it intends to name, 011 

basis of a fundamental orientation to Being that has been won 

in an originary way. 
We will finish characterizing the essence of logos as 

thought it by drawing special attention to two impllcit pointS 
have not yet been brought into rellef. 

r. Saying and hearing are proper only when they are 
directed in advance toward Being, toward logos. Only where 
opens itself up does vocabulary become word. Only where the 

36. A more conventional translation of the fragment is: "'That whlcb II 
posed is in agreement, and from things that differ comes the most 
harmony.' Hcidegger appears to be glossing only the opening of the 
(w antiwun sumphmm). Etymologically, sumphmm "a rnaea... 

and it can also mean "gathering." 
37· In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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opening Being of bciogs is apprehended does merely keeping on~s 
ears open become bearing. But those who do not grasp logos <bcou
acxt OUIC bttcrtaJ.LtVOl ouo' £Ut£lV, "are able neither to bear nor tO 

say" (fragment 19). They are incapable of bringing their Dasein to 
stand in the Being of beings. Only those who are capable of this, 

rule over the word- the poets and thinkers. The others just reel 
about within the orbit of their caprice and lack of understanding. 
They accept as valid only what comes directly into their path, what 
flatters them and is familiar to them. They are like dogs: civ~ yap 
xcxi13a'l>~ooow mv liv ~TJ yw6>0xoxn, "for dogs also bark at every
one they do not know" (fragment 97). They are donkeys: ~vouc; 
cr6ptJ.cx-r ' B.v UOOSal ~all.ov it xpoo6v, "donkeys like chaff better 
than gold" (fragment 9). They continually deal with beings every
where. Yet Being remains concealed to them. Being cannot be 
touched and tasted, can neither be beard with the ears nor smelled. 
Being is completely different from vapor and smoke: d mv-rcx -ra 
~v-rcx xcxxvOc; yEvOl'tO, piv~ 8.v ~hayvoiev, "if all beings turned into 
smoke, it would be noses that would distinguish and grasp them" 

(fragment 7). 
2.. Being as logos is originary gathering, not a heap or pile where 

everything counts just as much and just as little- and for this rea

son, rank and dominance belong to Being. If Being is to open itself 
up, it itself must have rank and maintain it. Heraclitus•s reference to [ 1021 

the many as dogs and donkeys is characteristic of this attitude, one 
that belongs essentially to Greek Dasein. If people today from time 
to time are going to busy themselves rather too eagerly with the 
polis of the Greeks, they should not suppress this side of it; other-

Wise the concept of the polls easily becomes innocuous and senti-
mentaL What is higher in rank is what is stronger. Thus Being, 
logos, as the gathered harmony, is not easily available for everyone at 
the same price, but is concealed, as opposed to that harmony which 
is always a mere equalizing, the elimination of tension, levellng: 
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ap!lOVlTJ dq>avflc; !p<XVEptlc; 1Cpet't't(.i)V1 "the harmony that does 
show itself (immediately and without further ado) is more powa.. 
fu1 than the harmony that is (always) evident" (fragment S+). 

Because Being is logos, ha1'111Qnia1 Rletheia, phusis, pb~Uiu:stlar# 
(logos, hannony, unconcealment, ph~ self-showing), it shows 
self in a way that is anything but arbitrary. The true is not 

everyone, but only for the strong. It is with a view to this 
superiority and concealment of Being that Heraclitus speaks 
strange saying which, precisely because it seems to be so un-urr~, 

testifies to the essence of the Greek experience of the Being 
beings: <i:U' i001t£p OcXP!l<X dlCTj !CEXUJ.livCOV 6 KcXlltO't~ 
"the most beautiful world is like a dungbeap, cast down in 

bles" (fragment Iz.t.). 
SanM is the opposing concept to logos, what is merely cast 

as opposed to what stands in itself, the heap as opposed to 
edness, un-Being as opposed to Being. 

The ordinary version of the philosophy of Heraclitus likes 
sum it up in the sayingpanta rhet, "everything flows." If this 
stemS from Heraclitus at all, then it does not mean that f"\1"'"""''.._ 
is mere change that runs on and runs astray, pure inconstancy, 
instead it means: the whole of beings in its Being is always l1lr<liWII; 

from one opposite to the other, thrown over here and over there

Being is the gatheredness of this confiicting unrest. 
If we comprehend the fundamental meaning of logos as gather

ing and gatheredness, we must firmly establish and firmly hold tO 

the following: 
Gathering is never just driving together and piling up. It main· 

tains in a belonging-together that which contends and strives in 
confrontation. It does not allow it to decay into mere dispetsiOO 

and what is simply cast down. As maintaining, logos has the charac
ter of pervasive sway, ofphusis. It does not dissolve what it pervades 
into an empty lack of opposites; instead, by unifying what con-
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rends, the gathering maintains it in the highest acuteness of its 

rension. 
This is the place to retum briefly to the question of the Christian 

concept of logos, particularly that of the New Testament. For a [103] 

more precise account we would have to distinguish here between 
the synoptic gospels and the gospel of John. But in principle we can 
say: in the New Testament, from ~e start, logos does not mean, as 
in Heraclitus, the Being of beings, the gatheredness of that which 
contends, but logos means one particular being, namely the Son of 
God. Furthermore, it means Him in the role of mediator between 
God and humanity. This New Testament representation of logos is 

that of the Jewish philosophy of religion which was developed by 
Philo, in whose doctrine of creation logos is determined as the 
mesitis, the mediatoL Why is the mediator logos? Because logos in the 
Greek rranslation of the Old Testament (Septuagint) is the term for 
word, "word" in the particular meaning of an order, a command-
ment; hoi deu logoi are the ten commandments of God (the deca-
logue). Thus logos means: the keryx, angelos, the messenger, the 
emissary who transmits commandments and orders; logos t:ou ~ 
rou is the word of the Cross. The announcement of the Cross is 

Christ Himself; He is the logos of salvation, of eternal life, logos t:Ns. 

A world separates all this from Heraclitus. 
We were attempting to display the essential belonging of logos to 

Phusis, with the intention of comprehending, thanks to this unity, 
the inner necessity and possibility of their division. 

But now one could almost object to our characterization of the 
B.eraclitean logos as follows: the essential belonging of logos to 
Being itself is so intimate here that it is still completely problematic 

how the opposition between Being and logos as thinking is sup
posed to spring from this unity and selfsameness ofphusis and logos. 
Certainly, that is a question, the question that we absolutely do not 
want to make too easy for ourselves, although the temptation to do 
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so is very great. But for now, we may say only that if this 
phusis and logos is so originary, then the division must also be 
spondingly originary. H this division between Being and ~AW~11:• 
also different in kind and different in orientation from the 
divisions, then the disjunction of the one from the other must 
have a different character here. Therefore, just as we encJ.ea,mr~l!d• 
keep our interpretation of logos at a remove from all later 
tions and to grasp it on the basis of the essence of phusis, ~ 
also attempt to understand this happening of the disju.nc:tion 
phusis and logos in a purely Greek way- that is, once again 011 

basis of phusis and logos. For in view of the question about 
disjunction and the opposition of phusis and logos, Being and 

[ 104] ing, we are subject almost more immediately and obs:tin;ltel:ytc~t 

danger of modem misinterpretation than in the intc~Jreta:tia~ 
the unity of phusis and logos. How so? 

When we determine how Being and thinking stand opJ:IOICil! 
each other, we are woddng with a well-wom schema. 
the objective, the object. Thinking is the subjective, the 
The relation of thinking to Being is that of subject to object. 
Greeks, so one believes, still thought of this relation in an 
gether primitive way, for at the very inception of philosophy 
were not yet sufficiently schooled in epistemology. One then 
nothing that demands meditation in Being and thinking's 
opposed to each other. And yet we must question. 

What is the process of disjunction between phusis and 
process that follows essential laws? In order to make this 

visible we must comprehend the unity and belonging-togetbet 
logos and phusis still more sharply than before. We will attempt 
do so now in connection with Parmenides. We do so u....,..,...,__, 
for the usual opinion holds that the doctrine of logos, 
one may wish to interpret it, is a peculiarity of the philosophY 
Heraclitus. 
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Parmenides shares Heraclitus's standpoint. And where else 
should these two Greek thinkers, the founders of all thinking, stand 
if not in the Being of beings? For Parmenides, too, Being is the hm, 

,:uneches, that which holds itself together in itself, mcurwn, uniquely 
unifying, ouJon, the constandy complete, constantly self-showing 
sway, through which there also constantly shines the seeming of the 
one-sided and many-sided 33 Therefore the unavoidable path to 

Being leads through unconcealmerit, yet always remains a threefold 

path. 
But where does Parmenides talk about logos, not to mention 

what we are now seeking, the disjunction of Being and logos? H we 
find anything at all in Parmenides in this regard, them what we find, 
so it seems, is the very opposite of a disjunction. A statement has 
been handed down to us that Parmenides expresses in two formula
tions and that fragment s formulates as follows: to,gM 11uto noein 
estin te luU einm. 'franslated roughly and in the way that has long 
been customary, this says: "but thinking and Being are the same." 
The misinterpretation of this much-cited statement is just as un
Greek as the falsification of Heraclitus's doctrine of logos. 

One understands noein as thinking, and thinldng as an activity of 
the subject. The subject's thinking determines what Being is. Being 
is nothing other than what is thought by thinking Now because 
thinking remains a subjective activity, and thinking and Being are 
supposed to be the same according to Parmenides, everything be-

comes subjective. There are no beings in themselves. But such a [1os] 

doctrine, so the story goes, can be found in Kant and in German 
idealism. Parmenides already basically anticipated their doctrines. 
He is even praised for this progressive achievement, particularly in 

comparison to Aristotle, a later Greek thinker. Aristotle, in contrast 

38. The words quoted are from Pannenidcs, fragment 8. 'They are conven
tionally translated simply as: one, continuous, single, whole. 
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to Plato's idealism, propounded a realism, and serves as the p~ 
sor of the Middle Ages. 

This well-worn reading must be mentioned here especially

not only because it works its mischief in all historical prc:serttatiOil•i 
of Greek philosophy, not only because modem philosophy 
interpreted its prehistory for itself in this way, but above all b«::atlllll!' 

the predominance of the opinions we have mentioned has made 
difficult for us to understand the authentic truth of that Prilmallbl 

Greek statement of Parmenides. Only when we succeed in doina11D 
can we gauge what a change has taken place, not only since 
nity but since late antiquity and since the rise of Christianity, in 

spiritual history of tht West, and this means its authentic history. 
To gar auto noein estin te klli einai. In order to understand 

statement, we must know three things: 
I. What do to tJuto and te ... kilt mean? 
2.. What does noein mean? 
3· What does muu mean?39 

As regards the third question, we seem to have been SUIIIOCI[]UJ: 

instructed by what was said earlier about phusis. But the 
named in the second question is obscure, at least if we do 
translate the verb right away as "thinking" and define it in 

logical sense as assertion that analyzes. Noein means to apprehend, 
noUf'O means apprehension, in a double sense that intrinsically be
longs together. On the one hand, to apprehend (Vernehmen) meadl 
to take in (hin-nehmen), to let something come to oneself-namely, 
what shows itself, what appears. On the other hand, to apprehend 
means to interrogate a wimess, to call him to account, and thus 10 

comprehend the state of affairs, to determine and set fast hotf 

39. The conventional answers to Heidegger's questions are: ( 1) "the sanrl' 
and "both ... and"; (z) "thinking"; (3) "Being." 
40. This noun cocresponding to the verb rwefn is conventionally translated .. 
"mind" or "intellea." 
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tbingS are going and how things stand. •1 Apprehension in this 

double sense denotes a process of letting things come to oneself in 
which one does not simply take things in, but rather takes up a 
position to receive what shows itself. When troops take up a posi-
tion to receive the enemy, then they want to meet: the enemy that is 

coming toward them, and meet: him in such a way that they at least 
bring him to a halt, a stand. Noein involves this receptive bringing
to-a-stand of that which appears: Pannenides' statement says of [ x06] 

apprehending that it is the same as Being. We thus come to the 
clarification of our first question; what is meant by to IUIIO~ the 
same? 

Whatever is all the same to us makes no difference to us; it is one 
and the same. But what sense of oneness is meant by this? It is not 
up to us to detennine this however we like. Instead, when we are 
dealing with the saying of "Being:' oneness must be understood in 
the sense that Parmenides thinks in the word hm. We know that 
oneness here is not empty one-and-the-sameness, not selfsameness 
as a merely ind.ifferent all-the-sameness. Oneness is the belonging
together of that which contends. This is what is originally unified. 

Why does Parmenides say te kilt? Because Being and thinking, in 
the sense of contending against each other, are unified, that is, are 
the same in their belonging-together. How are we to understand 
this? Let us base our answer on Being, which as phusis has become 
clearer to us in various respects. Being means: standing in the light, 
appearing, stepping into unconcealment. Where this happens, that 
is, where Being holds sway, apprehension holds sway too and hap
pens too, as belonging to Being. Apprehension is the receptive 
bringing-to-a-stand of the constant that shows itself in itself. 

it . "Vemehmen mclnt sodann: einen Zeugen vernehmen, ibn vomehmen 
llnd dabc:i den Tatbestand aufnehmen, fest-stellen, wie es mit der Sache be
st~t ist und wie es mit lhr steht." This sentence contains a series of plays on 
"'ei~~ (to take), mJJm ( 10 put or set), and ftehm (to stand). 
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Parmenides expresses the same statement still more sharply 
fragment 8, verse 34-: tRuton d'em noein te ltm hounelten em 
apprehension and that for the sake of which apprehension ~pea 
are the same. Apprehension happens for the sake of Being. 
essentially unfolds as appearing, as stepping into um:on<ccallmcllll 
only if unconcealment happens, only if a self-opening happcos. 
its two versions, Parmenides' statement gives us a still more 

inary insight into the essence of phusis. Apprehension "'"""" 
phusis; the sway of phusis shares its sway with apprehension. 

The statement says nothing directly about human beings, 
tainly nothing about the human being as subject, and 
whatsoever about a subject that absorbs everything objective 
something merely subjective. The statement says the opposite 
that: Being holds sway, but because it holds sway and insofar 
holds sway and appears, apprehension also necessarily occ:ws 
with appearance. But if human beings have a part in the hap'J)Cildll 

of this appearance and apprehension, then they must tnc:JIDIC1.1 

be, they must belong to Being. But then the essence Rnd the _ _. 

Being-hunum t:Jm be determined only on the bR.Sis of the essence 
Furthermore, if appearing belongs to Being as phusis, then 

human, as a being, must belong to this appearing. And since 
human amid beings as a whole obviously constitutes a WS'IlDU;qj 

way of Being, the distinctiveness of Being-human grows from 

distinctive way of belonging to Being as the appearing that 
[ 107] sway. But now, insofar as apprehension belongs to such apJ>eaiUII 

the apprehension that takes in what shows itself, one may prcSUIIIII 

that this is precisely the basis for determining the essence 
human. Thus when we interpret this statement of Parmc!Udllllll 
we must not proceed by reading some subsequent or even 
present-day representation of Being-human into the statement. 
the contrary, the statement must first give us directions of its 

accord-directions as to how Being-human is determined in 
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dance with the stm:ement- that is, in accordance with the essence of 

Being. 

Who the human being is, according to the word of Heraclitus, 
first comes forth ( eddxe, shows itself) in the polmws, in the disjunc
tion of gods and human beings, in the happening of the irruption of 
Being itsclf.G Who the human being is-for philosophy, the answer 
to this problem is not inscribed somewhere in heaven. Instead: 

1. The determination of the ess6lce of the human being is ner?tr 

an answer, but is essentially a question. 
2. The asking of this question and its decision are historical

not just in general, but as the essence of history. 
3· The question of who the human being is must always be 

posed in an essential connection with the question of how it stands 
with Being. The question of the human being is not an anthropo
logical question, but a historically meta-physical question. [The 
question cannot be asked adequately within the domain of tradi
tional metaphysics, which essentially remains "physics?'] 

Therefore we may not misinterpret what is called nous and noein 

in Parmenides' statement according to some concept of the human 
being that we have brought with us, but instead we must learn to 
experience the fact that the Being of the human first determines 
itself on the basis of the happening of the essential belonging to
gether of Being and apprehension. 

What is the human being in this sway of Being and apprehen
sion? The beginning of fragment 6, which we have met before 
(p. n8}, gives us the answer: chri w legein te noein t'um emmenai: 
needful is legein as well as the apprehension, namely, the being (dRs 

Seinul) in its Being. 43 

i 2. See Hcraclirus, fragment 53· 
i 3. Conventional tranSlation: "It is necessary both to say and to think that 
bting is." 
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By no means are we allowed yet to take noein here as tbinln"& 
Neither is it enough to conceive of it as apprehension if we thai. 
unwittingly and as is the custom, take apprehension as a faculty, aa a 
mode of behavior of the human being, whom we represent to OUllo 

selves according to an empty and pale biology and psychology or 
epistemology. 'Ibis happens even if we do not explicitly w viJIU; 5IKIII.1 

representations. 
[xo'J) Apprehension and what Parmenides' statement says about it 

not a faculty of the human being, who is othexwise already dctioecl;l 

instead, apprehension is a happening (Geuhehen) in which hUDliD-~ 

ity itself happens, and in which humanity itself thus first 
history (Geschkhte) as a being, first appears-that is, [in the 
sense] 44 itself comes to Being. 

Apprehension is not a way of behaving that the human being 
as a property; to the contrary, apprehension is the happening 
has the human being. Thus Parmenides always simply speaks 
of noein~ apprehension. What is fulfilled in this saying is noi:Dlll• 
less than the knowing entrance-into-appearance of the huJIDIIt1 

being as historical (preserver of Being) .45 This saying is the cida'o 
mination of Being-human that is definitive for the West, and 
decisively, it contains an essential characterization of Being. In 

belonging-together of Being and the human essence, their Ull!>ILILI .. -

tion comes to light. The division "Being and thinking:' which hal 
long since become pale, empty and rootless, no longer allows us tO 

recognize its origin unless we go back to its inception. 
The type and direction of the opposition between Being and 

thinking are unique because here the human being comes face tO 

44-.ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
-4S· The word VmNhrer (preserver) carries an imponantecho ofwahr (UUC. 
unconcealed) that is lost in translation. It has the sense of someone who 
"holds true" or "proves true" to something demanding preservation. 
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face with Being. 'This happening is the knowing appearance of hu
manity as historical. Only after humanity became familiar as such a 
being was the human being then also "defined" in a concept
namely, as riion logon echon, animtd rtlti()na/e~ rational living thing. 

In this definition of the human being logos plays a part, but in a 
completely unrecognizable form and in a very peculiar context. 

This definition of the human being is at bottom a zoological 
one. The r1ion of this zoology rerilal.ns questionable in many re

spects. However, it is within the framework of this definition that 
the Western doctrine of the human has been construaed-all psy
chology, ethics, epistemology, and anthropology. We have long 
been flailing around in a confused 1llixture of representations and 
concepts that have been taken from these disciplines. 

But because the definition of the human being that supports 
everything is already a decline, not to mention its later interpreta
tion, then as long as we think and question within the perspective 
that is laid out by this definition, we get to see nothing of what is 

said and what is going on in Parmenides' saying. 
Yet the usual representation of humanity in all its variations is 

only one of the barriers that cut us off from the space in which 
the appearance of the human essence inceptively happens and is [ t09] 

brought to stand. The other barrier is that even this question :about 
humanity remains alien to us. 

Of course, there are now books with the title What h Huma~ 
ity~ But this question merely stands in letters on the book's ·cover. 
The question is not asked-and not just because one has simply 
forgotten to ask questions in the midst of so much book-writing 
but because one already possesses an answer to the question, and an 

i6. Heidegger refers to a work by the Catholic theologian Theodor Haecker 
( t879- I9+S), WRSistder Mms&h? (Leipt.ig: Jakob Hegner, 1933). 
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answer that at the same time says that one is not allowed to ask 
all. If someone believes the propositions expressed by the dogma 
the Catholic church, that is the individual's affair and is not at 
here. But if one puts the question ''What is humanity?" on the 
of one's books, even though one is tUJt questioning because 
does tUJt want to question and camwt do so, this is a PI'CICecm 

that has forfeited in advance every right to be taken seriously. 
when, for example, the Fmnlifurter Zeitung then praises 
book, in which a question is asked soldy on the cover, as "an 
traordinary, magnificent and courageous book," it is clear evm 
the blindest where we stand. 

Why am I mentioning irrelevant things here in connection 

the interpretation ofParmenides' saying? In itself, this sort of 
bling is certainly inconsequential and meaningless. But what is 

meaningless is the crippling of all passion for questioning, a 
piing that has already hdd us back too long. This condition 
fuses all standards and all stances; most of us no longer know 

and between what alternatives the authentic decisions must 

made, if the greatness of historical willing is to be united with 
keenness and originality of historical knqwjng. Indications such 
those we have given can only point to how far questioning 
receded from us as a fundamental happening of historical 

But even the understanding of the question has already 
through our fingers. So let us now offer the essential points 
orientation for thinking through what is to follow. 

I. The determination of the human essence is never an 
but is essentially a question. 

2. The asking of this question is historical in the originary 
that this questioning first creates history. 

3· 1his is the case because the question of what humanity is 

be asked only in questioning about Being. 
4. Only where Being opens itself up in questioning does 
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happen, and with it that Bdng of the human being by virtue of which 

dte human being ventures the confrontation with beings as such. 
s. This questioning confrontation first brings humanity back to ( 110] 

dte being that it itself is and has to be. 

6. Humanity first comes to itself and is a self only as questioning
historical. The sdfhood of humanity means this: it has to transform 
dte Being that opens itself up to it into history, and thus bring itself 
to a stand. Sdfhood does not mean that humanity is primarily an 
'T' and an individual. Humanity is not this any more than it is a We 
and a community. 

7· Because humanity is itself as historical, the question about its 

own Being must change from the form "What is humanity?" into 
the form "Who is humanity?" 

What Parmenides' saying expresses is" determination of the human 
essence on the basis of the essena of Being itself. 

But we still do not know how the human essence is detennined 

here. So far, we have simply ddineated the space into which the 
saying speaks, and which it first hdps to open up by speaking into 

it. Yet this general indication is still not enough to set us free from 
the usual representations of humanity and from the typical manner 
in which it has been determined conceptually. In order to under
stand the saying and to grasp its truth, we must at least have an 
intimation of something positive about Greek Dasein and Being. 

From the saying of Heraclitus that we have dted several times,•7 

we know that the disjunction of gods and humans happens only in 
pofmws, in the confrontational Setting-apart-from-each-other (A.us

tinant~er-sazung) (of Being). Only such struggle edeixe, points out.lt 
lets gods and human beings step forth in their Being. Who is hu
ll'lanity-we do not learn this through a scholarly definition but 
0nly when humanity steps into the confrontation with beings by 

47. Fragment 53· 
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attempting to bring them into their Being- that is, sets beings 
limits and form, projects something new (not yet present), 
inally poetizes, grounds poetically. 

The thinking of Pannenides and Heraclitus is still poetic, 

here this means philosophical, not scientific. But because in 
poetizing thinking, thinking has precedence, thinking about 

man Being also acquires its own direction and measure. In 
clarify this poetic thinking suffidendy in terms of its proper 
terpart, we will now interrogate a thinking poetry of the 
This poetry is tragedy- the poetry in which Greek Being and 
sein [a Dasein belonging to Being]48 were authentically tou.ndcd: 

[I xI) We want to understand the division "Being and thinlting" in 
origin. This is the tide for the fundamental attitude of the 
spirit. In accordance with it, Being is determined from the 

tive of thinking and reason. This is the case even where the 
spirit withdraws from the mere dominance of reason by 
the "irrational" and seeking the "alogical." 

As we pursue the origin of the division Being t~nd thinldng, 
encounter the saying of Parmenides: to gt~r Ruto noein estm r. 
muu. According to the customary translation and reading, it 
thinking and Being are the same. 

We can call this saying the guiding principle of Western 
phy, but only if we attach the following note to it: 

The saying became the guiding principle of Western v•u""""'t-1 
only after it was no longer understood, because its originary 
could not be held fast. The Greeks themselves began to fall 
from the truth of the saying right after Parmenides. 

of such scope can be held fast only if they constandy unfold in a 
more originary way-never, however, merely by applying and 

,.S.ln parentheses in the I953 edition. 
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pealing to them. The originary remains originary only if it has the 
constant possibility of being what it is: origin as springing forth 
(Ursprung aJs Entspringen) [from the concealment of the essence] .49 

We are attempting to win back the originary truth of the saying. We 
first suggested the changed interpretation in our translation. The 
saying does not say, "thinlcing and Being are the same," but instead 
says, "belonging-together reciprocally are apprehension and Being." 

But what does this mean? 
The saying brings the human to language in some way. Thus it is 

almost inevitable that at first, the customary representation of the 
human is interpolated into the saying. 

But this leads to a misinterpretation of the human essence as 
experienced in the Greek way, according to either the Christian or 
the modem concept of the human, or else according to a pale and 
diluted mixture of both. 

But this misinterpretation in the direction of a non-Greek repre

sentation of the human is the lesser evil. 
The real peril lies in utterly missing the truth of the saying from 

the ground up. 
For it is in this saying that the decisive determination of Being- [111] 

human is first accomplished. Therefore in our interpretation we 
must avoid not just this or that unsuitable representation of the 
human, but each and every one of them. We must attempt to hear 

only what is said. 
But because we are not only inexperienced in such hearing but 

also always have our ears full of what hinders us from properly 

hearing, we had to mention the conditions for properly asking who 
the human being is, if only in the form of a list. 

But because the thoughtful determination of Being-human that 

49.ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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Pannenides accomplishes is difficult to approach directly and st:riltca 
us as strange, we will first seek help and instruction by listening to a 
poetic projection of Being-human among the Greeks. 

We will read the first choral ode from Sophocles' Antigone (linea 

332-375). First we will hear the Greek words, so that we get some 
of the soWld, at least, into our ears. 50 The translation runs: 

Manifold is the Wlcanny, yet nothing 
uncannier than man51 bestirs itself, rising up beyond him. 
He fares forth upon the foaming tide 
amid winter's southerly tempest 
and c:ru.ises through the summits 

of the raging, cleftc:d swells. 
The noblest of gods as well, the earth, 
the indestructibly untiring, he wearies, 
overturning her from year to year, 
driving the plows this way and that 
with his steeds. 

Even the lightly gliding flock of birds 
he snares, and he hunts 
the beast folk of the wilderness 
and the brood whose home is tl1e sea, 
the man who studies wherever he goes. 

With ruses he overwhelms the beast 

that spends its nights on mountains and roams, 
and clasping with wood 

so. Apparently Hcidegger read the Greek at this point during the origin~~ 
delivery of his Lectures. 
St. tkr Memch: we normally rranslate this term as "humanity," "human be
ings:' "humans," "the human being," or "the human," but these exprcssioDI 
would be unwieldy in this poetic passage. 
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the rough-maned neck of the steed 
and the unvanquished bull 
he forces them into the yoke. 

Into the sounding of the word, as well, 
and into wind-swift all-understanding 
he found his way, and into the mettle 

to rule over dties. 
He has considered, too, how he might flee 

exposure to the arrows 
of unpropitious weather and its frosts. 

Everywhere trying out, underway; untried, with no way out 

he comes to Nothing. 51 

A single onslaught, death, he was unable 

ever to resist by any flight, 
even if in the face of dire illness 
deft escape should be granted h.im. 

Clever indeed, for he masters 

skill's devices beyond expectation, 
now be falls prey to wickedness, 
yet again valor succeeds for him. 
Between the ordinance of the earth and the 
gods' sworn dispensation (Pug) he fares. 

Rising high over the site, losing the site 

is he for whom what is not, is, always, 
for the sake of daring. n 

Sl. The Greek that Heldegger tranSlates in these two Lines, ptmtoporos ~ 
~n<tfn, erchetlli to md}qn, can be more conventionally tranSLated as: "resourceful 
In all, he m.eea nothing that is ro come resourceless." In other words, where 
tlcidegger sees a paradox in the sentence, most translators would see merely 
an ocpansion of the notion "resoutceful in all" (pnneoporos). 
S3. A more conventional rranslation of the previous five Lines would be: "'f he 

[113) 
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Let him not become a companion at my hearth, 
nor let my knowing share the delusions 
of the one who works such deeds. 

The following interpretation is necessarily insufficient, if 
because it cannot be constructed on the basis of the whole of 
tragedy, much less the poet's entire work. Neither is this the 
to report on the choice of readings and the changes that have 
made in the text. We will carry out the interpretation in three 
and each time we will go through the whole ode in a 
res pea. 

In the jim phase we will especially stress what provides the 
integrity of the poem and sustains and permeates the whole, 
its linguistic form. 

In the seamd phase we will follow the sequence of the 
and antistrophes, and pace off the entire domain that the 
opens up. 

[I I+] In the third phase we will attempt to attain a stance in the 
of the whole, in order to assess who the human being is accOI'CIIII 
to this poetic saying. 

The first phase. We seek what sustains and permeates the 
Actually, we hardly have to seek it. It is threefold, it assails us 
times, like a repeated assault, and from the start breaks up all 
day standards of questioning and defining. 

First is the beginning: pol/4 tadeiM . .. 

Manifold is the uncanny, yet nothing 
uncannier than man bestirs itself, rising up beyond him. 

follo~ ~ ~~ of the earth and the gods' sworn justice he is high in the 
(or: his oty IS high), but he Is cast out from the city if he dwells with 
for the sake of daring?' 
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These first two verses cast forth what the following ode as a whole 
will seek to capture in the details of its saying, and which it must fit 
intO the structure of the word. The human being is, in one word, to 

deirwtaton, the uncanniest. This saying about humanity grasps it 
from the most extreme limits and the most abrupt abysses of its 

Being. This abrupmess and ultimacy can never be seen by eyes that 

merely describe and ascertain something present at hand, even if a 
myriad such eyes should want to seek out human characteristics and 
conditions. Such Being opens itself up only to poetic-thoughtful 
projection. We find no delineation of present-at-hand exemplars of 
humanity, no more than we find some blind and foolish exaltation of 
the human essence from beneath, from a dissatisfied peevishness 
that snatches at an importance that it feels is missing. We find no 
glorified personality. Among the Greeks there were no personalities 
yet [and thus nothing suprapersonal either]. u The human being is 
to deirwtRtOn, the uncanniest of the uncanny. The Greek word demon 

and our translation call for an advance explication here. This expli
cation is to be given only on the basis of the unspoken prior view of 
the entire ode, which itself supplies the only adequate interpretation 
of the first two verses. The Greek word demon has that uncanny 
ambiguity with which the saying of the Greeb traverses the op
posed con-frontations of Being. 

On the one hand, deirwn names the terrible, but it does not ap
ply to petty terrors and does not have the degenerate, childish, 
and useless meaning that we give the word today when we call 
SOmething "terribly cute." The de#wn is the terrible in the sense of 
the overwhelming sway, which induces panicked fear, true anxiety, 
as well as collected, inwardly reverberating, reticent awe. The [us 1 
Violent, the overwhelming is the essential character of the sway 

S+. In parentheses in the I9S3 edition. 
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itself. 55 When the sway breaks in, it can keep its overwhelming 

power to itself. But this does not make it more harmless but only 

men terrible and distant. 

But on the other band, deirwn means the violent in the sense 

one who needs to use violence- and does not just have violence a 
his disposal but is violence-doing, insofar as using violence is 

basic trait not just of his doing but of his Dasein. Here we are 

the expression "doing violence" an essential sense that in prilldpie 

reaches beyond the usual meaning of the expression, which 

ally means nothing but brutality and arbitrariness. Violence is 

ally seen in terms of the domain in which concurring cornp1ron:UICl 

and mutual assistance set the standard for Dasein, and accorCIJ.DII~ 

all violence is necessarily deemed only a disturbance and offense. 

Beings as a whole, as the sway, are the overwhelming, deinmt 

the first sense. But humanity is deirwnJ first, inasmuch as it 

exposed to this overwhelming sway, because it essentially 

to Being. However, humanity is also deirwn because it is Violenll:cl 

doing in the sense we have indicated. [It gathers what holds 

and lets it enter into an openness.]56 Humanity is viU'l<OlJ.~·uu ..... 

not in addition to and aside from other qualities but solely in 

sense that from the ground up and in its doing violence, it 

violence against the over-whelming. Because it is doubly 

in an originally united sense, it is to deinotatonJ the most \11.,,.~-.:;·. 

violence-doing in the midst of the overwhelming. 

But why do we translate deirwn as "un-canny"?57 Not in 

ss. There is a dose etymological connection among lias Gewal#ge (the 
lent), das Oberwiiltigende (theoverwhdrning), and lias WIUten (the sway). 
walten in German-English Glossary and 'llanslators' Introduction, p. xili. 
s6. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
57. "Uncanny" tranSlateS unheimli&h, which is based on the root Heim, 
home. ("Canny;' like the German heimli&h, can mean "snug and cozy?' 
root of "canny" is "can" in the obsolete sense of "know.' What is uncanny 
unfamiliar, beyond our ken, and thus unsetding.) 
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co cover up or weaken the sense of the violent, the overwhelming 

and the violence-doing; quite the contrary. Deirwn applies most 

intensely and intimately to human Being; thus, the essence of this 
Being that is determined as deinon should come directly into view in 

itS decisive aspect. But then, is the characterization of the violent as 

the uncanny not precisely a derivative determination- that is, de

termined in terms of how the violent affects us-while the point is 

precisely to understand what the deirwn is, as it is in itself? But we 

do not mean the uncanny in the sense of an impression made on our 

emotional states. 

We understand the un-canny as that which throws one out of the 

"canny," that is, the homely, the accustomed, the usual, the un

endangered. The unhomely does not allow us to be at home.ss [u6] 

Therein lies the over-whelming. But human beings are the uncanni-

est, not only because they spend their lives essentially in the midst 

of the un-canny understood in this sense, but also because they step 

out, move out of the limits that at first and for the most part are 

accustomed and homely, because as those who do violence, they 

overstep the limits of the homely, precisely in the direction of the 

uncanny in the sense of the overwhelming. 

But in order to measure this word of the chorus about the hu

man in its entire scope, we must at the same time consider that this 

Word, that the human is to deimtatonJ the uncanniest, does not 

intend to assign the human a particular property, as if the human 

were something else in addition; instead, the word says: to be the 

Uncanruest is the basic trait of the human essence, into which every 

other trait must always be drawn. The saying "the human being is 

the uncanniest" provides the authentic Greek definition of human

ity. We first press forward fully to the happening of un-canniness 

5~· "Homely" tranSlates heimisch, meaning "domestic:" "At home" translateS 
ttnhtimisch. 
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when we experience the power of seeming together with the StnJIMII 
gle against seeming in its essential belonging to Dasein. 

After the first verses, and with a look back in their direction, 
se«md sustaining and prominent phrase is said as verse 36o. 
verse is the middle of the second strophe: pa.ntoporos aporos ep' 
erchaai: "Everywhere trying out, underway; untried, with no 
out he comes to Nothing." The essential words are pantoporos 
The word poros means a going through ... , a going over to. , • 
route. Everywhere humanity makes routes for itself; in all the 
mains of beings, of the overwhelming sway, it ventures forth, 
this very way it is Bung from every route. Thus the whole 

canniness of the human, the uncanniest, first opens itself up; 
not just that humans try what is, as a whole, in its ........ .....,LLLU ....... ..., .,... 

just that as violence-doing they drive themselves in this way 
what is homely for them, but in all this they first become the 

niest, because now, as those who on all ways have no way our, 
arc thrown out of all relation to the homely, and 11#, ruin, 
overtakes th.em. 

We may suspect that this pantqporos aporos contains an int4erpl• 
tion of the deiwtaton. 

The interpretation is completed in the third prominent 
verse 370: hupsipotis apolis. We find that this phrase is 

the same way, and is even situated in the middle of the <lill..ll>ULVIII"!' 

in the same way, as the earlier pantoporos aporos. Yet what it 
[ II7] points us toward another dimension of beings. Notporos 

named; not all the routes into the domains of beings are named, 

the ground and place of human Dasein itself, the spot where 
these routes cross, the polis. One translates polis as state (Staid) 
city-state (Stadtstaat); this does not capture the entire sense. 
polis is the name for the site (Stiitte), the Here, within which and 
which Being-here is historically. The polis is the site of history, 
Here, in which, out of which and for which history happens. To 
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site of history belong the gods, the temples, the priests, the celebra
tions, the games, the poets, the thinkers, the ruler, the council of 
elders, the assembly of the people, the armed forces, and the ships. 
All this does not first belong to the polis, is not first political, because 
it enters into a relation with a statesman and a general and with the 
affairs of state. Instead, what we have named is political- that is, at 
the site of history- insofar as, for example, the poets are only poets, 
but then are actually poets, the th.iilkers are only thinkers, but then 
are actually thinkers, the priests are only priests, but then are actually 
priests, the rulers are only rulers, but then are actually rulers. An
but this says: use violence as violence-doers and become those who 
rise high in historical Being as creators, as doers. Rising high in the 
site of history, they also become ~~polis, without city and site, lone
some, un-canny, with no way out amidst beings as a whole, and at 
the same time without ordinance and limit, without structure and 
fittingness (J!ug), because they RS creators must first ground all this 

in each case. 
The first phase shows us the inner contour of the essence of the 

uncanniest, the domains and extent of its sway and its destiny. We 
now go back to the beginning and attempt the second phase of the 
interpretation. 

The second phRSe. Now we follow the sequence of the Strophes in 
llght of what has been said and hear how the Being of the human, to 

be the uncanniest, unfolds. We will attend to whether and how the 
deinon in the first sense is meant, whether and how the deiwn in the 
second sense steps forth in unison with the first, whether and how 

in the reciprocal relation of both, the Being of the uncanniest builds 
itself up before us in irs essential form. 

The first Strophe names the sea and the earth, each of them 
overwhelming (deiwn) in its own way. To be sure, the naming of 
sea and earth does not intend the things it names in a merely geo
graphical or geological way. That is how we today encounter these 
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narural phenomena, only to paint them over with a few petty aod 
fleeting feelings. But here, "sea" is said as if for the first time; it Js 

[n8) named in the wintry swells in which it constantly drags up its own 

depths and drags itself down into them. Directly after the main aocl 
guiding saying at the beginning, the ode starts off severely wida 
touto ltai poliQu. It sings of breaking forth upon the groundlcaa 

waves, of giving up firm land. This breakaway does not take 
upon the cheerful smoothness of gleaming water but amid the 

ter storm. The saying of this breakaway is situated in the law 

motion that arranges the words and verses, just as the cham in 

336 is placed at the point where the meter shifts: chmi~ he gives up 
the place, he heads out-and ventures to enter the superior 

of the sea's placeless flood. The word stands like a pillar in the 
construction of these verses. 

But this violence-doing breakaway into the overwhelming sea II 

woven together with the restless break-in to the indestructible 

of the earth. Let us mark it well: here the earth is called the OIJI:;DCI~~t 

of gods. Violence-doing, the human being disturbs the calm 
growth, the nourishing and enduring of the tireless one. Here the 
overwhelming does not hold sway in self-devouring wildness but • 

that which, without toil and without tiring, from out of the su~ 

riority of the calm of great riches, ripens and dispenses what it 
inexhaustible and rises above all impatience. The violence-dOCII 

break into this sway, year by year they break it up with plows and 
drive the toilless earth into the restlessness of their toiling. The sea 
and the earth, the breaking forth and the breaking up, are joined by 
the kai (and) in verse 33+, to which corresponds the te (also) iD 

verse 338. 

Let us now hear the antistrophe to all this. It names the flock of 
birds in the air, the animal life in the water, the bull and stallion iD 
the mountains. The living thing, lightly dreaming, whose cycle of 
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life reverberates in itself and in its environs, constantly renews itself, 

screaming out over itself in ever new forms, and yet it remainS in its 

own sitzgle route, it is familiar with the place where it spends the 

night and roams. As a living thing, it is fitted into the sway of the sea 

and the earth. Into this life that revolves within itself, its ambit, 

scrucrure, and ground unfamiliar to them, humans cast their snares 

and nets; they tear this life away from its own order, enclose it in 

their paddocks and pens, and force it beneath the yoke. In one 

arena, breaking forth and breaking up; in the other, capturing and 

subjugating.-
At this point, before the transition to the second strophe and its 

antistrophe, we must insen a rmu~r* in order to ward off a wide

spread misinterpretation of this entire poem that lies in wait for 

modem humanity. We have already alluded to the fact that this is not 

a matter of describing and clarifying the domains and behavior of [ 119] 

the human, who is one being among many; instead, this is a poetic 

projection of human Being on the basis of its extreme possibilities 

and limits. In this way, we have also warded off the other opinion, 

according to which the ode recounts the development of humanity 

from a wild huntsman and a traveler by dugout canoe, to a bu.Uder 

of cities and person of culture. These are notions from culrural 

anthropology and the psychology of primitives. They arise from 

falsely transferring a science of nature that is already untrue in itself 

to human Being. The fundamental error that underlies such ways of 

thinking is the opinion that the inception of history is primitive and 

backward, clumsy and weak. The opposite is true. The inception is 

What is most uncanny and mightiest. What follows is not a develop-

ment but flattening down as mere widening out; it is the inability to 

hold on to the inception, it makes the inception innocuous and 

exaggerates it into a perversion of what is great, into greatness and 

C:JCtc:nsion purely in the sense of number and mass. The uncanniest is 
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what it is because it harbors such an inception in which, from 
abundance, everything brcalcs out at once into what is ovc:rwlilm&~ 

ing and is to be surmounted (tim Oberwiikig~ Zubewii/tignull). 
The inexplicability of this inception is no dcfca, no failure 

knowledge of history. Instead, the genuineness and grcatnca 
historical knowing lie in understanding the character of this 

tion as a mystery. Knowing a primal history is not ferreting 
primitive and coUecting bones. It is neither half nor whole 

science, but, if it is anything at all, it is mythology.-
The first strophe and antistropbe name the sea, the earth, 

animal as the overwhelming that the violence-doer allows to 

into openness in all its excessive violence. 
The second strophe outwardly passes from a portrayal of the 

the earth, the animals to the characterization of the human 
But just as little as the first Strophe and antistrophe speak only 
nature in the narrower sense docs the second strophe speak 

the human being. 
Instead, what is to be named now, language, uncien>talldlll 

mood, passion, and building, arc no less a part of the ovc~rwhc.IJIDII 

violence than sea and earth and animal. The difference is only 
the latter envelop humans in their sway and sustain, beset, 

infiame them, whereas what is to be named now pervades them 
its sway as that which they have to take over expressly as the 

that they themselves are. 
[ 1 :w] 1his pervasive sway becomes no less overwhelming because 

mans take up this sway itself directly into their violence and use 

violence as such. 1his merely conceals the uncanniness of litUJt.UOIIr! 

of passions, as that into which human beings as historical are 
posed (gefogt), while it seems to them that it is they who have 
at their disposal (Perfogt). The uncanniness of these powers lies 
their seeming familiarity and ordinariness. What they yield to 
mans immediately is merely the inessentW, and thus they 
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hurnatlS out and keep them out of their own essence. In this way, 
what at bottom is still more distant and more overwhelming than 
sea and earth becomes something that seems to humans to be the 

nearest of all. 
The extent to which humanity is not at home in its own essence 

is betrayed by the opinion human beings cherish of themselves as 
those who have invented and who could have invented language 
and understanding, building and poetry. 

Howishumanitycversupposcdtohaveinventcdthatwhichper
vades it in its sway, due to which humanit¥ itself can be as humanity 
in the first place? We completely forget the fact that this ode speaks 
of the violent (deincn)> of the uncanny, if we believe that the poet 

here is having humanity invent such things as building and lan
guage. The word edidilxato59 does not mean "human beings in

vented" but rather: they found their way into the overwhelming and 
therein first found themsclves-the violence of those who act in this 
way. The "themselves," according to what has been said, means 
those who at once break forth and break up, capture and subjugate. 

This breaking forth, breaking up, capturing and subjugating is 
in itself the first opening of beings liS sea, liS earth, RS animal. A 
breaking-forth and breakup happen only insofar as the powers of 
language, of understanding, of mood, and of building are them
selves surmounted in doing violence. The violence-doing of poetic 
saying, of thoughtful projc:aion, of conStrUctive building, of state
treating action, is not an application of faculties that the human 
bting has, but is a disciplining and disposing of the violent forces 
by Virtue of which beings disclose themselves as such, insofar as the 

human being enters into them. This discloscdness of beings is the 
Violence that humanity has to surmount in order to be itself first of 

all - that is, to be historical in doing violence in the midst of beings. 

Sll. From line 356. Conventionally tranSlated "'earned" or "taught himself?' 
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We must not misinterpret the demon in the second strophe as 
ing either invention or a mere faculty and quality of human 

Only when we grasp that the need to use violence in language, 
understanding, in constructing, in building, co-creates [and 

[ u1] always means: brings forth) 60 the violent aa of laying out the 
into the beings that envelop humanity in their sway-only 
we understand the uncanniness of all that does violence. For 
human beings are everywhere underway in this sense, their 
no way out does not arise in the e:xternal sense that they run 
against outward restrictions and caruiot get any farther. &>1nd1111 

or another they precisely can always go farther into the 
forth. Their not having a way out consists, instead, in the faa 
they are continually thrown back on the paths that they the!:nsel~ 
have laid out; they get bogged down in their routes, get 
ruts, and by getting stuck they draw in the circle of their world, 
enmeshed in seeming, and thus shut themselves out of Being. 
this way they rum around and around within their own circle. 
can tum aside everything that threatens this circuit. They can 
every skill to the place where it is best applied. The viollenc:e-daa. 
which originally creates the routes, begets in itself its own 
essence, the versatility of many twists and turns, 61 which in 
the lack of ways out, so much so that it shuts itself out from the 
of meditation on the seeming within which it drifts around. 

There is only one thing against which all violence-doing 
shatters. That is death. It is an end beyond all completion, a 
beyond all limits. Here there is no breaking forth and breaking 
no capturing and subjugating. But this un-canny thing, which 

6o. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
61. In using the term VlllwmdigU#, which we translate with "theversadlltra. 
many twists and turns," Hcidegger seems 10 have in mind the first line 
Odyssey, where Odysseus is described as polutropos, the man of many ways, 
the man of many twists and rums, of many sldJ.Is and stratagems. 
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us simply and suddenly out from everything homely once and for 
all, is not a special event that must also be mentioned among others, 
tx:cause it, too, ultimately, does occur. The human being has no 
way out in the face of death, not only when it is time to die, but 
constantly and essentially. Insofar as humans are, they stand in the 
no-exit of death. Thus Being-here is the happening of un-canniness 
itself. (The happening of uncanniness must for us be grounded 
inceptively as Being-here.) 

With the naming of this violent and uncanny thing, the poetic 
projection of Being and of the human essence sets its own limits for 

itself. 
For the second antisttophe does not go on to name still other 

powers but instead brings together everything that has been said so 
far into its inner unity. The concluding strophe takes back the whole 
into its basic trait. But according to what we stressed in our first 
phase, the basic trait of what is authentically to be said (the dein<Jttv 

trm) consists precisely in the unitary, reciprocal relation between the 
two senses of dein<Jn. Accordingly, the concluding strophe names 
something threefold in its summation. 

1. Violence, the violent, within which the doing of the violence
doer moves, is the whole circuit of the machination, to machanqen, 
that is delivered over to him. We are not taking the word "machina- [ 12.2.] 

tion" in a derogatory sense. With this word we are thinking some-
thing essential that announces itself to us in the Greek word techni. 
Teclmi means neither art nor skill, and it means nothing like teCh-
nology in the modem sense. We translate techni as "knowing." But 
this requires explication. Knowing here does not mean the result of 
mere observations about something present at hand that was for-
merly unfamiliar. Such items of information are always just ac-
cessory, even if they are indispensable to knowing. Knowing, in the 
genuine sense of techni, means initially and constantly looking out 
beyond what, in each case, is directly present at hand. In different 
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ways and on different routes and in different domains, this Being
out-beyond sets to work in advance that which first gives to what Ia 
already present at hand its relative justification, its possible detQI. 
minateness, and thus its limit. Knowing is the ability to set Bdua 
into work as something that in each case is in such and such a~ 
For this reason, the Greeks call authentic artwork and art 

the emphatic sense, because art is what most immediately 
Being-that is, the appearing that stands there in itself- to 

(in something present (in the work)] . 62 The work of art is 

not primarily because it is worked, made, but because it puts 
to work63 in a bcing. To put to work here means to bring into 

work-a work within which as what appears, the emerging 

holds sway, phusis) comes to seem. Through the artwork, as 
that is (das seimde Setn), everything else that appears and that we 
find around us first becomes confirmed and accessible, ulllcrpn;;r 

able and understandable, 4S a being) or else as an unbcing. 
Because art, in a distinctive sense, brings Being to stand and 

manifestation in the work as a being, art may be regarded as 
ability to set to work, pure and simple, as techni. ~ettinsz:·tci·W.OIS' 
is putting Being to work in beings, a putting-to-work that 

up. This opening-up and keeping open, which surpasses and pull 
to work, is knowing. The passion of knowing is questioning. Art 
is knowing and hence is techni. Art is not techni merely becaUIC 
it involves "technical" skills, tools, and materials with which to 

work. 
Thus techni characterizes the deimm) the violence-doing, in ill 

decisive basic trait; for to do violence is to need to use violence 

62. The 1953 edition has neither brackets nor parentheses arowtd this whole 
phrase. 
63. Er-wirltt: erwirlun normally means to bring about, obtain or secure; we 
have fonnerly translated it as "bring about." But because here Heideggcr II 
stressing the root wirtm, to work, we render er-wirlun as "put to work." 
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against the over-whelming: the knowing struggle to set Being, 
which was formerly closed off, into what appears as beings. 

2 . Just as the deimm) as doing violence, gathers up its essence into 
the fundamental Greek word techni, the deimm as the overwhelm-
ing is manifested in the fundamental Greek word dilte. We translate [ 123] 

this word as fittingness ~ug).64 Here we understand fittingness first 

in the sense of joint and Structure; then as arrangement, as the 
direction that the overwhelming gives to its sway; finally, as the 
enjoining structure, which compels fitting-in and compliance. 

When one translates diii as "justice," and understands justice in a 
juridical-moral sense, then the word loses its fundamental meta

physical content. The same holds for the interpretation of diU as 

norm. In all its domains and powers, the overwhelming, as regards 
its powerfulness, is fittingness. Being, phusis) is, as sway, originary 

gatheredness: wgos. Being is fittingness that enjoins: dilte. 
Thus, thedeimm as the overwhelming (dilti) and thedeimm as the 

violence-doing (techni) stand over against each other, although not 
as two present-at·band things. This over-against consists, instead, 
in the fact that techni breaks out against dJkl, which for its part, as 
fittingness, has all techni at its disposal. The reciprocal over-against 
ts. It is, only insofar as the uncanniest, Being-human, happens

insofar as humanity essentially unfolds as history. 

3. The basic trait of the deinotaton lies in the reciprocal relation of 
the two senses of deimm. The knower fares into the midst of fit
tingness, draws Being into beings [in the "draft"],65 and yet can 

~. liee ~one, line 369. The usual tranSlation of dilti is "justice" (In Ger
man, Gernbtigidl). The wordFug is used today only In Stock phrases such as 
"''t Fug und Ra1Jt (quite rightfully, quite properly). It is rdatcd to Fuge 
<ioint; fugue),GefiiBe (struen.U"e),FNgll'!tf (arrangemcnt),fogm (cnjoin,dis
posc),mh JUgm (comply), einfogm (fit Into, fit in), and mfiigm (have at Its 
diSposaJ). 
!Is." ... reillt [im "RiB") das Seln in das Scicode": the two words In brackets 
are in parentheses In the 1953 edition. &iftm means to rip open, or to pull 
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never surmount the overwhelming. Thus the knower is thrown 

way and that between fittingness and an-fittingness, between 
wretched and the noble. Every violent taming of the violent 
either viaory or defeat. Both throw one out of the homely, each 
different way, and they first unfold, each in a different way, 
dangerousness of the Being that has been won or lost. Both, 
differently, are menaced by perdition. The one who is J110~ma~r. 
the creative one, who sets out into the un-said, who breaks 
un-thought, who compels what has never happened and 
appear what is unseen, this violence-doing one stands at all 

daring (tolm4, verse 371). Insofar as he dares the surmounting 
Being, he must risk the assault of un-beings, the me JuUon, 66 

integration, an-constancy, un-struaure, and unfittingness. 
higher the peak of historical Dasein rises, the more gaping Ia 

abyss for the sudden plunge into the unhistorical, which then 
Bails around in a confusion that has no way out and at the 
time has no site. 

Having come to the end of the second phase, we may ask 
yet another phase is supposed to do. 

The third phRSe. The decisive truth of the ode was brought 
relief by the first phase. The second phase led us through all 

[ r 2.-41 essential domains of the violent and the violence-doing. The 
eluding strophe completes the whole by pulling it together into 
essence of the uncanniest. Some details still remain to be 

forcefully or suddenly. The related noun IU.f1 can mean either 1) a gap. 
breach, or 2. ) a design, a sketch. Compare Zuslunmmrij1 (pulling t021:tbCir.lll 
two paragraphs below. In 1936 Heidegger uses the word IU.f1 to describe 
strife between "eanh and world," a strife that is set to work in anworb: 
"The Origin of the Work of Art;' in BIW Writilfqs, ed. D. F. Krell, 2d ed. 
Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1993), 188 (where!Ufiistranslatedas 
66. These words fromAn~one, line 370, are conventionally translated 
beautiful: ' "ignoble:' or "dishonorable?' 
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and explicated more closely. This would result only in an appendix 
to what has been said so far, but nothing that would demand a new 
phase of the interpretation. If we restria ourselves to explicating 
what is directly said in the poetry, the interpretation is at an end. 
And yet with this the interpretation stands for the first time at the 
inception. The authentic interpretation must show what does not 
stand there in the words and which is nevertheless said. For this the 
interpretation must necessarily use violence. What is authentic is to 
be sought where nothing further can be found by scientific ~ 
sis, which brands as unscientific everything that exceeds its domain. 

But here, where we have to restria ourselves to the ode in isola
tion, we can dare this third phase only in a particular respect, in 

accordance with our primary task, and this only in a few steps. 
While recalling what was said in the first phase, we begin with the 
result of the second phase's explication of the concluding strophe. 

Thedeilwtatonofthedeinon, theuncanniestoftheuncanny,liesin 
theoppositionalrelationofdiltiandtulmi. Theuncanniestisnotthe 
augmentation of the uncanny to the highestdegree.ltis what is one 
of a kind, according to its kind, within the uncanny. In the op
position between beings as a whole as overwhelming and the human 
being as violence-doing Dasein, the possibility arises of plunging 
into what has no wayoutandhasno site: perdition. But neither per
Wtion nor its possibility first occur at the end, when the violence
doer does not succeed in a particular aa of violence and mishandles 
it; instead, this perdition holds sway and lies in wait fundamentilly 
in the opposition between the overwhelming and doing violence. 
Doing violence must shatter against the excessive violence of Being, 
as longasBeingholdsswayinitsessence, asphusis, as emerging sway. 

But this necessity of shattering can subsist only insofar as what 
rnust shatter is urged into such Being-here. But the human being is 
Urged into such Being-here, thrown into the urgency of such Being, 
because the overwhelming as such, in order to appear in its sway, 
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nquires the site of openness for itself. The essence of Being-hWDaQ 
opens itself up to us only when it is understood on the basis of tbJa 
urgency that is necessitated by Being itself. Historical hwnanity'a 
Being-here means: Being-posited as the breach into which the 

cessive violence of Being breaks in its appearing, so that this 

itself shatters against Being. 
[12.5] The uncanniest (the human being) is what it is because 

the ground up it deals with and conserves the familiar only in 
to break out of it and to let what overwhelms it break in. Being 

throws humanity into the course of this tearing-away, which 
humanity beyond itself, as the one who moves out to Being, 

order to set Being to work and thus to bold open beings as a 
Therefore the violence-doer knows no kindness and o...v'-•~lllw.lllll 
(in the ordinary sense) , no appeasement and mollification by 

cess or prestige and by their confirmation. In all this, the VioLenc:eo 
doer as creator sees only a seeming fulfillment, which is to be 
spised. In willing the unprecedented, the violence-doer casts 
all help. For such a one, disaster is the deepest and broadest Yes 
the overwhelming. In the shattering of the wrought wo~ in 
ing that the work is un-fit and sarma (dungheap), the VioJlmc:O" 
doer leaves the overwhelming to its fittingness. But none of 
takes the form of"'lived experiences in the soul," in which the 

the creator wallows, and it is absolutely not a petty feeling of i.nfcri. 
ority; instead, it occurs solely in the manner of setting-into-work 
itself. The overwhelming, Being, confirms itself in works as histof1· 

As the breach for the opening up of Being in beings- a BdnS 
that has been set tO work- the Dasein of historical humanity is an 
in-cident, 67 the incident in which the violent powers of the released 
excessive violence of Being suddenly emerge and go to work al 

history. The Greeks had a deep intimation of this suddenness and 

67. ZwisehenjtUJ: etymologically, a between-case or fall-between. 
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uniqueness ofDasein, an intimation into which they were urged by 
Being itself, which disclosed itself to them as phusis and logos and 
diii. It is unthinkable that the Greeks decided that they wanted tO 

produce culture for the next few millennia of the West. In the 
unique urgency of their Da.scin, they alone used only violence, and 
by doing so did not abolish the urgency but only augmented it; 
thus they won for themselves the fundamental condition of true 

historical greatness. 
The essence of Being-human, as thus experienced and placed 

back poetically into its ground, remains closed off to understanding 
in its character as a mystery if understanding hastily takes refuge in 

some moral appraisal. 
The evaluation of Being-human as overweening and audacious, 

in the derogatory sense, takes humanity out of the urgency of its 
essence-namely, to be the in-cident. Such an appraisal posits the 
human being as something present at hand, deposits this thing into 
an empty space, and appraises it according to some table of values 
that is attached ro it externally. But it is the same sort of misunder
standing tO suppose that the poet's saying is actually an implicit ( 12.6] 

rejection of this Being-human, that it covertly recommends a non-
Violent resignation in the sense of the cultivation of undisturbed 
COmfort. This opinion could even find some justification in the 

COnclusion of the ode. 
One who is in this W~JY [namdy, as the uncanniest]68 should 

be excluded from hearth and counsel. Nevertheless, the chorus's 
concluding words do not contradict what it previously says about 
Being-human. Insofar as the chorus turnS 119Rinst the uncanniest, it 
says that this manner of Being is not the everyday one. Such Dasein 
cannot be discerned in just any ordinary activity and conduct. These 
concluding words are so unsurprising that we would have to be 

68
· In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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surprised if they were missing. In their defensive attitude they 
the direct and complete confirmation of the uncanniness of 
human essence. With the concluding words the saying of the 
swings back into its inception. 

But what does all this have to do with the saying of ParJillCiliJdll 

Nowhere does be speak of uncanniness. He speaks, almost 
soberly, only of the belonging-together of apprc:b.ension and 
When we asked what belonging-together means, we were 

into the interpretation of Sophocles. What help is it to us? 
we cannot simply carry it over into the interpretation of 
des. Certainly not. But we must recill the originary essential 
nection between poetic and thoughtful saying, espedally whal, 
here, it is a matter of the inceptive, poetizing-thinking, wo~undlll 

and founding of the historical Dasein of a people. Yet above and 
yond this general, essential relation, we immediately find a 
trait that is shared by the content of this poetizing and thinking 

In the second phase, in our summary characterization c1 
concluding strophe, we deliberately highlighted the reciprocal 
tion of dilti and tahni. Dilli is the overwhelming fittingness. 
is the violence-doing of knowing. The reciprocal relation 
them is the happening of uncanniness. 

We now assert that the belonging-together of noem 
sion) and einm (Being), which is said in the saying of Pacmc:~llMII-. 

is nothing but this reciprocal relation. If we can show this, we 
have demonstrated our eaclier assertion that this saying for the 
time delimits the essence of Being-human and does not accidei111119J 
happen to speak about some aspect of humanity. 

[12.7) In proof of our assertion, we will first: carry out two more 
eral reflections. Then we will attempt an interpretation of the 
ing in particular. 
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In the reciprocal relation between dilti and tahni, as said poet

ically, dilti stands for the Being of beings as a whole. We encounter 
this use of the word in the thought of the Greclcs even before 
Sophocles' time. The oldest saying that has been handed down to 
us, that of Anaximander, speaks ofBeing in its essential connection 

rodilti. 
Heraclitus, likewise, names dilti at a point where be determines 

something essential about Being." Fragment So begins: ei11m1U de 
dJri rqn po1mwn eont11 xurwn w dilti erin, . . . "but it is necessary 
to keep in view confrontation, setting-apart-from-each-other (Aus

tinRnder-set:r.Mng) essentially unfolding as bringing-together, and 
fittingness as the opposed . . . "69 Dilel, as the enjoining structure, 

belongs to the opposed setting-apart-from-each-other as which 
phusis, in emerging, letS what appears shine (come to presence) and 
thus essentially unfolds as Being (see fragments 2. 3 and 2.8) . 

Finally, Pacmenides himself is a definitive witness for the 
thoughtful use of the word dilti in the saying of Being. Dilli for him 
is the goddess. She guards the keys that alternately close and open 
the doors of day and night-tbatis, the keys to the ways of (unveil

ing) Being, (disguising) seeming, and (closed-off) Nothing. This 

means that beings open up only insofar as the fittingness of Being is 
sustained and maintained.?O Being as dilti is the key to beings in 

their structure. This sense of dilti can be derived unambiguously 
from the thirty mighty opening verses of Parmenides' "didactic 
poem:' which have been preserved for us in their entirety. So it 

69. Conventional tranSlation: "But it is necessary to lcoow that war is common 
to all and justice is strife?' 
10. In the last two sentences Heidegger uses three verbs, flmf'Rhml, '!Mhrtn, 
and bewaimn, which all have a similar meaning: to preserve and safeguard. We 
have translated them as "guard," "sustlin," and "maintain." It should be noted 
that the German word for "true" is wahr. 
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becomes clear that both the poetic and the thoughtful saying of 
Being name Being- that is, establish and delimit it-with the same 
word,diki. 

What we still need in order to prove our assertion in general Ja 
this. We already indicated how in apprehension, as the taking up 
that takes in, 71 beings as such are disclosed, and thus come 
into unconcea.lment. For the poet, the assault of tedme against 
is the happening through which human beings become hoaldciL. 
When one is put out of the home in this way, the home first 
closes itself as such. But at the same time, and only in this way, 
alienating first discloses itself, the overwhelming as such. In 
happening of uncanniness, beings as a whole open themselves 
This opening up is the happening of unconcealment. This is 

ing other than the happening of uncanniness. 
[128] Certainly, one will object, this applies to what the poet is 

ing. But what we miss in the sober saying ofParmenides is wu ........ 

been characterized as uncanniness. 
So now we must show the sobriety of thinking in its true 

We will do so through the detailed interpretation of the 
We say in advance: if we should show that apprehension, in 
belonging-together with Being (diki)} is such that it uses VIOJICDI:I~ 

and as doing violence is an urgency, and as an urgency is uncieqp~~ .. 
only in the necessity of a so:uggle [in the sense of polmws and 
(confrontation and strife)], 72 and if in addition we should demo& 
Strate that apprehension stands explicitly in connection with logos, 
and this logos proves to be the ground of human Being, then out 
assertion that there is an inner affinity between the thoughtful say
ing and the poetic saying will have been grounded. 

71. " ... in dez Vemehmung aJs dem hin·ndunendcn Vor·nehmen." 
72. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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We will show three things: 

1. Apprehension is not a mere process, but a de-cision. 
z. Apprehension stands in an inner essential community with 

logos. Logos is an urgency. 

3. Logos grounds the essence of language. As such, logos is a 
strUggle and it is the grounding ground of historical human Dasein 
in the midst of beings as a whole. 

On r. Noein} apprehension, is not yet adequately conceived in its 
essence if we simply avoid lumping it together with the activity of 
thinking and even with judging. We have characterized apprehen
sion as taking up a position to receive the appearing of beings. n As 

such, it is nothing other than setting out upon one's own, distinct 
way. But this implies that apprehension is a passage through the 
crossing of the threefold way. Apprehension can become this pas
sage only if it is fundamentally a de-cision for Being agllinst Noth
ing, and thus a confrontation with seeming. But such essential de
ciding, when it is carried out and when it resists the constantly 
pressing ensnarement in the everyday and the customary, has to use 
violence. This act of violence, this de-cided setting-out upon the 
way to the Being of beings, moves humanity out of the homeliness 
of what is most directly nearby and what is usual. 

Only if we grasp apprehension as such a setting-out are we im

mune to the error of misinterpreting apprehending as an arbitrary 
human behavior, as a self-explanatory use of human spiritual fac-
ulties, or even as one more mental process that just happens to [ 129] 

OCcur. Instead, apprehension is wmted from the usual hustle and 
bUstle, in resistance to it. Its belonging together with the Being of 
beings does not come about automatically. To name this belonging
together is not merely to ascertain a fact but to indicate that strug-
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gle. The sobriety of the saying is a thoughtful sobriety, for Wtli(C:W• 

the rigor of the concept as apprehending grasp constitutes the 

damental form of being gripped. 
On z. Earlier we cited fragment 6 in order to make visible 

distinction among the three ways. At that time we dcliber:lllll 

postponed a closer interpretation of the first verse. Since then 
have come to read and hear it in a different way: cJm to 1'6'*1 
noein t'eon emmmai. At the time we already translated it as: 
fu1 is the gathered setting-down as well as the apprehending 
this: the being (is) Being.""4 We see that here, noein is named 
gether with /egtin, apprehension with logos. In addition, the 

abrupdy placed at the start of the verse. "Needful is aotlrelliCDIIG 
and logos?' Legtin is named along with apprehension as a 
ing that has the same character. Legtin is even named first. 
logos cannot mean gatheredness as the fit of Being but must 
together with apprehension, that (human) act of violence by 
of which Being is gathered in its gatheredness. Needful is (Ntll 
gathering, the gathering that belongs to apprehension. Both 
happen "for the sake of Being?' Here, gathering means 
oneself when one is dispersed in the in-constant, seizing 

again when one is sunk in confusion and seeming. But this 
ing, which is still a turning away, can be carried out only by 
the gathering that, as a turning toward, pulls beings together 
the gatheredness of their Being. Thus logos as gathering enterS 
urgency (Not} here and separates itself from logos as the 51;atlllel'CII 

ness of Being (phusis). Logos as gathering, as human sell:-gatbodlll:• 
fittingness, first transposes Being-human into its essence and 
sets it into the un-canny, inasmuch as at-homeness is ruled by 
seeming of the customary, the usual and the trite. 

74.ln fact, Heidegger's earUer translations (pp. I I 8 and I49) of this 
are somewhat different. 
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It remains to be asked why legtin is named before noein. The 
answer is that it is from legem that noein first receives its essence as 
apprehension that gathers. 

This determination of the essence of Being-human that takes 
place here at the inception of Western philosophy is not brought 
about by picking out just any properties of the living thing "human 

being~ in contrast to other living things. Being-human is deter- [I3o) 

mined by the relation to beings as SUch and as a whole. The human 
essence shows itself here as the relation that first opens up Being to 
humanity. Being-human, as the urgency of apprehending and gath-
ering, is the urging into the freedom of taking over tWml; the 
knowing setting-to-work of Being. Thus there is history. 

The essence of logos as gathering yields an essential consequence 
for the character of legetn. Legetn as gathering, determined in this 
way, is related to the originary gatheredness of Being, and Being 
means coming-lnto-unconcealment; this gathering therefore has 
the basic character of opening up, revealing. Legetn is thus con
trasted clearly and sharply with covering up and concealing. 

This is demonstrated directly and unambiguously by a saying of 
Heraclitus. Fragment 93 says: "'!he lord whose soothsaying hap
pens at Delphi ~ leget oute !truptei, he neither gathers15 nor con
ceals, tUJa smuunet, but rather he gives indications.'' Gathering here 
stands in conttast to concealing. Here, gathering is de-concealing, 
revealing. 

Here a simple question may well be posed: where could the 
Word legetn, gathering, have gotten the meaning of revealing (de
COncealing) in contrast to concealing, if not on the basis of its es
sential relation to logos in the sense ofphusis? The sway that emerges 
and shows itself is unconcealment. In accordance with this relation, 
legtin means: to pro-duce the unconcealed as such, beings in !their 

7S. Conventional translation: "speaks?' 
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unconcealment. Thus logos has the character of diloun, of 
ing, not only in Heraclitus but still in Plato. Aristotle Charaa:crta• 
the legein of logos as RfJOPhiUnestha.i, bringing-to-self-showing 
Bei~ and Ttme, §7 and §++). Th.is characterization of legem as 
concealing and revealing bears witness to the originality of 
determination-and it does so all the more strongly because 
precisely in Plato and Aristotle that the decline of the aet•~rminal:lal 
of logos sets in, the decline that makes logic possible. Since 
two millennia, these relations among logos, Rlitheill, phusis, 
and illetl have been hidden away and covered up in LUJ.Illl.'"Ulfll,IUIIIIIIIIJ 

But in the inception, this is what happens: logos as the 
gathering-Being, as this gathering, is fittingness in the SCDie 

phusis- becomes the necessity of the essence of historical hwnalliiiJ 
From here one need take only a single step to grasp how ~ 
understood, determines the essence of language and how kgls 

[131] comes the name for discourse. Being-human, according to its 

torical, history-opening essence, is logos, the gathering and 
bending of the Being of beings: the happening of what is most 

canny, in which, through doing violence, the overwhelming 
to appearance and is brought to stand. But we heard in the 

ode from Sophocles' .Antfgone that together with the ull:4,..."'• 
into Being, one finds one's way into the word, language. 

In the question of the essence of language, the question of 
origin of language surfaces again and again. One looks for an 
swer in the most peculiar ways. And here we have the first, 
answer to the question of the origin of language: this origin 
mains a mystery- not because people up to now were not ~gag• 
enough but because all clevemess and all sharp wit have ~ibal:ldlll• 
the question before they even get started with it. The c:b.araca:r 
mystery belongs to the essence of the origin of language. But 
implies that language can have begun only from the overwt1ell1DPI 
and the uncanny, in the breakaway of humanity into Being. 
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this breakaway, language, the happening in which Being becomes 
word, was poetry. Language is the primal poetry in which a people 

poetizes Being. In tum, the great poetry by which a people steps 
intO history begins the formation of its language. The Greeks cre
ated and c:xperieoced this poetry through Homer. Language was 

revealed to their Dasein as a breakaway into Being, as the formation 
that opens beings up. 

It is not at all self-evident that la'nguage should be logos, gather
ing. But we understand this interpretation of language as logos on 
the basis of the inception of the historical Dasein of the Greeks, on 

the basis of the fundamental direction in which Being itself opened 
ir:self up to them, and in which they brought Being to stand in 
beings. 

The word, the name, sets the self-opening beings out of the 
immediate, overwhelming assault, back into their Being, and pre
serves them in this openness, delimitation, and constancy. Naming 
does not come afterward, providing a being that is already other
wise revealed with a designation and a token called a word, but to 
the contrary: from the height of its orlginary aa of violence as the 
opening-up of Being, the word sinks down to become a mere sign. 
It does so in such a way that this sign then thrusts itself before 
beings. In originary saying, the Being of beings is opened up in the 
struaure of its gatheredness. Th.is opening-up is gathered in the 
second sense, according to which the word preserves what is orig
inally gathered, and thus the word governs what holds sway, phusis. 
Human beings, as those who stand and act in logos, in gathering, [ r 32.) 

are the gatherers. They take over and fulfill the governance of the 

sway of the overwhelming. 
But we know that this doing violence is what is most uncanny. 

For the sake of tol~ ciaring,76 humanity necessarily meets with the 

76 . ..1ntitJone, line 371. 
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wretched as well as with the valiant and noble. When 1anguap 
speaks as gathering that needs to use violence, as the taming of 
overwhelming, and as preservation, then and only then, is 

necessarily also loss and lack of discipline. Hence language as 
peoing is always also chatter: instead of the opening-up of Being. 
is its covering-up; instead of gathering to structure and fittina~.: 
it is dispersion into unfittingness. Logos as language does not 
about automatically. Legem is needful: chri to legem, needful is 

gathering apprehension of the Being of the being (&in des 
[From where does the urgency urge?]" 

On 3. Because the essence of language is found in the gatlllcdllll 

of the gatheredness of Being, language as everyday discourse 

to its truth only when saying and hearing are related to logot 
gatheredness, in the sense of Being. For in Being and its I)Llli.IWLIIVI 

what is, is originally and definitively already a legomenon, as it 
something gathered, said, spoken in advance and spoken out. 
we first grasp the full context for that saying of Pannenides 

ing to which apprehension happens for the sake of Being. 
The passage runs (fragment 8, Unes 34-36): 

"'n themselves, apprehension and that for the sake of 
apprehension happens belong together. For not without the 
(das Setend), in which it (Being (das Sein)) is already spoken, 

you find (reach) apprehension?"S The relation to logos as 
makes legem into the gathering that apprehends, but makes ap
prehension into the apprehension that gathers. In order to remalll 
gathered, therefore, legem must tum away from all mere recit:adOII. 
from glibness and the ready tongue. And so we find in Pannenidcl 
the sharp opposition between logos andgkis:m (tongue) (fragment 1• 

77. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
78. Conventional cranslation: "For thinklng and that for the sake of wbkh 
thinldng happe.os are the same. For not without being will you find thinldngo" 
For Heidcgger's earlier translation of line*' seep. I-48. 
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lines 3 ff.) . The passage corresponds to the beginning of fragment 

6, where in relation to taking the first, unavoidable way to Being, it 
is said that it is needful to gather oneself to the Being of the being. 
Now (in fragment 7) we are dealing with the directive for traveling 
the third way, into seeming. This way leads through what is, which 
also always stands in semblance. 'Ibis way is the customary way. 

Hence the mao who knows must constantly tear himself away from 
this way into thelegein and noein ofthelking of the being: 

and by no means shall habit, ever so sly, force you in this way's [ 1 33] 

direction, 
so that you lose yourself in unseeing gaping and in clamorous 

hearing 
and in the ready tongue, but instead decide incisively, as 

gathered into one you set down before yourself the 

exposition of the manifold coo.B.ict, 
the exposition provided by me.79 

Here logos stands in the most intimate bond with mnein, cutting 
as de-ddiog, in carrying out the gathering to the gatheredness of 

Being. Selective "gleaning" (das auslese.nde «Lam») grounds and 
Sustains the pursuit of Being and the rejection of seeming. The 

rnearung of krinein includes: to select, to bring into relief, to set the 

measure thaJt determines rank. 
These three points carry the interpretation of the saying far 

tnough to make it clear that Pannenides, roo, in fact deals with 

79. Conventional tranSlation: "and by no means shall habit, ever so sly, force 
~·ou m this way's direction, 1 so that you lose yourself in unsce.ing gaping and 
lrl clamorous hearing 1 and in th.e ready tongue, but instead judge by reason 
~c much-contested argument 1 provided by me?' Heideggcr's three nujor 
:,nnOVatioos are: 1) mrud: "decide incisively'' rather than "judge"; 2.) /ogifi: 
~athcrcd into one," rather than "by reason"; 3) poludlrit~ elemhon: "exposi-

tion of the manifold conflict" rather than "much-contested argument." 
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logos in essential respects. Logos is an urgency and in itself needs 
use violence in order to fend off glibness and dispersion. Logo. 
legein stands againstphusis. In this disjunction, logos as the 
ing of gathering becomes the ground that grounds lSellliNwm• 

Thus we were able to claim that in the saying, the decisive 
nation of the human essence is first fulfilled. To be human 
gather, to gather and apprehend the Being of beings, to tlllte 
knowing setting-into-work of appearance and thus to gUPmJ 
concealment, to pmerpe it against concealment and covering-up. 

Thus in the inception of Western philosophy it is already 
that the question of Being necessarily includes the grc•WliCUIJil.i 

Dasein. 
We can no more grasp this connection between Being and 

sein (and the corresponding question about it) by appeal to 
mological problems than we can grasp it by ascertaining, by 
na1 means, that every conception of Being depends on a con1a:plll 
of Dasein. [If indeed the question about Being seeks not only 
Being of beings, but Being itself in its essence, then what is 

and expliddy required is a grounding of Dasein that is 

by this question, a grounding that therefore, and only m ... 'l'MI 

gave itself the name "fundimrmt~J ontology;" See Being tmd 
introduction. ]80 

We say that this inceptive opening up of the essence of 
human was de&isive. Yet it was not preserved and maintained as 
great inception. This opening up had an entirely different 

[rH ] quence: the definition of the human being as the rational 
thing-a definition that subsequendy became the standard one 
the West and that still remains unshaken in the prevailing 
and attitude of today. In order to show the distance between 

So. In parentheses In the 1953 edition. 
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definition and the inceptive opening up of the essence of Being
human. we can contrast the inception and the end in a formulaic 
way. The end is revealed in the formula: ~ = r1ion logon 
e&hon, the human being is the living thing equipped with reason. 
We grasp the inception in a freely constructed formula that also 
summar:izc:s our interpretation up to now: phusis = logos tmthrOpon 
echon: Being, the overwhelming appearing, necessitates the gather
ing that pervades and grounds Being-human. 

There, at the end, a remnant of the connection between logos 
and Being-human does endure, but logos has long since been c:xttr

nalized into a faculty of understanding and of reason. The faculty 
itself is grounded on the Being-present-at-hand of a living thing of a 
special sort, on theriion beltJstun, the animal that has turned out best 
(Xenophon).ll 

Here, at the inception, to the contrary, Being-human is grounded 
in the opening up of the Being of beings. 

From the point of view of the customary and dominant defini
tions, from the point of view of modem and contemporary meta
physics, epistemology, anthropology, and ethics., which are all de
termined by Christianity, our interpretation of the saying must 
appear as a willful reinterpretation, as one that reads into the saying 
what an "exact exegesis" can never ascertain. That is correct. Ac
cording to the usual opinion of today, what we have said is in faa 
jUSt a result of that violent character and one-sidedness, which has 
already become proverbial, of the Heideggerian mode of inter
pretation. Yet here it may and must be asked: which interpretation 
is the true one? The one that simply takes over the perspective of its 
Understanding because it has fallen into it, and because it offers 
itself as current and self-evident? Or the interpretation that puts the 
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customary perspective into question from the bottom up, becallle 
it could be and in fact is the case that this perspective does nothiolr' 
to indicate that which is to be seen? 

Certainly- giving up the ordinary and going back into 
tioning interpretation is a leap. Only one who takes the right 
ning start can leap. Everything is decided by this run, for it 
that we ourselves actually aslt the questions again, and that we, 
these questions, first create the perspectives. However, this 
not happen in wavering arbitrariness, nor in relying on a 
that has been set forth as the norm. Instead, it happens in and 
historical necessity, from the urgency of historical Dascin. 

[I 3S] Lrtfem and noein~ gathering and apprehending, are an 

and an act of violence agRinst the overwhelming, but at the 
time always and only for it. Thus the violence-doers must time 
again shrink back from this use of violence, and yet they 
back down. In this will to surmount that at the same time 
back, at moments the possibility must Bare up that the a•,.,mn•lnll 

ing of the overwhelming can be fully and most certainly fought 
if the concealment of Being- .the emerging sway, which in 

essentially unfolds as logos, as the gatheredness of the corl.tlic:tin,g'"" 
is simply preserved, and thus, in a certain way, every possibility 
appearing is withheld. This audacity (which in truth is the 
recognition] 0 belongs to the violence-doing of the uncanniest: 
overwhelm the appearing sway by withholding all openness 
it, and to measure up to it by keeping the site of appearing closed 
its almighty sway. 

But for Dasein, withholding such openness toward Being 
nothing other than giving up its own essence. This demands that II 
either step out of Being or else never step into Dasein. nus il 
expressed once again in Sophocles, in a choral ode of the tragedY 

82.. In parentheses In the 1953 edition. 
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Oedipus Rt Co/onus~ Unes I2.2.4-I225: mi phunRi ton hapantt~ nilul 
togotl: "never to have stepped into Dasein triumphs over the gath
credness of beings as a whole.»aJ 

Never to have taken over Being-here, mi phunat, is said of the 
human as the one who is essentially gathered together with phuris as 
itS gatherer. Here phuris, phunRi, is used to refer to human Being, 
but logos is used in Heraclitus's sense as the fittingness that holds 
sway over beings as a whole. This word of the poet expresses the 
roost intimate relation of Daseio to Being and its opening up, for 
the poet's word names what is farthest from Being: not-Being-here. 
Here, the uncanniest possibility ofDasein shows itself: to break the 
excessive violence of Being through Daseio's ultimate act of vio

lence against itself. Dasein does not have this possibility as an empty 
way out, but it is this possibility insofar as it is; for as Daseio, it must 
indeed shatter against Being in every act of violence. 

This looks like pessimism. But it would be preposterous to label 
Greek Daseio with this term- not because the Gredcs were some
how optimists at bottom after all, but because these assessments 
miss Greek Dasein altogether. The Greeks were, to be sure, more 
pessimistic than a pessimist can ever be. They were also more op

timistic than any optimist. Their historical Dasein had not yet en
tered the realm of pessimism and optimism. 

Both assessments, in the same way, consider Dasein in advance [136) 

as a business, either a bad business or one that is going well. This 
way of viewing the world is expressed in Schopenhauer's well-
known proposition: "Life is a business that does not cover its 
COSts?'84 The proposition is untrue not because ''life' does cover its 

costs in the end but because life (as Being-here) is not a business at 

83· Conventional translation: "not to be born surpasses all speech" (in other 
"'ords, it is best never to be born). Phufllli, "be born," is a form of phuein, the 
Verb that corresponds to the noun phusis. 
84· cr. Schopenhauer, The World RS WUI tmd R.eprtsmtRtilm, vol. 2., 3S 3. 
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all. True, it has been one for centuries now. And this is why 
Dasein remains so alien to us. 

Not-Being-here is the ultimate victOry over Being. Dasein is 

constant urgency of defeat and of the renewed resurgence of tbc 
of violence against Being, in such a way that the almighty 
Being violates85 Dasein (in the literal sense), makes Dasein 

site of its appearing, envelops and pervades Dasein in its sway, 
thereby holds it within Being. 

Logos and phusis disjoin, step apart from each other. But 
not yet the stepping-forth of logos. This means that logos docs 
yet step up to the Being of beings, does not yet come 

"versus" Being in such a way that logos itself [as reason] 86 

itself into the court of justice that presides over Being and 
over and regulates the determination of the Being of beings. 

This happens only when logos gives up its inceptive essc:ncD 

that is, when Being as phusis is covered up and reinterpreted. 
man Dasein then changes accordingly. The slow ending of 
history, in whose midst we have long been standing, is the 
nance of thinking as mtio (as both understanding and reason) 
the Being of beings. Here begins the interplay of "rationalism 

irrationalism," which is playing itself out to this very day, in 

possible disguises and under the most contradictory titles. 
tionalism is only the weakness and utter failure of rationalism 
come apparent, and thus it is itself a rationalism. Irrationalism il 
way out of rationalism that does not lead us out into the open 

only gets us stuck mJl farther in rationalism, because it or<>II14~ 
the opinion that rationalism is overcome by merely saying no to 

whereas in fact it now just plays its games more dangerously, 

8s. J~eT-geJ¥J4/tigt: MlJeJI1illligm (root GeJN/t, violence) means to violate, 
specifically to rape. 
86.ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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cause it plays them covertly and in a manner less vulnerable to 
interference. 

It is not part of the task of this lecture course to exhibit the inner 
history in which the dominance of thinking [as the mtio of logic] 87 

over the Being of beings developed. Apart from its intrinsic diffi-
culty, such an exhibition has no effective historical force as long as [137] 

we ourselves have not awakened the forces of our own questioning 
from and for our history at this very moment of the world. 

Nevertheless, it is still necessary to show how on the basis of the 
inceptive disjunction of ~gos and phusis, logos secedes and then 
begins to establish the dominance of reason. 

This secession of logos and its advance readiness to assume the 

position of a court of justice that presides over Being happens 
already within Greek philosophy. It even determines the end of 
Greek philosophy. We surmount Greek philosophy as the inception 
of Western philosophy only if we also grasp this inception in its 
inceptive end; for it was solely and only this end that became the 
"inception" for the subsequent age, in such a way that this "incep
tion" also covered up the inceptive inception. But this inceptive end 
of the great inception, the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, re
mains great, even if we completely discount the greatness of the 

way it worked itself out in the West. 
We now ask: how does logos secede from and take precedence 

over Being? How does the decisive development of the division 
between Being and thinking come about? Even this history can be 

sketched here only in a few crude strokes. We will start at the end 
and ask: 

1. How does the relation between phusis and wgos look at the end 
of Greek philosophy, in Plato and Aristotle? How is phusis under
stood here? What form and role has wgos taken over? 

87.1n parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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2. How did this end come about? What is the real basis of the 
change? 

On 1 . At the end, the word idea, eidos, "idea," comes to the fore aa 
the definitive and prevailing word for Being (phusis). Since then, the 
interpretation of Being as idea rules over all Western thinking, 
throughout the history of its changes up to today. This oro,verlaDI:e 
is also the basis for the fact that the great and final closure of the 
phase of Western thin.lting, the system of Hegel, conceives of 
actuality of the actual, Being in the absolute sense, as "idea" 
explicitly calls it this. But what does it mean that in Plato,phMsir 
interpreted as idea? 

In our first introductory characterization of the Greek 

ence of Being, idea and eidos were already mentioned a1oJngsidlt1 
(138] other titles that we listed. When we directly encounter the 

ophy of Hege~ or that of some other modem thinker, or n1cwc Ylllol 

Scholasticism, everywhere we find the term "idea" used to 
Being; unless we deceive ourselves, this is uninte/Jigible on the 
of the USURl representations. However, we can understand this 
of affairs if we come to it from the inception of Greek philoso~ 
Then right away we can measure the distance between the in~ 
pretation ofBeingasphusis and its interpretation as idea. 

The word idea means what is seen in the visible, the view thai 
something offers. What is offered is the current look or ttdos «. 
whatever we encounter. The look of a thing is that within which, II 
we say, it presents itself to us, re-presents itself and as such stands 
before us; the look is that within which and as which the thing 
comes-to-presence-that is, in the Greek sense, if.88 This standing 

is the constancy of what has come forth of itself, the constancy «. 

88. "Das Aus.schen cines Dinges ist das, worin es sich uns, wie wir sageo. 
prisentien, sich vor-stcllt und als solches vor uns steht, worin und als was CS 
an-west, d. h. im griecl:Uschen Sinne ist." 
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phtiJis. But this standing-there of the constant is also, from the 
human point of view, the foreground of what comes to presence of 
wt.£ the apprehensible. In the look, that which comes to presence, 
that which is, stands there in its whatness and its howness. It is ap
prehended and taken, it is in the possession of a taking-in, it is the 
holdings of a taking-in, it is the available coming to presence of 
what comes to presence: DUSiiJ.89 [Otm4, then, can mean both the 
coming to presence of something that comes to presence mul that 
which comes to presence in the whatness of its look. 

Here is the concealed origin of the later distinction between 
existentia and essentia. If, in contrast, one just blindly snatChes up 
from the tradition the now common distinction between existtnti4 

and essentia, one will never see how existentiiJ and essmtia, as well as 
the distinction between them, stand out from the Being of beings 
and thus can characterize it. However, if we understand the illeR. 

(the look) as coming to prt.sena, then coming to presence shows 
itself as constancy in a double sense. On the one hand, the look 
entails the Standing-forth-from-unconcealment, the simple estin 

(is). On the other hand, what shows itself in the look is that which 
looks that way, what stands there, the ti emn (the what-it-is). ]90 

Thus, the idea constitutes the Being of beings. But here, illeR. and 
ei/J()s are used in an extended sense, meaning not only what we can 
sec with our physical eyes, but everything that can be apprehended. 
What any given being is consists in its look, and the look, in tum, 

presents the being's whatness (allows it to anne to prtsena) . 

But, we will already have asked, isn't this interpretation of Being 
as uka thoroughly Greek, then? After all, this interpretation pro-

89. The Greek word 0Uf1R., etymologically "bdngness:' originally was used tO 

mean property or holdings. In later philosophical usage it came to mean 
SUbstance or essence. See pp. 64 and zo7. 
9o. The brackets arc absent in the 1953 edition. Instead, only the portion of 
this Paragraph that foUows the first sentence is parenthesiZed. 
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ceeds with unavoidable necessity from the fact that Being is t:XJ:ICft.·• 

( 139) enced as phu.sis, as emerging sway, as appearing, as St:allldiJng-in-1~ 
light. What else does what appears show in appearing if not 

look, the idea? How is it that the interpretation of Being as illetJ 
supposed to differ from phusis? Isn't the tradition completely in 
right, if for centuries it has seen this Greek philosophy in the 
of Platonic philosophy? The interpretation of Being as idea in 
is so little a departure, much less a downfall, from the inception 

instead it grasps this inception in a more unfolded and 
and grounds it through the "theory of ideas." Plato is the • ....,LJ..UL._. 
of the inception. 

In fact, it cannot be denied that the interpretation of Being 
idea results from the fundamental experience of Being as plnlsil. 
is, as we say, a necessary consequence of the essence of Being 
emergent shining (Scheinen). But in this there is no dist:allldng, 

less a fall away from the inception. Certainly not. 
But if that which is an essential consequence is raised to the 

essence itself, and thus takes the place of the essence, then 
things stand? Then there is a fall, and it must for its part generate 

own distinctive consequences. This is what happened. What 
mains decisive is not the fact in itself thatphu.sis was characterized 
idea, but that the idea rises up as the sole and definitive int•I'Tn1rti!lll 

tion of Being. 
We can easily assess the distance between the two inl'eroreoltiO• 

if we pay attention to the difference between the perspectives 

which these essential deteoninations of Being, phusis and 
move. Phu.sis is the emerging sway, the st:alllding-there-in-itself, 
stancy. Idea, the look as what is seen, is a determination of 
constant insofar as, and only insofar as, it stands opposed 10 

seeing. But phu.sis as emerging sway is also already an appearing· 
be sure. It is just that appearing has two meanings. First, aot>CallPB 
denotes the self-gathering event of bringing-itself-to-stand and 
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standing in gatheredness. But then, appearing also means: as some
thing that is already Standing there, to proffer a foreground, a sur
face, a look as an offering to be looked at. 

Considered in terms of the essence of space, the difference be· 

tween the two types of appearing is this: appearing in the first and 
authentic sense, as the gathered bringing-itself-to-Stand, takes space 
in; it first conquers space; as standing there, it creates space for 
itself; it brings about everything that belongs to it, while it itself is 

not inllitated. Appearing in the second sense merely steps forth 
from an already prepared space, and it is viewed by a looking-at 
within the already fixed dimensions of this space. The visage offered 
by the thing, and no longer the thing itself, now becomes what is 

decisive. Appearing in the first sense first rips space open. Appear- [ 140] 

ing in the second sense simply gives space an outline and measures 
the space that has been opened up. 91 

But does not Parmenides' saying already say that Being and 
apprehending- that is, what is viewed and seeing- belong to
gether? Something viewed certainly belongs to seeing, but it does 
not follow that having been viewed as such and alone should and 
can determine the coming to presence of what is viewed. Parmeni
des' saying precisely does not say that Being should be conceived on 

the basis of apprehending- that is, as something merely appre
hended- but that apprehending is for the sake of Being. Appre

hending should open up beings in such a way that it sets beings 
back into their Being, so that apprehending takes beings with re
gard to the fact that they set themselves forth and as what. But in 
the interpretation of Being as idea, not only is an essential conse
quence falsified into the essence itself, but this falsification is misin-

9I. Iicidegger is contraSting the verb RUjniflm (to rip open) with the related 
noun Aufrifl (an oud.ine, diagram, architecru.ral projection, or perspective 
vtew) . 
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terpreted yet again- and this, too, happens in the course of 

experience and interpretation. 

The idea, as the look of that which .is, constitutes what it is. 

what-Being, the "essen~ in this sense- that is, the concept 

essence - in rum becomes ambiguous: 

a. A being essentially unfolds,n it holds sway, it summons 

brings about what belongs to it, including confiict in particular. 

b. A being essentially unfolds as this or that; it has this 

determination. 

We have indicated-though here we cannot pursue the 

further - the way in which, when phusis changes into ide4, 
estin (what· Being) comes forth and the hM estin (that· Being) 

tinguishes itself in contrast to it; this is the essential provenance 

the distinction between essmtia and existentia. [Th.is was the 
of an unpublished lecture course delivered in the summer 

of 192.7. ] 93 

However, as soon as the essence of Being comes to consist 

whatness (idea), then wbamess, as the Being of beings, is also 
is most in being about beings (dRs Seimdste am Seietulm). On 
one hand, whatness is now what Te4lly is, ontiM on. Being as 

now promoted to the status of what really is, and beings the:msc~ 
which previously held sway, sink to the level of what Plato 

mi on-that which really should not be and really is not 

because beings always deform the idea, the pure look, by actJ~MIII 

it, insofar as they incorporate it into matter. On the other band, 
ide4 becomes the pamdeigma, the model. At the same time, the 

91. See ~mm in German-English Glossary. 
93. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. The lecture course in question is 
BRJi& Problems of Phmommolqgy, now available as volume 2.+ of tbe G~IMAI• 
g abe, and in an English trao.sl.atioo by Albert Hofstadter (BloomingtOO: 
ana University Press, 1981). The distinction between mmtia and~ 
discussed lo part I, chapter 1. 
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necessarily becomes the ideal. What is produced by imitation really 

"is" not, but only participates in Being. methexis (participation). The 

cJJOrismos has been ripped open, the cleft between the idea as what 

really is, the prototype and archetype, and what really is not, the [ r-+r) 

imitation and likeness.94 

Now appearing takes on still another sense on the basis of the 

idea. That which appears, appearance, is no lo nger phusis, the 

emerging sway, nor the self-showiilg of the look, but instead it is 

the surfacing of the likeness. Inasmuch as the likeness never reaches 

its prototype, what appears is mere appearance, really a seeming, 

which now means a defect. Now on and phainom.mon (what is and 

what appears) are disjoined. 1his involves still another essential 
consequence. Because the idea .is what really is, and the idea .is 
the prototype, all opening up of beings must be directed toward 

equaling the prototype, resembling the archetype, directing itself 

according to the idea. The truth of phusis-alitheiR- as the uncon

cealme:ot that essentially unfolds in the emerging sway-now be

comes homcWsis and mimesis: resemblance, directedness, the cor

rectness of seeing, the correctness of apprehending as representing. 

When we properly grasp all this, we will no longer wish to deny 

that the interpretation of Being as idea stands at a distance from 

the o riginary inception. If we speak of a "fall" here, then we must 

insist that this fall, despite everything, still remains at a height and 

does not sink down to a low level. We can measure this height by 

the following considerations. The great age of Greek Dasein is so 

grear-it is in itself the only classical age- that it even creates the 

9+. This and the following paragraph employ a number o f words related to 
Blld ( piaure, image) and bildm (to form or build) . These include hinein
bilden (incorporate, or etymologically "form into"), nad!bdden (imitate, or 
"form after"), MusterbiJ1t (model or paragon, or "model picture"), Vorbild 
(prototype, or "fore-picture"), UrbiJii (archetype, or " primal picture"), and 

..ilbhild (likeness, or "<?ff-picture"). 
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metaphysical conditions of possibility for all classicism. In the basic 
concepts Uka, paraddgma, h01'1WWsis, and mimisis, the metaphysiQ 

of classicism is delineated in advance. Plato is not a classicist ~ 

because he cannot yet be one, but he is the classic of classicism. 

transformation of Being from phusis to Uka itself brings about 

of the essential forms of movement within the history of the 

not just the history of Western art. 

Now we must trace what becomes of logos, in accordance 

the reinterpretation of phusis. The opening up of beings happens 

logos as gathering. Gathering is originally accomplished in 

guage. Thus logos becomes the definitive and essential det:emlli.lt~ 

tion of discourse. Language, as what is spoken out and said, and 
what can be said again, preserves in each case the being that 
been opened up. What has been said can be said again and 

on. The truth that is preserved in this saying spreads in such 

way that the being that was originally opened up in gathering 

not itself properly experienced in each particular case. In what 

[ ~~] passed on, truth loosens itself, as it were, from beings. This can 

so far that saying-again becomes mere hearsay,g/Ossa. Evt~rvthinlrl 
that is asserted stands constandy in this danger (see Being and~ 
§44b).95 

This implies that the decision about what is true now takes place 
as a confrontation between correct saying and mere hearsay. Logos, 
in the sense of saying and asserting, now becomes the domain and 
place where decisions are made about truth-that is, originally, 

about the unconcealment of beings and thus about the Being of 

95. This paragraph uses several words based on SRfJen (say): tuldJstlgen (sa'f 
again, repeat), weitmllgen (pass on, spread about by saying), Hm119en (red· 
tation, the repetition of hearsay), RUSSRfJen (assert). Heideggcr also plays 011 

wain; "true:' when he speaks of die TJtriPRhrte WRhrhe.:t, ''the truth that il 
preserved." GwssR, literally "tongue," can also mean hearsay, word of mouth 
(seep. 184). 
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beings. In the inception, logos as gathering is the happening of 

unconcealment; logos is grounded in unconcealment and is in ser

vice to it. But now, logos as assertion becomes the locus of truth in 

the sense of correctness. We arrive at Aristode's proposition accord

ing to which logos as assertion is what can be tru.e or false.96 Truth, 

which was originally, as unconcealment, a happening of the beings 
themselves that held sway, and was governed by means of gather

ing, now becomes a property of logos. In becoming a property of 

assertion, truth does not just shift its place; it changes its essence. 

From the point of view of the assertion, the true is attained when 

saying holds on to that about which it is making an assertion, when 

the assertion directs itself according to beings. Truth becomes the 

correctness of logos. Thus logos steps out of its originary inclusion 

in the happening of uncoocealment in such a way that decisions 

about truth, and so about beings, are made on the basis of logos 

and with reference back to it-and not only decisions about beings, 

but even, and in advance, about Being. Logos is now legein n ltRta 
ti,ws, saying something about something. rn That about which 

something is said is in each ease what lies at the basis of the assertion, 
what lies in front of it, hupolteimenon (subjectum). From the point of 

View of the logos that has become independent as assertion, Being 

displays itself as this lying-there. [The possibility of this determina

tion of Being is prefigured in phusis, as is the Uka. Only the sway 

that emerges from itself can, as coming to presence, determine itself 

as look and lying-there.] 98 

That which lies at the basis can be exhibited in asserting in var

ious ways: as what is in such and such a state, as what is so and 

SO large, as what is related in this and that way. Being-in-a-state, 

96. Aristotle, De It~, chaprer 4. 

97. Arisrotle, De Int~M, chapters s- 6. 
98. ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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Being-large, Being-related are determinations of Being. Because, 
ways of Being-said, they have been created out of logos-and 
cause to assert is katigomn - the determinations of the Being 
beings are called lt.ategoriat, categories. On this basis, the 

of Being and of the determinations of beings as such bec:ODliCIA 

theory that investigates the categories and their order. The goal 

[ x.43] all ontology is the theory of categories. Today it is taken to be 
evident, as it has been for a long time, that the essential characlal 

tics of Being are categories. But at bottom, this is strange. It 
comes intelligible only when we grasp that, and how, logos 

only separates itself from phusis, but at the same time comes 

wer IIIJIIinst phusis as the standard-setting domain that becomes 
place of origin for the determinations of Being. 

But logos, phasis, the saying in the sense of the assertion, 

so originally about the Being of beings that in each case where 

saying stands IIIJIIinrt another, where a contra-diction occurs, 
phasis, then the contradictory cannot be. In contrast, that 

does not contradict itself is at least capable of Being. The old 

puted question of whether the principle of contradiction bas 
"ontological" or a "logical" meaning in Aristotle is wrongly 

because for Aristotle there is neither "ontology" nor "logic~ 

come about only on the basis of Aristotelian philosophy. 

the principle of contradiction has "ontological" meaning becalll4=1 

is a fundamental law of logos, a "logical" principle. Thus the 

tion of the principle of contradiction in Hegel's dialectic is not 
principle an overcoming of the dominance of logos but only 

highest in~. [The fact that Hegel gives the tide of 

to what is really metaphysics- that is, "physics"- recalls 

logos in the sense of the locus of the categories and logos in 

sense of the originary phusis.] 99 

99. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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In the form of the assertion, logos itself has become just another 

thing that one comes across. This present-at-hand thing is some

thing handy, something that is handled in order to attain truth as 
correctness and establish it securely. So this handle for attaining 

rruth can easily be grasped as a tool, org~UWn) and the tool can easily 

be made handy in the proper way. This is all the more necessary the 

more decisively the originary opening up of the Being of beings has 
been suspended, with the transformation of phusis into eil/qs and of 
logos into lu#igorla. The true as the correct is now merely spread 
about and spread afar by way of discussion, instruction, and pre

scriptions, thereby becoming ever more leveled out. Logos must be 

made ready as a tool for this. The hour of the birth of logic has 

arrived. 
It was thus not without justification that the ancient philosophy 

of the schools collected the treatises of Aristotle that relate to logos 
under the title "Organon." And with this, logic was already brought 

to a conclusion in its basic traits. Thus, two millennia later, Kant can 

say in the preface to the second edition Of the C~ o/Pfm&Rson (I#) 

that logic "has not had to take a step backward since Aristotle," "nor 

to this very day has it been able ro take a single step forward, and 

thus to all appearance it seems to be complete and perfected."100 It 

does not merely seem so. It is so. For despite Kant and Hegel, logic 

has not taken a single step farther in what is essential and inceptive. 

The only possible step remaining is to unhinge it [that is, as the 

definitive perspective for the interpretation of Being] 101 from its 

Brvundup. 
Let us now look over everything that we have said about phusis 

and logos: phusis becomes the iJe4 (panuleigma)) truth becomes cor

rectness. Logos becomes the assertion, the locus of truth as correct-

too. Critique ofPurt &Rson) B viii 
tox. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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ness, the origin of the categories, the basic principle that deterrninca 

the possibilities of Being. "Idea" and "category" will now be the 
two titles under which stand Western thought, action, and 

praisal, under which stands all of Western Dasein. The traJilSf<>m~a-- 1. 

tion in phusts and /egos, and thus the transformation in their ...... cu ... """ 

to each other, is a fall away from the inceptive inception. The 

losophy of the Greeks attains dominance in the West not on 

basis of its originary inception but on the basis of the inceptive 

which in Hegel is brought to fulfillment in a great and final m.aJnnet;J 

Where history is genuine, it does not perish merely by ending 

c:xpiring like an animal; it perishes only historica/J.y. 
But what happened- what must have happened-for 

philosophy to meet this inceptive end, this transformation 

and wgos? Here we stand before the second question.toz 

On 2. '1\vo points should be noted about the transformation 

have described. 

a. It begins with the essence of phusts and wgos, or more prc:cis4:19'.l 
with an essential consequence-and in such a way that what 

pears (in its shining) shows a look, in such a way that what is 

falls immediately into the domain of assertion as chatter. Thus 

transformation does not come from outside but from ''within." 

what does "within" mean here? What is at issue is not phusts in 

and /egos in itself. We see from Parmenides that both belong to

gether essentially. Their relation itself is the ground that sustainS 

and holds sway in their essence, their "inner core:' although the 
ground of the relation itself initially and authentically lies concealed 

in the essence of phusts. But what kind of relation is it? What we arc 
asking comes into view if we now brirtg out a second point in the 
transformation we have described. 

102. Seep. 192. 
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b. In each case, a consequence of the transformation is that, from 

the point of view both of the idea and of assertion, the original 

essence of truth, Rlltheia ( unconcealment), has changed into cor- [ 1+5] 

rectness. For unconcealment is that inner core-that is, the relation 

that holds sway between phusts and /egos in the originary sense. The 

sway essentially unfolds as coming-forth-into-unconcealment. But 

apprehension and gathering are the governance of the opening up 

of unconcealment for beings. The tr.insformation of phusts and /egos 
into idea and assertion has its inner ground in a transformation of 
the essence of truth as unconcealment into truth as correctness. 

This essence of truth could not be held fast and preserved in its 

inceptive originality. Unconcealment, the space founded for the 

appearing of beings, collapsed. "Idea" and "assertion," ousi11 and 

katigoria, were rescued as remnants of this collapse. Once neither 

beings nor gathering could be preserved and understood on the 

basis of unconcealment, only one possibility remained: that which 

had fallen apart and lay there as something present at hand could be 

brought back together only in a relation that itself had the character 

of something present at hand. A present-at-hand logos must resem

ble something else present at hand- beings as the objects of the 

logos- and be directed by these. To be sure, one last, seeming 
glimmer of the original essence of alitheia maintains itself. [The 

present-at-hand comes forth into unconcealment, and just as neces

Sarily, re-presentational assertion goes forth into the same uncon

cealrnent.] to3 Yet the seeming glimmer of alitheia that remains no 

longer has the sustaining strength and tension to be the determin

ing ground for the essence of truth. And it never became such a 

ground again. To the contrary. Ever since idea and category have 

assumed their dominance, philosophy fruitlessly toils to c:xplain the 

to3. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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relation between assertion (thinking) and Being by all possible aac1 
impossible means- fruitlessly, because the question of Being 
not been brought back to itS adequate ground and basis, in orc~tlllll 
be unfolded from there. 

Now the collapse of unconcealment, as we briefly call this 
pening, does not originate from a mere deficiency, from an 
to sustain any longer that which, with this essence, was given 

historical humanity to preserve. The ground of the collapse lies 
in the greatness of the inception and in the essence of the ina~q 
itSelf. ["Fall" and "collapse" create an illusion of negativity only 
superficial exposition.] 104 The inception, as incipient, must, ID. 
certain way, leave itSelf behind. (It thus necessarily conceals 

[ 1.¢ J but this self-concealing is not nothing.] 105 The inception that 
ateS can never directly preserve itS initiating; it can never nl't''11M"IIIl!l 

in the only way that it can be preserved-namely, by re-tnC1/UUitl 
more originally in itS originality. Therefore we can address the 
ception and the collapse of truth soldy in a thoughtful re·trte'l,. 

The urgency of Being and the greatness of itS inception are 
merdy objectS for historians to observe, explain, and evaluate. 
does not preclude but instead demands the possibility that 
collapse be displayed as far as possible in itS historical course. 
on the path of this lecture course, OtU decisive hint must suffice. 

We lcnow from Heraclitus and Parmenides that the unc:onc• 
ment of beings is not simply present at band Unconcealment 
pens only in so far as it is brought about by the work: the 
of the word as poetry, the work of stone in temple and SW:Uirt,. 
the work of the word as thinking, the work of the polis as the 
of history that grounds and preserves all this. ["Work," accordiJJI 

IQ.4.In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
105. In parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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to what we said earlier, is here always to be understood in the 
Gnelt sense as ergon, as that which comes to presence and which is 
pro-duced into unconcealment.] 106 The striving for the uncooceal
ment of beings and thus of Being in the work, this striving for the 
unconcealment of beings, which in itself already happens only as 
constant antagonism, is always at the same time the strife against 
concealment, covering-up, against seeming. 

Seeming, ~ is not something external to Being and uncon
cealment but instead belongs to unconcealment. But tWx4 is also 
ambiguous in itself. On the one hand, it means the view in which 
something proffers itself, and on the other hand it means the view 
that human beings have. Dasein settles into such views. They are 
asserted and passed on. Thus dJJxa is a type of logos. The dolllinant 
views now obstruct our own view of beings. Beings are deprived of 
the possibility of turning themselves toward apprehension, appear
ing on their own right. The view granted by beings, which usually 
turns itself toward us, is distorted into a view upon beings. The 
dominance of views thus distortS beings and twistS them. 

"To twist a thing" is called pseudesthm by the Greeks. The strug

gle for the unconcealment of beings, alitheill, thus becomes the 
struggle f1BIIinrt the pseudos, against twisting and distortion. But the 
essence of struggle implies that the one who struggles becomes 
dependent on his opponent, whether he conquers him or is de
feated by him. So because the struggle against untruth is a struggle 
against the pseudos, then the struggle for truth, in contrast to the [ 147] 

pseuiJos against which one is struggling, becomes the struggle for the 
a-pseudes, the undistorted, the untwisted. 

With this, the originary experience of truth as unconcealment is 
endangered. For the undistorted is reached only when apprehend-

to6. ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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ing and comprehending tum to beings without twisting, straight 
on- that is, when apprehending and comprehending are directed 
by beings. The way to truth as correctness lies open. 

This happening of the transformation of unconcealment, by 
way of distortion, to undistortedness and from this to COrrectDCII, 

must be seen together with the transformation of phusis into idea, of 
logos as gathering into logos as assertion. On the basis of all this, the 
final interpretation of Being that is secured in the word ousia worb 
itself out and works itself to the fore. OusiiJ means Being in tho 
sense of constant presence, presence ·at hand. Consequently, what 
really is is what always is., /lei on. What is continuously coming to 

presence is what we must go back to, in advance, in all co~ 

bending and producing of anything: the model, the uw. What II 
continuously coming to presence is what we must go back to in aD 
logos, asserting, as what always already lies at hand, the hupolte#u
non, subjeaum. What always already lies at hand before us is, from 

the point of view of phusis, of emergence, what is prutmm, the 
earlier, the" priqri. 

This determination of the Being of beings characterizes the way 
in which beings stand against all comprehending and asserting.'Ibc 
hupo/teimenqn is the forerunner of the larer interpretation of the 
being as object.l07 Apprehension, noetn, is t3ken over by logos ill 
the sense of the assertion. It thus becomes the apprehending that, 

in determining something as something, analyzes it, thinks it 
through by taking it through, 108 diRnoeisthiU. This analysis by 

means of assertions, diiJnoitJ, is the essential determination of the 

107. Gegmstllllll (object) etymologically means "that which stands against." 
Io8. IIMnh-nmm.t, IIMrchPmliMml: the word that Hcidcgger uses to ttanS1a= 
noM, Vemdmrm (apprcllend), is related to rubmm, to take.~ 
(analyze, c:xamine) etymOlogically means "to take through."' It is thus a good 
translation of diluwiiJ, etymologically the kind of noein that goes through. 
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understanding in the sense of the representing that makes judg
ments. Apprehending becomes understanding, apprehending be

comes reason. 
Christianity reinterprets the Being of beings as Be.ing-created. 

1h,inking and knowing come to be distinguished from faith (Jules). 
This does not hinder the rise of rationalism and irrationalism but 
rather first prepares it and strengthens it. 

Because beings have been created by God- that is, have been 
thought out rationally in advance-then as soon as the relarion of 
creature to creator is dissolved, while at the same time human rea-
son attains predominance, and even posits itself as absolute, the 
Being of beings must become thinkable in the pure thinking of 
mathematics. Being as calculable in this way, Being as set into cal- [r48] 

culation, makes beings into something that can be ruled in modern, 
mathematically structured technology, which is ~y some-
thing different from every previously known use of tools. 

That which is, is only that which, when correctly thought, 

stands up to correct thinking. 
The main term for the Being of beings-that is, its definitive 

interpretation-is ousia. As a philosophical concept, the word 
means constant presence. Even at the time when this word had 
already become the dominant conceptual term in philosophy, it still 
retained its original meaning: he huparchousiJ ousia (lsocrates) is 
present-at-hand assets.109 But even this fundamental meaning of 
OU.ria and the track it lays out for the interpretation of Being could 
not maintain itsel£ OusiiJ immediately began to be reinterpreted as 
SUbstantiiJ. This meaning remains current in the Middle Ages and in 
modernity up to now. Greek philosophy is then interpreted retro

actively- that is, falsified from the bottom up-on the basis of the 

109. lsocrares, ToDmwnkus, chapter 19 and chapter 2.8. 
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dominant concept of substance; the concept of function is only 
mathematicized degeneration. 

It remains to be seen how, starting with ousi4 as the term 

now definitive for Being, the divisions we have discussed 
between Being IWl becoming, Being Rnd seeming are also CODLCC11VIill 

Here we immediately recall the schema of the divisions that arc 
question: 

becoming Being 

I 
thinking 

What stands over against becoming as its opposite is con.tim~ 
endurance. What stands over against seeming as mere semblana: 
what is really viewed, the idea. As the ontiis on (what really 

the idea is furthermore what endures continuously, as opposed 
mutable seeming. But becoming and seeming are not det:c:mlllDIIII 

only by ousi4; for ousia, in rum, is still definitively determined 
its relation to logos, judgment as assertion, dimwi~J. 
becoming and seeming are also determined by the perspective 
thinking. 

From the point of view of the thinking that makes judgmeoll. 
which always starts from something that endures, becoming ap
pears as not-enduring. Not-enduring shows itself at first, witbbl 

what is present at hand, as not staying in the same place. Becominl 
appears as change of place,phora., local motion. Change of place be
comes the definitive phenomenon of motion, in the light of wbicb 
all becoming is then to be comprehended. When the dominance cl 
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thinking comes to the fore, in the sense of modem mathematical 
rationalism, no other form of becoming whatsoever is recognized 
other than motion in the sense of change of place. Wherever other 
phenomena of motion show themselves, one attemptS to grasp 
them on the basis of change of place. Change of place itself, motion, 
is for its part now conceived only in terms of c = s 1 t.llo Descanes, 
the philosophical founder of this way of thinking, ridicules every 
other concept of motion in his RqjuUu, number m.m 

Just as becoming, in accordance with ousUJ, is determined by 
thinking (calculating), so is the other opposite to Being, seeming. 
It is the incorrect. The basis of seeming is the distortion of thought. 
Seeming becomes mere logical incorrectness, falsehood. Only on 

this basis can we completely gauge what the opposition of thinking 
to Being means: thinking extends its dominance [as regards the 
definitive determination of essence] w over Being, and at the same 
time over what is opposed to Being. This dominance goes stiJt 
farther. For at the moment when logos in the sense of the assertion 
assumes dominance over Being, when Being is c:xperienced and 
conceived as ousill, Being-present-at-hand, the division between 

Being and the ought is also in preparation. The schema of the 
restrictions of Being then looks like this: 

110. That l.s, ~ = ~m/tempfiS, or velocity = distance/ time. 
t 11. "Again, when people say that motion, something pe:rfcct:ly familiar to 
tveryone, is 'the actuality of a potmtial being, in so far as it is potential' 
(Aristotle, Physta, m, I , 201310]' do they not give the impression of uttering 
lllagic words which have a hidden meaning beyond the grasp of the human 
!lUnd? For who can WJdersWJd these expressions? Who does not know what 
ll10tion Is? Who would deny that these people are finding a difficulty where 
none: exists?" Dc:scartes, IUJes for the Dinailm of the M;nd, in The PhilcsophkM 
w,rings ofDts&Artes, trans. John Cottillgbam et al., vol. I (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1984) , +9· 
11l. ln parentheses in the 1953 edition. 
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the ought 

1 
Being 

1 

4. Being and the Ought 

If we use our diagram as a guideline to represent this division, 
goes in still another direction. The division between Being 
dnnlting is drawn downward. This indicates that thinking 
the ground that sustains and determines Being. The division 
tween Being tuUt the ought, however, is drawn upward. This 
gests that whereas Being is grounded in thinking, it is sunnouiDIIIC 
by the ought. What this means is that Being is no longer what 
ddinitive, what provides the measure. But is it not the idea, 
prototype? Yes, but prcciscly because of their character as 
types, the ideas no longer provide the measure. For as that 

offers a look, and thus in a certain way is something that is (on), 
idea, as such a being, demands in tum the determination of 
Being- that is, once again 4 si'!!Jie look. According to Plato, 
idea of ideas, the highest idea, is the idea tcu 41Jathou, the idea -"Jo ... -

good. 
The "good" here does not mean what is orderly in the lllOII'II"l• 

sense, but the valiant, which achieves and can achieve what is 
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to it. The 4!Jatfflm is the standard as such, what first grants Being the 
potency to unfold essentially as~ as prototype. What grants such 
potency is the primally potent. But now, insofar as the ideas con
stitute Being as ouri4, the iiW.tcu 41Jilthou, the highest idea, stands 
epemM tis ousiiM, beyond Being. ua Thus Being itself, not in general 
but as ~ comes into opposition to something else to which it 
itself, Being, remains assigned. The highest idea is the archetype of 
the prototypes. 

We need no far-reaching discussions now in order to make it 
clear that in this division, as in the others, what is excluded from 
Being, the ought, is not imposed on Being from some other source. 
Being itself, in its particular interpretation as idea, brings with it the 

relation to the prototypical and to what ought to be. As Being itself 
becomes ·fixed in its character as idea, it also tends to make up for 
the ensuing degradation of Being. But by now, this can occur only 
by setting something Rbwe Being that Being never yet is, but always 
ought to be. 

Our only goal here has been to shed light on the essential origin 
of the division between Being and the ought, or on what is at 
bottom the same, the historical inception of this division. Here we 
will not trace the history of the unfolding and transformation of 
this division. Let us mention just one more essential point. In all the 
determinations of Being and of the divisions we have mentioned, 
we mUSt keep one thing in view: because Being inceptively is phusis, 
arising-unconcealing sway, it itself exhibits itself as eidos and idea.. 

1b.is exposition is never based exclusively or even primarily on 

philosophical exegesis. 
It became clear that the ougbt arises in opposition to Being as 

soon as Being determines itself as idea. With this determination, 
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[ 1511 thinking as the logos of assertion (dialegesthtJi) assumes a definitive 
role. Thus, as soon as this thinking achieves dominance in the mod
em age, as self-sufficient reason, the real development of the divi

sion between Being and the ought is made ready. This process Ia 
completed in Kant. For Kant, beings are nature-in other worda, 
whateVer can be determined and is determined in mathematical
physical thinking. The categorical imperative, which is determined 
both by and as reason, is opposed to nature. Kant more than onca 
explicitly calls it the ought, considering the relation of the impera
tive to what merely is, in the sense of merely instinctive nature. 
Fichte then explicitly and especially made the opposition of .Bc:ioa 
and the ought into the fundamental framework of his system. In tbe 
course of the nineteenth century, definitive precedence is attained 
by that which is, in Kant's sense-that which can be experienced 
according to the sciences, which now include the sciences of 
and economics. Due to the predominance of beings, the ought II 
endangered in its role as standard. The ought must assert its cl.aiml. 
It must attempt to ground itself in itself. Whatever wants to an

nounce an ought-claim in itself must be justified in doing so on ita 

own basis. Something like an ought can emanate only from soJDCo 

thing that raises such a claim on its own, something that in itself hal 

a Niue, and itself is a mlue. Values as such now become the ground 
of the ought. But because values stand opposed to the Being ~ 
beings, in the sense of facts, they themselves cannot be. So instead 
one says that they are valid. Values provide the measure for all 
domains of beings - that is, of what is present at hand. History is 

nothing but the actuali.zation of values. 
Plato conceived of Being as idea. The idea is the prototype, and 

as such it also provides the measure. What is easier now than to 

understand Plato's ideas in the sense of values, and to interpret the 

Being of beings on the basis of the valid? 
Values are valid. But validity is still too remi.ni.sc:ent of validity for 
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a subject. In order to prop up yet again the ought that has been 
raised to the level of values, one attributes a Being to values them-
selves. Here, Being I# bo#Qm means nothing other than the coming 
to presence of what is present at hand. It is just not present at hand 
in as crude and tangible a way as tables and chairs are. With the 
Being of values, the maximum in confusion and deracination has 
been reached. Yet because the expression "value" is starting to look 
worn out, especially because it also plays a role in economic theory, 
one now calls values "totalities?' With this term, however, just the 
spelling has changed- although when they are called totalities it is [ 15:1] 
easier to see what they are at bottom-namely, half-measures. But 
in the domain of the essential, half-measures are always more fatal 
than the Nothing that is so terribly feared. In 1928 there appeared 
the first part of a collected bibliography on the concept of value. It 
cites 661 publications on the concept of value. Probably by now 
there are a thousand. All this calls itself philosophy. In particular, 
what is peddled about nowadays as the philosophy of National 
Socialism, but which has not the least to do with the inner truth and 
greatness of this movement [namely, the encounter between global 
technology and modem humanity], 114 is fishing in these troubled 

waters of "values" and "totalities?' 
Yet we can se:e how srubbomly the thought of values entrenched 

itself in the nineteenth century when we see that even NietzsChe, 
and precisely be, thinks completely within the perspective of the 
representation of values. The subtitle to his projected main work, 
The Wi/J to Ptrwetj is Attempt I# a Rnaluat'Wn of All Values. Its third 
book is headed: Attempt at a New Positing of Values. Because Nietz
sche was entangled in the confusion of the representation of values, 

114. This phrase is printed in parentheses in all the German editions, but it was 
alrnoSt certa.i.n.ly added when Heideggcr prepared this text for publication. For 
details, sec our introduction. 
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because he did not understand its questionable provenance, be 
never reached the genuine center of philosophy. But even if SOIDe 
future thinker should reach the center again- we today can 
labor to pave the way-he will not avoid entanglement either; Jt 
will just be a different entanglement. No one can leap over his 
shadow. 

* * * * 
We have questioned our way through the four divisions 

and beam~~ Being 11nd seeming, Being and tmnking, Being tmtl 
()Uffht. Our discussion was introduced with a list of seven poinll 
orientation.115 At first it seemed as though this were just an 
in thought, a distinction among arbitrarily juxtaposed terms. 

We will now repeat the points in the same formulation and 
to what extent what we have said has maintained its direction 
cording to these points of orientation and has reached the 
we were seeking. 

1. In the divisions we have considered, Being is delimited 
an Other, and thus already has a determinateness in this re-:mt1t::m1 

setting of a limit. 
[ 1 S3] :z.. The delimitation happens in four simultaneously intc:rrc.La!e 

respects. Thus the determinateness of Being must C01TCSpo111C1iJDI'l 
be ramified and heightened. 

3. The distinctions are by no means accidental. What is 

apart by them belongs together originally and tends toward a 
Hence the divisions have their own necessity. 

+· Therefore the oppositions that initially strike us as mere ful'o 
mulas did not come up on arbitrary occasions and enter language II 
figures of speech, as it were. They arose in the most intimate 

ns. Sec p. 99. Hcidegger's two formulations of the seven points are DOC 
exaaly the same. 
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nection with the definitive Western stamping of Being. They had 
their inception with the inception of philosophical questioning. 

5. Yet these distinctions have not remained dominant only 
within Western philosophy; they pervade all knowing, acting, and 
speaking, even when they are not expressed explidtly or in these 
words. 

6. The sequence in which we listed the terms already gives an 
indication of the order of their essential connection and of the 
historical sequence in which they were stamped. 

7· Asking the question of Being in an originary way, in a way 
that grasps the task of unfolding the truth of the essence of Being, 
means facing the decision regarding the concealed powers in these 
divisions, and it means bringing them back to their own truth. 

Eveiything that before was merdy declared in these points has 
now been brought into view, txaptwhat is claimed in the last point. 
And it contains nothing but a demand. In conclusion, we must 
show that this demand is justified and its fulfillment is necessary. 

This demonstration can be carried out only in such a way that at 

the same time, we cast an eye once again over the entirety of this 
"introduction to metaphysics." 

Everything is based on the fundamental question that we raised 
at the beginning: "Why are there beings at all instead of nothing?" 
The first unfolding of this fundamental question forced us into the 
prior question: how does it stand with Being as such? 

At first, "Being" appeared to us as an empty word with an evan
escent meaning. This appeared to be one ascertainable fact among 
othe~. But in the end, that which apparently was not open toques
tion, which apparently was no longer questionable, proved to be 
what is nwst worthy of ~ng. Being and the understanding of 
Being are not a present-at-hand fact. Being is the fundamental hap-
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pening, the only ground upon which historical Dascin is granted in 
the midst of beings that are opened up as a whole. 

But we experience this most question-worthy ground of histor
ical Dasein in its worth and its rank only if we put it into questioo. 
Accordingly, we posed the prior question: How does it stand with 
Beiog? 

The references to the common yet ambiguous usage of theY 
convinced us that the talk of the indeterminateness and emptincll 
of Being is erroneous. Instead, the "is" determines the meaoiog 
the content of the iofioitive "to be," and not vice versa. Now we Clll 

also comprehend why this must be so. The "is" serves as the copula, 
as the "little connecting word" (Kant) in the assertion. The a.5SCfo 

tion contains the "is." But because the assertion, logos as katigorlll, 
has become the court of justice over Being, the RSSertion determinca 
Being on the basis of the "is" that is proper to RSSertion. 

Being, from which we set out as an empty label, must therefore 
have a definite meaning, contrary to this semblance of emptiness. 

The determinateness of Being was brought before our eyes by 
the discussion of the four divisions: 

Being, in contradistinction to becoming, is enduring. 
Being, in contradistinction to seeming, is the enduring prot:O

type, the always identical. 

Being, in contradistinction to thinking, is what lies at the basis, 
the present-at-hand. 

Being, in contradistinction to the ought, is what lies at band in 

each case as what ought to be and has not yet been actualized, or 
already has been aaualized. 

Endurance, perpetual identity, presence at hand, lying at hand
all at bottom say the same: constant prtsenu, on as ouriR.. 

This determioateoess of Being is not accidental. It grows out of 
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the determination 116 under which our historical Daseio stands by 
virtue of its great inception among the Greeks. The determinate
ness of Being is not a matter of delimiting a mere meaning of a 
word. It is the power that today still sustains and dominates all our 
relations to beings as a whole, to becoming, to seeming, to think
ing, and to the ought. 

The question of how it stands with Being also proves to be the 
question of how it stands with our Da.sein in history, of whether we 
stand in history or merely stagger. Seen metaphysically, w tm Jtllt]· 

gering. Everywhere we are underway amid ~. and yet we no 
longer know how it stands with Being. We do not even know that 
we no longer know it. We are staggering even when we mutu- [rss] 
ally assure ourselves that we are not staggering, even when, .as in 

recent times, people go so far as to try to show that this asking 
about Being brings only confusion, that it bas a destructive effect, 
that it is nihilism. (This misinterpretation of the question of Being, 
which has been renewed since the rise of c:xistentialism is new only 
for the very naive.] 

But where is the real nihilism at work? Where one clings to 

current beings and believes it is enough to take beings, as before, 
just as the beings that they are. But with this, one rejects the ques

tion ofBeiog and treats Being as a nothing (nihil), which in a certain 

way it even "is:' insofar as it essentially unfolds. Merely to chase 
after beings in the midst of the oblivion of Being-that is nihilism. 
Nihilism thus understood is the ground for the nihilism that Niet:z. 

sche exposed in the first book of The Wdl to PO"'M'. 
In contrt~st, to go expressly up to the limit of Nothing in the 

lJ*-stion about Being, and to take Nothing into the question of 

1 r 6. BestimmuiiiJ here can also mean destiny, vocation, or dispensation. 
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Being- this is the first and only fruitful step toward the true~ 
coming of nihilism. 

But the discussion of the four divisions shows us that we 

go this far in pursuing the question about Being as what is 

worthy of questioning. That wer against which Being is limited
becoming, seeming, thinking, the ought- is not just sorlldltUDJita'W 
that we have thought up. Here, powers are holding sway tna.t <ilia•• 
inate and bewitch beings, their opening up and follil.ation, 
closing and deformation. Becoming- is it nothing? Seeming 
nothing? Thinking-is it nothing? The ought- is it nothing~ 
no means. 

But if all that stands wer against Being in the divisions is 

nothing, then it itselfis in being, and in the end is in being o::vo::n .. __ 

than what is taken as in being in accordance with the res1trlaa 

essential determination of Being. But in what sense of Being II 
being, then, that which becomes, that which seems, thinking, 
the ought? By no means in thRt sense of Being from which they 
themselves apart. But this sense of Being is the one that has 
current since antiquity. 

Thus the concept of Being thRt has been RCapted up to Mlfl does 
suffice to name emything thRt ('is.» 

Being must therefore be experienced anew, from the bottom 
and in the full breadth of its possible essence, if we want to set 

historical Dasein to work as historical. For those powers that StliiJIII• 

[ 156) against Being, the intricately interwoven divisions themselves, 
long determined, dominated, and pervaded our Dasein and keep 
in confusion regarding "Being." And so from the originary ~ 
tioning of the four divisions there grows the insight that Bcin8e 
which is encircled by them, must itself be transformed into tbC 
encompassing circle and ground of all beings. The originary clivi-
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sion, whose intensity and originary disjunction sustains history, is 
the distinction between Being and beings. 

But bow is this distinction to happen? Where can philosophy 
start to think it? Yet here we should not talk about a start, but 
instead we should n-accompJish it; for it has been accomplished in 

the necessity of the inception under which we stand. It was not in 
vain that, in discussing the four divisions, we dwelled relatively 
long on the division between Being and thinking. Even today it is 
still the ground that sustains the determination of Being. The think
ing that is guided by /Qgos as assertion provides and maintains the 
perspective in which Being is viewed. 

Hence if Being itself is to be opened up and grounded in its 

originary distinction from beings, then an originary perspective 
needs to be opened up. The origin of the division between Being 
and thinking, the disjunction of apprehension and Being, shows us 
that what is at stake here is nothing less than a determination of 
Being-human that springs from the essence of Being (phusis) that is 

to be opened up. 
The question about the essence of Being is intimately linked to 

the question of who the human being is. Yet the determination of 
the human essence that is required here is not a matter for a free
Boating anthropology, which at bottom represents humanity in the 
same way as zoology represents animals. The question about hu
man Being is now determined in its direction and scope solely on the 
basis of the question about Being. Within the question of Being, 
the human essence is to be grasped and grounded, according to the 
concealed directive of the inception, as the site that Being necessi
tates for its opening up. Humanity is the Here that is open in itself. 
Beings stand within this Here and are set to work in it. We there
fore say: the Being of humanity is, in the strict sense of the word, 
r'13eing-hm» ("Da-sein"). The perspective for the opening up of 
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Being must be grounded originally in the essence of Being-here as 
such a site for the opening up of Being. 

The entire Western tradition and conception of Being, and aea 
cordingly the fundamental relation to Being that is still dominant 
today, is summed up in the title Bet~ tmd thinldng. 

[ 157) But B~ tmd time is a title that can in no way be coordinau:d 
with the divisions we have discussed. It points to a completely 
different domain of questioning. 

Here, the "word" time has not merely been substituted for the 
"word" thinking; instead, the essence of time is determined accord
ing to other considerations, fundamentally and solely within the 
domain of the question of Being. 

But why time, precisely~ Because in the inception of Westall 

philosophy, the pmpeatPe that guides the opening up of Being Ia 
time, but inswh If W4;)' that this perspective liS swh still remained aDd 
had to remain concealed. If what finally becomes the fund.amemal 
concept of Being is ousill, and this means constant presence, tbcll 

what lies unc:xposed as the ground of the essence of stability and tbe 
essence of presence, other than time? But this "time" still has not 
been unfolded in its essence, nor can it be unfolded (on the basis 
and within the purview of "physics"). For as soon as meditation on 
the essence of time begins, at the end of Greek philosophy with 
Aristode, time itself must be taken as something that is somehow 
coming to presence, ousia tis. This is expressed in the fact that time 

is conceived on the basis of the "now;" that which is in each case 
uniquely present. The past is the "no·/Qngn--now," the future is the 

"not'1et·now." Being in the sense of presence at hand (presence) 
becomes the perspective for the determination of time. But time 
does not become the perspective that is especially selected for tbe 
interpretation of Being. 

In such a meditation, "Being and time" means not a book but 
the task that is given. The authentic task given here is what we do 
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not know; and insofar as we know this genuinely-namely as a 
given task- we always know it only in questioni~. 

Being able to question means being able to wait, even for a life· 
time. But an age for which the actual is only whatever goes fast and 
can be grasped with both hands takes questioning as "a Stranger to 

reality," as something that does not count as profitable. But what is 

essential is not counting but the right time- that is, the right mo· 
ment and the right endurance. 

For the mindful god 

does detest 
untimely growth. 
- Holdcrlin, fragment from the period of "The Titans" 
(IY, 2.18) 117 

117. Hcldcggc:r cites Friedrich HOidcrlin, HOIMriJ,: ~ Werir, cd. Nor· 
bert v. Hcllingratb etal. (Berlin: Propyiacn-Vc:rJag. 192.3). Sec "But When the 
Heavenly ..• :' in HolderUn,Pomu IIIUlF"'IJ"""", aan.s. Michad Hamburger, 
3d cd. (London: Anvil, 1994), 571. 



German-English Glossary 

This glossary allows readers to trace our translations of important 

German terms and to explore some of their original senses. We 

provide brief explanations for some words; these should be consid

ered not rigid definitions but indications of the range of meaning 

that is associated with these words. We have also cross-referenced 

terms that are related in etymology or in meaning, as Heidegger 

often expects his audience to perceive such connections. Where 

we have used more than one English word to render a German 

word, the most common rendering is listed first. In the case of 

words that are used sparingly, we have listed the pages on which 

they appear. 

Note: Page numbers refer to the pagination of the Niemeyer 

editions of the text, provided in the margins of this translation. 

Abbi/d 
A.bbilden 
Ahgrund 

likeness ( 141). See also Bild 

reproduction ( 48 ) . See also Bild 

abyss. See also Grutzd 
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Ablm4f process ( 66). See also Vcn;ga'W 
A.bwandlu'W inflection (in grammatical context); varia-

tion (xo8) 
Alnvesen absence ( 87). See also wesen 
allgemein universal 
AJ/gewalt almighty sway. See also walten 
AJltag everyday Ufe (58) 
td/tiiglich ordinary 
Anblidl view; aspect (26); look (51); 

( 89) ; vista ( 79) . See also sehen 
Anden,das Other. We have capitalized 

special usage of lias Andere and its 

to indicate the various attempts to 
strict Being according to some 

namely, becoming, seeming, thinking 

theought (see71). 
Anftmg inception. An inception, for Heidegger, 

not merely the starting point of a 

but an origin of a historical epoch that 
tinues to have significance throughout 
epoch. 

Related words 

anfongen initiate 
tmftmgend incipient ( 1-45) 
tmfonglich inceptive; initial 

Amchetn semblance. An illusion, a deceitful appear-
ance. See also Schein 

Ansehen aspect; respect. The word can mean boCh 
an appearance of something and renOWII 

or prestige. Both senses are combined oa 
78-80. See alsosehen 

AtlSi&ht 

amvesen 

\ 

aufgehen 

aufgehend 
Aufgesch/Qssenheit 

Aufhebu'W 

Auftulhme-steltu'W 
R.Ujnelnnend 

aufrtijlen 
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view (79, 81, 85-86, 88, 146); view upon 

beings (I 46) . See also sehen 
come to presence. Heidegger uses a wide 
variety of words in connection with pres
ence, which he interprets as the fundamen

tal meaning of Being for the Greeks (see 
IH). 

Related words 

coming to presence 
coming-to-presence 

(47); pre-sencing (55) 
that which comes to 

presence 
Anwesenheit presence 

See also Gegenwart; gegenwiirtig; Gegen
wartigltnt; priisentierm, sich; Schein; wr

handm; Vorhandmheit; Vorhandmsein; wr

lwmmen; wrliegen; TJOr-Jiegen; JWSen 

emerge. Along with abiding (~), 

emerging is one of the two main traits of 

phusis as Heidegger sees it. See I r. 
emerging; emergent 

openedness ( 15). See also offin 
sublation ( IH). In Hegel, to sublate a 

concept or position is to overcome it while 

preserving its limited truth within a higher 

truth. 
position to receive (105, 128) 

receptive (105-1o6) 
tear open (8o); rip open ( 140). See also 

Rift 
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Aufrifl 
auftchlieflen 
Augmpunkt 
Augenschein 
Auseinandmetzung 

auseinanderstnben 
auseinandermten 
Auseinandertreten 
Auslegung 
auslesen 
Amsehen 
Amsehensweisen 
Aussicht 

contour ( 117); outline (140). SecaJsolUjl 
disclose. See aJso ojfr:n 
viewpoint ( 79). See aJso sehen 
look of things ( 4) . See aJso sehen, Schein 
confrontation. Auseinandmetzung is Hci
degger's own translation of the Greek 
word pokmos (war), an important theme 
explored in this work. In tenns of its ety

mology, the German word means a setting'" 
out-and-apart-from-one-another, and it 

underlies Heidegger's understanding rX 
phenomena as diverse as truth, history, and 
politics.ln everyday German,Auseina~ 
setzung has a range of meanings, including 
clash, discussion, debate, argument, or a 
settling of accounts. Sometimes, Heideg
ger hyphenates this word in various ways 
to emphasize the disentangling or opposi
tional action ofAuseinandmetzung: 

Aus-einander-setzung: confrontational set

ting-apart-from-each-other ( 110) 

Aus-einandmetzung: con-frontation (47) 

See aJso Satz; Satzung; setzen; Setzung 
strive in confrontation ( x 39, 142) 

disjoin; step apart 
disjunction 
interpretation; exposition ( 1 50) 

select 
look ( 46). See aJso sehen 

modes of appearance (so) . See aJso sehm 
view granted by beings (146). See also 
sehen 

Bedeutung 
befragen 

btgrUnlien 
Bereich 
bergen 

Besinnung 
Bertand 

bertiim#g 
Bestitndiglteit 
bestehen 

besti,nmen 
bestimmt 
Bestimmung 
bewiilttgen 
Bild 

bleiben 

Rleiben 
Blick 
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meaning. See also Sinn 
interrogate. See aJso fmgen 
found. See aJso Grund 
domain 

hold within it ( 32); possess ( 79). See aJso 
unverbor!Jen 
meditation 
subsistence ( 26) ; substance ( 69) . See aJso 
stehen 
continuous (147, x-48). See aJsostehen 
stability ( 157). See aJso stehen 
subsist (69, 124); undergo (So, 128). See 
aJsostehen 
determine; define 
definite; determinate 
determination; definition; vocation ( 2.9) 

surmount. See aJso JMlten 
picture. Through a series of plays on this 
word, Heidegger suggests a genealogy and 
critique of the representational under
standing of truth, which he traces back to 

the Platonic theory of "focm.s." See esp. 

140-142.. 

Related words 
bildnJ to form 
BiJdung formation 
See aJso Abbild; AbbiJden; hineinbilden; 

Musterbild; Nachbild; Umbildung; UrbiJd; 

VorbiJd; "PPrbilden 
remain; stay; endure 
endurance (x...S, 154); enduring (154) 

view. See also sehen 



Blidt.bahn 

Blidtftld 
BodenstiJndigluit 
bmuchm 

D~~rsein 

tUdrten 

Di&htm 

Dithtung 
durdmehmen 

einfogm 
einheimi.sch 
mtbergm 
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perspective (I 08, I 3+. I 39, I +4, I~, I Sl., 

I56-157; line of sight (89). Seealso se~Mt 

point of view (I 34-). See also sehm 
rootedness ( 30) 

use; need to use (us, 132, 133); requhe 
(12.4). The German verb can mean eitbc:r 
"to use" or "to need." 
Dascin. See Thmslators' Introduction. See 
alsoSein 
Being-here. See also Sem 

poetize 

poetry 

poetry 

analyze (147). See also r.ergliellmf 
(analyze) 
pervade in its sway. See also inn.ehtlbM; 
waltm 

pervasive sway (102, I20) 

genuine 

autOnomous (7); self-standing (H)· See 
alsostehm 
authentic, real; really, actually. We have 
translated this word as "authentic" at 

points where it could cany some of the 

weight of the concept of Eigmtliehlteit (au· 
thenticity) in Being and Time; at other 
points it is simply an emphatic modifier, 
like "real" in its everyday English usage. 

fit into. See also Fug 
at home. See also unheimlieh 
display ( 79). See also un-mborgm 

mt~bergm 

entbergmd 
Ent-borgmheit 
mtfaltm 
enllcheidm 

Entschlossmheit 
Ent-scJJJossmheit 

mtsprlngm 

entstehm 
mt-stehm 

Ent:stehm 

Ereigni.s 

erfragm 
Erltmntni.s 

Erltmntnistheorie 
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de-concealing (I 30). See also un-,erilotJ!m 
unconcealing. See also unJ!e1'borgm 
de-concealment ( x 6). See also unM'borgm 
unfold 
decide. For Heidegger, decision is to be 
understood in terms of a fundamental 
"cutting" or "division" (Seheillung). See 

esp. 84. 

Related words: 
mtscheitlnul decisive 

Ent-scheillung de-cision 

See alsoSeheiiJune; u~ 
resoluteness 
open resoluteness. The hyphenation sug

gests the meaning "un-closedness?' See 
Being and Time, §6o. See also qjfm 

originate 
come about; originate (92). See alsostehm 
stand forth, arise ( 12); arise and stand 

forth ( ~). See also stehm 
genesis ( I3, 73, 74). See alsostehm 
event (90, 121). This word becomes cru
cial for Heidegger in the Omtrlbutions to 

Philosophy (1936-I938), but it is used in 
its ordinary sense in Introduction to Meta

physics. 
inquire into. See also fmgm 
knowledge. See also Kmnmi.s. See I 6- I 7 

and I22 for the contrast between the two 

terms. 
epistemology 



Erlelmis 
erniitigen 
erOjfnm 
Eriiffnung 
mcheinen 

Erscheinung 

mchlieflen 

Erschwerung 
mtehen 
erwirken 
er-wirltm 

Existenz 
Pttrtrifl 
fragen 
Pug 
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lived experience (125) 

necessitate. See also Not 

open up. Sec also offin 
manifestation ( 44). See also offin 
appear. It is important to keep in mind that 
for Hcidegger, appearing pertains to Being 
itsclf; appearing is not originally the antag
onist of Being. See esp. 76-78. See also 
Schein 
appearance; phenomenon (13, 18, 149); 

manifestation ( 12). Sec also Schein 
disclose. See also offen 

burdening (9, 34) 

arise. Sec also stehen 

bring about; gain; work out ( 65) 

puttowork (122) 

existence ( 49) . See also Sein 
tearing-away ( 12 5) . See also Rift 
ask; question. See also befragm; eifmgm 
fittingness; dispensation (113). With the 
constellation of words related to Pug, Hd· 

degger is trying to artirulate the sense in 

which strucrures of meaning «fit" together 
as engendered by the encounter of Being 
with Dasein. See 123. 

Related words 
Puge 
fog en 
fogen,sich 

joint ( 123); fit ( I29) 

enjoin; dispose ( 120) 

comply 
Fugung arrangement 

See also einfogen; Gefoge; Unfug; TJeifiig· 
bar; TJerfogen 

Geborgenheit 

Gediegenheit 

Gefoge 
Gegenslft:Z 

Gegenteil 

GegemNrt 

gegmwiimg 

Gegenwartiglteit 

Geist 

geistig 
Gmde 

geschehen 

Gesicht 
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safety ( 4, 6). See also unTJerborgen 

perdurance (74) 

structure. See also Fug 

contradiction; opposite; opposition 

opposite 

the present ( 34, 73); present (55). See 
also amJI'tSen 

present. See also llmf1'eSm 

presentness ( 69). See also 11nwesen 

spirit. The German word has a very broad 
sense; it refers to the qualities that raise 

human beings above other animals and en· 
able them to have culture, history, and 

thought. 

spiritual 

chatter (132, 144) 

happen 
Rclated words 

Geschehnis happening 

Geschichte history 

geschichtlich historical 

G~aft historical science; the 
science of history 

(33) 

Geschidt. destiny 

Sec also Schidtslll 

visage ( 46, 79, I 39) ; aspect ( 6o) 

Related words 

Gesichtsltreis purview 

157); 

(III) 

( 14, 15, 

perspective 



Geso/Jte, das 

Gestalt 

gestalten 
Gewa/.t 

Ge-Wesende, das 

gleich 
gleichgiiltig 
Grenze 
Grund 
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Gesicbtspunkt viewpoint ( 79) 
See also sehm 

what ought to be (I so, I H). See also Sol
len) das 
form 

to form. See also bilden; verunstaiten 
violence. The German word does not al
ways have the connotation of arbitrarineea 
of the English "violence,, and sometimes It 
could also have been translated as "force.• 
See lCanslators' Introduction. 
Related words 
Gewalten 

gewidtsam 

Gewalt-tat 

gewa!J;..tiitig 
Gewalt[-]tiitigkeit 

See also waken 

violent forces (...., 
I20) 

violent; mighty (sa, 
II9, 127) 
violent 

act of violence 
violence-doing 

violence-doing; 
doing violence 

that which essentially unfolds as having 
been ( 77). See also wesm 

what has been (30, H); what is past (90)· 
See also wesen 

identical (20, 2S, 3S, IS+). Seealsoselbe 
indifferent 
limit 

ground; reason; foundation; im Grunde s 

at bottom; fundamentally. See TranslatorS' 
Introduction. 

Habe 
handhabm 
handli&h 

heimisch 

Herkunft 
Hemchiift 

hemchm 

HmRgm 
hmtellm 
her-su/Jm 

herror-bringm 
Hinblidt 
hineinbi/den 

hineinschRuen 

hineinsehm 
hin-nehmen 

Hinsicht 

hiiren 

hiirig 
innehaben 
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Related words 
grund-

GrUndung 

grounding; funda
mental; basic 
grounding; founda-
tion 

Grundzug basic trait 
See alsoAbgrund; begrUndm 
holdings (138) 

to handle ( I'f-3). See also 1101'hRnllen 

handy (I43); tangible (rsr). See also 
1101'hRndm 

homely. See also unheimJich 

provenance 

dominance. See also Vorhemchiift 

rule; prevail 
hearsay (99, I.of.2) . Seealsomgm 
produce 

pro-duce (4-8, 78, 130, I#). The hyphen
ation suggests the meaning "to set forth." 
pro-duce (I 3) 
view ( 32, 7.of.). See also sehen 
incorporate ( I.of.O). See also Bild 
view into (..a). See also sehm 
see into (..a). See also sehen 

taking-in ( I 38). Hinnehmen ordinarily 
means to take or accept. 

respect; aspect (3s, ns, I26); hinsicht
lich = with respect to; im Hinsehen 
Ruf = in view of ( 74). See also sehen 
hear; hearken (99) 

obedient; hearkening (99) 

pervade. See also durrhwaltm 



Kmntnis 

Kluft 

Kmft 

Leistungssinn ron x 
LeitsRlz 

Logos 
A6yo; 

Miuhenschaft 
M.Rcht 
MR.nn 

MRfl 
mRjgebend 

Mmschsein 
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exegesis (I24, IH, ISO). See also An.. 
slegung 
errancy (28, S3). See also Verirrung 
struggle; sich erkitmpft = struggles itself 
forth (47) 

information (I6-I7, 37,54-, I22). See also 
Erimntnis 

chasm (So) 

force; strength (IS, 29, I4-5); energy (16, 

36) 

sense of what x can achieve ( 7-9) 

guiding principle (94-, III). See also~ 

logos 
~gos. Heidegger sometimes writes this 
word in Greek letters and sometimes uses a 
transliteration. We have italicized it when 
it is written in Greek letters in Hcidegger's 
text. 

machination (121- 122) 

power 
man. See also Mensch 
measure 
definitive; standard-setting; providing the 
measure 

standard 
human beings; humanity; the human be

ing; the human; man ( 97, 1 12, II 4); Nor<
mtdmensch = average man ( 2S). 'This is the 
generi~ gender-neutral term. See 'fransla
tors' Introduction. 
Being-human 

MJt.Ster 
Musterbild 

Nachbild 
,uuhsagen 
Nennkmft 
N ichtdRsein 

Nichtig~ d4s 
nichts; Nichts 

Nichts, d4s 
Nichtsein 

Not 

off en 
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model (147) 

model ( I-40). See also Bild 
iotitation ( 14-0- 141). See alsoBild 
say again (I41- 142}. See alsosagen 
naming force 
not-Being-here (135-136). See alsoSein 

nullity (IS) 

nothing 
Nothing. See Translators' Introduction. 

not-Being; nicht-sein = not-to-be ( 49). See 

alsoSein. 
urgency; predicament ( 62). Not tut, Not ist 

= is needful. Not means a situation of dis
tress, emergency, or urgent need. In the 

I930S Heidegger often says that all neces
sity (N~Iteit) is grounded in urgency 

(Not). 

Related words 

tWtig 
1Wtigen 
notl101l 
Notwendigkdt 
See also er1Wtigen 

necessary; required 
urge; compel 

dire (II3) 
necessity 

open. For Heidegger, the questions of 
Being and truth are also the question of 
openness: that is, how is it that an open 

region opens up, within which we can 
stand open to the unconcealment of beings 

as such? 
Related words 

ojfenba.r revealed; open 



optisch 
Ort 
Pmpekti11e 
priisentierm, sich 
RJmg 
&de 
mien 
rtiften 
Rift 
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offenbarmachen 
Offenbarung 
Offene,w 
Offenheit 

reveal 

openness (16-17, 
6.4-65, 72, 81, II$1 

II9) 
reveal 
revelation (5,+4) 

the open (23) 

openness (12.4, 131, 

135) 
manifest (I 5); cvl
dent (102) 

See also AufDeschlossenheit; auftchliej/lrt; 

En~sch/ossenhe#; eriijfnen; Eriiffnung; • 
schlie.flen; vmchlieflen 
optical ( -49) . See also sehen 
place; locus 
perspective ( 89). See also sehen 
present itself (I 38) . See also anwtSen 

rank. See also V07mt!8; V07mt!8steliN"'J 
discourse 
rot:alk 
draw (123). Seealso.Rijl 
draft (123). See also aufmflen; Aufrlfl; 
Fortrlfl; mflen 
say 
Related words 

Sage 
Sagen 

saga (55, 73, 8o) 
speech; speakin& 
(ss); discourse (7.f.) 

See also Henagen; Spnuhe; sprechmi 
Spruch; weitenagen 

sammeln 

Satz 

Satzung 

schauen 
Scheidung 
Schein 

•. 

SdJeitern 

SchidtsaJ, 

sehen 

I 
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gather. Hcidegger interprets Greek /Qgos as 

gathering: see 95. 

sentence; proposition; statement. See also 
Auseinandersetzung; Leitsatz 
ordinance (13, 85,100, II3, II7)- See also 
Auseinandersazung 
to view. See also sehen 
division. See also entscheiden 
seeming; illusion (2., I9, -48); light (76). 
According ro Heidegger, seeming was not 
originally separate from Being but was 
part of the self-manifestation or "shining" 

of beings (see 76-78). Occasionally Hei
degger does use the word Schein ro mean a 
t1eceptm manifestation; on these occasions 
we translate it as "illusion." However, his 
usual word for a deceptive manifestation is 

Anschein (semblance). 

Related words 

scheinend 

seem; shine ( 76, I0-4, 

127,139, 1-4-4);shWoe 
forth (51, H) 
seemly (1oo) 

See also Anschein; anwesen; Augenschein; 
encheinen; Erscheinung; sehen; Vcmchein; 
zum Vcmchein bringen; zum Vorschein 

/wmmen 
shatter 
fate. See alsogescheiJen 
see; POn x her geseiJen = from the point of 
view of x. Hcidegger explores the phe-
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nomenon of seeing, in the broadest sense; 
through a wide variety of words. Seeing aa 
a human activity corresponds to the self
showing of beings or Being (see~ 
Schein). See alsoAnblici; .Ansehen; Ansid#; 
AMgenpunla; Augenschem; AJi.ssehen; A. 
sehenswetsen; AMsricht; Blidt; BlidthRinJ; 
Blidtftld; Gesicht; Gesidrtskms; ~ 
spun/a; Hinblidt; mneinrchauen; hi,._ 
sehen; Hinsicht; mnsichtlich; Dptisch; Pmptlt
tm; schauen; Sicht; sichten; Sid!trPei#; 
Ubmicht; Vorblici; Vorblidtbalm 

in being. This is a verbal adjective describ
ing something that is. The reader must 
hear "being" in the translation here in a 
manner distinct from a being in the seme 
of an entity or thing. See also Sein 

the being (85, 98, 100,107,129, 132); «tiM 
Seientl» = the in-being (23). When Hd-
degger employs das Seiend in his discus
sions of the pre-Socratics, this very uncom
mon usage parallels the ambiguous Greek 

expression tv rm or tv eon (see 23-2-4). 

Sometimes the Greek and German expres
sions seem to refer to beings as such, some
times they seem to refer to Being, and 
sometimes their meaning is indeterminate. 
See also Sein 

Seiende, das; Seiendes beings; what is; that which is. See Transla· 
tors' Introduction. See also Sein 

Sein Being. That by virtue of which all beings as 

selbe 

Setzung 

Sicht 
sichten 
Sichtweite 
Sinn 
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such become accessible to us. For further 
explanation, see 1ranslators' Introduction. 
Related words 
Seiendheit 

seiendwmlm come into being 

be; to be; to-be (73)-
This is the infin.itive 
form of the verb. 

oblivion of Being 

( I4-1S,19,1SS) 

See alsoDasein; Da-mn; Existenz; N~ 
sein; Nidrtsem; seiend; Seiend} das; ~ 
lias} Seimdes; Un-seinuk} das; Unreiendes} 
Unrein;Vorha~ein 

same. What is "the same" is not necessarily 

identical (glach): see 1o6. 

sd.fsameness ( 103, 1o6) 

self-evident 
set; set up; put; posit. See also A.useinan

dersetzung 
positing (13, 152). See alsoAuseinander-

setzung 
view (9)- See alsosehen 
to view (139-140, 148, 156). Seealsosehen 

vista (8). See also sehen 
sense; Sinn des Seinr = meaning of Being. 
The phrase "meaning of Being" is well
established in English translations of 
Hcidegger; in other contexts, we have 
translated Sinn as "sense" in order to dis
tinguish it from Bedeutut1if (meaning) . 



Sttten 
soil 
Solkn, das 
Sprache 
sprechen 

Spruch 
Sprung 
Stand 

rtiindig 
Standigkeit 
Statte 

stehen 

ste/Jen 

Stellung 
Streit 
Vbergewalt 

Vbmnacht 
Ubmicht 
Uberwiiltigen 
Umbildung 

umdeuten 
umwa/ten 

Unfug 
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mores (13) 

should 

the ought. See also Geso~ das 
language. See also sag en 
speak. See also sagen 
saying. See also sag en 
leap. See also Ursprung 
stand; stance {II4); status (47). See also 
stehen 
constant. See also stehen 
constancy. See also stehen 
site. See esp. II7. 

to stand. See also Bestand; besti:indig; Be
rtiindigkeit; bestehen; eigenstandig; ~ 
stehen; ent-stehen; Entstehen; mtehm; 
Stand; stiindig; Standigkeit; Vmt4nd; Vn-
stiindigkeit; Pmtehen 

place; pose; set 

orientation; position 

strife ( 47, 87, 1-46) 
excessive violence (119, 124, xzs, 135). 

See also waiten 

superior~er(89,118) 

overview ( 8) . See also sehen 
overwhelm. See also wa/ten 

transformation; transfiguration (51). See 
alsoBild 
reinterpret 

envelop in its sway ( II9, xzx, 136). See 
alsowa/ten 

unfittingness ( IZ3, x 32); un-fit ( 125). See 

aJsoFug 

unhetmtsch 
unheimlich 

Un-seiende, das 
Unseiendes 
Unsein 

Unterscheidung 
zmwrborgen 

ur

Urbild 
Unprung 
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homeless (xz7). Seealsounheimlich 

uncanny. Heidegger's word for the Greek 

tkinon (see especially 1 14-I I 7). The word 

might also be rendered as "unsettled"; it is 

a condition in which one is not at home 

(Heim). 
Rclated words 

unheimtsch homeless ( IZ7) 

See also einheimtsch; heimtsch 

un-beings (xz3) 

an unbeing (xzz) 

un-Being (xoz). The un- in these three 
words connotes not just negation but bad

ness or wrongness. See also Sein 
distinction. See also entscheidm 
unconcealed. For Heidegger, truth is an 

event of unconcealment in which beings 
become accessible and understandable to 

us. This unconcealment is not the discov

ecy of particular, factual "truths" but rather 

the establishment of the strUCtUreS of 

meaning whereby such discoveries them

selves become possible. See also bergen; 
entbergen; tnt-bergen; entbergend; Ent

borgenheit; Geborgenheit; M'bergen 
unconcealment. See also wahr 

primal; originary 

archetype. See also Bild 

origin 
Rclated words 

Ur-sprung 
ursprunglich 

originary leap (5) 

original; originary 



'Perbergen 
Vnfall 

7Je7fUgbar 
7Je7fUgen 
Verga~ene, tl4s 
m;gewtdtigen 

v eri""""B 
11mUhmm 

Vemehmu~ 

Vernkhtung 
TJmRgen 

VmRgen 
TJmammeln 

TJmchliej!m 

Vmtand 

Vmtiindielteit 
"Pmtehen 
M'UnstR/ten 

mwirltlichm 

VoLt 
Vollendu~ 

Vorbild 
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Unpri4~1khlteit 

See also Sprung 
originality 

conceal. See also unverborgen 
decline 
available. See also Fug 
have at its disposal. See also Fug 
what is past ( 33). See also G~ riM 
violate ( x 36). See also waJten 
aberration ( 8 3). See also Itn 
apprehend. Hcidegger's translation of tbc 

Grcelcnoem (see 105). 

apprehension 
annihilation ( 12, 29) 

withhold (135) 

hi.lure 
gather. See also sammeln 
close off. See also ojfm 

understanding. See also rtthm 

asruteness ( 35). See also rtthen 

understand. See also stehm 

deform (n, 33, 1-40, 155). See also 8#
staJten 
govern (131, 133, 142). Seealsowaltm 

governance (I 32, 145). See also wRltm 
abide. Along with emerging (aufgehen), 

abiding is one of the two main traits of 
phusis as Hcidegger understands it. Seen. 
actualize; rea.l.ize. See also wirltlich 

people. See Translators' Introduction. 
fulfillment. See¢. 

prototype (45, 48, so, 141, xso, 151, 154). 

SeealsoBUd 

JIOrhi/dm 
Vorblia 
Vorbliabahn 
Vorfmge 
VOI'-.fmge 

Vena~ 
Vcnaehen 
POrhiUIIIm 
Vorhtuulmheit 
Vorh41ulmsein 
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prefigure ( 72, 142). See also BUd 
prior view (90, 114). See alsosehm 
prior line of sight ( 89-90). See also sehm 
preliminary question ( 32) 

prior question. "How does it stand with 

Being?"~ 25-

process 
procedure 
present at hand 

presence at hand (147, 154, 157) 

Being-present-at-hand (38, 134, 1~). See 
also anwesm; Sem 

predominance. See also Hermhaft 
present itself ( 31, 56); can be found ( 25). 

See also anwesm 
occurrence ( 3, 4, 38) 

lie at hand ( 65, 76, 147, 154). See also M-

li¥Sm 

liM'-liegm lie before us ( 36); lie at hand before us 
(147).Scealso~ 

Vorm~ precedence (no, 137, 151). See also~ 
Vormngrtellu~ preeminent position (93) 

Vonchein manifestation. See also Schein 
Vonchein bri~en, zum make manifest. See also Schein 
Vonchem Jwmmen, zum manifest itself; make itself manifc:st ( 76). 

Vontellung 

See also Schein 
represent 
re-present; set forth ( 140). This spelling 
suggests the root meaning, "to set before?' 
representation; notion (49, 51, 74. 77, 

x 19). In its narrow sense, this word refers 
to a particular, "representational" under-

I 
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standing of truth and thinking: see 90-91. 

We have translated it as "notion" when it 
carries a broad, vague sense, much like the 
everyday English use of"idea." 
prevailing (I 3 7) . See also watten 
true 
sway 
to hold sway. See Translators' Introduc

tion. 
See alsoA%ewalt; bewaltigen; durr:hwaJten; 
Gewalt; Gewalten; gewaitig; gewalts4m; 
~tat; g~tiitig; Gewalt[-]tiitiglteit; 

Ohergewalt; Uberwiiltigen; umwalten; m-
gewaitigen; verwalten; VerwaJtung; wno
walund 
pass on (141, x.¢). See alsoSRgm 
essence 
essentially unfold. In modem German, the 
noun W~:ren means "essence," but the ar
chaic or poetic verb W~:Sm can mean "'to 
be;' "to live,» or "to dwell"; vestiges of this 
verb are found in forms of the modem 
German sein (to be), such as gewesen 
(been). Through his use of wesm, Heideg
ger seeks to evoke a sense of essence that is 

not a What, an idea, but rather an aspect of 
Being: a happening, a process, an unfold
ing. For this reason, we translate wesen as 
"essentially unfold?' 
See also Abw~:rm; anwesen; Anwesen; An

wesen; Anw~:rende, dar; Anwesenheit; C* 
W~:rende, dar; Gewesene, dar; Sein 

WJ/Jiiir 

wiriJith 
Wium 
Wunie 
rinligm 
zerglietlem 

German-English Glossary • Z4S 

antagonism (8I, I-46) ; conflict ( 133, 1-40). 

See also Streit 

contrary; conflicting ( x 35) 

repeat and retrieve (29); re-trieve (I¢). 

For an cluddation of this concept, see Be
ing and Time, §7-4. 

arbitrariness ( 19, 115) 

actual 

knowledge; knowing 
worth 
deem worthy (63) 
analyze (90, I 0 S). See aJso dNnJmehmm 
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Index 

ND~¥: P.1ge nu.mbas refer to the pagi
nation of this tranSlation. 

absence~), IU 

abyss (Ab~), 3, 99, n6, no, IS9, 

I71 
aatbetics, 1,.0 
1f811thtm, too, :uo-:z.u 
llli:hellf, 64, 107, 12.7, I42., I8:Z., I97, 

2.03, :z.os. See also truth; 
uncooccalmcnt 

America, ,.a, 43 
Anaximandcr, I 77 
annihilation (Vemkimulg), 17, 41 

~1S6-I76 
appearance (Eneheimmtf), appearing 

(Enemnm): and apprehension, 
t-43, 179; as Being, 64, I07-Io8, 
no, n-4, J:z.I-12.2.; Dascln as site 
of, 188, 190; ofhwnanlty, ISI; and 
idea, I09, I94-19S; asp/Nsis, IS, 
7S, to6,IIO,I47- 143, l94-19S; 

and seeming, IOS-I08, I~ 132.; 
setting-into-work of, 170, t86; 
and space, 19S. See also seeming; 
semblance 

apprchcoslon (VemtlmfN¥)1 I46-
I48,ISO, I78- 18I, I86, I9S,:z.o6-

2.07 
Aquinas, 19 
archetype (Urbilll), I97, :z.n 
Aristodc: on k¥Jos, 6I, t8:z., 191, I99-

:z.oi; mentioned, I 7, 43, 63, 8s, 
100, 14S-I46, 13:Z.,:Z.:Z.O 

art {J(Mnst), SO, 66, 1,.0, 170 
aspcct(Anblia,Ansehm), 37, 1o8-IIO 
asscrtion~e), 127- 1:z.8, 198-

:Z.OI, 2.16, 2.19 

beauty, 1,.0 
becoming (Wmlm), 16, 69, 100-103, 

I:Z.3,:z.o8- 2.Q9, :Z.l6, 218 
Being (Sein): and becoming, roo

I03, :z.r6, :z.r8; as bcingncss, 33; 
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Being (Sdn) (t:tmtmwtl) 
and Dascin, ~1-:1.3, 3I, 89, II I, 
186, 119; detcrmlnate, 81-83; cty· 
mology of"Bel.og," 7+-?8; gram· 
marof"Bel.og," S?-S9, ?I-7+, 79; 
as happening, 9I, I49, IS:t, 1IS; 
how it stands, su prior qucst:lon; 
and humanity, n-13, 88-89, 1+8-
IH, I6o, I8I, I8?, 2.I9; andlan· 
guage, IS, S+, S?, 86, 9I-93; and 
~> 138-I+:t, I?t; meaning of 
term, xi, 33-34; not a being, 33-
36, 73. 83, 9:t, 2.I8-2.I9; not bcl.ngs 
as such, 19-~I ; and Nothing, 38, 
+:t, 83, 89; oblivion of, 2.0-~1, 2.7, 
~t?; and the ought, 2.08-2.1+, ~16, 

2.18; asplni.ns, I+-19,64, 1o6, Ul); 

and seeming, too, xo:z.-x», 2.16, 
2.18; and thinking, IOO, In-2.08, 
~16, ~18; understanding of, 3I, 
86-89, 12.4, :us; as Wliversal, +2.-
43, So, 8+-8s; lib: a vapor, 38-,.o, 

+:t. 4S, 78, 91; as weight, u 
being, the (liAs Selmil), 3 3; "'the in· 

being," n8, 13s, I39, 149, 18o, 
18+, 2.38 

BebtJ!IIIIIl1i-, vii-viii, 11)-2.I, 2.3, 
3I, 39, +3, 88, Ul, 18:t, 186,198 

Being-hen: {Dfl--snn), 8I, I69, ~~9 
bcingncss (Sdnulhdt), xi, 33 
bcl.ngs (liAs SeimM): examples o~ 3S-

38, 8o-8I; meaning of term, xi; as 
p/nms, I+, I?, I8; relation to Bc.ing, 
19-2.1, 33-36, 8I-83, 86, 9:t, 2.I8-
2.19; why tbae are beings, su why· 

question 
burdening (E~"9), I:t, +7 

caprice (Eigm.sWI), I38-I39 
care (Sorae), 31 
categOries, 2.00 

Catholicism, I s:z. 

chatter (Gerttie), IS+, 2.02. 

eMrrl, 69-?0 
Olrist, I3+, 1+3 
Chrlstlanity: mentioned, I+, I+6, 

ISS, I8?; view of creation, 7-8, 
III, 2.07; view of~, I33-13+, 

1+3 
classicism, I97-I98 
Claudius, M., Io6 
concealmc.nt (VerlxnlJmheit): and 

Being, 2.0, 6+, 8?, 107, Il2., I2I, 
138, I+:t, I88; and essence, ISS; in 
Heraclitus, 12.1, 13+, 13SD, 138, 
I+:t, I 81; and inception, 2.04; aod 
phusis, 16, 12.1; and unconceaJ.. 
ment, 6+, 107, no, II:t, ns, 181, 

186,105 
confrontation ~"lf): 

mentioned, ?S, II7, ISS), 1?9, 198; 
as polemor, 65, 12.0, 1+0, 153, 177; 
as unifying, 6s, 139, 1+2.. Su lflsD 
strife; struggle 

constancy (Stimdiglteit): and Being, 
63, 67, 70, 102., to8, 132., 2.16, 2..20; 
mentioned, 65, III, II+, 135, 17:t, 

183 
coruradiction (W"ulersprwd1), :z.s, 2.7, 

82., 2.00 

corrcaness (IUdttiJJirnt), I97, 199, 
2.01 -~. Su also truth 

culture (KJJttn'), so, sz 

Dasein: meaning of term, xi-xii, 
31, :up; and Being, u-2.3, 31,....., 
S3,8?-8S),S)6-9?,IIL,I86,188-
I90, 2.1S, 2.I9; Greek, III-II3, 
I:z.:t, 133, 14I, IS3, IS+, I7+-17S, 
183, I89, I97; grounding and 
transfoi'Illlltion of, +I-+2., +4. +7, 
67,99,II3,I76,179,I86,:z.t8;as 
in·ddent, 174; and language, s+, 
183; and /QgiJS, 179; and philoso-
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phy, Io-12., 2.8, s:r.; andpol&s, r6:r.; 
and temporality, :z.o; and truth, 
II I; and ll!ll'J:IOOjn<:SS, 169; and 
violence, 16o, 173- Sua/so Being· 
hen:; humanity 

death,I39,IS7,168-I69 
de-cision (En:-~, 116, I79, 

I8s 
de-concealment (Erte-btwamheit), :z.:t, 

18I. Su lllstJ unconcealment 
dei-, IS9-I6I, 167, 169, 17I, 173 
demonism ~), 49 
Descane$, R., 2.09 
destiny (Gesdriej), 16, I63 

~2.06,2.08 

dJJti, I7I, I77-I78 
tJox., 108-no, n8, 137, :z.os 
draft (R!P), I7I 

riMs, 63- 6+, I9:t, 2II. See also illliJ 
eMJJsll, 61-63, 68-70 
muleehei4, 6 3 
environment (U,-,dt), 47 

epiphany (Epiphtmie), 66 
epistemOlogy (ErltmntJtistheorie), 103, 

IJS, I2.7, I.....,ISO,ISI,J86,I87 
errancy (Im), us 
esrmlill, 193, I96 
essential unfolding (JJ¥Sm), 75-76, 

I92., 2.17,,...... 
ethics, I8, lSI, I87. Su i11stJ morality; 

values 
etymology of "Being," 74-77 
Europe, +o-41,....., 47-49 
c:xistcnce, 67, I93, 11)6 
tJdsmi,U, 193, 11)6 
existentialism, 2.I7 

faith (G~), 7-8, 2.s- 2.6, 2.07 
fate (SdndtsiU), 9, 12., ,.a, +I,....., 45, 

n, s+, PI 
Fichte, J. G., :z.n. 

fittingness (FIIB): as Being, IS:r.; as 
dJJti, 17I, 177; (dispensation), 
I63, I7I-I7:t, 17+, I8o, IS+, 181); 

meaning of tenn, I7t, :130; men· 
tiooed, IS7· Su lflso unfittingness 

fonn (Gallllt), 63, 66, IS+ 

freedom (Freiheit), I+, 17-I8, +0, 63, 
6S,I2.S-I2.6,I8I 

gatbering ~):as dcd.s1oc, 
18s-I86; in Heraclims, 6s, us
t36, 138-143, I8t; and humanity, 
I8o-I88; and language, 183-IS..., 
198-I99; asJq,os, 6S, 13I-I32., 
13S-I+3, I8o-I81; in Pannc:o.ida., 
IOI, x8o, I8+-18s; and uneonceal· 
mtnt, I8t-I82., I98-I99, 103,106. 

~also~ 
German ldeallsm, 48, I4S 
German language, 6o, 6+, 7S 
God, 7-8, 93-95, 1o8, 125, 143, 2.07 
gods, +0, 47, 6S, 86, III, IIS, I+!), 

153,163 
Goethe, J. w., 94 
good, 2.Il-2.U 
govemancc: (V~), 183, 186, 

I99,2.03 
grammar. SS-62., 67-7+, 91 
ground (Gnuul}: as abyss, 3, 99; of 

Being, 3S, 6+, 2.10, 2..20; of beings, 
IO, 17, 2.6, 3o-31, 34-35, 2.I8; 
of freedom, I+; of humanity as 
Dascin, I62., 17S, I78-179, I86, 
2.IS-2.I6, 219; meaningoftenn, 
xiii; and originuy questioning, +8, 
112- 113; of the ought, :z.rz; ofsd· 
ences, SI; and why-question, 3, s-
7, 2.4, 3o-3I. Su also abyss; origin· 
ary ground; un-ground 

Habermas, J., XV 

Haecker, T., xv, ISI-lSl 
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Hamsun, K., xv, 28-2.9 
hcarhning(H~), I37-I38 
Hegel, G. w. F., I9, u8, U9, 133, 

I92, 2.00-:ZOZ 

Hc:raclirus: discussed, 109, 121, tn; 
OniQgos, I33-143, I81-I82, I89j 
and Panncnidcs, I02-I03, 133, 
IS4. 204; onpolmws, 64-6s, 120, 

I49, 153 
history(~): and apprehco

$ion, ISOj and Being, IS2.-IS3, 
I 74j and de-cision, I I 6j end of, 
2.02, 204; and historical scieoo; 
45-47; as mythology, t66; and 
JXM-, 6s; andpoUs, 162.-163; and 
ttdml, ISI; time as, 40 

history, science of 
(~)andhisto· 
r1ans (Humilter), 37, 39, 4S-46, 
2.04, 212 

H6lderlln, F., II 2, I 3 3, 2.2.1 

Homer, 72, I31-I32, 183 
humanity, human beings (tier Mm-

sth): and Being, 88-89, I-48-IH, 
I6o, t8I, I87, ZI9; and Dasei.n, 89; 
historical, I-49-lHj as in·ddent, 
174; and~Qgos, 182; and time, 88-
89; as uncannicst, IS9- I76. See Rlso 
Dascin 
~,199,206 

UieA, 63, 70, 128, I9:Z,.. I99, 208, ZIT. 
See also tUios 

idealism, 48, t-46 
imitation (Ntuhbilll}, 197 
inception (A.nfrmg): and decline, t 7, 

I6S, 186-187, 202, 204; end Of, 17, 
191, 202; gn:amcss of, t6-t7, t6s
I66, 204; meaning of term, 224; 
retrieval of, 41, 47, IS-4- ISS, 204 

in·cident (ZJPis&hm-:fo/1), 174 
lnfinltive, S8-S9, 6I, 7o-72 

information (Kmnmis), 23, St, 169 
intellcaualism, 12.9 
intelligence {IIIttiJig~), 49 
irrationalism, 154, 190-I9I, UJ7 
"is:' 8I, 93-96, 118, 2I6 
!socrates, UJ7 

Kant, L, 43, I28, 145, UJI, 212., 2.I6 
knowledge, knowing (Erltetmmll, 

Wiam): change in, I I3j CSSCDCC ~ 
2.3,112-113,12.0,I70,2.20jand 
history, 46, 133, ISo-IS2., 166; 
human being as knower, II6, rw, 
I7I- I72., ISS; Nietzsche on, 4; DOt 

information, 2.3, I69-I70j ph.i.lo
SOpbial, 9, II; and spirit, sz; as 
ttchnl, 18, 169-170, 183. See. 
epistemology; sdcnce; truth 

language (Spra&he): as a being, S6-S7, 
62., 68; and Being, IS, 54, 57, 86, 
91- 93; and grammar, s6, 6o; as 
Wgos, 131, I40, 179, 183-184, 198j 
misrdation ofDasdn to, n-s-4; 
origin of, 59, 67, I8z-t83 

Latin, 14. s6, s9, n 
leap (Sprung), 6-7, 14, IS, I88, 2.14 
Leibniz, G. W., 63, I28 
Lcwalter, c., xvi 
likeness (Abbild), 197 
linguistics, 56, 6o, 74, 76 
Uved c:xpcrience (Erlelmis), 1 zs 
logic: laws of, zs, 43, 82., t28, UJO; 

mentioned, 140, I9t; and 
Nothing, zs, 2.7; origin of, 27, 
12.7-t28, I30, I8.2., 201; ovcrcom· 
ing of, 130, 20I; and philosophy, 
25, I2.6. Sulliso conttadicdon; 
IQgos;tbinking 

wgos: as assa:tion, 61, 127, I98- 2.02., 
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216, 219j and Being, I38- 142, I7Ij 
in Otrist:ian.ity, 133-134, I-43; as 
gathering, 6s, I3t-I 32, 135-142, 
ISo-181; and humanity, 178- 179, 
186-187; as language, 131, 136, 
140, 179, 183-184, 198; andphusis, 
132.-I-44, 171, I80-I82, I8S-19I, 
198-2.03; as reason, ISI 

look (Anblia), 71 

look (AMSSr.bm), 63-64, 69-70 ( ap
pearance), 109, 192.- 197, 199, 202., 
2IO. See Rlso view; visage 

machination (MMhmsthaft), 169 

Marxism,49 
mathematics, I3I, 207, 2.09, 212 

metaphysics, 18- 2.1,45- 46,90, 12.9, 
I49,187,2.00 

mahexis, 197 
morality (MomlitJit), I7- I8, I7S, 

uo-2n. See also etbia; values 
mores (Sitttn), I 7 
mqrphi, 63 
motion, 2.08-2.09 

naming (Nmt~m), 77, ss, 98, I63-
r64, 183 

naming force (Nmrtlmlft), 14, IS, S4. 
83,1o6 

National Soc!allsm, xiv- xvii, 2.13 
nature, I4- I6, I8, 64, 66, 2.12 
Nietzsche, F.: on Being, 38-39, 4I-

42.; on Oui.sti.anity as Platonism, 
I 1 I; and Greeks, 133; on history, 
46; on knowledge, 4 ; metaphysics 
of, 19; on nihilism, 2.6, ::&I7; on 
philosophy, 13-14; and values, 
213- 214 

ncein, I-46-147, ISO, 179-181. Seelliso 
apprehension 

not-Being (Nidmein), 30, 32- 34, 67, 
8r- 82,86,to8,tts- rzo 

not-Being-here (N~), t89-
I90 

Nothing (tliu Nidm): and becoming, 
121; and Being, 38, 42, 83, 89; as 
death, 157; and half-measures, 213; 
and logic, zs-z7; meaning of term, 

xii; and nihilism, zs-2.6, 217; in 
Parmcnidcs, II7- ll9, 177, I79j 
and poetry, 28-2.9; as possibility of 
not-Being, 3o-33; as something, 2, 
42.; and why-question, 2., 2.6 

noun,6o-61 

oblivion of Being~), 
zo-:n, 2.7, 2.17 

Oetliplui#Coltmlu, 189 
OaliptiSR#x, ll:Z,..II4 "'n rhe Essence of'Ihnh," 23 
01IOmlf, 6o-6I 
ontology, 43- +4. UJO 

openness(~, Ojfmheit): 
and Being, 88, 99, 2.35; and 
Dasein's violence, t6o, 166-167, 
173-174. 188; andbistoryofWcst, 
99; and knowing, 2.3; and naming, 
183; and Oedipus, nz; and philos
ophy, 90; and ttdml, 170 

opinion(MdnN~t~J), 109-110 
ordinance~'W), 17,118,139, 

157, I63 
originary ground (U,..BrNNl), 3 

originary leap (UNpru"'J), 7 
ought (Sollm), too, zio-zt 3, 216, 

218 
lnUIA: as Being, 61, 64, 67, 2.06, 2.07, 

2.16; meaning of term, 33, 64, 193, 
2.01; mentioned, 203,2.20 

p4rtmplmin4, 69-71 
Pannenidcs, 101-I03, II6-IUJ, 133, 

Io4S- IS4, 176- I86, 195, 204 

p111'1»1J'i11,64 
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people (Volk), xiv, 9, 12., -40, 41, +9, 
S2, S+. II3 

perdition (Vmlerb), 172, 173 
perspective (Blidtllfllm), 1:1.4 (line of 

sight), zsr, t87- I88, 19+. :un, 
208,l.l3,l.I9-:UO 

pcrspccdvc (Pmpdam), 1:1.4 
Philo Judacus, 143 
philosophy, 9-t+, 17-l.S, +s, 90 
p/nuls: as appearing, 10, 75, Io6, 110, 

147-1<43, 194; and apprchcnslon, 
r-48; as Being, 14-19, 6+, 1o6, 119; 
as beings, r+, 17, 18; and concca.l
mcnt, t:u; as emergent-abiding 
sway,xill, IS-16,6+,66, I9+;and 
IMtl, 192.-19+, t96; andlp, 13'-

I ..... 171; narrowing of its mean
ing, 17-18, 66; and nature, 14-16, 
18, 6+, 66; and truth, 107, I 19 

ph~,I6,I9,90,I+9,l.OO,:UO 
Pindac, Io6, Io8, 12.0 
Plato: on becoming, 69-70; on Being 

and thinking, zoo; and end of phi
losophy, 191; on the good, zto
zn; andutt.., III, 19+. 198,zu; 
and lp as logic. 181; Nictzschc 
on, 1 1 r; on noun and vetb, 6o, 70; 
and ontOlogy, +3; and Parmcnidcs, 
t+s-x¢;Pb.t#tw, r8;&pub/ie, 
2.nn; Sopbis; 6o; on space (thOnJ), 
69-70; on tulml, r8; r-, 69-
70; and value, 2.1 2. 

poetry (Dkhtm, DiebtJma): Greek, 
IS, ro8, IS+, 183; mentioned, so, 
6S, 167, :zo+; and philosophy, l.S, 

141,176 
polmtos, 6+-6s, rzo, 149, 153, 177, 

178. See ll1so confrontation 
polis, 162.-163, 141, 204 
positivism, +9 
possibility, 32. 
prcscnce ~),coming tO 

prc:scnce ~), prcscnmess 
(Geg~lreit): as Being, 6+, 96, 
132, 19l.-193.~. 2.07, 116, 12.0, 
us; in Parmcnidcs, zox; and time, 
2.2.0; and Wam, 7S-76 

presence at band (V~), 
.Bcing-prc:scnt-at-hand (VurlHuulm
~n), 187,2.o6,2.09,2.16,:uo 

pl'CSCIIlt (Gegtmt111111), 47, 76, 101 
prior question (Vorft¥e), 3S, ...... 77, 

2.IS 
pro-ducing (Her-steiJm), 66, Io8, 181, 

l.OS 
pro-ducing (Hemw-brinBm), 18 
prototype (Vorlnlll), 66, 69-70, 197, 

l.IO, 2.16 

ptOsis, 61-63, 67 

race (R.Juse), +9 
rank (Rsma): and Being, 87, 141; 

destruaion of, 48; and /qgos, 6s, 
t8s; and philosophy, II, 18; of 
why-question, 2, s, 7 

rationalism, 190, 2.07 
realism, 1+6 
reason (Vermmft), S1, 130, IS+, 187, 

190-191, 107, 112. 
k&llmU.Aildms, S2. 

Rein.ha.rdt, K., 113 
religion, so, I+3· See ll1so 01ristianity; 

God; gods 
representation (Vonullu"if), 3+. 8+, 

I2..S-J16,l.03 
rcsolurcness (Ewmhlosrmheit), u-2.3 
re-trieval (Wielier-htJUme), 41, 204 

~6o-61 
rootedness ~lreit), 42. 
Russia, +0, +8, 51 

Sappho, xos 
Scholasticism, 192. 
Schopcnhauer,A.,66, 189 
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science (WassmsthR.ft): change in, 1 13; 
of history, +s-+6, 2.12.; and the 
ought, 2.12.; and philosophy, u -
11, 2.1, 17-2.8, +S-+6, 89-90, IS+; 
spiridess, so-s t 

scc.ming (Sehein), 103- 12.2, 162., 168, 
I79,10S,l.09,2.I6,137 

semblance~), lOS, IIO, ISS, 
2.08,114 

shiolng(st~Jdnm), 10+-IOS. Seelllso 
sc:cming 

site (Stii#e), 157, 162.-163, 171, 173, 
17+, 188, 190, 104., 119 

Sophocles, nlr-II+, rs6- 176, 188-
189 

Soviet Union. See Russia 
space {RJJ-), 69-70, I9S 
spirit (Geist), -40-+I, +S, 47-51, 56, 

1+6, 131 
stability (Batimtliglreit), :uo. See lllso 

coo.stancy 
strife (Smit), 6s, ur, 105. Seelllso 

confrontation 
struggle {Kslmpf, BUAml'fim6): men
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